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THE INSUFFICIENT scope of their ambitions and the policies they are now championing
is fittingly illustrated by their commonly preferred slogan to describe the task ahead: “building
back better”; the views found in these pages can instead be described as “building forward better.”
Politicians in power prefer the term “recovery”; a more far-sighted approach would involve a
“rescue,” as also said herein.

THERE IS still time for humanity to come to its senses: after the rain, the sun reemerges
from behind the storm-clouds, as it were. But as other views featured here make clear, the rays
may be dim and fleeting in the absence of the major powers making a decision to substantially
upgrade the present, manifestly inadequate international system—given that starting over
is simply not now in the cards. The aim should be to reestablish a semblance of order whilst
producing a consensus on some new rules of the game. Right now, misunderstandings between
the most important players still abound, particularly in the realm of geopolitics; unfortunately,
as chronicled in this edition of Horizons, they show seemingly few signs of abating.

Micheline Calmy-Rey

Horizons is published by the Center for International Relations and Sustainable Development (CIRSD).
©by the Center for International Relations and Sustainable Development.

THEY ALSO seem to have concluded that a return to the international status quo ante is
undesirable. But they have not yet offered a holistic grand vision, supported with sufficient
material wherewithal, required to lead the world in a wholescale transformation to ensure we do
not backtrack to the conditions that existed prior to the onset of the pandemic. The outcomes of
the recent G7 summit, as one of our contributors explains, speak directly to this point.

NO-NONSENSE explanations of the inherent instability and danger of the aforementioned
conditions—as well as thoughtful proposals about what would truly be required to move
decisively beyond them—are provided by an exceptionally distinguished group of Horizons
authors. Some focus on the core issues of sustainable development: the 2030 Agenda was already
on the ropes before the pandemic; today, it seems almost impossible to imagine that more than
a small handful of countries will come even close to achieving the SDGs by the previously
announced deadline. More than anything, this change-at-the-margins approach represents an
unforgivable failure of the imagination.
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REPRODUCTION: The contents of Horizons are copyrighted. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
hosted, or distributed in any form or by any means without prior written permission from Horizons.
To obtain permission, please send an email to damjan.krnjevic@cirsd.org.

THE LEADERS of the major powers are on the cusp of shifting the thrust of their domestic
deliberations away from combating the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. They have
determined that previously adopted emergency measures are bearing enough fruit to warrant
concentrating on the day after—perhaps selfishly, since vaccination campaigns have barely
gotten off the ground across vast swaths of the globe.
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NO REGION, no nation, and no culture can isolate itself from the corrosive effects of all
this hesitancy. This includes the Western Balkans, also discussed by various authors in these
pages. Here too, a bright future appears beyond reach—at least for the moment—with possibly
caustic effects on the central question of national identity. However, thought leaders and public
intellectuals have begun to think about how to build forward better, as they observe the storm
clouds about to recede.
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Preparing Ourselves
for What’s to Come

T

HE incredible efforts, undertaken
in several countries with the help
(in many cases) of both public
and philanthropic resources, to develop,
test, and manufacture effective vaccines
against the COVID-19 disease, caused
by the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, are to
lauded. This series of initial successes is
a testament to the awesome potential to
advance the human condition even, and
perhaps particularly, in times of adversity and crisis. But we are far from having
won the day: not just because we still
do not know when, perhaps even if, this
virus will be eradicated, but because the
pandemic is still far from being brought
to heel: to speak seriously of herd immunity requires one to speak in planetary terms—and we must acknowledge
that the effort to vaccinate the Global
South has barely gotten off the ground.
At certain stages of the crisis—perhaps

still today—we could even say that the
developing world had never been more
overlooked by the developed.
Moreover, the larger question of the
nature of the recovery—the manner in
which it will take place (and here again
the scope is planetary); whether it will
be sustainable; whether it will be put in
the service of what I call the “economics of life” —is only now being put on
the agenda.
To all this we must add that our internecine quarrels continue unabated.
All told, humanity still appears to
be going through a nightmare. And it
seems to me that too many of us still
have only one desire, one ambition, one
plea: that this nightmare ends and that
we come back to the world of before.

Jacques Attali is an economist and columnist for the French magazine Les Echos. He was
the founder and first President of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
He is President of Positive Planet, an international non-profit organization assisting
microfinance institutions all over the world, and CEO of A&A, an international consulting firm.
Parts of this essay appeared in the French language edition of the author’s book, L’économie
de la vie: Se préparer à ce qui vient (2020). You may follow him on Twitter @jattali.
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I am enraged to see so many governments around the world, including those
of Europe, preferring to follow, in a
panic, the model of Chinese dictatorship,
that had failed when it really mattered,
at the beginning; and to put their economies at half-mast rather than taking, say,
South Korean democracy as their model,
I am enraged that we have not yet suffi- which, like several others, knew as early
ciently understood that the current crisis as January 2020 how to define a strategy,
has shown that a global recession—nega- persuade its public opinion, and mobitive growth in virtually every country—
lize its companies to make them produce
is not enough to solve the environmental masks and tests in a timely manner—
problem; and, moreover, that trying
without putting its social fabric in the
to solve ecological problems without
temporary grave in which too many
solving social and democratic one at the other countries, in imitation of the Chisame time will get us nowhere.
nese, decided to lock themselves up.
am enraged in the face of such blindness, because even if this pandemic
were to disappear quickly and completely—by itself or thanks to a super vaccine
or a wonder drug—we would be unable
to return to the way of life of before with
the wave of a magic wand.

13
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I am enraged to see that so many
countries failed to understand, for so
many years, that healthcare is an asset
and not a burden. I am enraged that
so many countries, for so many years,
cut the budgets of hospitals and other
healthcare facilities.
I am enraged to see the
world put itself on pause,
as if it had understood
that everything needed
to be changed, but without daring to do so.

necessary without even a scintilla of an
idea of how

to get us there.

I am enraged to see those who lead—
or aspire to lead, like those who advise
or opine—offer next to nothing about
how to adapt to the exhilarating times
to come, and how to
I am enraged to see
meet the fantastic needs
of the world.
the world put itself

on pause, as if it
had understood that
everything needed to be
changed, but without
daring to do so.

Pandemics
and War
ike previous
major pandemics
in history, today’s is
first and foremost an accelerator of
developments already in the making.
Disastrous developments. Positive
developments.

I am enraged to see
all governments—or nearly all governments—move from bewilderment to
denial, and then from denial to procrastination; and then to just stop there for
much too long. I am enraged that no
country truly shifted to a war economy
footing. I am enraged to see the criminal economy profit from the misfortune
of ordinary people.

A very brutal accelerator.
Many wanted to question the comparison of a pandemic—particularly of
this pandemic—with a war. And yet,
the comparison is apt—and easier to
embrace by countries that have won a
war than in those, like France, that lost
all their recent conflicts or even collaborated with the enemy during, say,
World War II.

I am enraged to see the implementation of needlessly liberticidal, falsely
temporary measures. I am enraged to
see the poorest, and their children, having to pay with their lives for the neglect of leaders. I am enraged to see so
many people dream of returning to the
world of before—the world that produced this crisis. I am enraged to see so
many others striking such lovely poses
before the cameras whilst expounding on what sort of new society will be
Summer 2021, No.19
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When this pandemic started, as when
a war starts, the world turned upside
down in a matter of hours; and as when
a war starts, hardly anyone in almost
any country had a real strategy.
14

one and the other in the time ahead, an
unfailing mobilization around a new,
radical project will be required. This is
the meaning of the title of my book: The
Economics of Life (2020), from which this
essay is extracted.

As in August 1914 and September 1939, it was initially thought that
the pandemic would only last a few
months.

As in a war, fundamental freedoms
have been abused; many
Like previous
n untold number
have died and are still
major pandemics
of past generadying; many leaders
in history, today’s is
tions, also having faced
are being swept away; a
major crises, chose to
ruthless battle is being
first and foremost
play the part of an osfought between those
an accelerator of
trich. Then, seized with
who want to return to
developments already
childish conceit, they
the world of before and
in
the
making.
A
very
had believed that the
those who have underbrutal accelerator.
stood that this is imposevil was conquered and
sible—impossible socially, impossible
that they were done with it. They then
politically, impossible economically,
abandoned all caution too quickly to
and impossible ecologically.
return to the world of before. And they
lost everything.
s in a war, everything will depend
on the relationship to death. A
Conversely, others were able to idencollective death, not an individual one.
tify what was in the process of being
A visible death, not an intimate one.
born; and they were able to refashion
A multiple death: creeping, present; a
their troubled era and transform it into
death that loses its uniqueness, and also a moment of overtaking, of paradigm
makes everyone lose it.
shift.

A

A

Everything will therefore be played
out in relation to time. Because in a
pandemic, only time is valuable—as
in a war. Everyone’s time. And not just
that of those who, come what may, will
benefit from this crisis.

Will we be able to make this pandemic into such a moment—into the
moment—for humankind?
Afterwards?
repeat: plenty of people will come
out of this pandemic armed with
a frantic desire to return to the world
of before. And we can understand
them: many wish to return to a world

I

As in a war, the victors will be those
who were the first to display courage and
have recourse to arms. And to have both
15
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in which they were neither surveilled
Many others, having lived through
nor infantilized. Those who have lost
their confinement in a hellish state, will
their jobs, their businesses, and their
want to rediscover other conversations,
other friends, other spaces, other loves.
workshops will dream of regaining
Many occupations will no longer have
their previous way of life and previa raison d’être and tens of millions of
ous standard of living. They will want
people, brutally thrown
to buy the car of their
Many
democracies
out of work, will have to
dreams. Those who love
will have been so
reinvent themselves.
to travel will want to
profoundly
damaged
rediscover their passion
by this ordeal that they
Many nations will
and visit all the world’s
could disappear, unless have been too affected to
places. Many captains of
hope to quickly regain
industry, believing they
we move from the
their previous standare done with the panic
economics of survival
that dictated all their
ard of living—unless
to the “economics of
essential decisions, will
they are able to change
life”—unless we move
want to return to previprofoundly how they
from a “democracy
ous levels of producorganize themselves.
of abandonment”
tion and profit, without
Many democracies will
to
a
“combative
however recruiting new
have been so profoundly
democracy.”
employees, or producdamaged by this ordeal
ing anything new, or anything similar.
that they could disappear, unless we
Many political leaders will want to
move from the economics of survival
regain their former popularity, all the
to the “economics of life”—unless we
while attempting to retain the suppos- move from a “democracy of abandonedly temporary powers that the emerment” to a “combative democracy.”
gency allowed them to obtain.
hat then is this “economics of
Conversely, a few people will emerge
life”? This crisis revealed that
from the still-ongoing confinement
our economic and social system was
with a feeling of nostalgia: those who
not prepared for a huge yet predictable
worked at their own pace, embraced
event. It has likewise revealed that this
their loneliness, or enjoying this break pandemic has been greatly aggravated, if
to a precipitous life. The privilege of
not even provoked, by our lifestyles and
such people—whether due to their
our deleterious impact on ecosystems.
high remuneration or retirement
pension—has not been brought into
So it becomes obvious: we have to call
question.
into question very deeply our modes

the United States, 56 percent in the Euof organization, consumption, and
production. Our societies must reoriropean Union and 51 percent in Japan.
ent their economies towards sectors in
It is these ratios that must be changed
which production has been sorely lack- to reach 80 percent. The development of
ing yet has been found to be vital. First, these sectors will be the best and fastest
the sectors needed to win the battle
means of securing a durable and sustainable exit from our global recession.
against the pandemic. Then, those for
which pandemic has revealed a need.
t is also towards
Together, they form
The
economy
of
life
this economy of
what I call the “economy
brings together all the
of life,” which must be
life that companies in
companies that, in
other sectors must be
promoted.
reoriented—companies
one way or another,
that today, in vain in my
The economy of life
directly or indirectly,
brings together all the
opinion, await the chimake it their mission
companies that, in one
merical return of their
to allow everyone to
way or another, directly
markets to the status quo
live
well.
or indirectly, make it their
ante: automotive compamission to allow everyone to live well.
nies, aeronautics, machine tools, fashion, chemicals, plastics, hydrocarbons,
They are very numerous: healthcare,
sugar, luxury goods, tourism; none of
prevention, hygiene, sport, culture,
these will see their previous markets in
urban infrastructure, housing, food, ag- the same way again.
riculture, territorial protection; but also:
the functioning of democracy, security,
These companies are not, however,
defense, waste management, recycling,
condemned: their leaders, and their
water supply, clean energy, ecology and unions, must also mobilize to find other
the protection of biodiversity, educaways of providing the same service, or
tion, research, innovation, digital techto render others, in the sectors of the
nology, trade, logistics, freight transeconomy of the life. All have the whereport, public transport, information and withal to achieve this, if they are willing
media, insurance, savings, and credit.
to dare to rethink completely.

16
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Today, these sectors represent, depending on the country, between 40
and 70 percent of GDP; and between
40 and 70 percent of employment. They
represent around 58 percent of GDP in

T

he “combative democracy” of
which I speak is just as necessary
to securing our future as is the economics of life, and it should be based on five
basic principles:
Jacques Attali
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One, combative democracy must be
representative. Its elected officials and
leaders must reflect all of a country’s
social classes.

much higher rate—some of these, as we
know, have grown even more affluent
during this crisis.

Five, it must finally take into account,
democratically, the interests of future generations. Since they cannot have the right
to vote, it will be necesCombative democracy sary to measure how the
should be based on
current generations take
Three, it must be
modest. The current
into account the interests
five basic principles: it
crisis has shown that
must be representative, of future generations
no power can claim
protect life, be modest, and to organize debates
around these measures,
to know everything.
be just, and take into
That even the greatest
of a duration proportionaccount the interests of ate to the urgency of the
power must confess its
future generations.
ignorance. That it must
decisions to be taken.
share both its questions and doubts
with its citizenry, especially with
The five principles of combative deregards to the future. That it must
mocracy should be applied differently
allow both criticism and conflicting
in different countries, of course, and it
proposals to flourish, and for these
would take us too far off course to get
to be permitted to be debated freely.
into the details here. But this does not
Such requirements are also valid for
mean it is not of critical importance.
opposition parties, journalists, commentators, and specialists (and those
anting to return to how it was
who claim to be specialists).
before is to condemn oneself
to suffer even more seriously during
Four, it must be just. Any crisis
the next major incident that will afmost affects the most vulnerable. And
fect humanity. This is not solely about
politicians must admit at the onset the
preparations for the next pandemic or
imperative of social justice in order to
the next climate tragedy. It is also about
preventing the definite condemnation
make bearable that which is now and
that which is still to come. A fair system of democracy, which will be unable to
of taxation needs to be put at the very
recover from a new attack on its princitop of the pile. Democracy in particular ples and practices if we allow ourselves
will not survive a refusal to tax the great to return to the pre-pandemic businessfortunes operating within its midst at a
as-usual approach.

mini-series for television “Years and
Years” (2019); and Steven Soderbergh’s
film “Contagion” (2011). And there
are so many others that portray other
threats to the survival of humanity, like
Richard Matheson’s great classic I Am
Legend (1954); Bernard Wolfe’s lesserknown Limbo (1952);
To speak seriously
To foresee and counter
and Liu Cixin’s extraorof
herd
immunity
them, it will be necesdinary The Three-Body
sary to use all the weaprequires one to speak in Problem (2006)—the
ons of the imagination,
first volume of a trilogy,
planetary terms—and
much more than those
the subject of which is
we must acknowledge
of forecasting.
humanity’s reactions
that the effort to
to an extraterrestrial
vaccinate the Global
One will need not only
announcement that our
South
has
barely
gotten
to draw lessons from the
race will be destroyed
off
the
ground.
past and be prepared for
four centuries hence.
its return; one must also be prepared for And there are so many others that have
the unexpected, for the unknown. And
also fed and still feed my imagination.
for that, an analysis of what are called
the “forms of madness” will be much
I learned much more from reading
more important than those of the acsuch books and watching such movies
countants: science fiction will be more
and shows than from any economics
or political science article. With these
useful than economics textbooks.
works I have learned to think outside
or a long time, thousands of
the box—to explore roads of light and
darkened paths in unexpected places.
science fiction books and films
I also discovered that the best way to
have spoken to us about what threatavoid the worst is to prepare for it. And
ens humanity, providing us with the
means to predict our own future. Here to love.
we can refer only to a few that evoke
Even video games have a lot to teach
a pandemic: Mary Shelley’s The Last
Man (1826); Jean-Pierre Andrevon’s Le us. So with “World of Warcraft,” which
monde enfin (2006); Danny Boyle’s film a bug transformed for a week into a
“28 Days Later” (2002); Marc Forster’s place of an uncontrollable pandemic, a
film “World War Z” (2002); Deon
pandemic so complex, although limitMeyer’s Fever (2016); Russell T Davies’ ed to the interior of a video game, that

18
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Two, it must protect life. And, for that,
it must reorient itself towards the economics of life.
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Because there will be other pandemics, other shocks of a different nature
yet of the same magnitude. And worse
ones still; many others. Any one of
these could lead to the collapse of our
economies, our liberties, our civilizations.

F
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no one could predict its course—until,
that is, the moment its creators choose
to reinitialize completely the game’s
servers to end it.

introduce new lockdowns, at random
intervals, when the situation calls for it.
As we know quite well already, each
new confinement has constituted a new
economic, social, and political shock
that added new misfortunes to existing tragedies. In particular, exhausted
and decimated (in the literal sense of
the word) hospital staff faced the initial
onslaught of the pandemic with great
courage, dedication, and competence.
And we know that they have had
increasing difficulty in coping with successive waves. Should these continue—
or get worse—worn-out and exhausted
democracies would accept to slide
towards dictatorship even more quickly,
in the event that the exigencies of surveillance would impose themselves and
supersede upon all laws. With the media more concerned with reporting on
scandal than telling the truth. Without
exception. Until they are gagged by the
dictatorships they helped create.

The thing is this: in the face of the
present pandemic or in the face of
future threats—unforeseeable or foreseeable—we will not be able to pull the
cord out of the wall and reset humanity.
We will have to deal with ourselves as
we are at the moment when the next
calamity hits. And we can hope that by
then humanity becomes more sagacious, more just, more free, and, at long
last, mindful of the fate of future generations.
For this to stand a chance of happening, we will have to start by predicting
the worst that may await us. To prepare
for it and to avoid it.
Future Pandemics
o one yet knows how the current
pandemic will evolve or when
it will come to an end. It all depends
on the effectiveness of deconfinement
measures, in addition of course to the
development and deployment of vaccines to counter not only the original
virus but the growing number of mutations—vaccines that need to be distributed not simply across the developed
world but also as rapidly as humanly
possible in the developing as well. Additional waves are still possible, and
we must be prepared to organize and

N
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Beyond the current pandemic, others
are possible. Even probable. On indiscernible dates. And it would be criminal
to prepare for it as badly as we did for the
one that we continue to experience today.

F

irst, another variant of the H5N1
avian influenza virus is almost
inevitable. Its place of origin is likely
once again to be China if live animals
come again to be sold in markets without concern for the dangers emanating
20

from microbial excreta. This was the case
during the H3N2 influenza pandemic in
1969, which came from pigs, and during the H7N9 virus in 2013, which came
from birds—it was also perhaps the case
with regards to our present virus. We can
nevertheless hope that this one will lead
to changes in practices with respect to
large animal husbandry in both Asia and
Europe, and that it will also lead to better
monitoring mechanisms for emerging
contagious diseases.
This would require coming to an
agreement on a universal standard as
well as equipping ourselves with the
means to enforce it. Such rules exist with
respect to other threats; but they are
only really effective if they benefit from
global means of control. This is only the
case with respect to the proliferation of
nuclear and chemical weapons.
Neither is a large part of humanity
protected from a return of cholera, a
highly contagious disease that spreads
both through the environment (water)
and by people-to-people contact. No
one is really prepared for it.
We are also at the mercy of an edible
plant that is believed to be the carrier of
a deadly microorganism. More than 200
diseases can be caused by eating foods
containing pathogenic microorganisms. Each year, 600 million people fall
ill after consuming contaminated food;
420,000 die from it. In 2011, the sudden

emergence in France and Germany of
an epidemic associated with the contamination of plant products affected
more than 3,500 people. Episodes of
contamination of plant products have
also occurred in England and the United States in the past ten years. Others
of the same kind but much more massive in scope are possible. There again,
to avoid them, it would take planetary
standards to impose a flawless hygiene
regime concerning fields, vegetable
gardens, systems of transport, storage,
conservation, preparation, and sale.
And of course the means to effectively
enforce them.

W

e can also imagine an act of bioterrorism, by which a microbe
or a virus would be deliberately spread
by terrorists, criminals, or madmen.
The most dangerous and most likely
agents are anthrax, botulism, smallpox,
and hemorrhagic fever viruses. Such an
act, committed without an immediate
claim of responsibility, would give the
scourge time to run undetected through
airports, trains, and subways, which
would make it almost impossible for the
authorities to react in a timely manner
in containing the deadly outbreak.
One cannot rule out that some stocks
of deadly microbes may have been
recovered by various terrorist groups
following the collapse of the Soviet Union. And agents of this sort are not that
difficult to make.
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In anticipation of this type of attack,
many countries, including the United
States, have developed specific detection
methods and early warning systems.

A terrorist (or an intelligence service,
for that matter) could remotely empty
the batteries of a pacemaker or send
it a fatal shock. One could also hack
into neurostimulators implanted in
the brains of patients with Parkinson’s
disease or those suffering from epilepsy.
Or others to come. Body implants could
be diverted from their mission and
used, for example, to inject devastating hormones. And many other acts of
madness.

While an international treaty—the
Biological Weapons Convention, as
it is now known, which currently has
183 states parties and four signatory
states—prohibits these weapons. But
it does not provide for any compliance
monitoring regime. In other words, it is
totally useless.

F

inally, cyberattacks can destroy
economies; this category represents one of the main threats of the
future. They can also directly attack
increasingly smart-wired human beings, not only through pacemakers but
through many other digital prostheses
to come (e.g. implants, batteries, nanobots regulating blood flow). Such prostheses are being developing as we speak:
a company called Cyberkinetics is
working on a system of neural implants
whose signals could be decoded in real
time. The chipmaker Intel plans soon to
market electronic brain chips capable of
controlling computers without a keyboard or mouse. And so on.
Experiments and simulations of attacks against such digital prostheses
have already taken place: in 2010, for
example, a British doctor named Mark
Gasson intentionally attacked an RFID
chip grafted into his left hand.
Summer 2021, No.19
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Ecological Issues
n the same way as with these pandemics, which are predictable and
must be anticipated, we must prepare
for future ecological disasters. Especially since, unlike pandemics, they have
been already predicted with precision
and we know full well what should be
done to avoid them.

I

These disasters are already here: nine
out of ten people breathe polluted air.
According to the WHO, each year more
than 12 million people die from causes
related to environmental problems like
air quality, water quality, exposure to
chemicals, and climate change.
We know everything about the growth
to be feared from non-biodegradable
waste, the decline of coral reefs, and the
disappearance of diversity in nature; we
know that, at the current rate, there will
be more plastic by volume than fish in
the waters of the Earth by 2050.

Each year, more than 8 million tons
of plastic are released into the oceans.
By 2050, all species of seabirds will
ingest plastic regularly. In addition,
the current health crisis seems to be
causing the greater consumption of
single-use plastics, perhaps putting an
end to the trend towards their reduction. In France, for example, 50 percent
of manufacturers in the plastics sector
have seen their activity increase since
the start of the pandemic crisis. And
global production is expected to increase threefold within five years, and
fivefold by 2050.
By 2050, soil degradation could reduce agricultural yields by 10 percent
on average and up to 50 percent in
some regions, particularly in Africa.

are not accelerated, the average temperature could increase by 7°C by the end
of the century. In this case, 300 million
people could face flooding at least once
a year in 2050, and by 2100 the sea level
would rise by at least 1,1 meters, or
even by 2 meters in the most pessimistic scenarios.

I

f we do not act, natural disasters
will also increase in frequency and
intensity; rainfall will increase in humid regions, resulting in more frequent
storms, and decrease in dry regions,
causing severe droughts. By 2100, 75
percent of the population will be exposed to deadly heat waves.
Such climate change would further
exacerbate land degradation and put
pressure on global food security.

In addition, as land (especially forests) is
The pollution of fresh water threatens
degraded, natural carbon deposits essendrinking water resources, exacerbating
tial to the Earth’s balance will disappear.
the risks of water stress and scarcity of
In addition, climate change is accel- drinking water in the most vulnerable
regions.
erating.
So many other ecological issues are
involved; in particular the threat of
biodiversity. Many fear—or hope—that
an increase in this threat will cause a
collapse of our civilizations and even result in the disappearance of the human
species: a new mass extinction.

We must fear an increase in the temperature of the Earth’s surface of more
than 4°C in 2100. Since the beginning
of 2020, the average temperature in
France has increased by more than 2°C
higher than that of the average for the
years 1980-2020, and this temperature
is the highest since it began to be measured at the beginning of the twentieth
century. If ecological transition efforts

In any case, all this will very quickly
have major economic consequences.
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Many analyses show that global warming alone could lead to a 3 percent drop
in global GDP by 2030.

nother striking example of the
defection of the vast majority
of states: the signatories had, according to the principles set by the Paris
Nothing Serious
Climate Accords, until early February
aced with all this, what are we do2020 to submit to the United Nations
ing? Not much. We know that the
a list of their national contributions to
use of carbon energies should be massive- the fight against global warming. Only
ly reduced. This requires
three countries met this
Many
analyses
show
immense efforts and the
deadline, representing
that global warming
2015 Paris Climate Acless than 0.1 percent of
cords—which aimed to
global greenhouse gas
alone could lead to
reduce greenhouse gas
emissions: the Marshall
a 3 percent drop in
emissions—is absolutely
Islands, Surinam, and
global GDP by 2030.
not in a position to be
Norway!
respected. Its goal was to contain the rise
in average temperature by 2100 to well
And nothing serious is being done to
below 2°C above the pre-industrial level,
limit the use of plastic, to organize the
by setting a target of 1.5°C.
reduction of waste and its recycling, to
protect the corals, to expand the marine
To have any chance of achieving this,
protected areas, and to reduce the use of
nearly 75 percent of primary energy
certain harmful chemicals in agriculture.
production would need to come from
non-fossil fuels by 2040. This will
cological change is not just an
notably require a much greater use of
issue in itself. One of its consecarbon-free electricity. However, in
quences would be to increase the risk
2020, the share of fossil fuels in enof pandemics: many infectious disergy consumption was still around 80
eases will be aggravated by the rise in
percent, while carbon-free electricity
temperature and humidity as well as
represented only 12 percent of the total by the increase in waste and pollution
energy consumed in the world.
of the sea.

Mosquitoes, whose habits will be
disrupted by global warming, could
easily cause new kinds of pandemics;
in particular mosquitoes of the Aedes
family, carriers of dengue, chikungunya, and Zika. Originally from Africa
and Southeast Asia, they could settle permanently much further north.
In addition, anopheles could cause a
return of malaria to Europe, after a
century of respite. This is already the
case for the tiger mosquito, which,
before 2004, was not present in France,
whereas it is now found in 51 out of
France’s 101 départements.

According to the United Nations Environment Program, the commitments
made so far by the signatories of the
Paris Climate Accords put the planet
on a warming trajectory of 3.2°C by the
end of the century.

Finally, due to the rise in temperatures, permafrost (ground frozen continuously for at least two years) could
lose 70 percent of its surface by 2100.
However, the viruses and bacteria it
contains are not all inactive, which

F
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A warmer climate could decrease
human beings’ immune responses and
make us more vulnerable to influenza
epidemics. With global warming, the
flu could indeed extend throughout the
year, giving it more time to mutate.
24

could bring back diseases that were
thought to have disappeared completely—and about which we know nothing.

A

nd again, nothing serious is being done. We are even witnessing
the introduction of yet another new
form of carelessness, similar to what we
experienced a few years ago with regard
to masks: the production of mosquito
nets, so essential to curb pandemics
carried by mosquitoes, has been interrupted in India and greatly reduced in
Vietnam. And the fight against stagnant
water, which is the other critical way to
protect oneself from mosquitoes, is not
progressing as quickly as it needs to.

Their danger is established: one million people in the world already die
each year from diseases transmitted
by mosquitoes, particularly in Asia
and Africa. And this number will
increase—especially since the area
of rice paddies, which are excellent
breeding sites for anopheline larvae,
must double for basic food security
reasons. If temperatures rise by 4°C by
2100, these mosquitoes could threaten
the lives of nearly one billion people.
In particular, the number of Europeans exposed to viruses transmitted by
mosquitoes could double.

The Dark Pandemic
aced with this, we can fear a “final pandemic,” as it were: a dark
political wave in which, in an End-ofDays sort of political climate, dictatorships increasingly prevail, with
slogans openly advocating xenophobia and a firm hand. The proponents
of these regimes will say, against the
evidence, that democracies had not
been able to resolve previous crises;
that border closures are necessary;
that foreigners, whoever they are,
are a threat; that we have to produce
everything at home and not rely
on any outsiders; that we must arm
ourselves against all those, at home
and abroad, who will be identified as
the enemies. They will want a society
in which everyone will be watched

F
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for everything—where we will know
In the same way that the temperature
everything about everyone’s health
rises slowly, without realizing it, totaliand behavior. A society that will
tarianism will advance continuously,
sometimes without a dictator taking
ignore democracy and one in which
over, without a regime break, without
the media will become nothing more
than a conduit for entertainment and any particular announcement, and
propaganda for those in
served by politicians
Even
in
many
who will still believe
power.
European countries,
themselves to be demodemocracy is already
This already exists
crats but who will in
in many countries.
truth no longer be so.
being brought into
And this would be
They will put themselves
question. One can
expanded in the event
in the service of interest
feel its fragility; and
of further pandemics.
groups that will remain
one
can
hear
views
Such a state of affairs
discreet at first.
expressed to the effect
would be accepted in
many places and by
We will then discover
that democracy in its
many people: because
a new form of dictatorcurrent form is simply
the pandemic leads to
ship within our midst:
not up to meeting the
distrust of others—to
one that will continue
challenges of the world. to be called “democraaccept being watched,
so that others may too be watched.
cy” and to which no one, or almost no
Because fear always pushes people to
one, will contest the right to be called
prioritize security over freedom. And such. What is also called today, too
because social distancing and maskloosely, “democratorship”—a combiwearing push people to dehumanize
nation of the words ‘democracy’ and
the Other, which can lead in turn to
‘dictatorship.’
an indifference towards the destiny of
the Other...
Much worse still: one can fear that
the desire to end the human race will
hese threats are not unrealisarise, for it will have done too much
tic. Even in many European
harm to nature and to itself. A bit like
countries, democracy is already being in “World of Warcraft,” where players
have found pleasure in infecting othbrought into question. One can feel
its fragility; and one can hear views
ers, to see what ensued. Or like a terexpressed to the effect that democracy minally ill patient, who would choose
in its current form is simply not up to suicide, so as not to have to suffer too
meeting the challenges of the world.
much from his own death...

It is up to the democracies to do betSempiternal Future
ter. As quickly as possible.
o continue like this is to go
straight towards a revolution, of
which the middle classes will be the
o think not just about tomorrow
engines, before they too, in the end,
but the day after tomorrow and
together with the poorest, become the
all the days that follow is really to think
victims: for more than 70 years of ultra- broadly—it is to think about life plentiliberal drugs have killed all will and all
fully and the human condition holistimeans for the democratcally. It is to really think
To
think
not
just
about
ic state to act firmly and
about what we want
tomorrow but the
with sufficient resolve
to do with our life—so
day after tomorrow
to conceive and execute
short, so fragile, so full
truly grand projects.
of surprises; and so rare,
and all the days that
too.
follow is really to think
To continue like this
broadly—it is to think
is to play into the hands
It is to think about the
about life plentifully
of dictatorships, which
lives of others: of huand
the
human
are preparing for the
manity and of the living.
condition holistically.
future. Two examples
will suffice.
It is to think not with a fear of dying,
but in the jubilation of living. To live
One, China recently announced the every moment, happily. With the smile
launch of a program focused on seven of the condemned that we all are. In
skillfully chosen sectors: 5G, the
gratitude to those who make the future
internet, rapid transit between cities,
possible and the desire to create a world
data centers, artificial intelligence,
in which the disasters discussed in this
high voltage energy, and charging sta- essay, although undoubtedly inevitable,
tions electric vehicles. All are sectors
would be so well prepared that no one
that will make it possible to strength- would have to worry about them—neien the surveillance of the citizenry—
ther before nor during. For ourselves,
and to do so without having to import our children, our children’s children,
hydrocarbons.
and so on into sempiternity.
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Two, the United Arab Emirates also
recently announced a project focusing
on six sectors: health, education, economy, food hygiene, social life, and public
administration.

So many beautiful, exhilarating things
await the generations to come, but only
if today we make a choice to take care
of them and their future. Properly, with
sagacity and forethought.
Jacques Attali
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A

S the European Union, together
with the rest of the world, begins to emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic, it seems opportune to
examine how European integration has
progressed in the last few years, in spite
of Brexit, on various fronts: economic,
military/security, and technological.
In this respect, technology is the issue
and the solution at the same time. It is
the issue because Europe still needs to
catch up with United States and China

in terms of the size of its digital giants
and the presence of a unified regulatory
and technological landscape that is able
to harmonize its various national standards. It is the solution because technology can help break the physical barriers
that prevent a complete integration of
the continent and the establishment
of proper EU sovereignty. Data sovereignty is the first building block towards
establishing a well-rounded EU digital
sovereignty, as a stepping-stone towards
a complete integration of the continent.

Stephane Klecha is Managing Partner at Klecha and Co., a European private investment
bank focused on technology, software, IT services, hardware and IoT, and a former Vice President
of Lazard, a global financial advisory and asset management firm. Brunello Rosa is Cofounder, CEO, and Head of Research at Roubini & Rosa Associates, a consultancy firm providing
independent research and advisory services, and is a Visiting Professor in Cyber Risk Strategy
and Governance at Bocconi University You may follow him on Twitter @brunello_rosa. Nouriel
Roubini is Professor of Economics at New York University’s Stern School of Business. He is also
CEO of Roubini Macro Associates, a global macroeconomic consultancy firm, and Co-Founder
of Rosa & Roubini Associates. You may follow him on Twitter @Nouriel. The authors would like to
acknowledge the contribution of Arlind Rama to the section on Western Balkans.
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fathers, or else re-launch it, and so pass
Reacting to Setbacks
it to the next generation of leaders,
he EU integration process has
been characterized by a series of who would eventually decide its fate.
setbacks, which have then been folThe decision to react to the corolowed by important advances. Recent
ones include the migrant crisis of 2015, navirus-induced crisis by launching
a comprehensive panthe Brexit referendum
Data
sovereignty
is
European plan, based
in 2016, resurfacing
the first building block on the EU’s Multiannual
euro re-denomination
Financial Framework
risks in 2018-2019, and
towards establishing
(MFF)—significantly
finally the COVIDa well-rounded EU
induced crisis that
digital sovereignty, as a dubbed “NextGenerationEU”—signifies that
began in 2020. All these
stepping-stone towards current EU leaders have
events occurred while
a complete integration chosen the latter course:
internationalism was
of the continent.
they took the decision
deteriorating, amid the
to push integration
victory of an isolationist
to new levels, in spite of the ongoing
American president, mounting trade
and geopolitical tensions between ma- implementation issues. Unfortunately,
jor economies, the ongoing balkaniza- the bad management by the EU on the
tion of global supply and value chains, procurement and distribution of antiCOVID-19 vaccines shows that there
and an underlying technological
conflict between the United States and is still a lot of work to do to make the
EU a more efficient and effective, less
China (in which Russia and the EU
were inevitably engaged). The resulting bureaucratic operator.
polarization of the world into spheres
he novelty represented by an
of influence dominated by the United
anti-European American presiStates and China amounts to what has
dent during the period 2016-2020 had
been labelled Cold War 2.0.
several implications for the European
Union. Donald Trump was not just
Given this context, the EU—while
isolationist and lukewarm regarding the
implementing Brexit—has been conEU integration process, he was openly
fronted with yet another existential
crisis, reinforced and brought forward hostile to it. He was in favor of further
exits from the EU. And he was also in
by the COVID-induced crisis. EU
favor of diminishing the presence of
leaders had to decide, in just a few
NATO in the region, announcing a
months, whether to give up the prodecision to withdraw many of America’s
ject imagined by the block’s founding
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troops from Germany (a decision his
successor has frozen). All this had induced even the most prudent politician
of her generation, German Chancellor Angela Merkel, to declare that the
Europeans are on their own and need
to grasp their destiny with their own
hands, without relying any longer on
the external influence, pressures, and
financial and military subsidies from
the United States. As we discuss later in
this essay, the presence of Joe Biden at
the White House will only change this
state of affairs at the margins.

initiatives that have been launched in the
field of technology and innovation (as
well as financial and capital markets, and
defense). The NextGenerationEU plans
explicitly requires national recovery
and resilience plans to dedicate a large
amount of resources to the technological
transition.
Completing Economic and
Financial Integration
o its critics, the decision by the
EU’s founding fathers to begin
any form of collaboration from the
economic and financial domain is the
existential flaw in the entire integration process. In reality, this was a very
precise design choice: the generation
of the founding fathers still remembered how futile political agreements
were in the absence of shared economic interests. The memory of the
1938 Munich Agreement was still vivid
in their minds when they decided that
the first step of European cooperation had to be centered on the basic
economic needs of post-war western
European countries: coal and steel. The
European Coal and Steel Community
(the precursor to all subsequent European Communities) was formally
established in 1951 by the Treaty of
Paris, signed by Belgium, France, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and
West Germany—the “inner six.”

T

In parallel, the way the COVID-19
pandemic hit the EU plainly demonstrated the essential role played by
the technology sector in ensuring the
continuity of social life, businesses and
government activities, and accelerating
the need for sovereign digital technologies. Technology ranging from AI and
5G to Cloud computing—the new battlefields for China and the U.S. to assert
their global supremacy—has already
started to transform every industry, and
within a generation will have done so
completely.
This new paradigm represents a huge
additional threat to each EU member
state separately and the Union as a
whole; at the same time, it also represents a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
for the EU, should it manage to position
itself well in the new global chessboard.
We will discuss further in this essay the
Summer 2021, No.19

Fast forward a few decades—after
the European Economic Community
30

and, eventually, the European Union
The most notable of the inter-govwere created—the principle underlyernmental initiatives of that period was
ing any further integration process
the establishment of the Luxembourgremained the same: rooting any
based European Stability Mechanism
agreement on shared
(ESM), an institution
This new paradigm
economic interests,
that was endowed with
represents
a
huge
because doing so will,
massive financial fireadditional
threat
to
eventually, lead to the
power by the adhering
political union that, for
each EU member state governments in order
Europhiles, represents
to stave off any future
separately and the
the ultimate goal of the
sovereign debt crisis.
Union as a whole; at
process.
It has been allowed to
the same time, it also
extend loans with strinrepresents a once-inhe single currency
gent conditionality to
a-lifetime
opportunity
was launched in
troubled countries—in
1999 and became the
that respect, it could be
for the EU, should it
EU’s common currency
seen as a sort of “Euromanage to position
in January 2001. The
pean IMF.” The ESM has
itself well in the new
original design flaws
been tasked with leading
global
chessboard.
of this project became
the fast-response mechaapparent during the global financial
nism during the pandemic through the
crisis of 2007-2009 and, even more
establishment of a new enhanced credit
so, upon the onset of the Greek/euro/
line, called Pandemic Crisis Support.
sovereign crisis of 2010-2012. The lack The ESM is currently undergoing a
of resolution and solidarity mechareform process that will make it more
nism beyond the antiquated Growth
integrated in the official mechanisms
and Stability Pact meant that the euro
and treaties of the European Union.
was on the verge of collapse in 2012,
until European Central Bank president
mong the communitarian reMario Draghi’s celebrated “whatever
sponses it is worth citing the
it takes” speech in London in July of
launch of the banking union and the
that year. Since then, the euro-area (a
Capital Markets Union (CMU). The
large portion of the EU), has launched banking union has three pillars: one, the
a series of communitarian and interestablishment of a single supervisory
governmental initiatives that have
authority for large financial institution
stabilized the EU’s monetary union
(this is the so-called Single Supervisory
and re-launched the economic and
Mechanisms, an independent body
financial integration process.
within the European Central Bank);
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two, the establishment of a Single Resolution Fund, to be used in case of distress in the banking system (and which
will use the ESM as a backstop); and
three, the establishment of an European
Deposit Insurance Scheme (EDIS),
which will substitute—or at the very
least complement—existing national
schemes.

NPLs), the COVID-induced crisis has
largely stopped the de-risking process,
which has become unfeasible at a time
when all countries face multiple bankruptcies. Recently, it seems that creditor
and debtor countries have agreed that
the two processes of risk reduction and
risk sharing should proceed in parallel.
This might allow the EDIS project to
advance further, however slowly, in the
coming years.

The first two steps towards the establishment of an EU banking union have
now been completed, and the third is
in the process of being discussed—the
successful conclusion of this third pillar should not be taken for granted. As
any deposit-insurance scheme inevitably entails the use of taxpayer money
(sooner or later, directly or indirectly),
the stronger, creditor countries, such as
Germany and the Netherlands, are trying to slow down the establishment of
EDIS until the weaker, debtor countries,
such as Italy and Spain, have completed
a process of risk reduction.

T

he final step in financial integration (together with the Monetary Union and the Banking Union)
is the so-called Capital Markets Union
(CMU). This project aims at creating
a single capital market framework, for
example for the issuance of equities or
corporate bonds—the same way the
U.S. has done—as an instrument to enable private-sector risk sharing. More
intertwined European banks within a
CMU—imagine, for example, a Dutch
bank based in France, packaging Spanish
mortgage loans in products sold mostly
to Italians—would make the EU integration process de facto irreversible, like the
euro currently is, at least de jure.

In the minds of the northern EU
countries, this process of risk reduction, in which banks better provide
against non-performing loans (NPLs)
or reduce their exposure to sovereign
debt, must precede that of risk-sharing,
considering that taxpayer money is at
stake. While debtor countries seem
committed to some form of risk control,
if not necessarily risk reduction (for
example, through the mechanism of the
so-called “calendar provisioning” for
Summer 2021, No.19

Even if it is strategically important,
the process towards the creation of a
CMU seems to be stalling, partially as
a result of Brexit. Prior to Brexit, any
CMU project could not be conceived
without considering the special role of
London as one of the key global financial centers. For this reason, the EU
32

commissioner in charge was British.
process that the EU undertakes every
Now, before making any further proyear—a process that creditor countries
gress, it is likely that the EU will have
consider to be too politicized, and for
to wait for the eventual outcome of the
this reason would like to see it underCOVID-induced crisis,
taken by a more techThe completion of these nocratic body instead,
which will leave plenty
three pillars of the EU’s
of scars in the continent.
such as the ESM.

T

economic and financial
integration is considered
by Europhiles as
prerequisites for the
achievement of two
additional steps they
champion a fiscal union
and a political union.

he completion of
these three pillars
of the EU’s economic
and financial integration
is considered by Europhiles as prerequisites
for the achievement of
two additional steps they
champion a fiscal union and a political union. In a fiscal union, some or all
fiscal resources would be shared. The extreme version of a fiscal union would be
a transfer union, in which the “stronger
and richer” components of the union
would subsidize the “weaker and poorer” ones, at least for a time. Germany’s
reluctance to form a fiscal union can be
read in part as its fear of it becoming the
underwriter of a transfer union.
But some timid steps towards a
fiscal union have nevertheless been
made. There is now a coordination of
the budget process during the annual
so-called European Semester, with all
EU member states sending their Draft
Budgetary Plans (DBPs) to Brussels by
every October 15th for comments and
revision by the EU Commission. This
is part of a larger fiscal surveillance

I

n spite of this, the
process of a fiscal union seems to be
proceeding very slowly.
At the EU level, some
movement is taking
place, however. France
has finally managed
to introduce a Euro-budget (however
small) as part of the regular MFF. It is
France’s ambition that this should have
some function as a stabilization mechanism and serve as a counter-cyclical
stimulus. Germany has agreed to the
creation of the fund, as long as it remains
endowed with resources in the “low,
double-digit figure” of less than €20 billion and remains without a stabilization
and counter-cyclical function. The pessimists would say that, with such a limited
remit and endowment, this renders it
effectively useless. The optimists would
say that once the legal entity has been
created, scaling it up and enlarging its
role (for example to respond to another
future crisis) will be much easier.
Finally, the implementation of the
NextGenerationEU plan requires the increase of the EU Commission’s so-called
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“own resources.” These are not just the
“membership fees” that each EU member state pays to be “part of the club,” but
represent the creation of new EU taxes,
levied and managed by directly by the
EU Commission, which establishes a
supra-national taxing power that so far
has been considered an exclusive competence of the member states. These new
taxes (on carbon emissions, financial
transactions, and digital business) might
well constitute the core of any future fiscal union, which might in fact progress
top-down (from Brussels to the capitals
of the EU member states) rather than
bottom-up—or at least run in parallel to
one another.

A

Military And Security
Integration
he question of the European
Union’s military and security
integration is seen by some as the “new
frontier” of what is called the “European project.” Today, the defense of the
European continent (and, less broadly,
the European Union and its member
states) is basically provided by NATO—
and in particular by the United States.
However, the situation is currently
evolving.

T

dditionally, another top-down
way of pushing for a fiscal union has been enhancing the borrowing
abilities of the EU Commission, which
will finance the NextGenerationEU plan
by issuing its own bonds (which, however, will not enjoy a “joint and several
guarantee”), in what some could see an
embryonic form of future eurobonds.
The re-insurance schemes introduced by
the Support to Mitigate Unemployment
Risks in an Emergency (SURE) plan (for
unemployment) and by the European
Investment Bank (EIB) could also be
read as a step in the same direction.

In fact, despite U.S. President Donald
Trump’ statements on the lack of adequate financing by the Atlantic Alliance’s European member states, the
United States does not provide “90 percent” of the NATO budget, but “only”
22 percent. The other two main contributors are Germany (14.7 percent)

Once trade and competition rules,
currency, banks, capital markets, and
fiscal resources will be integrated, the
need for a political union to emerge
Summer 2021, No.19

should come naturally, the architects of
the EU would argue. How could these
existential decisions—involving several
aspects of national sovereignty—be
made without a common political
authority in place? For the time being,
these decisions are made as a result of
long negotiations between various EU
institutional actors (Council, Commission, Parliament, Eurogroup, etc.) and
the national capitals of the member
states. In the future, a more federal governance system might emerge, perhaps
including the direct election of the EU
President.
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and France (10.5 percent). In 2020, the
EU. Here we can mention two. First,
United States dedicated 3.5 percent of
the increasingly interventionist atits GDP to defense ($676 billion), which titude of Russia. It became apparent
with the war in Georgia in 2008, then
is equal to two-thirds of the military
came closer to the borexpenditure of all NATO
Once trade and
ders of the EU with the
countries combined, and
competition rules,
intervention in eastern
about one-third of the
currency,
banks,
Ukraine and the anworldwide total for all
nexation of Crimea
military budgets. Recent
capital markets, and
in 2014. But the use
American increases in
fiscal resources will be
of Russian force has
defense spending (+$44
integrated, the need
also been apparent in
billion) were equivalent
for a political union to
Syria, with the rescue
to Germany’s entire
emerge should come
of Bashar al-Assad’s
defense budget. Within
naturally,
the
architects
regime. Such behavior,
this budget, American
of the EU would argue. together with a conspending specifically
tinuous show of force on EU borders
dedicated to the defense of Europe is
and the use of disinformation, cyberestimated at $35.8 billion in 2018, or 6
attack and espionage activities, are
percent of the total, which is almost as
reinforcing the conviction of many
much as the entire defense budget of
EU member states that the threat on
France (€35.9 billion in 2019).
the EU’s eastern flank remains a realhe “strategic pivot” to Asia
ity.
first defined by U.S. President
Barack Obama and subsequently
Second, the development of threats on
pushed forward by his successor
the southern front. EU member states
represents a permanent change to the have and are still experiencing a series
European defense paradigm. China is of jihadist attacks. The onset of civil
America’s main strategic competitor, war in Iraq and Syria, accelerated by
and Southeast Asia is the new area of the emergence of the caliphate of the
focus. The European continent is not Islamic State (IS), generated a considthe strategic priority anymore. So far, erable flow of migrants towards Europe
there is nothing to indicate that the
in general and the EU in particular.
Biden Administration will undertake Likewise, the collapse of Libya followpolicies to reverse this change.
ing the Western military intervention
has facilitated the establishment of
At the same time, new threats for
criminal networks. Finally, the weakthe continent have emerged for the
ening of the states in the Sahel-Saha-
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ran strip has made that area a base for
and High Representative of the Unjihadist networks and organized crime. ion for Foreign Affairs and Security
The situation in the Near and Middle
Policy, Federica Mogherini, launched
East and in Africa has direct consethe EU Global Strategy for Foreign
quences for the security
and Security Policy in
EU member states
of the EU, its member
2016—the first attempt
have reached a
states, and others counto redefine the EU’s
tries belonging to the
strategic position since
conclusion that they
European geography
Javier Solana’s plan of
need to start building
(e.g. the Western Balkan
2004. Additionally, a
their destiny with
countries, Moldova,
new Permanent Structheir
own
hands
Switzerland, Norway,
tured Cooperation
from
a
military
and
(PESCO) among EU
the United Kingdom).
security perspective,
member states on secuFrom this perspective,
the issue of European
rity and military issues
without relying too
defense is a short-term
has been launched (see
much on the help of
practical matter with a
Figure 1), to enhance
their
American
ally.
concrete impact.
coordination, increase
investment and foster cooperation in
s a result of all these events
developing defense capabilities among
and factors, EU member
EU countries.
states have reached a conclusion
that they need to start building their
Regarding inter-governmental agreements, we can mention that France has
destiny with their own hands from
a military and security perspective,
offered to share its nuclear umbrella with
without relying too much on the
all EU member states. The future of this
proposal will depend crucially on Gerhelp of their American ally, which
has meanwhile become quite unreli- many’s position. Meanwhile, Germany
able. So, after Brexit, a lot of empha- has agreed with the Netherlands to effecsis has been put on further military
tively create unified commands for some
and security integration between EU of its military regiments—a clear sign of
member states. This has progressed
inter-governmental military integration.
along two possible paths: a commuAs is typical of the EU, most likely the
nitarian approach and inter-governmental agreements.
communitarian and inter-governmental
approaches will be pushed forward in
Regarding the communitarian apparallel, rather than one type of approach, the former EU Vice President proach outpacing the other.
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Figure 1: How PESCO, NATO, and the EU Memberships Compare
veloped in partnership, [the EU] has
demonstrated in the past that it has the
capacity to play a leading role on the
world stage. The time has come to take
back the common initiative.

Technological Transition
and Integration
s EU Commissioner Thierry Breton said in September 2020,

A

Faced with the ‘technological war’ between the United States and China, [the
EU] is laying the foundations of its sovereignty for the next 20 years. It is not a
question of giving in to the temptation
of isolation or withdrawal into oneself,
which is contrary to our interests, our
values, and our culture. It is a question
of making choices that will be decisive
for the future of our fellow citizens by
developing European technologies and
alternatives, without which there can
be neither autonomy nor sovereignty.
Mobilized around major projects de-

Both the United States and China
have key tech “superstar” companies:
the FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Google) in America, also
including Microsoft, and the BAT
(Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent) in China.
There are no equivalent of such big tech
companies in the European Union.
This is seen as a core weakness, as these
tech giants are the basis of innovation
in many IT sectors. In order to have
leadership in Big Data you need first
to canvass those large swaths of data.
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Cloud computing and the storage and
use of such data and applications also
requires leadership in Big Tech, something that the United States and China
do but the EU does not.

sharing, especially in the B2B and B2G
domains), with a public pillar for common platforms for services of general
interest, and a EU industrial alliance
around cloud-to-edge platforms.

B

ut the European Union is also the
world’s number one industrial continent. The EU has every asset needed
to win the Big Data race. When it
comes to industrial data, the rules of the
game are different. Most of the current
platforms, mainly built for B2C, are not
ready to meet the technical, security,
and service requirements required by
industry or public authorities. The EU
is not lagging behind technologically
in the field of industrial data. However,
in order to capture the value of the
European Union’s industrial market,
an EU-level infrastructure has to be
built allowing for the storage, use, and
creation of data-based applications or
Artificial Intelligence services.
In this context the EU Commission
plans to launch a European Alliance
for Industrial Data and Clouds in order
to develop EU alternatives and properly position the EU in the race for the
data economy. Such an alliance would
be a natural evolution of the FrancoGerman initiative, the Gaia-X project
(France and Germany announced GaiaX, a federated data infrastructure at the
EU level, the objective of which is to
build an EU data framework to facilitate data collection, data processing and
Summer 2021, No.19
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nother aspect is asserting the
EU technology sector’s identity
as compared to American and Chinese companies. Despite being the
place where global technology leaders were born (such as those of Skype
and Spotify), the EU lags behind the
United States and China in terms of
the number of technology giants it has
produced. The EU common market is
more fragmented, and capital flows at a
different speed in the U.S. or China.
The coronavirus crisis has accelerated
some major trends. It has uncovered
some of the EU’s overreliance on critical
areas—both geopolitically and economically. The EU’s data economy is a pillar
of its industrial strategy. Yet what may
be the most fundamental difference
between the U.S. and Chinese digital
spaces (sometimes described as “Technology for Money” or “Technology for
Social Control,” respectively), on the
one hand, and the EU’s digital space, on
the other, may not be capital or market
positioning, but rather ethics. One of
the key 2019-2024 priorities as defined
by the EU Commission is to empower
people, rather than just companies or
governments, with a new generation of
technologies.

The objectives stated by the EU Commission for Europe’s Digital Future is
the following:
The digital transition should work for
all, putting people first and opening new
opportunities for business. Digital solutions are also key to fighting climate
change and achieving the green transition. [...] The European Commission is
working on a digital transformation that
will benefit everyone. Digital solutions
that put people first are intended to open
up new opportunities for businesses; encourage the development of trustworthy
technology; foster an open and democratic society; enable a vibrant and sustainable economy; and help fight climate
change and achieve the green transition.

The European Union and its member
states have their own history, are attached to human rights, have a more
regulated structure than the United
States, have a specific political culture,
and a specific way citizens live their citizenship including in their interaction
with social services. EU institutions
are working toward developing a competitive, secure, inclusive and ethical
digital economy, which is coherent to
its principles, sometimes described as
“Technology for Good.”

T

he next aspect to consider is the
EU’s focus on Security. The EU Security Union Strategy for 2020 to 2025,
which succeeds the European Agenda on

Security (2015-2020), focuses on priority
areas in which the EU can bring value
to support member states in fostering
security for all those living in the Union,
notably including cybersecurity.
Among other things, the EU Commission recently completed its review of
the Network and Information Systems
Directive, proposed ideas for a Joint
Cyber Unit, and adopted a new Cybersecurity Strategy. Cybersecurity, together
with data control and online platforms’
behavior, represent major concerns
at the EU level. Three stand out: first,
the overreliance on foreign equipment
suppliers for 5G deployment has been
identified as a critical weakness; second,
the lack of control over data (in a market
that is largely dominated by American and Chinese companies), which is
subject to extra-territorial laws (such
as 2018 U.S. Cloud Act); and third, the
dominance of non-EU online platforms
is representing a significant threat to EU
members’ sovereignty in areas such as
taxation, data protection, and copyright.

I

n this context a number of initiatives have been launched and
instruments adopted:
• the 2016 Network and Information
Security Directive improves EU member states’ cybersecurity capabilities
and cooperation, and imposes measures to prevent and report cyberattacks in key sectors (financial markets,
banking, energy, transport, etc.);
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• the 2018 European Cybersecurity
Act strengthened the European
Agency for Cybersecurity by the
grant of a permanent mandate,
reinforcing its financial and human
resources and enhancing its role
in supporting the EU to achieve a
common and high-level cybersecurity. It also establishes the first
EU-wide cybersecurity certification
framework to ensure a common
cybersecurity certification approach
in the EU internal market and ultimately improve cybersecurity in a
broad range of digital products (e.g.
the Internet of Things) and services.
• the March 2019 approval by EU
member states of a EU common
toolbox on 5G cybersecurity;
• the Digital Europe Programme
for the period 2021-2027 is an
ambitious €1.9 billion investment
scheme into cybersecurity capacity
and the wide deployment of cybersecurity infrastructure and tools
across the EU for public administration, businesses, and individuals.
• cybersecurity is also a part of
InvestEU, a general program that
brings together many financial
instruments and uses public investment to leverage further investment
from the private sector. Its Strategic
Investment Facility is intended to
support strategic “value chains” in
cybersecurity and is an important
part of the recovery package in response to the coronavirus crisis.
Summer 2021, No.19

his brings to the fore the issue of
private sector leverage. Private initiatives at the EU level are crucial to the development of such an ecosystem. In this
context, we can highlight the initiative
launched by the European Cyber Security
Organisation for the creation of a €1 billion cybersecurity investment platform.
Such initiatives will, if successful, have
a significant impact on the ecosystem
and, as a result, on the cyber capabilities
of the European Union.
Standard-setting
he final issue concerns the importance of setting EU standards,
which represents a global business opportunity. Standardization has played
a leading role in creating the EU single
market. Standards support marketbased competition and help ensure
the interoperability of complementary
products and services. They reduce
costs, improve safety, and enhance competition. Due to their role in protecting
health, safety, security, and the environment, standards are important to the
public. The EU has an active standardization policy that promotes standards as a way to better regulation and
enhance the global competitiveness of
EU-based industry. All in all, standardization is one of the European Union’s
most important soft power tools.

T

In the digital markets, where nonEU companies have acquired a leading
40

market position, the setting of standThird, Artificial Intelligence. The EU
ards has multiple benefits. Three exam- has adopted an approach for developples of virtuous standard setting that
ing AI technologies that adhere to high
have become (or are in the process of
ethical standards, with the aim of bebecoming) global standcoming global leader in
The EU has an active
ards rise to the mind.
promoting responsible
standardization
and trustworthy AI. In
policy
that
promotes
First, the General
doing so, developers and
Data Protection Regustandards as a way to manufacturers based
lation (GDPR). The
in the EU will have a
better regulation and
EU has adopted a very
competitive advantage,
enhance the global
stringent framework for
as consumers and users
competitiveness of
privacy and data prowill favor EU-compliant
EU-based industry.
tection, which has inproducts. Taking leadertroduced a “right to be forgotten” and ship on setting global standards in the
a “data portability right” to enhance
digital space is certainly (as described
individuals’ control of their own data. above) a global public good that the EU
The EU is seen as a standard-setter
can increasingly provide.
for privacy and data protection, resulting in numerous countries having
n addition, a plethora of other comincorporated GDPR provisions in
plementary strategies for ensuring
their national legislation. Some multi- technological leadership has been intronationals have also adopted GDPR as duced in the EU. On top of providing
their internal global standard.
global standards in the technological and
digital space, the EU can also adopt a
Second, digital identity. This
wide range of policies that ensure that it
scheme, launched in 2018 by the EU,
will remain a key global player—together
enables all its citizens to open a bank
with the United States and China—in
account and access e-health records
the technological/digital frontier.
across the Union. The market opSpecifically, combining in a smart way
portunity deriving from this in terms new pan-EU industrial policies, innovaof authentication and authorization
tive competition policies, more robust
will be worth over €2 billion by 2022, and assertive approaches to fair trade
according to the EU’s own estimates.
and market access, and proper anti-trust
Many countries outside of the EU are actions against non-EU big tech firms
adopting the electronic identification that try to monopolize markets, will
and trust services eIDAS scheme in
ensure that the EU remains a key global
their national legislation.
technological leader.

I
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First of all, as argued by many in the
Strategy For Europe,” and the “Digital
EU, Brussels should change its compe- Single Market” plan.
tition policies to foster the establishment of large, EU-based global players
The EU can also take a more robust
in technology and industry. Some,
approach regarding anti-trust laws, in
however, worry about
order to crack down on
In
order
to
have
the oligopolistic power
anti-competitive pracleadership
in
Big
tices of big tech firms.
of such companies.
Finally, some greater
Certainly, strengthening
Data you need first
trade policy to address
degree of cooperation
to canvass those large
between the EU and the
the unfair trade, investswaths of data. Cloud
ment, technological,
United States under the
computing
and
the
and IP practices of
Biden presidency may be
storage and use of such feasible on some matters.
foreign powers is a usedata and applications
ful approach to take.
also requires leadership
The consensus seems to
All these approaches
can be complementary
be shifting in the EU to
in Big Tech, something
with each other. For
the former approach—
that the United States
example, in cooperachange competition
and China do but the
policy—but one can
tion with EU CommisEU does not.
combine the two—trade
sion Vice President
Margarethe Vestager,
policy and competition
policies—as they are complementary
the Commissioner for the Internal
Market Thierry Breton is working on
rather than opposite to each other.
a new comprehensive legislative packThe EU may also need and want to
age: the Digital Market Act, which
change state aid rules to allow subsidies will merge provisions concerning the
and the development of EU-wide global digital market in the new Digital Serchampions.
vices Act, and the New Competition
Tool aimed at strengthening competihere are some interesting nation enforcement. Under the Digital
tional approaches, like Berlin’s
Market Act, the EU Commission will
German Industry 4.0 scheme that is
have the necessary legislative resources
to fight anti-trust violations, impose
aimed at keeping the country’s lead
in manufacturing intact, and some
new content moderation requirements
pan-EU ones, such as plans hatched
to online platforms (regarding hate
in Brussels to develop an European
speech, for example), and restrict other
AI ecosystem, the “New Industrial
anti-competitive behavior.

scenarios EU Commission president Jean
Implications
Claude Juncker outlined in the White
for the Western Balkans
Paper for EU27 issued in March 2017,
he EU needs to complete its intewhich did not consider enlargement as
gration process, but perhaps also
its enlargement process with the Western a key element to be taken into account
when it comes to envisaging the Union in
Balkan countries in the forefront. There
2025. At the same time, in his 2017 State
are at least three main sets of reasons for
of the Union address,
this. From a geographical
Despite being the
Juncker outlined a “roadstandpoint, the proximity
place
where
global
map” identifying Serbia
of the Western Balkans to
EU member states, which
technology leaders were and Montenegro as the
first two Balkan countries
surrounded them, make
born (such as those of
in the EU enlargement
each of them natural
Skype and Spotify),
priority list for 2025. But
candidates for EU memthe EU lags behind
other EU officials did not
bership. From a historical
the United States and
completely rule out the
perspective, the inclusion
China
in
terms
of
the
plan to integrate the entire
of the Western Balkans
number
of
technology
region as a whole.
in the EU would mean
giants it has produced.
closing (hopefully once
In this context, it would
and for all) the page that
began with the Balkan Wars of 1911-1912 seem that the Western Balkans are not
a top priority for the EU at the present
and led to start of World War I. From
moment; nor are they for NATO, which
a geopolitical perspective, integrating
after the accession of Montenegro in June
the Western Balkans into the EU would
mean subtracting them from the growing 2017 is trying to resolve internal disputes
fostered by the stance of Podgorica’s
spheres of influence of Russia and, to a
new leadership (it seems to have been
lesser extent, of Turkey. To this we could
add a fourth, which speaks to the issue of brought under control). The enlargement
of NATO to include a new member state
credibility, namely keeping the promise
in the Adriatic Sea has toppled Russia’s
made way back in June 2003 at the Theshopes of having strategic access to the
saloniki Summit that the “future of the
last potential and realistic Mediterranean
Balkans is within the European Union.”
seaport coveted by the Kremlin.
The European Union tries to reinvent
o sum up, it is well possible that EU
itself while facing new challenges, and for
enlargement and the integration of
this reason a Conference on the future of
the Western Balkans will never take place.
the Union has just been launched. The
Conference will likely move from the five If further enlargement fails to materialize,
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however, the region will continue to serve
No More
as a buffer zone and chessboard for major
Stand-alone
powers. With the EU potentially undertakhis essay has discussed how EU
ing no enlargement until 2025, hopes that
integration has progressed in the
last few years—in spite of Brexit—on
the region’s countries will intensify their
various fronts: economic, military/secueconomic cooperation with the European
rity, and technological.
Union during the pre-accession phase remain vague. This is going
It is well possible that
In the traditional
to make the integration
economic and financial
EU enlargement and
route even bumpier.
field, the completion of
the integration of the
the banking union and
Under present condiWestern Balkans will
the implementation of the
tions, it is likely that the
never take place.
capital markets union are
economic interests of
the key milestones. But short-term crisis
the Western Balkan countries in relasolutions might have opened the gate to
tion to their major economic partners
a much wider-ranging perspective: the
will prevail over pro-EU sentiments in
bonds that the EU Commission will issue
the medium-term. The trade and ecoto finance the NextGenerationEU scheme
nomic relations of the Western Balkans
countries with Russia, Turkey, and China could eventually lead to the establishment
are expected to grow as a result of the in- of a permanent, pan-EU debt instrument
creased economic interest of these major that could serve as the long-awaited eurocountries for the economies of Southeast zone safety asset. At the same time, plenty
of skepticism remains in core-eurozone
Europe. In particular, leading with its
countries around the idea of risk-sharing
flagship Belt and Road Initiative, China
is making a concerted efforts to increase before any risk reduction has occurred in
eurozone-peripheral countries. A case in
its influence in the region.
point is EDIS, without which the banking
union cannot be completed.
In this context—where the EU remains unable to finish its integration
In the field of defense, the historical
and enlargement process—the role of
retreat of NATO has meant a greater
non-EU international organizations,
sense of responsibility being taken by the
such as the EBRD, will be crucial in
European countries with regards to their
continuing to promote economic and
social development in the region, in or- own defense. In this respect, the relationship with the UK after leaving the EU
der to prevent its countries from driftwill be key, considering that Great Britain
ing towards the spheres of influence of
is the only European nuclear country
Russia, Turkey, or China.

besides France. For the EU, it will be cru- to affirm their identity in the global
arena. European tech companies have to
cial to maintain a solid engagement with
compete with American and Chinese githe UK on defense and security matters.
ants, which have been promoting “TechPESCO will be the cornerstone of what
nology for Money” and
we may call the Defense
The trade and
“Technology for Social
Union, and key next steps
economic
relations
of
Control,” respectively.
will consist of the Coordithe
Western
Balkans
nated Annual Review on
The EU could attempt
Defence, the launch of the
countries with Russia, to develop an ecosystem
2021-2027 space budget,
Turkey, and China are aimed instead at fosterand the EU cyber and
ing “Technology for
expected to grow as a
defense security frameresult of the increased Good.” The EU Commiswork. COVID-19 may
sion has made the digital
economic interest of
have provided the impetransformation one of the
these
major
countries
tus for a coordinated EU
key priorities for the EU
for the economies of
response via a dedicated
in the next five to seven
Southeast
Europe.
years. The COVID-19
military task force.
pandemic may have provided a further
In a related field, the EU Commission
boost to this attempt, given the widelast year launched its new EU Security
spread use of digital products during the
Union Strategy for the period from 2020
repeated lockdown episodes.
to 2025, as discussed above. It contains a
specific focus on cyber-security. EU partIn short, the EU member states seem
ners will have to find a path to rely less on to be realising that in the new, post-panAmerican (and, a fortiori, Chinese) techdemic world, national and supranational
nology, and take increased control over
institutions, as well as public and private
their data. In this respect, the launch of
sector providers of public goods, will all
the Gaia-X project for the European cloud have to work together to make a differrepresents a breakthrough for the EU to
ence. EU institutions are working toward
start asserting its digital sovereignty. Data enabling the emergence of technological
Sovereignty (availability, quality, governleaders on a global scale. There is still
ance, and security) and AI are central to
a long way ahead, but the direction of
travel seems to be the right one. The botthis new paradigm.
tom line is that the scale of investments
In the tech sphere, the European ecorequired, together with the pervasiveness
system—although unequally distributed of technology, means that EU member
across the continent—is increasingly
states cannot manage their interests on a
sparkling, with EU tech companies ready stand-alone basis anymore.
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The World After the Coronavirus

The World After
the Coronavirus
Ian Goldin

C

OVID-19 has transformed the
world. At the beginning of 2020,
economists were forecasting
around 3,5 percent global growth; by
the end of the year, the global economy
had contracted by about 3,5 percent—
notwithstanding unprecedently large
stimulus programs, adding up to some
10 to 15 percent of GDP—implemented
by governments around the world.
More than 100 million people were
pushed back into poverty; almost 4 million have lost their lives to the pandemic; and few people anywhere have been
left untouched by its consequences.

process continues to accelerate, permeating more than ever before virtually
every aspect of every human life on
our planet.
This essay will examine three basic
questions in the evolution of globalization: How has the pandemic changed
things? What might be happening in
the coming years? And what might be
the implications of all this evolution?
Informing my answers to these questions is my belief that humanity is truly
at a crossroads. The choices decisionmakers make in the coming months—
how they define the lessons learned and
go on to apply these in practice—will
have an inordinate impact on the future
of the world. Will COVID-19 come to
be seen as the pandemic to end all pan-

And yet this is not the whole story.
Globalization’s resilience has not been
broken—either by the pandemic or
by other any other factors. Quite the
contrary, in fact: globalization as a

Ian Goldin is Professor of Globalisation and Development at Oxford University, Senior Fellow at the
Oxford Martin School (having previously served as its founding Director), and a Professorial Fellow
at Balliol College. He is a former Vice President of the World Bank, Chief Executive and Managing
Director of the Bank of Southern Africa, adviser to Nelson Mandela, and Principal Economist at the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development. This essay is based on the author’s National
University of Singapore’s East Asian Institute Distinguished Public Lecture delivered online on June 18th,
2021.You may follow him via his website (https://iangoldin.org) and on Twitter @ian_goldin.
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demics? Will, in other words, we learn
it was the “war to end all wars,” and of
to cooperate better, and thereby precourse we know that was not to be.
cipitate the onset of a better world in
which, together, we can equip ourselves Looking Back
better to deal with climate change and
he Great War was followed
other crises we will face collectively? Or
shortly by the Spanish Flu—miswill their choices lead us into a world of named, as it happens, because it in fact
growing protectionism,
came from Texas—and
This essay will
nationalism, and a genin turn by the Roaring
examine
three
Twenties. The question
eral downwards spiral—
which inevitably would
now is whether we are
basic questions in
about to enter another
mean more pandemics
the evolution of
Roaring Twenties one
(perhaps more severe
globalization: How
century later (a topic
than this one), growing
has
the
pandemic
that various authors
inequality, lower global
changed things? What covered in the previous
growth, and a less stable
might be happening
edition of Horizons). I
and more unpredictable
believe we are because
world.
in the coming years?
of the pent-up demand
And what might be
for spending the savings
It may seem paradoxithe implications of all
that we accumulated.
cal at first glance, but
this
evolution?
The stimulus packages
in my view the radical
adopted by various governments at the
change that must be undertaken in the
height of the pandemic will lead to very
time ahead will, in the end, result in a
rapid growth in the coming years. But if
far more predictable and stable world.
these focus on consumption—as did the
In other words, by changing our ways
Roaring Twenties a century ago—rather
of doing things and by learning from
than investment and growth, our global
the pandemic, we can create a more
spend spree will be unsustainable.
inclusive and a more sustainable form
of globalization.
Indeed, it could lead, amongst other
things, to a spike in greenhouse gas
The key question is how we exit the
pandemic, and how we get there. When emissions. What we know from previI think about this time in history, I
ous fiscal stimulus programs—such
think very much about the comparison
as those came in the wake of the 2008
between World War I and World War II. global financial crisis—is that when
As we all know, World War I was an ab- you spend money on cement, steel,
solutely ghastly war. H.G. Wells believed infrastructure, and the like, you get a
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very big increase in carbon emissions
hus, in the midst of that war, a new
and other greenhouse gases. Thus, the
world order was created. Winston
design of this stimulus really matters:
Churchill, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and
how and on what we spend our money, others put forward the Atlantic Charter
whether we adopt some version of what and they spearheaded the establishin the United States is called the “Green ment of the United Nations system. And
New Deal,” the EU calls the “European
with the support of great thinkers like
Green Deal,” and Chinese leaders have
William Beveridge and John Maynard
called a “green recovery
Keynes, they brought
The
radical
change
that
of the world economy in
into being the Bretton
must be undertaken in Woods Institutions,
the post-COVID era.”
built the foundation of
the time ahead will, in
The other lesson from
the welfare state, and
the end, result in a far
the Roaring Twenties is
introduced the Euromore predictable and
recrimination. Although
pean Recovery Program
stable world.
the League of Nations
(known colloquially as
aimed to stop wars, what happened was the Marshall Plan). The United States
the onset of a series of blame games.
emerged from the war as the world’s
The Great War’s losing states—notably
largest economy, and it earmarked a full
Germany—were made to pay repara3 percent of its GDP to overseas aid and
tions. They were made poorer, and
instituted a policy of massive debt writewithin countries inequality grew too.
offs—in stark contrast to the policies
The unsustainable nature of the recovadopted by the victors of World War I,
ery led to the Great Depression: huge
when enormous debts had to be repaid
policy errors, the rise in inequality,
by vanquished states whose economies
and with that, the onset of protectionwere in complete disarray.
ism, the rise of nationalism, and the
manifestation of popular anger in some
Everyone knows was followed: the
countries whose populations felt that
“Golden Age of Capitalism,” as histothey were not respected any longer;
rians have come to call it. A period of
and of course the rise of fascism, which unprecedented progress that in France,
precipitated an even worse war. That is
for example, remains known as “Les
Trentes Glorieuses” and the corresponda cycle from which we need to learn,
again. This is the ultimate lesson of
ing one in Germany and Austria as
World War II: our leaders at that time
“Wirtschaftswunder.” This was a period
had understood because many of them
when governments took the lead and,
had been scarred by the memory of the yes, a period when tax rates at the marGreat War.
gin were extremely high: 70 percent in
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the U.S. through both Republican and
Democrat administrations. Similar rates
existed in the UK, under both Conservative and Labour governments.

the world—not just in the West but in
many other countries, both developed
and developing—there is a palpable
hunger for change. On average, 90 percent of citizens across the world believe
that we should not go back to “business
as usual.”

The question, of course, is whether
such policies come down to the vision
of individual leaders: if
On average, 90 percent
genuine leaders fail to
After all, it’s the busiof
citizens
across
the
emerge, do we become
ness-as-usual approach
world believe that
that got us to where we
damned by history?
The answer is no. The
are today. It’s the cause
we should not go
of the pandemic, it’s the
example of Churchill
back to “business as
rises to the mind: within
cause of rising inequalusual.” After all, it’s
six weeks of the end of
ity, of climate change,
the business-as-usual
World War II, this great
and of many other
approach
that
got
us
to
British war hero who
bad things in our lives
where
we
are
today.
delivered the Allies from
that will get worse. In
defeat in the eyes of many was dumped the words of the Editorial of a previby the electorate in a landslide victory
ous issue of Horizons, “the COVID-19
for Labour leader Clement Attlee, a
pandemic has assiduously exposed
virtual unknown.
numerous weaknesses of an international system tormented by dysfuncHunger for Change
tional governance, hastening rivalries,
hy am I focusing on this? The
economic alarm, social disconnect, and
answer is that in the end it was environmental deterioration. Multilatthe mood of the world’s population,
eral institutions grown frail from age or
particularly of Europeans and people in neglect are seen to be unfit for purpose,
North America, that did not want the
whilst diplomacy is likened to cowardcycle of instability to continue. Those
ice in too many corners of the planet.”
that had sacrificed so much during the
What people from around the world are
war needed to be paid back, so that the
saying is, effectively, “let’s learn from
lives that were lost in the suffering did
this pandemic, let’s ensure that it leads
not turn out to have been in vain.
to a better world.”
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And I believe we are again at a period
like that in human history. When you
look at the public opinion polls around

ow, of course, the question is,
“how do we do that?” My own
view is that there are multiple dimen49
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sions in which the pandemic is likely
trade. Not only within the region, but
to change things. The pandemic has
between the region and other regions.
brought forward changes that would
When you look at the container rate
have otherwise taken many years, or
prices across the Pacific routes or the
even decades, to emerge. COVID-19
Asia-European routes, you see record
has been the great accelerator. It has
container prices. Indeed, despite the
compressed into the period of a year
attempt by the Trump Administration
or two developments that would have
to isolate the United States, particularly
taken 10 or 20 years to
from China, the conemerge. And as things
trary has happened. We
The pandemic has
happen more quickly,
see the big ports on the
brought
forward
we need to change our
American Pacific coast
changes
that
would
views, we need to learn
having record levels of
more quickly, and we
traffic, whether it’s Long
have otherwise taken
need to evolve our ideas
Beach, Los Angeles, San
many years, or even
more quickly.
Diego, or others. There
decades, to emerge.
has never been a period
COVID-19 has been
This is true across the
of more intense trade
the great accelerator.
board: globalization has
and we see this in prievolved more quickly. What we have
vate investment flows as well. Just as the
seen is not only the acceleration of
draft to this essay was being finalized,
digital technologies, but the acceleraanother new large deal was struck by
tion of the center of the economic grav- another big U.S. financial services firm
ity of the world moving to East Asia,
for investments in China.
focused over China, but including other
countries in that region as well. And
The cardinal point is that the rhetoric
that’s because East Asia has had a more of deglobalization simply has not been
rapid recovery, governments there were matched by the fact of deglobalization.
better prepared—and they more efWhen we look at many of the trade
dimensions and many of the financial
fectively engaged with the fight against
COVID-19: the economies of China,
dimensions, we see much higher levels
Taiwan, Singapore, Indonesia, South
of globalization than on the past. CerKorea, Vietnam and others have for the tainly, we have seen an overall decline
most part managed the pandemic better in global trade, but this in part is due to
than the rest.
structural changes, in a greater share of
economies and trade being in services,
This has accelerated the growth in
and because the pandemic has accelthe region’s share of global GDP, and
erated the growth in virtual services;
Summer 2021, No.19
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but this also is due to cyclical factors,
notably the slowdown in global growth,
which will recover following the pandemic.

workers in response to COVID-19, less
than $100 billion has been found for
developing countries. This is less than 1
percent of what the rich countries have
allocated to their recovery—it’s close to
s this trend likely to continue in
0.5 percent. There is no doubt that this
the period of recovery to come? I
represents a great failure of global leaderbelieve it will. In fact,
ship—and it was unforThe rhetoric of
I think we are about to
tunately not reversed at
deglobalization
the June 2021 G7 Sumenter a period of record
simply has not been
financial flows. There
mit in England and will
are many dimensions
need to be addressed at
matched by the fact of
to this, one of which is
deglobalization. When the October 2021 G20
that mergers and acSummit in Rome.
we look at many of the
quisitions are likely to
trade dimensions and
increase, because there’s
The problem is that the
many
of
the
financial
G20 cannot be effective
been a repricing of asset
values not only within
if the G7 is not effecdimensions, we see
tive, because the G20 is
countries and between
much higher levels of
essentially the “G7 plus.”
sectors, but also around
globalization than
the world.
So, if the G7 can’t get its
on the past.
act together, the G20 can
never get its act together. Once again in
As always, capital will flow to where
June 2021 we saw that the G7 leaders
the returns are likely to be most profitable, which brings us to another way
were extraordinarily strong on making
that COVID-19 is likely to go down
positive sounding statements to the mein history as the great accelerator of glo- dia and extraordinarily poor on action
balization. There is going to be a need
and delivery.
for massive public investment flows:
some countries may even need to be
his is not to say that there were no
bailed out. This massive endeavor has
positive outcomes. We should all
only just started and much more will
be encouraged by a number of things
that arose from the summit. One is the
need to be done.
tax agreement, the principle of which is
While the developed countries have
to compel multinationals to pay a minialready found $17 trillion for themmum tax of 15 percent in each country
selves in various fiscal stimulus schemes in which they operate. But it is much
designed to support their firms and their too little and came much too late. It has
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been talked about for decades, but it
companies and a few big countries like
seems to be happening largely because
China, the United States, India, and the
of a groundswell of discontent about tax EU. But the UK, for instance, does not
arbitrage and offshoring by individuals
really have to be there, because in terms
and companies. The fact that it is so low of global antimicrobial consumption it’s
and only includes a small share of com- really not that important.
panies, so the agreement only captures
a very small part of the problem. But
The bottom line is to focus on key
at least it’s on the table.
actors whilst at the same
Once
again
in
June
Similarly on vaccines,
time embracing a more
2021 we saw that
another crucial area, we
variable geometry systhe G7 leaders were
began to see progress.
tem. I believe that applyMuch more needs to be
ing the subsidiarity rule,
extraordinarily strong
done, such as proper
where we resolve locally
on making positive
manufacturing capacity
whatever we can resolve
sounding statements
to roll out mass distribulocally, along with the
to the media and
tion in poor countries.
Pareto principle, which
extraordinarily
poor
In this as in other areas
is to get the smallest
on action and delivery. possible group of actors
there is much talking,
but too little action.
in the room that can make the biggest
possible difference and build widening
The additional problem is the ineffec- circles of cohesion (while not assumtiveness of the G20, which is made up
ing those actors are governments only),
of countries with vastly different interrepresents the key to problem-solving
ests. For example, Saudi Arabia’s interin the future.
ests on climate change are not the same
as many others’ countries. It points to
therwise, we set ourselves up
a larger problem: the G20 is really ad
too easily for failure. This failure
hoc group. Certainly, it does account
reflects not only a failure of leadership,
for something—its membership repbut a failure to understand from where
resents approximately 80 percent of
the threats will almost certainly come
global GDP and population—but when in the future. Unlike after the 2008
it comes to problem-solving, the G20
global financial crisis—or even during
is hardly the ideal constituency. For
the financial crisis, when George W.
instance, tackling the very important
Bush was able to take the lead, call his
issue of antimicrobial resistance should fellow heads of state (including China,
have a completely different constituency which was the engine that pulled the
world out of the global financial crisis)
of actors, including pharmaceutical
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and create a global stimulus package
that offset the impact of the crisis to a
considerable extent, including for developing countries—there was and still
has not been a comparable response to
the present crisis.

developed countries are reducing aid
budgets at this time is a massive failure on their part.

Frankly, nothing has ever derailed
development in the way that has the
pandemic. The SDGs have been completely derailed by the
The numbers are clear pandemic, so in certain
and striking: far, far
respects the pandemic
more people are likely
has been even bigger
than wars in derailing
to die of starvation
global development.
than have died of

Indeed, the rising
tensions between the
U.S. and China constitutes the greatest threat
we now face. Whether
the issue is pandemics, climate change, or
COVID-19. The
assistance for developAccelerated
fact that developed
ment, no serious global
Trends
countries are reducing
problem can be solved
ut other aspects of
aid
budgets
at
this
globalization have
without, at a minimum,
time is a massive
an understanding bebeen rather robust. Not
failure on their part.
only digital technologies
tween great powers like
the United States, the European Union, and financial markets, but the very nature of the transformation itself has been
China, Russia, and India on what U.S.
largely a success story. I believe that the
President Joe Biden recently called
pandemic has accelerated pre-pandemic
“some basic rules of the road that we
trends because many of these things
can all abide by.”
were happening before, including supply
chain and value chain transformation.
Consider the fact that development
aid has gone down at a time of record
Here we can examine four trends,
need: well over a 100 million people
of which only one can be somewhat
have been pushed into absolute poverty by the pandemic, with World
related to the pandemic.
Food Programme Executive Director
The first is technological change: robotDavid Beasley saying that “270 million people worldwide are marching
ics, automation, AI, and machine learntowards starvation.” The numbers are ing are leading to a complete transformaclear and striking: far, far more peotion of the way production systems work,
ple are likely to die of starvation than whether it’s in manufacturing, services,
have died of COVID-19. The fact that or agriculture. That transformation is
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leading to dramatic shifts in comparative advantage. These need to be deeply
understood to understand the future of
growth prospects for different regions.
Anything that is repetitive and does not
require empathy, dexterity, creativity, or
intuition could be done by machines in
the future. This means that everything
from garments to manufacturing processes in other areas, but also services
like call centers and back-offices of global
firms (on which, for example, 1.6 million people in the Philippines rely on) are
vulnerable to be automated and put into
a cloud and re-shored over the coming 10
to 15 years. Many of these processes have
been accelerated, machines do not get
sick and they do not ask for higher wages.
Moreover, the price of capital—which is
required for capital intensive production
systems using robots and automation—is
lower in the advanced economies and
near the big markets than it is in developing countries. This means that the drive
of globalization to lower-cost locations
is no longer a factor in determining the
location of semi-skilled and unskilled
production processes.

people employed in that factory. There
are over one million different varieties
of these cars from which consumers
can choose, and this can only be done
thanks to the automated production
line. Human beings cannot create that
capacity to interchange and differentiate
at the speed and efficiency done by machines. In other words, customization—
ranging from products like genetically
differentiated drugs to t-shirts with our
names on them—require automated
processes at scale.
The third trend is immediacy. What
the pandemic has accelerated is our desire to have things delivered to our front
door this afternoon or tomorrow at latest, but not in three weeks’ time, coming in a container from the other side of
the world. And that requires production
nearer to home.
The fourth is that the pandemic has
accelerated concerns of a political
nature that are not, by and large, financially sensible. In the United States
and some other Western countries,
protectionist and nationalist tendencies have accelerated the desire to do
more things at home under the rubric
of resilience, which I believe is a false
rubric. In fact, the pandemic has shown
that the globalization supply chains are
remarkably resilient: even at the height
of the lockdown, we still bought in our
supermarkets fruit that came from all
over the world. Apart from some supply

The second big trend that has been
accelerated by the pandemic is customization—the immediacy of product
development for individuals. For example, there is a big factory that produces
BMW Mini cars up the road from me
in Oxford, largely using robotics. It
employs less than 800 people in a shift.
When I was a student there were 22,000
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constraints that would have occurred
cyber connectivity can lead to increasequally had production been at home,
ingly dangerous cyber-attacks. And we
we have seen remarkable resilience in
have seen this through the spread of
the production of products like masks
bad ideas, as well as good ideas, during the pandemic. The good ideas that
and computers, but also genomic sequencing and vaccines, that come from have spread include learning about
globalization. Yes, there are occasional
the importance of wearing masks and
blockages in the Suez
about what to do to stay
Globalization, by
Canal—the nodes and
healthy, and of course
which
I
mean
the
flows
networks of globalizathe development of vacof goods, services,
tion need to be managed
cines. This last would
finance, people, and
more effectively. But this
never have been possible
ideas
over
national
does not require producwithout globalization in
tion to be shifted back
general and the globorders, has been
home; rather, it requires
balization of science in
the most progressive
a more sophisticated use
particular. At the same
force for progress in
of global supply chains.
time, fake news, antihuman history. At
vaccination movements,
the same time, we
Butterfly Defect
jihadism, and other
need to recognize that
lobalization, by
dangerous ideas spread
globalization could be
which I mean the
through the internet like
the
source
of
its
flows of goods, services,
wildfire. And of course,
own
undoing.
finance, people, and ideas
the pandemic itself.
over national borders, has been the most
progressive force for progress in human
Globalization’s super-connectors are
history. At the same time, we need to
also the super-spreaders of the bads,
recognize that globalization could be the whether it’s an airport hub, a cyber hub,
source of its own undoing. Globalizaa financial hub, or another type of hub.
tion does not only spread “goods,” it also
The answer does not lie in closing down
the hubs but in how they are managed
spreads “bads.” I call this the “butterfly
defect” of globalization.
going forward. This is absolutely critical.

G

We are in a complex and dynamic
system that is very unstable. We saw
this with the cascading risks that came
through financial centers being connected, which led to the global financial
crisis; we see it now with cyber risk: our

W

e need to work out how better
to manage the super-spreaders.
I believe this is absolutely possible—
whether it is in finance, cyber, or pandemics. We should also understand that
something good can lead to something
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bad. It is great that in the past 40 years 2 these threats: the people, the ideas, the
billion more people in the world retechnologies, and, most of all, the will to
ceived electricity for the first time, but
cooperate. So, the greatest threat we face
this achievement is part of the plethora is too little globalization, not too much—
of factors that have led to escalating
particularly too little globalization in the
climate change. It is wonderful that over realm of ideas and in politics.
1 billion people now have access to antibiotics for the first time,
It is politics that needs
The greatest threat
which hugely improves
to be more globalized:
we face is too little
their life expectancy and
that we are all in this
health; but at the same
together is perhaps the
globalization, not too
time, this is leading to
most important lesson
much—particularly
rise in anti-microbial
too little globalization we need to learn from the
resistance.
pandemic. As Kishore
in the realm of ideas
Mahbubani eloquently
and in politics.
How we manage the
wrote in The Great Conexternalities—the spillovers of our suc- vergence (2013), “people no longer live
in more than 100 separate boats. Instead
cess—becomes increasingly critical. As
more and more people have access to
they all live in 193 separate cabins on
the goods of globalization, the spillovers the same boat. But this boat has a probget greater and greater. The richer we
lem. It has 193 captains and crews, each
get, the more connected we are, and the claiming exclusive responsibility for one
more our individual lives and choices
cabin. However, it has no captain or crew
to take care of the boat as a whole.” The
impact upon the rest of the world.
Taking responsibility for our choices at
ocean is beset with storms, and we need
both the individual and national level
to cooperate. There is simply no other vibecomes more and more important;
able option. We cannot forge an individand doing so inevitably requires more
ual future without the world becoming a
coordination.
healthier place. How we do this is going
to require the great powers and many
Cabins on An Ocean Liner
others to come together.
here is no wall high enough that
will keep out the threats we face in
ot everything requires global
the future, be they climate change, panunanimity or collective action.
demics, or others. But what high walls
When it comes to climate change, for
do do—even for the strongest of major
example, a dozen or so countries acpowers like the United States or China— count for around 80 percent of emisis keep out the opportunities to manage
sions. With respect to finance, again,

about a dozen countries are systemiand others can’t, because some people
are more vulnerable health-wise, and
cally important, and the rest are not.
mortality rates are hugely differentiated.
Anti-microbial resistance? New York
In the UK, for instance, Black, Asian,
State consumes more antibiotics than
and minority ethnic groups are four
the whole of Sub-Saharan Africa: 48
independent states are less important in times as likely to die from the coronavirus than the rest of the population.
terms of antimicrobial resistance than
Young people are also
is New York State. Space
Far from the
differently affected than
debris? Just a few counpandemic
being
a
older people. In many
tries have created and
can solve that problem.
cases, young people have
great equalizer, it has
made sacrifices in their
led to very rapidly
social lives, education,
But pandemics are difrising inequalities—
ferent. What pandemics
job prospects, and debt
both
within
and
teach us is that threats
burdens.
between countries.
can come from everywhere—the smallest, poorest country
We need to think differently about
is a threat, as is the richest. Everyone
the consequences of this type of inis in it together and we seem truly to
equality, which stems from the work
be recognizing the fact that for the first issue. For example, the future of cittime in the history of humanity we are
ies can be at risk. If office workers flee
facing a common threat. And by learn- and nothing replaces them, then the
ing about it, we learn what we need to
income base of cities is undermined,
do, which is to work together to solve
which in turn would further increase
this shared problem for humanity.
the public indebtedness of public
transportation systems, which would
The Future of Work
in turn threaten the dynamics of the
here are many dimensions of the
ecosystems of cities. If this is combined
with a curtailment on migration, then
pandemic that will also accelerate other dimensions of our life—work, because migrants are a major source of
for example. How is the way we work
dynamism in many cities, it could add
likely to affect national economies or
to the factors that lead to a degenerathe various activities of our everyday
tion of cities. We are already seeing
lives? Far from the pandemic being a
signs that a combination of these facgreat equalizer, it has led to very rapidly tors may already be providing major
rising inequalities—both within and
challenges for global metropolises like
between countries. Within countries,
London, New York, Singapore, Mumbecause some people can work remotely bai, Shanghai, and other global hubs.
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Major cities are hubs of innovation and
So, as we think about the future we
creativity not by accident but by design,
need to think about a combination of
because they bring together diverse
virtual engagements and not forget the
people with capital, leading to new ideas.
physical sort of engagement—particuWhen I interviewed numerous CEOs for larly with regards to young people. We
my latest book Rescue: From Global Crisis also need to ensure that we invest in
to A Better World (2021), I asked each of
those categories of people that cannot
them to describe how the
work remotely—either
We should be
pandemic was affecting
because they do not
particularly
them, and because my
have the circumstances
concerned about how at home (many are sittarget group were in technology, online retail disting at the end of their
we recalibrate and
beds with poor Wi-Fi or
tribution of food, or other
think about work in
services (law firms made
with children or elderly
cities and ensuring
dependents to take care
record profits working
that we have
remotely) that were doing
of); or because they
dynamic employment
well in the pandemic, they
don’t have the privacy
ecosystems.
or home equipment;
more or less answered as
or because they are simply in jobs that
expected, namely that the pandemic had
cannot be done remote. And that is true
not been very negative for them.
for all essential workers, like those that
do online deliveries, or collect our garBut when I asked them: “have you
had any creative ideas,” their answers
bage, or the care workers—the doctors
amounted to some version of “no.” And and nurses for whom we clap and celtheir answers to “how have you done
ebrate publicly but have not rewarded
with bringing young people in,” their
adequately.
answers amounted to “it’s not easy.”
And the basic reason for these types of
We need to recalibrate, and we need
answers is that most jobs are apprento invest in the way that we do things.
ticeships. We learn not by reading a
We should be particularly concerned
book or watching a video, but by watch- about how we recalibrate and think
ing people and engaging, often inforabout work in cities and ensuring that
we have dynamic employment ecosysmally. We engage and we challenge.
Unless we are able to have those infortems.
mal interactions, we are unlikely to be
able to pose the difficult questions that
here are many other aspects of the
challenge organizations and force them
pandemic which are significant.
to continue to learn and thrive.
For instance, as we accelerate the move
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to remote work, we are also going to
change the opportunities for professional services work: if we can work
from home, why do we need to be in
the same country? Therefore, some
places will benefit. Why should we pay
a lawyer $1000 an hour because he or
she is sitting in New York, London, or
some other expensive city, when we can
get the same job done for $50 an hour
by hiring an excellent lawyer sitting in
some remote location with a low cost of
living? The globalization of professional
services is going to be greatly accelerated by the effects of the pandemic.
As that happens, new opportunities
will arise for skilled people around the
world to do professional services in
new ways. I believe we also will see an
unbundling of many of these.
This raises big questions about the
future of work—and not only for skilled
people, and the related question of
where they will be located, but also
for the semi-skilled and the unskilled.
What are the 100 million people who
are coming into the workforce over the
next 10 years in Africa going to do?
What jobs will they do, if the opportunities for repetitive rules-based jobs
in manufacturing or in services are
disappearing? Are we going to have to
revert development models to a more
primitive one focusing on tourism and
commodities exports in a world of accelerated artificial intelligence, robotics
automation, and remote work? These

are deep questions that were being
posed anyway—before the pandemic—
but now have been accelerated because
what we thought would emerge over a
period of 10 years or more, is now likely
to emerge much sooner.
Implications
he implications arising out of the
pandemic for various regions
across the globe are numerous and
profound—and in some cases different.
In East Asia, for example, best practices
adopted from past health crises make
a tremendous difference. The wearing
of masks, the bowing and not touching of hands, and other deep patterns
of behavior have been embedded in
populations’ cultures. And of course,
the ability to understand very quickly
what is in the public interest.

T

The difference between I and We—
between Me and Us—is better understood in many Asian societies than
in those where individualism has run
rampant, particularly in Europe and
North America—especially in the UK
and the U.S. in the past 50 years of so.
In the West, we have seen a swing to
individualism becoming dominant.
This has led both to a much greater
difficulty in accepting restrictions
that the pandemic has imposed upon
us and to the reluctance of governments to do the right thing, which
is to follow WHO guidelines quickly
and effectively.
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as well as its interaction with the United
It is no accident that the UK and the
U.S. were laggards and had some of the States and the rest of the world.
highest mortality rates per capita. At
bottom I believe this is due to governy hope is that we can take
ments’ prioritizing individuals over
away from this pandemic an
society and by being very reluctant to
understanding of the urgent need to
place any restrictions on social gatherrecalibrate relations as well as how to
ings and mobility. That,
think deeply about how
My hope is that we
of course, led to a very
globalization works and
can
take
away
from
late response to the
leads to benefits, but also
this pandemic an
pandemic, with tragic
threatens us through
understanding of
consequences for milthe superspreading of
the
urgent
need
to
lions of people. So, one
dangers. It would be a
big difference that I am
tragedy if we were to
recalibrate relations
seeing is a better ability
choose to manage these
as well as how to
to understand norms
threats by retreating into
think deeply about
and behavior changes.
a cocoon, for this would
how globalization
lead to slow growth and
works and leads to
The second implication
slower problem-solving
benefits, but also
arising out of the panfor all of us. Even worse,
threatens us through
demic for East Asia is its
I fear: it would lead to a
the
superspreading
ability to benefit ecomore unstable and a less
of
dangers.
predictable world: we
nomically from having
had the wherewithal to emerge from its would all find ourselves in a much more
dangerous place.
effects sooner: higher rates of growth,
a much higher focus in R&D investWe have to take from this pandemic the
ment in many countries, and, with that
lessons of World War II, not World War I.
a different balance between the govThe ability, in the midst of this pandemic,
ernment and the private sector. As the
to recognize that bouncing back to busicenter of economic gravity moves to
East Asia, as their skill levels relative to
ness as usual keeps us on a path which
other regions build, I believe we will see is leading us over a precipice—keeps us
this tendency being further reinforced.
doing the wrong things. This is not about
The question now becomes: what is the “bouncing back” or even “resetting.” The
political response going to be and how
latter implies going back to the operatwill it impact on global cooperation?
ing system that’s locked into the system:
Relations between Australia and China, when I reset my computer, I go back to
for example, are critical in this respect,
the factory settings.

M
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We need to do things qualitatively
differently. Can we do this? I think
the evidence accumulated during the
pandemic demonstrates that we certainly can.

W

We have seen changes in the behavior
of individuals, societies, and governments in ways that were unimaginable less than two years ago. We know
beyond a shadow of a doubt that we
can change, and we know that the old
orthodoxies need no longer apply.

e are doing many things differently today that would
have been unimaginable in January
There are no critical debt thresholds.
2020. If someone had told me that the
Of course, we need to worry about debt,
government would tell
but as long it’s invested
There
are
no
critical
us all when we would
in growth it appears to
debt
thresholds.
Of
be allowed to hug our
be sustainable. The lescourse, we need to
son from the Roaring
friends, when we could
fly, how far we could
worry about debt, but Twenties is not to spend
circulate in our own
on consumption: rather,
as long it’s invested in
neighborhoods, I would
we need to invest sengrowth it appears to
have thought that was
sibly, and I believe that
be sustainable.
impossible: my first
needs to be aligned with
instinct would be to point to North
growth, which improves livelihoods and
Korea as a place where that sort of
leads to lower carbon emissions.
thing happens. And yet, I embrace it
today. The vast majority of us do.
he other lesson is that great powers need to cooperate. We need
If someone had said to me that
to show solidarity, we need to be giving
a Conservative government in the
more to other countries, and we need
UK—and right-of-center governto focus on problem-solving. We must
never forget that the moment in history
ments in many other places—would
in which the Bretton Woods institutions
run a fiscal deficit of 10 percent or
more of GDP, embrace record debts,
were established represents the moment
pay workers not to go to work, and
in which victors came together primarsupport firms not to go bankrupt, I
ily to finance the reconstruction of their
would have thought that to be impos- enemies (Japan and Germany) and
sible. Not even the most left-wing
others that had suffered so terribly in
governments in Europe would have
the war. This is the spirit that we need
dreamt of that. And yet, that is what
to embrace again. The spirit that undergovernments of all stripes are doing
stands that we can only be as good as
today across the globe.
others are; the spirit that understands
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that global growth requires global
cooperation; the spirit that understands
that good things can emerge from these
tragedies—if, that is, they teach us to
work together and not repeat the mistakes of the past.
The opportunity is now. If we wait
until after the pandemic, we will become complacent again; we will enjoy
ourselves and we will get on with things
thinking the worst is now behind us.
The sense of urgency will pass.
The other lesson of World War II is that
in the midst of the war leaders and society
created a vision for a better future. This
happened while the bombs were drop-

ping and while Churchill and Roosevelt
and the other Allies were fighting battles
on five fronts. In the UK there was a real
danger of being invaded—elderly people
were being put to work to build block
houses to stop the German invasion. At
that time of peak crisis and existential
risk, a new world was created: the Atlantic
Charter, the United Nations, the welfare
state, the Bretton Woods institutions, and
the world of global solidarity.
Our time to create a better world is
now, not tomorrow. My hope is that we
can learn from this terrible pandemic
and that from this crisis we will create
a more stable, a more predictable, and a
more prosperous world.

“This is a time for solidarity, not
divisiveness. Compassion, not
xenophobia. Kindness not hatred. As
#OneHumanity, we can fight the
COVID-19 pandemic.”
H.E. Mr. Miguel Ángel Moratinos
High Representative for the United Nations
Alliance of Civilization

Many Cultures. One Humanity.
The United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC)
is a special initiative of the Secretary-General.
UNAOC
builds bridges between societies, promotes
UN
dialogue and understanding, and seeks to forge the
collective political will required to accomplish these tasks.
UNAOC works as a convener and facilitator to bring all
sectors of society together to strengthen intercultural
dialogue, diminish hostility, and promote harmony
among the nations and cultures of the world.
UNAOC's activities are fashioned around the four pillars
UN
of Education, Youth, Migration, and Media.
To read more about UNAOC's projects and initiatives,
please visit www.unaoc.org.

United Nations Alliance of Civilizations (UNAOC)
730 Third Avenue, 20th Floor, New York, New York 10017
 Phone: +1-929-274-6217
 Email: contactaoc@unops.org
 www.unaoc.org
 twitter.com/UNAOC
 facebook.com/unaoc.org
 instagram.com/unaoc
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From Shock to Awe
How the Pandemic Crisis has
Opened Up the Dialogue for A True
Reinvention of Education
David L. Shrier

A

S COVID-19 spread like wildfire across the world, public
health response was swift.
Within weeks, we entered a global
lockdown. Most nations sequestered
their citizens behind closed doors, with
people fearfully accepting food delivery
where they could afford it, or reluctantly venturing out to grab what they
could out of a set of dwindling supplies,
before retreating for the safety of their
homes.

in the form of Zoom and other video
conferences.

Weeks turned to months, as it became
clear that the pandemic was not going
to be over quickly. Educational institutions—from primary schools to universities—attempted to resume operations virtually. Overnight, technology
platforms and teaching models that
were originally designed for in-person
instruction were hastily applied to digital learning environments—most often,

For anyone with primary school
aged children, this was also a lost year
of work. In the United States, a staggering number of parents had to cope with
job losses, lack of childcare, immense
burnout, and home-schooling pressures—sometimes all at once. Essential
service workers were forced to choose
between going to their jobs and staying
at home to watch their children. Supply

At the Gates
his may be a lost year or two for
students. One engineering professor estimated that students finishing
their first half semester of “zoominar”
learning were only retaining 20 percent
of the knowledge they should be gaining, versus what a student would absorb
in a regular classroom setting.

T
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chains ground to a halt. Even in domiciles with better social safety nets than
the United States (e.g., the EU member
states, the UK) the work-at-home environment proved challenging for parents
and children alike.

T

he COVID-19
crisis exposed
policy gaps in not only
how we have trained
teachers and collectively
constructed entire pedagogical journeys; but
also in how educational
environments serve a
vital social services role,
especially for lower income families.

First and foremost, there’s teacher
safety. Many professors are in COVIDvulnerable age brackets. Asking them
to deliver in person instruction while
allowing safety-minded students to participate virtually still poses a health risk
and fails basic epidemioThe COVID-19 crisis
logical science.

exposed policy gaps in
not only how we have
trained teachers and
collectively constructed
entire pedagogical
journeys; but also
in how educational
environments serve a
vital social services role.

As vaccination programs roll out
and nations sluggishly begin to reopen
(India and Brazil are still grappling with
slow vaccine adoption, coupled with
new, resistant strains of the virus) educational institutions are now attempting hybrid or mixed mode classroom
models. These ‘mixed mode’ models
are often worse than purely virtual or
100 percent in person learning environments. In the mixed-mode model, some
students are seated in a socially distant
fashion in a classroom with a professor, while other students participate
through video conference platforms.
This approach has several notable
flaws.

Second, the sparse and
interrupted nature of
these new, hybrid inperson learning environments defeats the
multitude of benefits of
in-person learning environments.

One of the top benefits
of in-person instruction is the ability
to facilitate small group interactions at
distances of less than two meters. Decades of research on group collaboration
revealed that at short distances, individuals are able to communicate critical
social cues to each other that facilitate
understanding and reciprocal trust. The
best learning environments create the
opportunity for nonverbal communication and social signaling, which have
been proven to increase knowledge
retention as well as create a sense of
psychological safety necessary for the
exchange and acceptance of new ideas

I

n a mixed-mode classroom, students are deliberately situated in
ways where these critical psychological
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cues cannot be so readily exchanged.
Even worse, the classroom flow is constantly interrupted to allow for student
participation from video screens scattered around the room.

same way, unless they participate with
a laptop open in front of them at all
times—lessening the cognitive benefits
of in-person attendance. It’s a Catch-22
Joseph Heller would have appreciated.

N

For the distance learnOr perhaps JeanGlobal
policymakers
ers and the distance
Jacques Rousseau is a
should be thinking
educator, mixed-mode
better touchstone for us,
ahead on how to
instruction removes
since in Emile he speaks
the control and digital
to the importance and
mandate emergency
capabilities that can be
centrality of the learner
response planning,
offered in a virtual learnin pedagogy, rather
including long-term,
ing environment. In a
than the pedagogue.
alternative options
purely virtual experiRousseau anticipated a
for learning.
ence, digital environmore flexible approach
ments—if well-designed and well-archi- to curriculum that even today edtech
tected—can offer learning experiences
companies struggle to deliver. Universithat are, in some ways, superior to the
ties, unfortunately, remain largely mired
in-classroom world. Brief, well-illustrat- in ‘sage on the stage’ scale models where
ed points from the instructor can lead
the professor lectures and the students
to prompts or breakout group conversa- transcribe lecture notes. COVID-19
expediencies have laid bare the defitions, which can then be woven back
into the main discussion, as insights
ciencies of the incumbent system, and
from small virtual breakout groups
mixed-mode instruction highlights
are recaptured into the larger semifurther how far we have deviated from
nar. Interactive media, such as highthe Rousseauean ideal.
quality video and audio, can be easily
interspersed into the presentation,
Policy Opportunity
and students who are already sitting at
hile COVID-19 is the first makeyboards can jump into interactive
jor global pandemic we’ve had
elements such as hallways, chats, word
in a century, epidemiologists believe
clouds, and even more elaborate enmany more are expected in the comgagements (digital simulations).
ing years. With the effects of climate
change accelerating and becoming
In contrast, students in a physical
more pronounced, we may see wideclassroom can’t really experience this
spread environmental disruptions (i.e.
immersive, media augmentation in the
superstorms, extreme heat and cold

ational mandates around
spells) of schooling. Global policymakproviding high-quality teacher
ers should be thinking ahead on how to
mandate emergency response planning, training on how to offer virtual
including long-term, alternative options delivery of classes, and ultimately
knowledge, will ensure greater classfor learning. Contingency plans will
not be enough—we’ll need to train and room flexibility as well as solve for
wider access to learnresource organizations
The
forced
march
to
ing—even during
and leaders in how to
all-digital learning was non-pandemic eras.
support rapid transitions
mitigated, somewhat,
These would require
to digital-only models
investment in the
of learning delivery. We
by 30 or more years
future, but one that
must better prepare the
of experimentation
has a ‘force multiplier’
world’s educational sysby higher educational
tems for the next wideeffect; each teacher has
institutions with
spread, global crisis.
the potential to touch
remote digital learning. hundreds or thousands
of students a year, and appropriatelyDeficiencies in teacher training
directed and planned investment
became apparent under COVID-19.
in professional training for instrucAlthough a select few educators are
familiar and comfortable with digital
tors could yield a renewable array of
delivery (and are able to provide rich
benefits by improving downstream
classroom experiences in a purely
learner outcomes.
virtual platform), the vast majority of educators confronted with the
Standards bodies and accreditation
prospect of converting their classauthorities have a role to play here.
rooms from fully in-person to virtual
Just as organizations like the Internaenvironments stumbled badly. Some
tional Accreditors for Continuing Ededucators at some institutions—such
ucation and Training (IACET), which
as my colleagues and collaborators at
issues Continuing Education Unit
University of Oxford—quickly conaccreditation, as well as the internavened peer-mediated pedagogical
tional and national degree-accreditaworkshops where tenured and adjunct tion bodies that evaluate and approve
instructional staff could trade tips
programs of instruction, it would be
and techniques on how to deliver the
possible to also provide accreditation
ultimate remote virtual instructional
for the instructors themselves. Best
experience. Many simply dumped their practices can be distilled into a metafaculty into the deep part of the ocean training of trainers, and standardized
and left them to sink or swim.
levels of excellence adopted.
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Mongolia who was able to gain acceptBefore the Deluge
ance to MIT on the basis of having
he forced march to all-digital
learning was mitigated, somewhat, excelled in a free MIT MOOC.
by 30 or more years of experimentation
by higher educational institutions with
In other important regards, MOOCs
remote digital learning. Success, when
have been a colossal failure. The avermeasured in total learner
age edX completion rate,
In
the
past
six
years
impact and results,
according to a 2019 MIT
or so a new kind of
remained modest durstudy by Justin Reich and
concierge
learning
ing those three decades,
José A. Ruipérez-Valiente
has emerged, where
and only a handful of
published in the journal
professors had exposure
students were organized Science was a dismal
or experience with all3 percent—part of a
in cohorts and
digital delivery going into
declining trend of the 5
teams, primarily for
the lockdown.
percent from only a few
professional educationyears earlier. This means
oriented
noncredit
Many of these prior
that out of 100 students
online
classes.
experiments were in
who start a MOOC, only
the realm of Massively Open Online
3 of them finish it. As well, the many
Courses (MOOCs), such as those offered promises of learning research on MOOC
by edX or Coursera. The former firm
platforms—to use all of that learner data
has recently been in the headlines with
to improve pedagogy globally—have
the late June 2021 announcement that
only partially been fulfilled.
course purveyer 2U, Inc. will purchase
their commercial assets for $800 million.
n the past six years or so, however, a
new kind of concierge learning has
In some respects, the MOOC experiemerged, where students were organment has been a tremendous success— ized in cohorts and teams, primarily for
hundreds of millions of learners have
professional education-oriented nonbeen exposed to classes, including
credit online classes. First pioneered on
from such exclusive universities as MIT a global scale by Alex ‘Sandy’ Pentland
or Harvard or Oxford or Cambridge.
and I at MIT in 2015—with the original
People from almost every country on
MIT fintech course delivered to over
the planet were able to ‘dial in’ to the
150 countries, and eventually propaworld’s top professors at its most elite
gated to Oxford and soon other univerinstitutions, for free. We were introsities—the small private online course
duced to heartwarming stories, such
(SPOC) offered a better way forward:
as the young herder’s child from Outer
completion rates approached or exceed-
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ed 90 percent, instead of 3 percent, and
learner satisfaction was much higher.
The SPOC model relied on new
models of pedagogical design and a
high-touch, human-mediated support
infrastructure to ensure learners were
engaging with the material. Colleagues
and I also created another novel online delivery model with Boeing and
NASA around systems engineering that
remains a significant portion of MIT’s
digital revenue even in 2021.
The MIT fintech class—and its successor
at Oxford—was so successful that some
finance ministries in Asia were willing to
accept proof of completion of this class
in lieu of work experience in fintech, for
employment purposes. One of the leading
fintech companies in Brazil, which recently completed an initial public offering,
designed a key component of its growth
plan using the class as a stimulus. One of
the largest banks in Switzerland sent 50
executive a year through the class, to ‘mass
produce’ organizational innovation. The
Commonwealth of Nations funded dozens
of central bankers to take Oxford Fintech
to build regulatory capacity around fintech policy across 53 countries around the
world. Routinely, people from countries
around the world would come up to me on
the promenade at Davos to tell me how the
class changed the courses of their lives.

dreds of thousands of students, perhaps,
in aggregate, across all classes and institutions. However, impact has been notable, ranging from career progression and
corporate innovation, to a global wave
of startup activity. Analogous providers
emerged in the K12 market providing
primarily technology-related online
classes and summer camps, but those efforts, pre-pandemic, were modest.

A

nother, related domain has been
the rise of digital outside program
management (OPM) companies, which
run degree-granting programs on behalf
of universities, and noncredit ‘boot
camp’ providers, that run longer, more
intensive skills-focused activities. Companies such as Noodle and Academic
Partnerships help academic institutions
navigate the transition to digital without
distracting the core business; accelerated
bootcamp providers such as HackerU
and Kingsland Academy deliver tangible career benefits and jobs placement
to learners for 9-month ‘degree-like’
programs that offer measurable skills
development for adults around areas like
cybersecurity or blockchain.

Institutions like Imperial College
London even funded the creation of
their own learning management system (LMS) called Insendi, joining a
small club of other university-derived
LMS platforms like open edX. While
Despite these anecdotal successes, scale not the subject matter itself, these
has remained small for SPOCs: hunnext-generation technology solutions
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made the process of bringing a quality
class online easier, providing a notable
improvement over prior systems like
Blackboard or Canvas.

to the different learning style and discipline required to acquire knowledge in
this manner, and the course curricula
they encountered were likewise ill-constructed to serve this new digital need.

I

n aggregate, the revenues from all
of these digital delivery providers
and systems, partnered with established
institutions or offering programs independently, perhaps entered into the
billions of U.S. dollars per year, but
remained dwarfed by the on-campus,
in-person tuition-bearing activities and
focus of educational institutions.

Some educators were advised to simply lecture for three hours in the exact
same way online, as they typically do
in person. Unfortunately, it’s not that
simple. The in-classroom environment
creates and facilitates a cognitive bubble
of focus. Even social cues from peers
and instructors lend themselves to helping create a more focused environment
in-person versus on video. Online, our
attention spans are much shorter—and
have only been diminishing in the last
18 months. One of the top thought
leadership video streaming platforms
in the world reported an 80 percent decrease in average video view length. In
this environment, a three-hour lecture
simply will not be sufficient.

The COVID-19 pandemic forced
upon the $7 trillion global education
industry a new perspective. Instead of
optional ‘extras’ around online, it now
became the only way to deliver instruction. In the words of one top business
school dean, digital went from “nice to
have” to “core competency” in a matter
of months. This rapid a reorientation
of a multi-trillion-dollar enterprise was
not without its frictions.

B

ut with no time and no curricular
flexibility, students and professors
attempted to make do, and the results
have been predictably awful. Expensive
graduate programs such as MBAs have
been facing a glut of students demanding refunds due to the loss of social
collaboration and a “full and complete”
learning experiences on campus.
Indeed, the pandemic has laid bare
the greatest failure in online learning: the lack of effective collaboration
spaces, present in in-person learning

Student, Interrupted
et us return to the question of the
broken journey of learning. The
COVID-19 lockdowns occurred roughly in the middle of semesters or school
years. People who have been navigating
an accredited learning path, working in
a certain format or style of class delivery, were thrust into a virtual classroom—a completely different model of
learning. They were often ill-prepared

L
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ple that they train to create, refine, and
environments, where students can
understand these ideas through their
come together to generate new ideas
and think through solutions to complex instructional vehicles of classes and
degree programs. Students who have
problems. The face-to-face experience
spent months in isolation, staring into
of instructor to student is diminished.
the glow of Zooms, have missed out on
Innovation suffers when there is a loss
these key benefits of inof serendipity—the
The
pandemic
has
laid
person collaboration.
possibilities of running
bare the greatest failure
into an old friend with
in online learning:
The loss of serendipa new idea, or meeting
the lack of effective
ity and idea-flow can
a key individual who
collaboration spaces,
be seen and felt beyond
might be a catalyst for a
academia. We’ll be seeing
new company, are now
present in in-person
absent. The learner is
learning environments, the effects of decreased
innovation stemming
left in isolation, perhaps
where students can
from cancelled conferhopeful for scraps of
come together to
connectivity or informagenerate new ideas and ences, festivals, and busition to be found on a
think through solutions ness gatherings over the
poorly-curated online
next few years. Research
to
complex
problems.
discussion forum.
has shown that three
quarters of a conference’s value is derived
here has been more scholarly
from networking and accidental encounresearch of late centered around
ters versus formal panels and presentathe value of university campuses as intions. Collaboration research pioneered
novation clusters. Most think of univer- by MIT Professor Thomas J. Allen in the
sities as drivers of research, and perhaps 1970s backs this up. His research reinstitutions where the best teaching
vealed that people more than 50 meters
methods are developed and refined.
apart fail to collaborate, and the farther
Universities are actually concentrated
apart workspaces are, the less communinodes of stakeholders, students, profes- cation there is between them, in a power
sors, advocates, government officials,
law curve of declining performance.
and industry leaders who come toLater elaborations on this work in the
digital age show that teams even forget
gether in structured and unstructured
to email people they don’t physically sit
ways to spur new ideas, approaches,
and even entire ecosystems. The ideas
near or run into at the water cooler. Exthat emerge out of these interactions
tensive research on the disconnectedness
are the most important product of these induced by the all-remote COVID-19
institutions, along equally with the peo- workforce has yet to be published, but
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past work suggests that there has been a
meaningful long term innovation decrease (perhaps offset by the productivity
increases of eliminating commute time,
and conscious/intentional adoption of
remote digital collaboration tools that
previously workers had resisted).
Policy Opportunity
here are several opportunities
for policymakers to address the
issues raised in these disrupted learning
journeys.

T

Lost Connection
he interim, and even long-term
solutions, discussed in this article rely on a connected world. In fact,
these solutions hinge upon the success
of student-teacher interaction mediated
seamlessly through computer screens.
However, large proportions of the
world’s population, primarily in developing countries, lack access to a simple
mobile phone, let alone much more
sophisticated technologies.

T

First and foremost, funding is required to further research the benefits
of in-person collaboration, and to develop technology solutions that might
expand or extend these types of collaborative interactions in purely digital
learning environments. Support needs
to be provided for educators who need
to adapt physical classroom environments to better engage in effective
hybrid or completely digital learning.
The pedagogical theory and evidence
advocating for collaborative learning approaches have been around for
decades, but for reasons ranging from
lethargy to cost, they have not been as
widely adopted in institutions of primary or higher education.

UN Deputy-Secretary-General Amina
Mohammed noted in April 2021 that
3.7 billion people—a majority of whom
are women—lack digital access. She
called this digital divide the “new face
of inequality.” Without digital access
for all or even a super majority of the
world, we cannot begin to ponder, or
even implement, successful solutions
for digital learning and education.

G

Second, it is essential to provide educators with teaching methods and instruction on how to create more dynamic
classroom environments. But in fact, the
three-hour lecture referenced earlier is also
Summer 2021, No.19

a suboptimal approach to classroom teaching. The ideal classroom environment is an
interwoven experience, with brief, stimulating lectures punctuated by small group
discussions, table exercises, and dynamic
question and answer sessions. Policy mandates can help with greater adoption of
these effective learning approaches.

lobal connectivity remains a
critical imperative for ensuring
that educational inequalities do not
become exacerbated in the near future.
Loan-and-subsidy programs hold the
72

potential to support greater digital access by increasing the supply of digital
devices to underserved populations.
However, technology alone cannot
solve this problem; digital literacy also
is a prerequisite to successfully bridging
the digital divide, and proper training
must be integral to any solution pathway.
Phoenix Rising
umanity has time and time again
demonstrated an ability to overcome crises and turn these challenging
eras into opportunities to inspire hope
and to propel society forward. The United
Nations was born out of the horrors
of World War II and the failures of the
League of Nations. The art of Michelangelo and Rembrandt burst into expression
in the shadow of the Black Death. The
recent COVID-19 crisis has unlocked an
array of new biotechnology advances and
spurred multiple pharmaceutical companies to create safe, effective vaccines in
only a matter of months. There are now
indications that the same technologies
leveraged in the vaccines will cure cancer,
HIV, and an array of other diseases.

H

gence systems to help people learn faster,
better, and with greater applicability to
work, while at the same time addressing
the punishing isolation that is the usual
experience surrounding digital learning.

P

olicymakers hold a singular moment of time in their hands due
to the exigencies of recovering from
COVID-19 disruption. Fiscal policies in
countries around the world are orienting
to stimulus versus constraint; and with
this comes the opportunity to advance
policy initiatives that align scope, span,
and outcome. Holistic or ‘ecosystem’
approaches can be supported, bringing
together fundamental enablement, such
as digital access with the means to capitalize on this access through training,
work placement, innovation stimulus,
and other interventions. No longer is resource constraint the guiding principle:
with the acceptance of greater deficit and
debt levels, the opportunity emerges to
create optimal solutions, not the expedient or compromise pathways so often
required by competing interests.
“The future is already here,” as science
fiction author William Gibson famously
wrote, “it’s just unevenly distributed.”
The catastrophe of COVID-19 may
perversely enable governments to address widespread inequalities, improve
competition, and foster greater innovation, both in the education arena and in
the interconnected realms of work and
society more broadly.

The failures of online education, now
being made ever-more apparent in the
mass adoption mandated by COVID-19,
may perversely stimulate a new willingness to experiment with and subsequently
adopt solutions that actually work. MIT
spinout Esme Learning (which I cofounded and lead) uses artificial intelli73
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Make Room(s)
for Change
A New Approach to Humanity-wide
Cooperation for the 2020s
John W. McArthur

O

NE of the many global casualties of the COVID-19 pandemic has been a halt in progress,
if not worse, on the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). Over the
past year and a half, virtually every
country has faced new roadblocks on its
path toward achieving the goals.

dering the Earth’s natural resources?
And three, how to ensure all people
have equal access to opportunities, in a
manner that leaves no one behind? No
national government has yet figured out
durable solutions to any of these problems, let alone all three at once.

F

or country-level policymakers, the
huge importance of these challenges is twinned with the huge complexity embedded in finding solutions.
The underlying problems are interconnected within any geography. They seep
quickly across political borders; and
they evoke countless stakeholder perspectives regarding the way forward.
For international policymakers, any
attempt to find global solutions can feel
like swimming in molasses—because

The reason is actually very simple:
every country in the world is grappling
with three foundational challenges of
sustainable development. These were
present prior to the onset of the novel
coronavirus and have only grown in
importance since. One, how to promote
prosperity in a manner that ensures
gains in income align with gains in human wellbeing? Two, how to create jobs
and economic progress without plun-

John W McArthur is Senior Fellow and Director of the Center for Sustainable Development
at the Brookings Institution. He co-chairs the 17 Rooms initiative, which is a partnership of the
Center for Sustainable Development at Brookings and The Rockefeller Foundation. Portions of this
essay draw from the February 2022 report entitled 17 Rooms: A new approach to spurring
action for the Sustainable Development Goals, published by the 17 Rooms secretariat.
For more information on the 17 Rooms initiative, please email 17rooms@brookings.edu.
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at the Brookings Institution and The Rockefeller Foundation.
it’s both so hard to make progress and
so hard to escape the need for ongoing
conversations. The strains on international institutions are palpable.
The problems are compounded by
the evolution of interests, both between and within societies. A rising
global middle class, especially in Asia,
has upended the influence structures
that underpinned the design of so
many 20th-century institutions. For
the most part, these legacy structures
have not been able to update themselves to reflect a new balance of interests across a new balance of power.
Moreover, the same legacy structures

have done too little to help—and in
some cases might well have exacerbated—the evolving balance of interests within countries. Even among
the most privileged countries in the
world, too many people feel ignored
by self-interested international elites.
The ongoing strains of a global pandemic have not fostered widespread
confidence either.

F

ortunately, new approaches to
global cooperation can help
drive new forms of global progress,
but they require a new mindset
around the nature of global cooperation itself. Too often, the challenges
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enough constituency fought for it to be
included. For anyone who thinks that,
say, jobs, health, or inequality is the
most important issue in the world, Goal
14 serves as a reminder that oceans
always need high-level attention, too. In
When it comes to the SDGs, it’s
the same vein, a major set of constituimportant to start with clarity on what
encies fought hard enough to ensure
they represent. In many
each of the other 16
New
approaches
to
circles, the goals are
goals earned a spot on
global cooperation can the same reminder page
interpreted as a broad
help drive new forms
and ambitious agenda
as well.
that the United Nations
of global progress,
has told the world to
s much as the
but they require a
care about. The deeper
SDGs represent
new mindset around
truth is the opposite. The
a
de
facto
shorthand
the nature of global
SDGs frame 17 differfor the diversity of the
cooperation itself.
world’s own declared
ent sets of issues that the
world told the UN not to forget about,
policy interests, their global scale and
as the repository of the world’s political long-term ambition out to 2030 can still
interests. Amid the vast spectrums of
make them hard for many people to
opinion embedded across soon 8 billion engage with. The SDGs are sometimes
described rhetorically as “the world’s
people, everyone has their own view
on the most important problem for the plan.” In practice they are anything but.
They are a set of ambitions, and it’s for
world to solve, anchored in their own
each community and country to figure
life experience and outlook.
out what practical steps it will take to
achieve them. However, for many peoEach of the 17 goals and constituent targets adopted in the formal
ple around the world, the SDGs can feel
UN agenda had sufficient numbers
inspiring at a moral level but disemof people and countries backing it to
powering at a practical level—too big to
ensure their issue could not be left off a wrap one’s arms around, too long-term
global priority list for 15 years. Oceans, to be actionable today, and too technifor example, are often overlooked as a
cal for the average person to make a
global policy priority, even though they dent. The goals are often perceived as
cover 70 percent of the planet. Goal
something meant for the handful of
14 for “life below water” earned a slot
specialists who travel to meet at UN
on the SDG cover page because a big
headquarters.

This need not be the case. The SDGs report-outs in plenary. Each Room—or
can be a device for tackling practiSDG-linked group—was thereby able
cal, near-term, local concerns. They
to focus on advancing its own substancan be used to bring diverse people
tive priorities while also learning about
together around common issues of
other groups’ priorities.
interest. And they can be leveraged
to foster increased respect and conOver the past few years—through a
nectivity among people who have
partnership I now co-chair on behalf
different views on which issues are
of the Brookings Center for Sustainmost important. In
able Development in
A one-word shift
turn, they offer ingrecollaboration with my
in emphasis offers
dients for a new path to
colleague Zia Khan,
global cooperation. It’s
Senior Vice President
the seeds of a
not that formal instituof Innovation at The
new approach to
tions don’t matter—far
cooperation—from 17 Rockefeller Foundafrom it; they certainly
tion—this internationalgoals to 17 rooms.
scale experiment has
do. But a social mediasoaked world comprised of nearly
evolved quickly. As of 2021, it entails a
curated annual series of 17 short-term,
8 billion people needs new norms
of individual- and community-level
virtually convened working groups,
SDG cooperation to complement
all still anchored in a 12-to-18-month
action horizon. The initiative offers a
government-level action.
rare opportunity for specialists from
From 17 Goals to 17 Rooms
each SDG issue domain to gather in
one-word shift in emphasis ofthe same Room—or Zoom—to focus
fers the seeds of a new approach on near-term horizons for bending
to cooperation—from 17 goals to 17
policy curves toward longer-term
success. It also offers a fruitful vehicle
rooms. In 2018, my colleague Matfor cross-Room explorations. Instead
thew Bishop and I co-convened the
of providing top-down directives on
first ever “17 Rooms” meeting in New
which groups “should” develop joint efYork City, at The Rockefeller Foundation’s headquarters, on the sidelines of forts, 17 Rooms encourages each Room
the UN General Assembly. The core
to identify highly targeted issues for
idea was to convene expert groups,
progress within their goal domain, and
across all 17 SDG issue domains, for
then helps to identify which opportuniinformal conversations on opportunities for collaboration bubble up across
Rooms. The upshot is a demand-driven
ties for practical cooperation over the
approach to cross-SDG cooperation.
subsequent calendar year, followed by
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of sustainable development—and the
SDGs, in particular—focus on the formalities of shared institutions. But there
is also much to be gained through the
power of shared approaches.

A
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As the annual flagship process has
gathered momentum, so too has another layer of offshoot efforts, which we
call “17 Rooms-X.” Universities, communities, and other multi-stakeholder
types of organizations have shown
interest in deploying 17 Rooms techniques to organize their own local conversations for SDG action. In Canada,
Mexico, Spain, the United States, and a
growing range of other geographies, 17
Rooms has offered an efficient tool to
promote local cooperation. The emphasis on gathering people in Rooms
to focus on common possibilities for
action seems to resonate beyond the
realm of SDG aficionados steeped in
UN policy jargon. People already working on localized issues of poverty, environmental management, or discrimination do not need the SDG vocabulary
to make progress on their existing life’s
work. But the SDGs do offer a common
framework for the same people to come
together with others around a neutral
set of goals, in a way that promotes
cooperation rather than competition
among disparate interests struggling to
make gains.

each respective goal. Second, Rooms
focus on a next step, not the perfect
step. 17 Rooms aims to avoid theoretical discussions on potentially abstract
topics like long-term “transformation.”
Instead, participants are prompted to
think about the 12-to-18-month horizon to identify actions that are “big
enough to matter, but small enough
to get done.” Third, the initiative is
anchored in conversations, not presentations. Each Room’s discussion is
structured around collaboration and
peer-learning; and each Room’s discussion focuses on what’s best for an issue
rather than any individual organization.
With adequate curation, these design
ingredients seem to offer three core
value propositions. The first is a bias toward action itself. In the global flagship
process, Room actions have varied from
serving as an accelerant for emerging
policy initiatives to sparking fresh alliances on communications, advocacy,
research, or implementation efforts. In
the 17 Rooms-X experiments, actions
have varied from informing strategic
plans to forging new local partnership
strategies for the goals.

Some Key Ingredients
n a recent stock-taking of the early
years of 17 Rooms experimentation, we identified three design principles that help define the effort. First,
all SDGs have a seat at the table. We
respect all SDGs equally, and the same
applies to the constituencies focused on

I
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A second value proposition is the
generation of insight. One layer of this
is a product of interpersonal connections. Post-event surveys have shown
comments akin to, “I have always
thought my SDG was the most important, but now I respect how others
78

also think their SDG is most important
too.” Another substantive layer can be
found in the common themes emergent
across Rooms. When considering the
conversations taking shape across all
17 working groups in the 2020 global
flagship process, for example, our secretariat identified four common themes
of change being described across the
Rooms. These themes, described as
“great transitions,” each represented
some incipient trend requiring a doubling down of effort in order to succeed:
toward a union of economic and social justice for all; toward a blue-green
replenishment of aquatic and terrestrial
ecosystems; toward technology platforms that promote both equitable access and trust; and toward generational
transition, in a manner that promotes
intergenerational partnerships and
invests in young people as near-term
agents of change.
A third value proposition is the most
abstract but perhaps also the most
profound amid recent global political
dynamics: an expanded sense of community. In every 17 Rooms process,
both at the global flagship and local
levels, whether among international
policy practitioners or university-level
researchers, we have seen people report back with a sense of appreciation
for the range of people who are working on adjacent problems, even if not
directly collaborating. 17 Rooms seems
to cultivate a spirit of “we’re all in this

together,” even when each person is
highly focused on a specific piece of the
overall global puzzle. The approach offers a chance to learn about the shape of
other puzzle pieces and even expedite
connections between some of them.

W

e are continuing to experiment
with methodologies on an ongoing basis. This year, in the 2021 global
flagship, we are testing different approaches to each Room’s working group
process—varying from “campfire”
strategies to forge a fresh consensus on
a sticky problem, to “trial balloons” on
partially formed ideas, and “direct ascents” on issues that simply need multiple actors to act.
Through our 17 Rooms-X community
of practice, we will soon begin testing
these same ideas with partners, while
also experimenting with different permutations of the 17 Rooms approach,
ranging from flash convenings with
open-door participation to deep dives
with curated working groups.
We plan to issue a new assessment of
collective findings and insights every
year.
Where Next?
he 17 Rooms initiative is starting to gain momentum during a
precarious time for the SDGs. In 2020,
campaigners had planned to launch
a “decade of action” for the goals, but

T
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a global pandemic put everything on
and empower marginalized communihold. The crises triggered and revealed ties, and in brokering evolving difby the COVID-19 pandemic have
ferences of viewpoint well enough to
prompted many people to question first permit each society to succeed.
principles of how their societies are
organized, and also to ask whether the
In the SDG context, this requires
SDGs are even still relevant, in light of
a concerted multilateral effort to
promote common action-oriented
their ambitious targets and the everprocesses of all scales, within and
closer 2030 deadline. Amid a time of
across societies—from
such widespread policy
One way to navigate
countries to community
uncertainty and political
the
turbulence
fragility, the best answer
centers, union halls to
toward
sustainable
seems to be to treat
universities. 17 Rooms
the SDGs as an apolitidevelopment outcomes can offer a vehicle for
such an effort, as a
cal “north star” to help
is to avoid excessive
widely accessible apguide the world out of
reliance on highproach to tackling the
its current mess—a focal
level international
broad range of societal
point for great transiinstitutions.
tions toward a more
interests embedded
just, inclusive, and sustainable planet.
in the goals, and one that encourages each community to map out its
One way to navigate the turbulence
own next steps in line with its own
toward sustainable development outpreferred scope of cooperation. Over
comes is to avoid excessive reliance
time, a global secretariat function can
on high-level international instituamass and evaluate the collection of
tions. They will contribute what they
bottom-up actions to identify opporcan, but any true hope of achieving
tunities for larger scale cooperation.
SDG outcomes hinges on a decade of
decentralized action, within and across
his aggregation role frames a
all countries. Multilateral cooperanew opportunity for the United
tion on issues like peace, taxation, and Nations. On the occasion of the UN’s
global public goods (such as pandemic recent 75th anniversary, in September
avoidance and protecting the atmos2020, the General Assembly commisphere) have major consequences for
sioned Secretary-General António
all countries, but most of the innovaGuterres to make high-level recomtions for SDG achievement will be
mendations on the future of multilatbottom-up—in developing new techeralism that will “advance our comnologies, in finding new ways to reach mon agenda” in the spirit of “We the

T
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peoples.” The Secretary-General will
report back with his ideas this upcoming September.

promoting decentralized, room-level
conversation and cooperation for sustainable development in every community around the world. Whether or
In considering the future of multinot the UN could change its formal
lateral cooperation, it’s a worthwhile
name or Charter any time soon, the
exercise to start even with the adjecSecretary-General could certainly
tive and noun in the
make this a hallmark of
The spirit of
United Nations’ own
his forthcoming second
uniting
people
name. For the adjective,
term: Uniting all peoaround the world
the world’s disparate
ple toward sustainable
to think practically
interests hardly seem
development for all.
“united” right now. A
about cooperative
his spirit of
peak global organizanext steps could
uniting people
tion needs to be defined
help renovate the
by productive action,
around
the world to
traditional approach
think practically about
and hence a verb tense
to UN gatherings.
cooperative next steps
like “uniting” would be
A new vision could
could help renovate the
more pertinent. On the
crystallize
through
a
noun, “nations” and
traditional approach
single annual event.
sovereign states might
to UN gatherings. A
new vision could crystallize through
form the bedrock of international
a single annual event. For instance,
law, but many of the greatest sustain“Giving Tuesday” was created in 2012,
able development challenges will boil
as an annual day that encourages
down to the extent to which people
in communities around the world can people to donate and do good. Nine
contribute their own distinct actions
years later, it now extends across 70
to humanity’s common agenda.
countries. In a similar spirit, a common day could be set aside for the
If starting with a blank slate, a more world’s local communities to gather
apt name for an action-oriented
in their own rooms to map out their
geopolitical body might be “Unitown cooperative actions for the SDGs
over the following calendar year. This
ing Communities” or even “Uniting
People.” Recognizing that the simplest could be a day of the week—17 Rooms
way to unite people is to bring them
Sunday, anyone?—or equally a date in
together in the same room (or locally
the calendar—say September 17th—in
equivalent meeting space), such an
the run-up to the annual gathering of
organization could tackle a mandate of heads of state and government at UN

T
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headquarters for the General Debate
will only expand communities’ abiliheld in late September every year. Giv- ties to self-organize toward common
ing Tuesday has shown how fast a col- goals. Whether implemented globlaborative global undertaking can grow ally on a common day or not, the
in nine years. There’s no
beauty of a 17 Rooms
The SDGs are
reason why a 17 Rooms
approach would be its
sometimes
described
day, with all its starting
ability to translate the
advantages, couldn’t be
SDGs into a practical
rhetorically as “the
far bigger nine years
tool to help everyday
world’s plan.” In
from now, in 2030.
people advance ecopractice they are
nomic, social, and enanything
but.
They
are
vironmental priorities
A humanity-wide
a
set
of
ambitions,
and
through cooperation on
day for local groups
it’s for each community their own terms, measto deliberate and cooperate across all the
ured against neutral
and country to figure
SDGs would leverage
benchmarks of longout what practical
the goals in their purterm progress. As a new
steps it will take to
est form—as a common
form of global coopachieve them.
language to drive crosseration, the message to
political elites would be clear: Here’s
constituency collaboration, anchored
in premises of action and mutual
what we’re doing together to drive
respect. Over the coming decade, new sustainable development forward—
forms of technology and social media how about you?
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America’s New
Three-Body Problem
From COVID War to Cold War

I

N Liu Cixin’s extraordinary science
fiction novel The Three-Body Problem
(2006), China recklessly creates, then
ingeniously solves, an existential threat
to humanity. During the chaos of Mao
Zedong’s Cultural Revolution, Ye Wenjie,
an astrophysicist, discovers the possibility of amplifying radio waves by bouncing them off the sun and in this way
beams a message to the universe. When,
years later, she receives a response from
the highly unstable and authoritarian
planet Trisolaris, it takes the form of a
stark warning not to send further messages. Deeply disillusioned with humanity, she does so anyway, betraying the
location of Earth to the Trisolarans, who
are seeking a new planet because their
own is subject to the chaotic gravitational forces exerted by three suns (hence
the book’s title). So misanthropic that

she welcomes an alien invasion, Ye cofounds the Earth-Trisolaris Organization
as a kind of fifth column, in partnership
with a radical American environmentalist. Yet their conspiracy to help the
Trisolarans conquer Earth and eradicate
humankind is ingeniously foiled by the
dynamic duo of Wang Miao, a nanotechnology professor, and Shi Qiang, a coarse
but canny Beijing cop.
The nonfictional threat to humanity we
confront today is not, of course, an alien
invasion. The coronavirus SARS-CoV-2
does not come from outer space, though
it shares with the Trisolarans an impulse
to colonize us. The fact, however, is that
the first case of COVID-19—the disease
the virus causes—was in China, just
as the first messages to Trisolaris were
sent from China. Similar to The Three-

Niall Ferguson is the Milbank Family Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution, Stanford University,
and a Senior Faculty Fellow of the Belfer Center for Science and International Affairs at Harvard
University. He is also Founder and Managing Director of Greenmantle LLC, an advisory firm. He
is the author of 16 books, including his most recent, Doom: The Politics of Catastrophe (2021).
An earlier version of this essay appeared as a chapter in Hal Brands and Francis J. Gavin (eds.),
COVID-19 and World Order: The Future of Conflict, Competition, and Cooperation. (2020).
You may follow him on Twitter @nfergus.
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Body Problem, the Communist Party of
China (CPC) caused this disaster—first
by covering up how dangerous SARSCoV-2 was, then by delaying measures
that might have prevented its worldwide
spread. Yet within a few months—again,
as in Liu Cixin’s novel—China sought to
claim credit for saving the world from
it. Liberally exporting testing kits, face
masks, and ventilators, the Chinese
government sought to snatch victory
from the jaws of a defeat it inflicted.
Not only that, but the deputy director
of the Chinese Foreign Ministry’s Information Department went so far as
to endorse a conspiracy theory that the
coronavirus originated in the United

States. In mid-March 2020, Zhao Lijian
tweeted: “It might be [the] U.S. army
who brought the epidemic to Wuhan.”
Zhao also retweeted an article claiming
that an American team had brought the
virus with them when they participated
in the World Military Games in Wuhan
in October 2019. And Beijing went on
to export more than 200 million doses
of its four homegrown vaccines to 90
countries—a bold attempt to engage in
what used to be a mainly Western game
of vaccine diplomacy.

I

t was already obvious early in 2019
that a new cold war—Cold War II,
between the United States and China—
85
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had begun. What started out in early
way engaging in a truly meaningful way
2018 as a trade war—a tit for tat over
might lead to demands for more reform
tariffs while the two sides argued about and change and its ultimate demise.”
the American trade deficit and Chinese Critics of engagement are eager to
intellectual property theft—had by
dance on its grave, urging instead that
the end of that year metamorphosed
the People’s Republic be economically
into a technology war over the global
“quarantined,” with its role in global
supply chains drastidominance of the ChiIt was already obvious cally reduced. To quote
nese company Huawei
early in 2019 that a
in 5G (fifth generation)
Daniel Blumenthal and
network telecommuNicholas Eberstadt, “The
new cold war—Cold
nications; an ideomaglev from ‘Cultural
War II, between the
Revolution’ to ‘Chinese
logical confrontation,
United States and
in response to Beijing’s
Dream’ does not make
China—had
begun.
treatment of the Uyghur
stops at Locke Junction
minority in China’s Xinjiang region and or Tocqueville Town, and it has no conthe pro-democracy protesters in Hong
nections to Planet Davos.”
Kong; and an escalation of old frictions
Moves in the direction of economic
over Taiwan and the South China Sea.
Henry Kissinger himself acknowledged quarantine are already happening. The
in November 2019 that we are “in the
European Chamber of Commerce in
foothills of a Cold War.”
China said last year that more than half
its member companies were considerThe COVID-19 pandemic has merely ing moving supply chains out of China.
intensified Cold War II, at the same
Japan has earmarked 240 billion yen
time revealing its existence to those
($2.2 billion) to help manufacturers
who less than just two years ago doubt- leave China. “People are worried about
our supply chains,” Prime Minister
ed it was happening. Chinese scholars
Shinzo Abe said in April 2020. “We
such as Yao Yang, a professor at the
China Center for Economic Research
should try to relocate high added value
and Dean of the National School of
items to Japan. And for everything
Development at Peking University, now else, we should diversify to countries
openly discuss it. Proponents of the era like those in ASEAN.” In the words
of U.S.-China “engagement” since 1972 of Senator Josh Hawley of Missouri, a
are now writing engagement’s obituary, Republican: “The international order
as we have known it for thirty years is
ruefully conceding (in Orville Schell’s
words) that it foundered “because of
breaking. Now imperialist China seeks
the CPC’s deep ambivalence about the
to remake the world in its own image,

and to bend the global economy to its
to the financial symbiosis that Moritz
own will. [...] [W]e must recognize that Schularick and I christened “Chimerica”
the economic system designed by West- in 2007, and Beijing’s efforts to attract
ern policymakers at the end of the Cold big U.S. financial firms such as AmeriWar does not serve our purposes in this can Express, Mastercard, J. P. Morgan,
new era.” In early May 2020, Missouri’s
Goldman Sachs, and BlackRock into the
attorney general, Eric
Chinese market are provIt
is
stating
the
ing successful.
Schmitt, filed a lawsuit
obvious to say that
in federal court seeking
to hold Beijing responNevertheless, the politCold War II will be
sible for the outbreak.
ical
trend is quite clearly
the biggest challenge
The election of a new
in the other direction. In
to world order for
president has not sigthe United States, public
most of President Joe
nificantly changed the
sentiment toward China
Biden’s term in office.
trajectory of the superhas become markedly
power relationship. At his meeting with more hawkish since 2017, especially
China’s Yang Jiechi in Alaska in March
among older voters. There are few
2020, Secretary of State Antony Blinken subjects these days about which there
stated: “The United States’ relationship
is a genuine bipartisan consensus in the
with China will be competitive where it United States. China is one of them.
should be, collaborative where it can be,
adversarial where it must be.”
t is therefore stating the obvious
to say that Cold War II will be the
To be sure, many voices have been
biggest challenge to world order for
most of President Joe Biden’s term
raised to argue against Cold War II. Yao
Yang has urged China to take a more
in office. Thanks to revelations conconciliatory line toward Washington,
tained in John Bolton’s memoir, The
by acknowledging what went wrong in
Room Where It Happened—which
Wuhan in December 2019 and Janurevealed President Donald J. Trump
ary 2020 and eschewing nationalistic
to have been privately a good deal
“wolf warrior” diplomacy. A similar
more conciliatory toward his Chinese
argument for reconciliation to avoid the counterpart, Xi Jinping, than he was
“Thucydides Trap” has been made by Yu in public—the Biden campaign was
Yongding and Kevin Gallagher. Eminent able to claim that their man would be
architects of the strategy of engagement, tougher on China than Trump. Indeed,
notably Hank Paulson and Robert Zoel- statements made during the race by
people who were in the running for
lick, have argued for its resurrection.
cabinet-level appointees in a Biden
Wall Street remains as addicted as ever
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Administration (Michèle Flournoy’s
June 2020 Foreign Affairs article, for
instance) were so tough in places as
to be indistinguishable from those
of Trump’s Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo. Biden’s key foreign policy appointments—Secretary of State Antony
Blinken and National Security Adviser
Jake Sullivan—have also been notable
for the combative nature of their statements about China. In his April 2021
address to a Joint Session of Congress,
Biden himself said that Xi Jinping was
“deadly earnest about becoming the
most significant, consequential nation
in the world” and that America and
China were in “competition” to “win
the twenty-first century.”

The COVID-19 crisis made it more
mainstream. Yes, the argument runs,
the fatal virus may have originated in
Wuhan, whether in one of the local
“wet markets” where live wild animals
are sold for their meat or (as seems
increasingly plausible) in one of two
biological research laboratories located
in the city. Nevertheless, after an initially disastrous sequence of events, the
Chinese government was able to get the
contagion under control with remarkable speed, illustrating the strengths of
the “China model,” and then to bend
the global narrative in its favor, recasting itself as the savior rather than
scourge of humankind.
By contrast, the United States under
Trump badly bungled its pandemic
response. “America is first in the world
in deaths, first in the world in infections and we stand out as an emblem of
global incompetence,” then retired U.S.
diplomat and now CIA Director William Burns told the Financial Times in
May 2020. “The damage to America’s
influence and reputation will be very
hard to undo.” The editor-in-chief at
Bloomberg, John Micklethwait, and his
co-author Adrian Wooldridge wrote
in a similar vein in April 2020. “If the
twenty-first century turns out to be an
Asian century as the twentieth was an
American one,” wrote Lawrence Summers in May 2020, “the pandemic may
well be remembered as the turning
point.” Nathalie Tocci, who advises the

Big Player Weaknesses
ommentators (and there are
many) who doubt the capacity
of the United States to reinvigorate and
reassert itself imply, or state explicitly,
that this is a cold war the Communist
power can win. “Superpowers expect
others to follow them,” Kishore Mahbubani told Der Spiegel in August 2020.
“The United States has that expectation,
and China will too, as it continues to
get stronger.” In a April 2020 interview
with the Economist, he went further:
“History has turned a corner. The era
of Western domination is ending.” This
view has long had its supporters among
left-leaning or sinophile Western intellectuals, such as Martin Jacques and
Daniel Bell.

C
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EU’s High Representative, Josep Borrell,
s Henry Kissinger argued in an
April 2020 Wall Street Journal
has likened this moment to the 1956
essay, the pandemic “will forever alter
Suez Crisis. The American journalist
the world order. [...] The world will
and historian Anne Applebaum has
never be the same after the coronaviwritten: “there is no American leadership in the world. [...] [T]he outline of
rus.” But how exactly will the internaa very different, posttional system change?
As
Henry
Kissinger
One possible answer is
American, post-coroargued in an April
navirus world is already
that COVID-19 has re2020 Wall Street
taking shape. [...] A
minded many countries
vacuum has opened up,
of the benefits of selfJournal essay, the
and the Chinese regime
reliance. In Kissinger’s
pandemic “will
is leading the race to fill
forever alter the world words: “Nations cohere
it.” Those who take the
and flourish on the belief
order. The world will
other side of this arguthat their institutions
never be the same
ment—notably Gideon
can foresee calamity,
after
the
coronavirus.
”
Rachman and Joseph
arrest its impact and
Nye—are in a distinct minority. Even
restore stability. When the COVID-19
Richard Haass, who argues that “the
pandemic is over, many countries’
world following the pandemic is uninstitutions will be perceived as having
likely to be radically different from the
failed. Whether this judgment is objecone that preceded it,” sees a dispiriting
tively fair is irrelevant.”
future of “waning American leadership,
faltering global cooperation, great-powNot everyone shares Daniel Bell’s
ecstatic assessment of the performance
er discord.”
of the Chinese Communist Party. True,
Meanwhile, those who believe in
the Chinese response to the pandemic
historical cycles, such as hedge-fundis not going to be remembered as Xi
manager-turned-financial-historian Ray Jinping’s Chernobyl. Unlike its Soviet
counterpart in 1986, the Communist
Dalio, are already writing the obituary
for a dollar-dominated world economy. Party of China had the ability to weathThe historian Peter Turchin has made a er the storm of a disaster and to restart
similar argument on the basis of “struc- the industrial core of its economy.
tural demographic theory,” predicting
True, Xi did not meet his goal of having
in 2012 in a Journal of Peace Research
China’s 2020 gross domestic product be
article that the year 2020 would be “the double that of 2010: COVID-19 necesnext instability peak [of violence] in the sitated the abandonment of the growth
United States.”
target that was necessary to achieve
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that, although China was still the only
major economy to post gains last year.
But Premier Li Keqiang was able to announce in March 2021 a “target over 6
percent” growth for this year.
Nevertheless, Xi should not be regarded as unassailable, notwithstanding
ceremonial events such as the centenary
of the Communist Party of China celebrated in Tiananmen Square in early
July 2021. Sentiment towards China
generally, and Xi in particular, has become markedly more negative because
of the pandemic, as international survey
data published by the Pew Group has
shown. All told, it was always a little
naïve to have assumed that China was
likely to be the net beneficiary of the
pandemic.

H

owever, that is not to say that the
United States is somehow emerging from the pandemic panic with its
global primacy intact—even with a new
president who likes to say that “America
is back.” The ineffective U.S. response to
the pandemic was not simply a product
of Trump’s bungling—and bungle he did,
with tragically avoidable consequences.
Much more troubling was the realization
that the parts of the U.S. federal government that are responsible for handling
a crisis such as this also bungled it. The
U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services is a mansion with many houses,
but the ones that were charged with
pandemic preparedness appear to have
Summer 2021, No.19

failed abjectly: not only the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention but also
the Food and Drug Administration, the
Public Health Service, as well as the National Disaster Medical System. This was
not for want of legislation. In 2006, the
U.S. Congress passed a Pandemic and
All-Hazards Preparedness Act, in 2013
a reauthorization act of the same name,
and in June 2019 a Pandemic and AllHazards Preparedness and Advanced
Innovations Act. In October 2015, the
bipartisan Blue Ribbon Study Panel on
Biodefense, cochaired by Joe Lieberman and Tom Ridge, published its first
report, calling for better integration of
the agencies responsible for biodefense.
In 2019 it was renamed the Bipartisan
Commission on Biodefense “to more accurately reflect its work and the urgency
of its mission.”
During the Trump Administration,
Robert Kadlec, a career U.S. Air Force
doctor, was Assistant Secretary of
Health and Human Services for preparedness and response. In October 2018,
Kadlec gave a lecture at the University
of Texas’s Strauss Center on the evolution of biodefense policy in which he
quoted from Nassim Taleb’s Black Swan
(2010) as part of his argument for an
insurance policy against a pandemic. “If
we don’t build this,” concluded Kadlec,
“we’re gonna be ‘SOL’ [shit out of luck]
should we ever be confronted with it.
[...] We’re whistling in the dark, a little
bit.” The previous month, the Trump
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Administration had published a thirty- (2011), and The Great Degeneration
(2012)—but speeded up.
six-page report, National Biodefense
Strategy (2018). Its implementation plan
included as one of its five goals: “AsAdmittedly, things have improved
sess the risks posed by research, such
since the inauguration of Biden. For
as with potential pandemic pathogens,
example, the country easily met the
goal of achieving 100
where biosafety lapses
The
truth
is
that
this
million vaccinations in
could have very high
crisis has exposed
the first 100 days of the
consequences.”
the weaknesses of all
new administration. This
was, in fact, a success
s a consequence of
the big players on
the failure of the
partly inherited from
the world stage: not
public health bureaucraonly the United States the Trump Administracy during the pandemic,
tion, which had done a
but also China and,
the United States fell
surprisingly good job of
for that matter, the
back on the 1918-1919
supporting and expeditEuropean
Union.
playbook of pandemic
ing the development
pluralism (states do their own thing;
of vaccines (Operation Warp Speed).
in some states a lot of people die) but
Yet only a few months later, the White
House had to admit it would not meet
combined it with the 2009-2010 playbook of financial crisis management. A its ambitious COVID-19 vaccination
significant part of the national economy goal of administering at least one jab to
70 percent of adults by its July 4th Indewas shut down by state governors in
March and April 2020; meanwhile the
pendence Day holiday.
national debt exploded, along with the
Federal Reserve system’s balance sheet.
he truth is that this crisis has
By May 2020, lockdowns had become
exposed the weaknesses of all the
intolerable for most Republicans, but
big players on the world stage: not only
state governments were nowhere near
the United States but also China and,
having the integrated systems of testfor that matter, the European Union.
ing and contact tracing necessary for
This should not surprise us. History
economic reopening to be anything
shows that plagues are generally bad for
other than “dumb,” in the formulation
big empires, especially those with poof “grumpy economist” John Cochrane. rous frontiers (witness the reigns of the
As this debacle played out, it was like
Roman emperors Marcus Aurelius and
watching all my earlier visions of the
Justinian); city-states have tended to be
endgame of American empire—in the
better at limiting the spread of pathogens. In 2019 the new Global Health
trilogy Colossus (2004), Civilization
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Security Index ranked the United States
first and the United Kingdom second
in the world in terms of their “global
health security capabilities.” It proved
otherwise.

The question is: Who gains from this
demonstration in Israel, Singapore, and
Taiwan that, in a public health crisis,
small can be beautiful? On balance, I
would say that the centrifugal forces
unleashed by the pandemic are a much
A league table of coronavirus health
bigger threat to a monolithic one-party
safety published in early April 2020 by
state than to a federal system that was
the Deep Knowledge Group put Israel,
already in need of some decentralizaSingapore, New Zealand, Hong Kong,
tion. And to which of the three empires
and Taiwan at the top. (Iceland deserved do the successful city-states feel most
an honorable mention,
loyalty? That is the real
Today,
the
choice
too. And some secondquestion.
between Washington
tier great powers—noand Beijing looks to
tably Germany and
Trump’s Actions &
Japan—also did relatively
Objectives
many Europeans like
s Kissinger obwell, minimizing infeca choice between the
tions and deaths without
served last year,
frying pan and the fire
inflicting severe damage
“No country [...] can in
or, at best, the kettle
on their economies.)
a purely national effort
and the pot.
Taiwan belatedly had a
overcome the virus. [...]
COVID-19 outbreak in May-June 2021
The pandemic has prompted an anachrobut swiftly brought it under control. The nism, a revival of the walled city in an age
when prosperity depends on global trade
key point is that there are diseconomies
of scale when a new pathogen is on the
and movement of people.” Ultimately, Tailoose. Four of those countries, in their
wan cannot prosper in isolation; no more
different ways, had reasons to be paracan South Korea. “Addressing the necesnoid in general as well as focused on
sities of the moment,” Kissinger writes,
the specific danger of a new coronavi“must ultimately be coupled with a global
rus. Israel, Singapore, Hong Kong, and
collaborative vision and program. DrawTaiwan had learned the lessons of SARS
ing lessons from the development of the
and MERS. By contrast, the big global
Marshall Plan and the Manhattan Project,
players—China, the United States, and
the U.S. is obliged to undertake a major
the EU—all did quite badly in 2020, each effort [...] [to] safeguard the principles of
in its own distinctive way. The winthe liberal world order.”
ners in the short run were none of the
above empires. The winners were today’s
After the Trump Administration’s
ignominious political end—capped by
equivalents of city-states.

a second impeachment for inciting a
that the Biden Administration largely
th
domestic insurrection on January 6 ,
continued Trump’s China strategy was
2021—its reputation unsurprisingly
the ultimate testament to this success.
remains at rock bottom in the eyes of
he first was financial. For many
most scholars of international relations. Trump continues to be seen as a
years, China toyed with the idea
wrecking ball who took
of making its currency
In
four
distinct
wild swings at the very
convertible. This proved
areas, the Trump
institutions on which
to be impossible because
Administration
the liberal world order
of the pent-up demand
supposedly depends,
of China’s wealth owners
achieved, or stood
notably the World Trade
for assets outside China.
within striking
Organization and the
More recently, Beijing
distance of achieving,
World Health Organisought to increase its
meaningful success
zation, to say nothing
financial influence
in its competition
of the Joint Plan of
through large-scale lendwith
China.
The
ing to developing counAction on Iran’s nufact
that
the
Biden
clear program and the
tries, some of it (not
Paris Agreement on the
Administration largely all) through its Belt and
climate. Yet reasonable
Road Initiative.
continued Trump’s
questions may be asked
China strategy was the
about the efficacy of
The crisis unleashed by
ultimate
testament
to
all of these institutions
the COVID-19 pandemthis success.
ic presented the United
and agreements with
respect to the Trump Administration’s
States with an opportunity to reassert
core strategy of engaging in “strategic
its financial leadership in the world. In
competition” with China, as defined by response to the severe global liquidthe 2017 National Security Strategy of
ity crisis unleashed in March 2020, the
the United States. If an administration
Federal Reserve created two new chanis judged by its actions in relation to its nels—swap lines and a repo facility for
objectives, rather than by presidential
foreign international monetary autweets in relation to some largely myth- thorities—by which other central banks
ical liberal international order, a rather could access dollars. The first already
different picture emerges. In four disapplied to Europe, the United Kingdom,
tinct areas, the Trump Administration
Canada, Japan, and Switzerland and
achieved, or stood within striking diswas extended to nine more countries,
tance of achieving, meaningful success including Brazil, Mexico, and South
in its competition with China. The fact Korea. At its peak, the amount of swaps
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outstanding was $449 billion. In addition, the new repo facility made dollars
available on a short-term basis to 170
foreign central banks. At the same time,
the International Monetary Fund—an
institution the Trump Administration
showed little inclination to undermine—stepped in to manage a spate of
requests for assistance from around 100
countries, canceling six months of debt
payments due from twenty-five lowincome countries such as Afghanistan,
Haiti, Rwanda, and Yemen, while the
G20 countries had agreed to freeze the
bilateral debts of 76 poorer developing
countries. As international creditors
braced themselves for a succession of
defaults by countries such as Argentina,
Ecuador, Lebanon, Rwanda, and Zambia, the United States found itself in a
much stronger position than China.
Since 2013, total announced lending by
Chinese financial institutions to Belt
and Road Initiative projects amounted
to $461 billion, making China the single
biggest creditor to emerging markets.
The lack of transparency that characterized these loans long ago aroused the
suspicions of Western scholars, notably
Carmen Reinhart, now chief economist
at the World Bank.
It is one thing to lament the dominance of the dollar in the international payments system; it is another
to devise a way to reduce it. Unlike in
the 1940s, when the U.S. dollar stood
ready to supplant the British pound
Summer 2021, No.19

as the international reserve currency,
the Chinese renminbi still remains far
from being a convertible currency, as
Hank Paulson and others have pointed
out. Chinese and European experiments with central bank digital currencies pose no greater threat to dollar
dominance. As for Facebook’s grand
design for a digital currency, Libra, it
“has about as much chance of displacing the dollar,” one wit observed, “as
Esperanto has of replacing English.”
The most that could be said is that the
United States lags worryingly behind
Asia, Europe, and even Latin America
when it comes to innovations in financial technology. But it is hard to see how
even the most ambitious scheme—the
projected East Asian digital currency
consisting of the Chinese yuan, Japanese yen, South Korean won, and Hong
Kong dollar—will come to fruition, in
view of the profound suspicions many
in Tokyo feel toward the financial ambitions of Beijing. The most plausible
threat to the dominance of the dollar
would be if China’s new central bank
digital currency (e-CNY or e-yuan)
begins to be used for significant crossborder transactions, but that still seems
a distant prospect.

T

he second area where U.S. dominance was reasserted in 2020 was
in the race to find a vaccine against
SARS-CoV-2. Starting in May 2020,
leading private vaccine research projects
94

received U.S. government funding as part
of the Trump Administration’s Operation
Warp Speed, the White House program
for accelerating vaccine development.
These included AZD1222, first developed
by researchers at Oxford and Vaccitech,
and six others. True, at the time there
were also five vaccines in clinical trials in
China, but four of them are inactivated
whole-virus vaccines—an earlier generation of medical science than Moderna’s
mRNA-1273 or BioNTech’s mRNA
vaccine, developed in partnership with
Pfizer. An early April 2020 survey in Nature noted that “most COVID-19 vaccine
development activity is in North America, with 36 (46 percent) developers of
the confirmed active vaccine candidates
compared with 14 (18 percent) in China,
14 (18 percent) in Asia (excluding China)
and Australia, and 14 (18 percent) in
Europe.”

True, at least two of the Chinese
contenders beat the odds and produced
COVID-19 vaccines: Sinovac Biotech
brought CoronaVac to market and Sinopharm’s Beijing Institute of Biological
Products produced two other vaccines.
But even China’s most successful vaccines have underperformed the leading Western ones. Recent outbreaks in
Mongolia, Bahrain, Chile, and the Seychelles—even after majorities of their
populations have been vaccinated—
have raised hard questions about how
well the Chinese vaccines work.

T

It was also worth remembering the
recurrent problems the People’s Republic has had in recent years with vaccine
safety and regulation, most recently
in January 2019, when children in the
province of Jiangsu received out-ofdate polio shots, and before that in July
2018, when 250,000 doses of vaccine
for diphtheria, tetanus, and whooping
cough were found to be defective. It was
only less than 15 years ago that Zheng
Xiaoyu, the former head of the Chinese
State Food and Drug Administration,
was sentenced to death for taking bribes
from eight domestic drug companies.

hird, in important ways the United
States pulled ahead of China in
the “tech war.” The Trump Administration’s pressure on allied countries not to
use 5G hardware produced by Huawei
yielded rather impressive results. In
Germany, Norbert Röttgen, a prominent
member of Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
Christian Democratic Union, helped
draft a bill that would bar any “untrustworthy” company from “both the core
and peripheral networks.” In Britain,
Neil O’Brien, Conservative member of
Parliament and founder of the China Research Group, and a group of thirty-eight
rebel Tory backbenchers succeeded in
changing Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s
mind about Huawei, much to the fury of
the editors of China Daily. Perhaps more
significant were the U.S. Commerce Department rules announced in May 2020
that cut Huawei off from using advanced
semiconductors produced anywhere
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in the world using U.S. technology or
intellectual property. This includes the
chips produced in Taiwan by the Taiwan
Semiconductor Manufacturing Company, or TSMC, the world’s most advanced
manufacturer. These restrictions posed
a potentially mortal threat to Huawei’s
semiconductor affiliate HiSilicon.

At the end of the day, no one in the
Trump Administration wanted to
claim that it was, in Kissinger’s words,
“safeguard[ing] the principles of the
liberal world order.” It would nevertheless be fair to say that, in practice, that
the Trump Administration was quite
effective in at least some of the steps it
took to execute its stated goal of competing strategically with China. This
policy and its achievements have been
inherited by the Biden Administration,
which appears in important respects to
wish to continue to implement it.

F

inally, the United States’ lead in
artificial intelligence research,
as well as in quantum computing,
would appear still to be commanding. One recent study showed that,
while “China is the largest source of
top-tier AI researchers, [...] a majority of these Chinese researchers leave
China to study, work, and live in the
United States.” Writing in Foreign Affairs, Carl Benedikt Frey and Michael
Osborne concluded their June 2020
survey of the tech war as follows: “If
we look at the 100 most cited patents
since 2003, not a single one comes
from China. [...] A surveillance state
with a censored Internet, together
with a social credit system that promotes conformity and obedience,
seems unlikely to foster creativity.” If
Yan Xuetong, Dean of the Institute of
International Relations at Tsinghua
University, is correct in contending
that Cold War II will be a purely technological competition—without the
nuclear brinkmanship and proxy wars
that made the first one so risky and so
costly—then the United States is the
favorite to win it.
Summer 2021, No.19

Less Success Ahead?
he great achievement of the
various strategies of containment
pursued by the United States during the
Cold War was to limit and ultimately
reverse the expansion of Soviet power
without precipitating a World War III.

T

Might strategic competition with China prove less successful in that regard?
It is possible. First, there is a clear and
present danger that information warfare
and cyberwarfare operations, honed by
the Russian government and now being
adopted and enacted by China, could
cause severe disruption to the U.S. political and economic system.
Second, as Christian Brose has argued, the United States could find itself
at a disadvantage in the event of a conventional war in the South China Sea or
the Taiwan Strait, because U.S. aircraft
96

carrier groups, with their F-35 fighters, are now highly vulnerable to new
Chinese weapons such as the DF-21D,
the world’s first operational anti-ship
ballistic missile (“the carrier killer”).
Third, the United States already finds
it difficult to back up words with actions. China imposed new nationalsecurity laws on Hong Kong, dealing
a blow to the territory’s autonomy and
surely violating the terms of the 1984
Sino-British Joint Declaration, which
guarantees a “one country, two systems” model until 2047. Adding various
Chinese agencies and institutions to the
U.S. Commerce Department’s entity list
did not deter Beijing from going ahead.
Nor have similar economic sanctions
threatened by indignant U.S. senators.

the first time in four decades, a serving
U.S. ambassador has visited Taiwan.
Right after the inauguration, Blinken’s
State Department issued a clear statement of support for Taiwan in response
to a large incursion by Chinese military
aircraft. Subsequently, the U.S. Navy
conducted several rounds of patrols
in the Taiwan Strait and even signed
a coastguard agreement with Taipei.
Moreover, U.S. arms sales to Taiwan are
on track to increase in 2021.
Yet how effectively could the United
States react if Beijing decided to launch
a surprise amphibious invasion of the
island? Such a step is openly proposed
by nationalist writers on Chinese social
media as a solution to the threat that
Huawei will be cut off from TSMC. One
lengthy post on this subject, published
in 2020, was headlined “Reunification
of the two sides, take TSMC!”

The case of Taiwan is different,
because the island is de facto an autonomous democratic polity, even if
Beijing insists that it is a province of
the People’s Republic. U.S. Secretary of
State Pompeo went out of his way to
show friendliness toward the Taiwanese
government in 2020, publicly congratulating President Tsai Ing-Wen on her
reelection in January 2020. The April
2021 visit to Taipei by former U.S. Senator Chris Dodd and two former Deputy
Secretaries of State, James Steinberg
and Richard Armitage, was a further
sign of continuity with the Trump era.
Indeed, in some ways, Biden has gone
farther than Trump. For instance, for

T

he reunification of Taiwan and
the mainland is Xi Jinping’s most
cherished ambition and is one of the
justifications for his removal of term
limits. During his early July 2020 Tiananmen Square address, Xi Jinping was
unambiguous. China, he said, maintained an ”unshakable commitment” to
reunification with Taiwan. In what appeared to be a clear signal to the United
States, he added that “no one should
underestimate the resolve, the will, and
the ability of the Chinese people to
defend their national sovereignty and
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territorial integrity.” While the Pentagon
Yet the language of Trump’s Secretary
remains skeptical of China’s ability to
of State remained consistently combative.
execute a successful invasion, the PeoFor instance, his meeting with Yang Jiechi,
ple’s Liberation Army is rapidly increas- China’s most senior foreign policy official,
ing its amphibious capabilities. With
in Hawaii in June 2020 was notable for
good reason, Graham Allison warned
the uncompromising harshness of the
in a 2020 essay in The
language used in the ofThe
reunification
National Interest that
ficial Chinese communiof Taiwan and
qué released afterward. So
America’s ambition to
the mainland is
far, as we have seen, the
“kill Huawei” could end
up playing a role similar
Biden Administration has
Xi Jinping’s most
continued this approach.
to the sanctions imposed
cherished ambition
If anything, the tone was
on Japan between 1939
and is one of the
even worse in March durand 1941, culminating
justifications for his
in the August 1941 oil
ing the meetings in Anremoval of term limits. chorage, Alaska, between
embargo. It was economic pressure that ultimately drove
Yang Jiechi and Chinese foreign minister
the imperial government to gamble on a Wang Yi, on the one hand, and Blinken
war that began with a surprise attack on and Sullivan, on the other.
Pearl Harbor.
Persuading Allies
Cold wars can deescalate in a prot is generally agreed by scholars that
in Cold War I allies played a crucial
cess we remember as détente. But they
can also escalate: a recurrent feature
role in ensuring that the United States
of the period from the late 1950s until prevailed over the Soviet Union. It matthe early 1980s was fear that brinktered a great deal that the North Atlantic
manship might lead to Armageddon.
Treaty Organization was formed and
At times, as John Bolton has shown in endured as a deterrent against Soviet aghis aforementioned memoir, Trump
gression in western Europe. How likely
inclined to a very crude form of déis the same thing to be achieved if this is
tente, and important members of his
indeed Cold War II? Can Americans apadministration leaned in that direcpeal to Europeans as they did in the 1950s
tion, too. We even heard occasional
and 1960s?
melodious mood music about the
phase one trade deal announced in
In some quarters, the answer is clearly
late 2019, despite abundant evidence
no. The Italian foreign minister, Luigi Di
that it was being honored by Beijing
Maio, was one of a number of Italian politicians all too ready to swallow Beijing’s
mainly in the breach.

I
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aid and propaganda back in March 2020,
when the COVID-19 crisis in northern
Italy was especially bad. “Those who
scoffed at our participation in the Belt and
Road Initiative now have to admit that
investing in that friendship allowed us to
save lives in Italy,” Di Maio declared in an
interview. The Hungarian prime minister,
Viktor Orbán, was equally enthusiastic.
“In the West, there is a shortage of basically everything,” he said in an interview
with Chinese state television. “The help
we are able to get is from the East,” he
continued. “China is the only friend
who can help us,” gushed the Serbian
president, Aleksandar Vučić, who actually
kissed a Chinese flag when a team of doctors flew from Beijing to Belgrade.

H

owever, other European attitudes, especially in Germany
and France, have been very different.
“Over these months China has lost
Europe,” Reinhard Bütikofer, a German
Green Party member of the Bundestag,
declared in an interview in April 2020.
“The atmosphere in Europe is rather
toxic when it comes to China,” said Jörg
Wuttke, president of the EU Chamber
of Commerce in China. In April 2020,
the Editor-in-chief of Germany’s biggest
tabloid, Bild, published an open letter to
Xi Jinping titled “You are endangering
the world.” In France, too, Chinese “wolf
warrior diplomacy” was a failure.

2021, when sauve qui peut was the order
of the day, EU institutions rose to the
challenge posed by COVID-19. In a
remarkable interview published in April
2020, the French president declared that
the EU faced a “moment of truth” in
deciding whether it was more than just
a single economic market. “You cannot
have a single market where some are
sacrificed,” he told the Financial Times.
“It is no longer possible [...] to have
financing that is not mutualized for the
spending we are undertaking in the battle against COVID-19 and that we will
have for the economic recovery.” He continued: “If we can’t do this today, I tell
you the populists will win—today, tomorrow, the day after, in Italy, in Spain,
perhaps in France and elsewhere.” His
German counterpart agreed. Europe, declared Angela Merkel, was a “community
of fate” (Schicksalsgemeinschaft).
To the surprise of skeptical commentators, the result was very different from
the cheese-paring that characterized the
German response to the global financial crisis. The NextGenerationEU plan,
presented by the European Commission
on May 27, proposed 750 billion euros of
additional EU spending, to be financed
through bonds issued by the EU and to
be allocated to the regions hardest hit
by the pandemic. Perhaps even more
significantly, the German federal government adopted a supplementary budget
of 156 billion euros (4.9 percent of gross
domestic product) followed by a second

One reason for this failure is that, after
an initial breakdown in early March
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fiscal stimulus package worth 130 billion
euros (or 3.8 percent of gross domestic
product), which—along with large-scale
guarantees from a new economic stabilization fund—was intended to ignite recovery with a “ka-boom,” in the words of
Finance Minister Olaf Scholz. Such fiscal
measures, combined with large-scale asset
purchases by the European Central Bank,
did much to dampen support for the
populist right in most EU member states.
European politics shifted back towards
the middle ground—a change personified
by former ECB president Mario Draghi’s
appointment as prime minister of Italy.

Y

et this successful step down the
federalist road within the EU—
made easier by the departure of the
United Kingdom from the intra-EU
negotiating table—has had an unexpected
consequence from the vantage point of
Washington. Europeans, especially young
Europeans and especially Germans, have
never since 1945 been more disenchanted
with the transatlantic relationship. In one
pan-European survey conducted in midMarch 2020, 53 percent of young men
and women from EU countries said they
had more confidence in authoritarian
states than democracies when it came to
addressing the climate crisis. In a German
poll published by the Körber Foundation
in May 2020, 73 percent of Germans said
that their opinion of the United States
had deteriorated—more than double the
number of respondents who felt that way
toward China. Just 10 percent of Germans
Summer 2021, No.19

considered the United States to be their
country’s closest partner in foreign policy.
And the proportion of Germans who
prioritized close relations with Washington over close relations with Beijing went
down to 37 percent—roughly the same
share as those who preferred China to the
United States (36 percent). These numbers have improved slightly better since
Joe Biden took office, but they remain
worse than they were before the Trump
presidency.

was partly because the choice between
Washington and Moscow was a fairly easy
one—unless the Red Army’s tanks were
rolling into a country’s capital city. It was
also because NAM’s geopolitical nonalignment was not matched by a comparable ideological nonalignment, a feature
that became more prominent with the
ascendancy of the Cuban dictator Fidel
Castro in the 1970s, finally leading to a
near breakup of the movement over the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.

In the Cold War with the Soviets, it
is sometimes forgotten that there was a
Non-Aligned Movement (NAM), which
had its origins in the 1955 Bandung
Conference hosted by Indonesian president Sukarno and attended by the Indian
prime minister Jawaharlal Nehru, the
Egyptian president Gamal Abdel Nasser,
his Yugoslav counterpart Josip Broz Tito,
and the Ghanaian president Kwame
Nkrumah, as well as the North Vietnamese president Ho Chi Minh, the Chinese
premier Zhou Enlai, and the Cambodian
prime minister Norodom Sihanouk. Formally constituted in 1956 by Tito, Nehru,
and Nasser, NAM’s goal was (in the words
of one of Nehru’s advisers) to enable the
newly independent countries of the Third
World to preserve their independence
in the “face of [a] complex international
situation demanding allegiance to either
of the two warring superpowers.” For
most Western Europeans and many East
and Southeast Asians, however, nonalignment was not an attractive option. That

Today, by contrast, the choice between
Washington and Beijing looks to many
Europeans like a choice between the
frying pan and the fire or, at best, the
kettle and the pot. As the Körber poll
mentioned above strongly suggests, “the
[German] public is leaning toward a
position of equidistance between Washington and Beijing.” Even the government of Singapore has made it clear that
it “fervently hope[s] not to be forced to
choose between the United States and
China.” Moreover, “Asian countries see
the United States as a resident power
that has vital interests in the region,” the
prime minister of Singapore, Lee Hsien
Loong, wrote in the July/August 2020
issue of Foreign Affairs. “At the same time,
China is a reality on the doorstep. Asian
countries do not want to be forced to
choose between the two. And if either attempts to force such a choice—if Washington tries to contain China’s rise or
Beijing seeks to build an exclusive sphere
of influence in Asia—they will begin
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a course of confrontation that will last
decades and put the long-heralded Asian
century in jeopardy. [...] Any confrontation between these two great powers is
unlikely to end as the Cold War did, in
one country’s peaceful collapse.”

L

ee Hsien Loong is right in one
respect at least. The fact that both
world wars of the twentieth century had
the same outcome—the defeat of Germany and its allies by Britain and its allies—
does not mean that Cold War II will have
the same outcome as it predecessor: the
victory of the United States and its allies.
Cold wars are usually regarded as bipolar;
in truth, though, they are always threebody problems, with two superpower
alliances and a third nonaligned network
in between. This may indeed be a general
truth about war itself: that it is seldom
simply a Clausewitzian contest between
two opposing forces, each bent on the
other’s subjugation, but more often a
three-body problem—reminiscent of Liu
Cixin’s book—in which two large bodies
with strong gravitational pulls complete
to attract potentially neutral third parties.
The biggest geopolitical problem facing the President of the United States of
America today—and for years to come—
is that many erstwhile American allies are
seriously contemplating nonalignment in
Cold War II. And without a sufficiency
of allies, to say nothing of sympathetic
neutrals, Washington may well find Cold
War II to be unwinnable.
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The Triangle As
Metaphor
Russia, America, China
Andrey Sushentsov

I

NTERNATIONAL politics experts
seek to determine the nature of
contemporary relations between
Russia, the United States, and China. To
understand them, we need take a brief
dive into conflict theory.

There are two types of competition: strategic (aggressive, hostile)
and natural. Strategic competition
is distinguished by the fact that it is
an active program of action, supported by resources, and aimed at
significant favorable changes in the
existing balance. Strategic competition is revolutionary: it happens
quickly, over a short period of time,
and gravely threatens opponents’
interests.

Natural competition, on the other
hand, is evolutionary. It is reactive,
opportunistic, and relatively slow.
Noticeable changes in the international
system, resulting from its course, can
take a very long time. As such, natural
competition is not life-threatening for
opponents.

D

uring the first two decades after
the Cold War, the world saw
two successive stages of U.S. strategic
competition in Eurasia. In the 1990s,
it was a strategy to expand the liberal
world order in Europe. Its concrete
results were NATO expansion, the creation and development of the European
Union, and the inclusion of some postSoviet states in the orbit of the West’s

Andrey Sushentsov is Director of the Institute for International Studies as well as an Associate
Professor in the Department of Applied International Analysis at MGIMO University in Moscow. He is
also Program Director of the Valdai Discussion Club.You may follow him on Twitter @AA_Sushentsov.
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Why, with all the hopeful possibilities engendered by the end of the Cold War, should
East-West relations become centered on the question of who would be allied with
whom and, by implication, against whom in some fanciful, totally unforeseeable, and
most improbable future military conflict?
– George F. Kennan

Drawing the contours of Angles A and B at the recent Geneva Summit.
influence. This policy, while not aimed
directly against Russia, affected its vital
interests.
The 2000s saw the beginning of the
second stage of U.S. strategic competition in Eurasia. The focus of America’s
attention shifted to the Middle East.
George W. Bush’s Republican sidekicks
pursued a campaign for regime change
and the “spread of democracy” in the
region. In the Middle East, Central Asia,
and the Caucasus, they backed radical
changes and did not hesitate to use force.
Although these policies were not directed exactly against Russia either, they also
affected Russia’s strategic interests.

When Barack Obama entered the
White House, the United States began
to retreat from conducting its strategic
activities in Eurasia. To a large extent,
this happened under the influence of
heavy expenditures and the significant
economic and domestic political repercussions of these campaigns for the
United States itself.

I

n the 2010s, American policy in
Eurasia began to shift towards
natural competition. It became more
opportunistic and reactive. Responding
to the Arab Spring, which undermined
the legitimacy of many American allies
in the Middle East, the United States had
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to act amid conditions of uncertainty,
against China. In pursuing this strategy,
often contradicting itself and worsening the United States imposed disciplinary
the environment for pursuing its own
sanctions on its allies and unleashed
interests. This was the case, for example, a wide range of trade wars against not
in Egypt, where the United States was
only opponents but also its own alforced to betray its ally Hosni Mubarak
lies. This indirectly affected Russian
and put up with Islamist rule, albeit for a interests, as, for example, in relation to
short time, before offering the local mili- the Nord Stream 2 pipeline. The antitary its blessing to carry out a military
Russian sanctions were adopted rather
coup. In Libya and Syria,
against Trump’s wishes
Obviously, there
America has consistently
and were caused by the
is a conflict in the
avoided a strategy that
shock experienced by
would resemble its invathe American political
relations between
sions of Iraq or AfghaniRussia and the West— establishment after an
stan, given how costly
unwanted president was
but of what kind?
and ineffective they were.
elected in 2016.
In relations with Russia, the competition was also natural. However, it
was during Obama’s presidency that
Ukraine faced its most significant
internal political crisis, which quickly
became internationalized. The United
States played an essential role in it,
and this led to an unprecedented clash
with Russia. However, the fact that the
United States did not take advantage of
the situation in order to form a military alliance with Ukraine—in other
words, to deploy its military forces on
the territory of that country—shows
the limits of American strategic intentions regarding that country.

W

hen Donald Trump was sworn
in as President of the United
States, the next stage of American
strategic competition began—this time,
Summer 2021, No.19

Since then, the United States has
been in a deep political crisis that has
sharply shifted its national priorities
from those relating to foreign policy
to those concerning domestic stability.
Public support for increased military
spending and military interventions
abroad has nosedived, with analysts
noting that newly developed hypersonic weapons can make the U.S. Navy
useless or highly vulnerable.
Apart from that, while the shale gas
revolution has given the United States
a decisive advantage in the energy
market, its energy self-sufficiency has
enabled it to concentrate much more
on its own problems, since American
security no longer depends on developments in the Middle East. Now that
the United States has become a leading
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oil exporter and a major gas producer,
the world has barely noticed the sharp
decline in oil supplies from Iran and
Venezuela and the temporary lulls in
supplies from Saudi Arabia after the attack on its oil facilities.

A

In fact, both analogies are wrong. For
example, although today we are witnessing the destruction of the arms limitation regimes, Russian and American
troops simultaneously engage in military
operations in Syria without fighting
against each other.

Two decades of
s for Russia, it has
consistent pressure
not been volunYet, there is a conflict
have
instilled
in
tarily engaged in strateafoot, as Russia and the
Russian elites a notion United States are vying
gic competition against
the United States since
for influence and status
that only through
the end of the Cold War.
globally, clashing for
strategic competition
If this were the case,
valuable resources in
and, if necessary,
Russia would now be
Eurasia. This confrontathrough force and
actively present in Latin
tion is particularly acute
pressure can foreign
America, for example,
along Russia’s borders
policy
be
conducted.
expanding its zone of
because it affects the
influence and striving to change the
vital interests of this country. Two
balance of power in this region in its
decades of consistent pressure have
favor. Russia’s actions in most episodes
instilled in Russian elites a notion that
were reactive in nature and were imple- only through strategic competition and,
mented in response to political proif necessary, through force and pressure
cesses initiated or backed by the United can foreign policy be conducted.
States, primarily near Russian borders.
evertheless, it would be unfair
Drawing the Contours of
to define this confrontation in
A Triangle: Angles A and B
historical terms. We are witnessing a
bviously, there is a conflict in the new type of relations between Rusrelations between Russia and the sia and the United States: a new point
West—but of what kind? Some experts
on the spectrum which encompasses
draw parallels with the early Cold War: different varieties of conflict. The core
the period of the Korean War and the
objective of this rivalry is to define new
Cuban missile crisis; others focus on
rules for organizing a common internathe later period of the Cold War, which tional system. The term “competition,”
was accompanied by agreements on
which first appeared in Russia’s 2008
the limitation of strategic arms and the
Foreign Policy Concept, is suitable for
Helsinki process.
describing this new type of relationship.

N

O
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During a competition, states determine
how exactly the world will be structured: who will be the enforcer of the
rules under which it operates and who
will become the principal beneficiary of
their implementation.
In this new type of
confrontation, the United States has made use
of a broad application of
sanctions. It was during
Trump’s presidency that
a whole range of sanctions were imposed on
Russia. Although Trump
did not initiate the process that led to them, he
may have caused them
indirectly; and since
then, sanctions have
been imposed on Russia
up to this day.

T

Discussions between
leading politicians and
intellectuals in the
NATO countries show
that the West is beset
with strategic discord
and confusion. This
strategic confusion
is increasingly
resuscitating ideas that
seemed impossible
only a decade ago.

here is widespread opinion in
Russia that the Western countries
have a common and effective strategy
aimed at deterring and destroying it.
However, there is increasing evidence
that the collective West finds it difficult
to maintain unity. Discussions between
leading politicians and intellectuals
in the NATO countries show that the
West is beset with strategic discord
and confusion. This strategic confusion is increasingly resuscitating ideas
that seemed impossible only a decade
ago. In a recent series of statements, the
Summer 2021, No.19

French President urged a revision of
containment priorities vis-à-vis Russia
and suggested starting a dialogue with
it. The German chancellor has made
similar statements. These and others
like it are based on the premise that the
West needs Russia to maintain its place
in the world leadership.
Nevertheless, this
strategic priority—even
if formulated as a strategic goal in the doctrines
of the leading NATO
countries—is clouded by
a number of contradictory statements by their
governments and, most
importantly, by attempts
to interfere in Russia’s
internal affairs. The line
between the systematic
sanctions regime and
preparing for a color revolution is thin.
There is no guarantee that sanctions
will become redundant as a tool of
Western policies regarding Russia in the
foreseeable future.

This can be illustrated by the experience
of 2012 when the Obama Administration
persuaded the U.S. Congress to cancel the
Jackson-Vanik Amendment (1974) and
adopt on the same day the Magnitsky Act
that imposed sanctions on a number of
senior Russian executives. Russian analysts believe that anti-Russia sanctions will
be extended in the future following the
108

same pattern, even if some sort of settlement of the conflict in Ukraine is reached.
America’s policy regarding the Iran
nuclear deal does not persuade Russian
leaders that the West is a reliable partner
either: Washington first supported this
deal but later withdrew from it, and even
threatened to impose secondary sanctions
on any country that adheres to it.

T

he issue of whether
the West needs
Russia raises the following questions: is this
need long-term? In other
words, isn’t Russia just
a tool for the West in its
confrontation with China?

have risen to a level of strategic partnership—some that can hardly be reached
in Russia-West relations.

Angle C Will Determine
the Type of Triangle
oon after Trump assumed office,
China was declared the main competitor of the United States. His administration will go down in
Unless the Western
history for its long series
countries realize
of grotesque statements
of this kind, such as a
that for Russia any
number of senior U.S.
interference in its
government officials dedomestic affairs is
livering keynote speechunacceptable, no
es criticizing China.

S

progress in the relations
between Russia and the
West is to be expected.

This culminated in a
If the answer is “yes,”
speech by U.S. Secretary
such strategy has no fuof State Mike Pompeo
ture. A key test of its viability would be
delivered in July 2020 at the Richard
the West’s reaction should an internal
Nixon Presidential Library and Mucrisis in Russia break out. Judging from seum that explored the results of half a
recent developments, the West will be
century of U.S.-China rapprochement.
very unlikely to resist the temptation to In his speech, he summarized the key
use such an internal conflict to support messages of his colleagues: National
social protest so as to eventually turn
Security Advisor Robert O’Brien,
it into a color revolution similar to the
FBI Director Chris Wray, and Attorone in Ukraine.
ney General William Barr. Pompeo’s
key points of criticism of China were
All in all, unless the Western councentered on the imbalances in bilateral
tries realize that for Russia any interfer- relations and Beijing’s alleged focus on
ence in its domestic affairs is unaccepta- global hegemony. Pompeo vigorously
ble, no progress in the relations between criticized former U.S. administrations
Russia and the West is to be expected.In for their “blind trust approach” to coopfact, non-interference is one of the main eration and put forward a new principle
pillars of Russia-China relations, which regarding relations with China—one
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based on the reliable verification of its
actions and a careful analysis of possible consequences.

a common global system framework—it
is not about hegemony. The element
that illustrates the scale of the U.S.-China crisis quite well was the then-U.S.
fter this series of speeches given
Secretary of State’s remark that among
by American politicians, experts
Chinese transgressions was the demand
started talking about the
that companies like MarThe
current
standoff
beginning of a new ‘Cold
riott, American Airlines,
between the United
Delta, and United reWar’ between the United
States
and
China
States and China.
move the name “Taiwan”
is rather about
from their websites “so
However, contempoas not to anger Beijing.”
leadership in
rary U.S.-China relaIs this what a “new Cold
formulating the rules
tions lack a number of
of interaction within a War” is all about?
significant features that
common global system
characterized the Cold
et, current trends
framework—it
is
not
War between the Soviet
remind us of one
about
hegemony.
Union and the United
aspect of the bipolar sysStates, namely a struggle for global mili- tem, namely that power remains an imtary and political domination, a funda- portant factor in international relations,
mental ideological confrontation, and a which leads to a new regionalization of
clash between different world views. At markets and exacerbates competition
the core of the Cold War stood a global for control over them in the West.
geopolitical confrontation, which manifested itself in acute military and poIn fact, the United States is trying to
litical crises that played out in various
maintain its leadership in the current
regions of the world as well as in the
global system, while China is explicitly
form of an arms race. At the same time, seeking to expand its influence. There
the economic interdependence of difis a “decoupling” of their economic
ferent parts of the world was extremely
mechanisms as they are widening the
low, which made it possible to conduct
distance from each other, but there is
politics in the zero-sum game mode.
not a complete rupture of ties. This
process is hindered by the close ecoIn the current situation, we are witnomic interdependence that has develnessing a different picture. The current
oped over half a century, when even a
standoff between the United States and
one percentage point slowdown in the
China is rather about leadership in for- Chinese economy has large-scale sociomulating the rules of interaction within economic consequences around the

A
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world, including in the United States.
After all, modern China does not pose
an ideological challenge to the United
States and behaves somewhat conciliatory in the face of American pressure.

T

T

oday the fundamental goals of
Washington’s strategy towards
Beijing include correcting trade, economic, and technological imbalances;
preventing China’s attempts to establish
hegemony in East Asia and beyond; and
preserving American leadership in the
twenty-first century.

he anti-Chinese theses of the
Trump Administration had a
significant domestic
China’s world
political dimension. The
Such pressure on China
order metaphor
argument about China’s
is not the best approach
is consonant with
“unfair behavior” had
for many reasons, mainly
been developed by Donbecause it compels Beithe concepts of its
ald Trump for decades: it
jing to make a choice.
philosophy in which
had been featured in his
This is exactly what
a benevolent ruler
earliest interviews as a
China wants to avoid.
should
not
be
noticed.
businessman. However,
China’s world order
as a profitable electoral program, the
metaphor is consonant with the concepts
anti-Chinese strategy was put forward
of its philosophy in which a benevolent
by the headquarters of Trump’s advisers ruler should not be noticed. China is not
only in 2019. Yet, it was assumed that
after a confrontation and considers glothis strategy would have been implebalization a major ally. Moreover, Beijing
does not have the experience of expanmented while the American economy
would be successfully developing.
sion compared to the European colonial
Trump could boast of high growth rates empires, including Russia. China will
right until the outbreak of the coronavi- have to acquire this strategic experience
rus pandemic.
before we are able to describe what its
power politics look like. But for now,
In these conditions, the Republicans
China is avoiding confrontation. Washwere struggling to achieve internal
ington’s alarmism may lead to a situation
political mobilization in order to purin which Beijing will have no alternative,
sue the thesis of a “Chinese threat”
forcing it to break decades-long ties at a
moment’s notice.
among both the elites and society. The
pandemic did mix up all the cards
and removed from the table the most
hus, irritation, anxiety, and rejecsignificant asset Trump accumulated
tion of the U.S.-proposed items
during his presidency: his economic
comprising the basis of its global strategy for the twenty-first century are
achievements.

T
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unlikely to serve as an effective strategic
program. To bring domestic elites and
allies around to this program, the United
States had to put forward a vision that
would appeal to everyone. However,
the version of the program proposed by
Pompeo resembled a poorly-developed
strategy that did not rely on the broad
support of domestic elites and foreign
allies, which the U.S. will need unless it
wants to find itself alone in standing up
to China.
The United States keeps trying hard
to keep China at bay, but this objective is not shared by its European allies
who want to cooperate with Beijing
on technological progress and see an
economic opportunity in China’s rise.
This idea prevails over the few appeals
to see China’s threat as common to all
Western countries.

M

any analysts think that this
strategic discord in the West—
which manifested itself during Trump’s
presidency—was due to his extravagant
behavior; but they also tend to believe
that his successor, Joe Biden, will fail to
smooth it over. Even assuming Trump’s
political instincts were right, the consequences of his moves dealt a crushing blow to the Western solidarity: the
United States withdrew from the TransPacific Partnership even though it could
have been an effective economic tool
for containing China in Asia. And while
Trump should have tried to break up the
Summer 2021, No.19

political link between Russia and China,
his administration viewed both of them
as equal threats to the United States.
Lines Between
the Angles
n this highly volatile situation, Moscow has made a strategic choice in
favor of increasing its multidimensional
cooperation with Beijing.

I

At the 2019 Annual Meeting of the
Valdai Discussion Club, the President of
the Russian Federation, Vladimir Putin,
officially confirmed that Moscow was
helping China develop a missile attack
early warning system. Until now, such
systems have been operated only by Russia and the United States. This new level
of Russian-Chinese military cooperation
will have truly global implications.
Moscow’s decision to establish an early warning system in China is strategic
in nature, as it is aimed at consolidating
China’s sovereignty and Beijing’s ability to resist American pressure—which
Russia views as running counter to its
international and domestic interests,
and is trying to oppose.
Moscow believes that a system of checks
and balances is more stable and democratic than a unipolar world. The way to
build such a system consists in the consolidation of the sovereignty and power
of those countries that want to play an
independent role in the world arena.
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T

hat is why relations with China
occupy a special place in Russia’s strategy. Metaphorically, these
countries stand back-to-back, looking
in opposite directions: Russia, toward
Europe, and China, toward the Pacific.
This is only natural, since 75 percent
of Russia’s GDP and population are
located in its European part, while
about 80 percent of China’s GDP
and population are concentrated in a
broad band along the Pacific.
Their efforts may face opposite directions, but this community of strategic cultures explains the absence of
the key irritant in their own relations:
the security frontier. Russia and China
are not competing for Kazakhstan or
Mongolia like Russia competes with
the West for Ukraine, where every
political cycle ends with a crisis. This
is partly due to the fact that the border
between Russia and China is located
in their respective peripheral territories: China’s most advanced areas are
far from the Russian border and its
demographic pressure in the north is
minimal. Moreover, the Chinese are
careful in the areas where the interests
of the two countries could clash. As
its ultimate goal, Russia would like to
establish this kind of relationship with
its partners in the West by proposing
a treaty on European security, taking
into account mutual interests, and renouncing the bloc principle in ensuring security in Europe.

The Russia-China entente is based on
the realistic understanding that military
power is still a valid component of international relations and that stability in
central Eurasia can only be guaranteed
through a consensus between the militarily strongest countries. Russia considers
this type of relationship to be a prototype
for establishing a stable security framework along its borders and on the rest of
the continent. Russia’s peace initiative for
the Middle East, its security proposal for
the Asia-Pacific Region, and its European
security treaty idea all bear this out.

A

gainst the backdrop of the
Washington-Beijing confrontation, Moscow is striving to play an
independent role and avoid creating a
tough bipolar system. At this point, it
does not want to strike a military alliance with Beijing, although many of
its steps could be interpreted that way.
Russia pursues an independent policy
in Eurasia, with its resources allowing
it to do so. However, should American
pressure on China make Beijing engage
in confrontation and resort to power
politics, this would lead to a new reconfiguration of the international order and
leave Russia with complex issues.
Of course, this scenario is not the only
alternative, and judging by Moscow’s
assistance in developing a missile warning system, Russian leaders believe that
Beijing really needs a shield to contain
an American onslaught.
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Three Rivalries
Power, Ideology, Multilateralism
Thierry de Montbrial

The third period of globalization
stems from the revolution in communication and information technologies.
It began in the 1970s in the military
domain, expanded in the 1980s into the
realm of finance, before then spreading into the rest of the economy and
throughout society.
The rise in competition that resulted
from this third period culminated in the
downfall of the Soviet Union and the
apparent ideological victory of liberal
democracy and the American empire.

Power
ut this is hardly sufficient. We must
immediately bring some contrasts
to the surface. In the first period of globalization, the exclusive beneficiaries were
the Europeans and their descendants (the
founding colonists of the United States). In
the second, it was Europe again, but also
a booming post-Civil War America; yet
both only managed to effloresce the large
countries belonging to the civilizational
area that was called the Far East and is
now referred to as East Asia: Japan and
China. In other words, both Americans
and Europeans only touched the surface
of these two nations. And, as a result, these
two nations went about setting themselves
the task of endeavoring to catch up with
those that had failed to conquer them.

B

Japan took off a century ahead of China. The Meiji Restoration benefited from
the fruits of a fully-formed political unity
led by a strong and well-disciplined
party of reform. The history of Japan
between 1868 and 1945 forms a coher-

Thierry de Montbrial is a member of the Académie des Sciences morales et politiques, Founder and
Executive Chairman of the French Institute of International Relations (IFRI), and Founder and Chairman of
the World Policy Conference. A French language version of this essay appeared in the March 2021 edition
of Revue Défense nationale.You may follow him via his website: www. thierrydemontbrial.com.
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LOBALIZATION is a recurring phenomenon in Universal
History. Our modern era traces
its origins to two successive periods of
globalization: the Age of Discovery, which
was in turn followed by the nineteenth
century’s Age of Imperialism—led mostly
by the European powers as well as by the
United States. In both cases, it is a relatively straightforward procedure to link
both of these to economic revolutions.

“The other major powers—such as India, the EU and its constituent countries, and the
ASEAN member states—do not wish to be forced to choose between the two camps.”
ent whole, notwithstanding its deviations the American order that arose from the
and excesses. In China, the reformers
ashes of World War II. In the Deng Xiaopfailed to establish themselves under the
ing period, China at first tread softly with
declining Qing dynasty. They had to wait the West on which it was dependent—as
more than one century, coming together too did Japan at the onset of the Meiji pecoherently only after the national reuni- riod. But today, the regime that emanates
fication achieved by Mao’s regime.
from the New Forbidden City increasingly
displays its aspiration for power whilst
But East Asia is not a community.
refraining from excesses. As a result, unAlthough Japan did manage to catch up
like Japan, China’s independence is today
with the West during the Meiji period, its
only hampered by certain technological
dream of domination was shattered by its
shortcomings or by a dearth of natural
own hubris and, ultimately, by Hiroshima resources, all of which Beijing is keen to
and Nagasaki. As a result, it entered into
overcome at any cost in the coming years.
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C

hina’s goal is to be recognized
horizon, the major issue is Taiwan.
as the world’s leading power on
Hong Kong is already lost to the West.
the centenary of Mao’s victory in 2049.
Of course, one also cannot exclude the
The Chinese plan on taking revenge
possibility that China will experience
on the West, and they are not hiding
serious internal difficulties in the time
it. One cannot help but ask the questo come. Its rivals are tempted to hope
tion whether by then
for it, while at the same
One
cannot
exclude
their power will have
time fearing that it may
the possibility that
become hegemonic; and
cease to be the engine of
China
will
experience
whether by then China
global growth.
serious internal
will be recognized by the
United States, India, the
Ideology
difficulties in the time
Europeans, and others as
n the back of
to come. Its rivals are
being responsible for the
the question of
tempted to hope for it,
maintenance of world
while at the same time power relations, we see
order in the twenty-first
the issue of ideology
fearing
that
it
may
century—as was the
being increasingly made
cease
to
be
the
engine
case, more or less, for
manifest. Since 1945, the
of global growth.
England during the Pax
West has tried to impose
Britannica of the nineteenth century
a model of liberal democracy on the
and the United States during the Pax
rest of the world. After the collapse of
Americana of the twentieth.
the Soviet Union at the end of 1991, this
became the full meaning of the push
In the short term—that is to say,
of what the Americans like to call the
within the horizon of the mandate of
“Euro-Atlantic” institutions towards the
the Biden-Harris couple—the common east—a push that abruptly came to an
interest of the United States and China
end point with Russia’s refusal to submit
is to try to play the card of “cooperative to American-style capitalism. Because
rivalry,” to use the euphemism of the
that was the underlying material issue.
great inventor of expressions, Joseph
Nye. Instead of hegemony, could such a
Unfortunately for Russia, Boris Yeltsin
rivalry lead to a new, structurally stable and Vladimir Putin were unable to imbipolar equilibrium?
plement reforms that would have enabled their country to enter modernity
In the medium term, we cannot
while remaining independent, as China
exclude the risk of an accidental mishas been able to do. However, over the
long term, legitimacy and efficiency go
step—a risk the probability of which
hand in hand. With the Navalny affair,
will increase over time. Over this time
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we see that the legitimacy of the Putin
regime is beginning to erode; this trend
will intensify, to the benefit of China.

Even if we were to admit that the
meaning of each of the terms used is
deprived of ambiguity, which is not
the case, we can observe the following:
But the legitimacy of liberal democracy since neither liberal democracy and the
is equally tarnished, due to its apparent
market economy, on the one hand, nor
ineffectiveness in being
peace and prosperity,
The
legitimacy
of
able to solve its plethora
on the other, have ever
liberal democracy is
of societal problems, as in
reigned supreme over
the current context of the
the totality of our Earth,
equally tarnished,
pandemic. Conversely,
it is therefore difficult
due to its apparent
we can expect that the
to affirm or indeed to
ineffectiveness in
regime that is the home of
invalidate one or the
being able to solve its
“socialism with Chinese
other of these implicaplethora of societal
characteristics” will contions. They are merely
tinue to enjoy the support
pseudo-Hegelian postuproblems, as in the
of the vast majority of its
lates—nothing more. In
current context of
addition, the emergence
population for as long
the pandemic.
as it continues to meet
of China contradicts the
their aspirations, which are not primarily idea that peace and the march towards
ideological but rather practical in nature.
prosperity precipitates the advent of
These can be summed up as follows: a
liberal democracy. We could obviously
come back, in this regard, to the combetter life for the greatest number.
parative history of China and Japan.
or a long time, the ideologues of
Westernism believed in the myth
o conclude the first part of this
of what I have called for thirty years
essay, we can say that in the time
Fukuyama’s equation, or better yet,
ahead the world will be dominated by a
Fukuyama’s postulate:
competition between not only two imperial powers but also two ideologies,
democracy + market economy
neither of which ought to be allowed to
←→
claim credibly that it (in opposition to
the other) will prevail over the entirety
peace + prosperity
of the Earth anytime soon. To this we
A chemical equation more than one of must add that the other major powers—
logic, the double arrow symbol is under- such as India, the EU and its constitustood as indicating that the implications ent countries, and the ASEAN member
are supposed to work in both directions. states—do not wish to be forced to
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choose between the two camps. This of
course further complicates any medium-term forecast.

however, is that—despite the end of the
Cold War 30 years ago—the P5 remains
as divided as ever between the three
liberal democracies (the United States,
For the European Union, the priority
France, and the United Kingdom) and
is to develop technological autonomy, a the two authoritarian powers (Russia
prerequisite for any sort
and China, the latter
In
the
time
ahead
of successful realization
having taken precedence
the world will be
of the ambiguous conover the former).
dominated by a
cept of “strategic autonomy.” The EU will have to
With respect to the
competition between
resist American attempts
most important connot only two imperial
to transform the Atlanflicts, the great powers,
powers but also two
tic Alliance into a Holy
starting with the United
ideologies, neither
Alliance of more or less
States, pay only episodic
of which ought to
liberal democracies
attention to internationbe
allowed
to
claim
banding together to take
al law, depending exclucredibly
that
it
(in
on a collective of ausively on their national
thoritarian or autocratic
opposition to the other) interest of the moment,
states. The EU will thus
more or less narrowly
will prevail over the
have to increase its room
conceived. The United
entirety of the Earth
for maneuver vis-à-vis
Nations nevertheless
anytime
soon.
the United States, but
retains a certain legitiobviously without falling into a depend- macy on the international level, for it
ence on China.
increases the influence of middle powers and constitutes a sounding board
Multilateralism
available to small states. In the General
his is the context in which the
Assembly, the majority of UN member
states plead for a reform in which the
question of the future of multilateralism arises. First of all, we can say Security Council would become more
that it consists of the system arising
representative of the hierarchy of power
from the Charter of the United Nations. as it has evolved over time—whether
It is sometimes said that its superiority
directly or, more realistically, through
over the League of Nations is mainly
the strengthening of regional organizadue to the institution of the Security
tions. This last point is essential, beCouncil with its five permanent memcause in the realities of the balance of
bers (P5), endowed with the right veto. power, no reform would currently have
a chance of succeeding.
The intrinsic weakness of the UN,

The problem is hence transferred
For the high stakes issues, however,
to regional organizations—some of
bilateralism or minilateralism will continue to prevail. Minilateralism is obviwhich, like the African Union, have
ously in the interests of the Europeans,
consolidated themselves over time—at
particularly for France, which has never
a historic moment when the image of
multilateralism blurs with that of a very given up on elaborating and defending its own vision of the international
geopolitical multipolarity. The major
powers tend, according to their rank, to system as a whole. Still on the subject of
high stakes issues, one can regret the reconstitute zones of influence, as in the
treat of the arms control
style of the nineteenth
The idea, excellent on
regime—one of the great
century. The OSCE
paper,
of
a
democratic
diplomatic achievements
remains paralyzed by
international
of the Cold War. Its rise
the lingering shadow of
the Cold War-era Eastorganization of nesting in the wake of the resolution of the 1962 Cuban
West conflict. Showing
doll multilateralism
Missile Crisis made it
on another screen, as it
strikes me as unlikely
possible to reduce the
were, has been the image
to
prosper
in
the
risk of World War III.
of Erdogan’s Turkey. Has
foreseeable future.
not this middle power
A return to the principles and methNATO member been attempting to take
advantage of America’s distraction—un- ods of arms control, both nuclear and
der the Trump presidency—to impose
conventional, seems to me to be a more
itself not only in the Middle East but
promising prospect for peace than the
also in the Eastern Mediterranean and
formal transposition of democratic
the Caucasus?
principles to the UN General Assembly,
which is in no way whatsoever a parliahe idea, excellent on paper,
ment of supposedly equal states.
of a democratic international
organization of nesting doll multiut security is not just a politicolateralism strikes me as unlikely to
military issue. Good economic
prosper in the foreseeable future. In
governance will remain in the interest
the short to medium term, I think it
of the international system as a whole
is more realistic to expect the United as long as states do not reorganize
Nations to continue playing its role
themselves into blocks loosely coupled
as a brake on the destabilizing shocks amongst themselves. Such a configurathat are sure to arise here and there.
tion could arise if everyone’s desire to
And even that would be something
reduce the strategic vulnerability of
to write home about.
their respective supply chains takes an
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extreme turn, but this is not an immediate risk.

this type of problem other than a shared
desire to establish confidence-building
measures. This can only happen if the
parties concerned feel it is absolutely
Such a common interest is critical,
for the experience of the 1930s suggests necessary. And we are just not there
yet. The Europeans can and must act
that the shortest route to the explosion
of an international system and the onset vigorously to push the Americans, the
Russians, and now the Chinese in this
of war is through the instauration of a
direction, which presupgreat economic crisis.
he
great
slippages
of
poses ideological reWe have known since at
international relations
straint on the part of the
least 2008 that if interhave
their
origin
in
acts
national cooperation
Europeans.
that
we
want
to
hide.
is insufficient, then the
contemporary world is not immune
hese remarks lead me to evoke
from the return of such a calamity. Such
the COVID-19 pandemic, an
cooperation (even if sufficient) necesadditional signal of the return to hissarily goes through the intermediacy
torical normality since the beginning
of institutions that must constantly
of the twenty-first century. This tragedy
adapt. This is not just an intellectual or
is a warning. Other pandemics could
doctrinal matter; it is also a question of arise as a result of globalization. This
balance of power, because if the foreis an area where the need for a strong
casts outlined above materialize, the
international organization should be
weight of China in these institutions
evident.
will gradually become preponderant.
The WHO has been criticized. But
dded to this is another, essentoday its problem is not its strength,
tial consideration: as in arms
but its weakness. Access to health
services is spoken of as a “global public
control agreements, good governance
good.” Yes indeed, for example, imrequires reciprocal rights of scrutiny
into each other’s affairs—a discipline
munizing an individual anywhere is in
that the Americans and the Soviets did
the interest of the world’s population
not easily resolve. The great slippages of as a whole. But, having said that, who
international relations have their origin will decide on how to gather and then
distribute the resources needed for the
in acts that we want to hide.
development of vaccines, for their proHowever, culturally, the Chinese open duction, for their distribution, and so
their vaults even less easily than do the
on? Where will these resources come
Americans. I see no simple solution to
from? Too often, in this particular case

as in so many others concerning interTrue multilateralism is built in the
national relations, the debt is paid with image of the neural system, in the face
of the necessities imposed by action, in
words because there no world government exists. While waiting to make
the broad sense. International relations
access to health services a truly global
theorists speak of “institutional gears.”
public good, the EU can and must give This is how the organization that allows
it consistency as a public
for survival is gradually
I
see
the
EU
as
a
good on its own scale.
developed.
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reduced and still
fledgling model of
what global political
organization could
become in the
coming centuries.

When it comes to
global warming, we are
barely starting to develop effective responses,
less thanks to treaties or
direct political pressure
than because of technological progress
and the conviction among manufacturers that demand will inevitably go in the
direction of the green economy. Logical
connections exist between the different
approaches, but they are subtle.
A Model for
Centuries Hence
inally, I will add a few words on
the ongoing construction of Europe, omnipresent in the background
of what has been said in this essay to
date. I see the EU as a reduced and still
fledgling model of what global political
organization could become in the coming centuries.

F

For Europe, survival is
first and foremost about
a civilization that has not
yet spoken its last word.
Little inclined to abstraction, the founding
fathers of the Community that became
a Union instinctively grasped that the
nations of Europe had to interconnect
with each other in order for unity in diversity to emerge. In this sense, despite
all its difficulties, Europe continues
to present itself as an example to the
world: Europe aspires to show the world
a third way, somewhere between a naive
legal order and the law of the strongest.
One can hope that France will come
to understand ever more than it does at
present that the construction of Europe
must remain the center of gravity of its
foreign policy in the even more turbulent times that lie ahead.
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Urgent Case for
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Jeffrey D. Sachs
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S of mid-2021 the world
reached nearly 4 million
confirmed deaths from COVID-19. By any standard, the global
response to the pandemic has been
awful. From the very start, there was
a dire shortfall of global cooperation. If there is one lesson from the
coronavirus pandemic, it is that our
very survival depends on cooperation among the major world powers.
When they fight over COVID-19, or
climate change, or cybersecurity, or
other crucial challenges, the entire
world loses.
Throughout the pandemic, countries
have acted on their own, often selfishly
and shortsightedly. They have set their

own COVID-19 strategies, scrambled
for their own supplies (masks, ventilators, vaccines—you name it), decided
on their own pandemic priorities, set
their own rules for international travel, and generally failed to learn from
each other about best practices—much
less to come to each other’s urgent
assistance. While a global mechanism
for vaccine distribution (known as
COVAX) was established early in the
pandemic, it failed in practice to deliver vaccines to the developing countries. The vaccine-producing countries
used most of their vaccine production
during the first half of 2021 for themselves, leaving the rest of the world
waiting in line for half a year to receive immunizations.

Jeffrey D. Sachs is University Professor and Director of the Center for Sustainable
Development at Columbia University, President of the UN Sustainable Development Solutions
Network, and Chair of the Lancet COVID-19 Commission. Sachs has been advisor to three
UN Secretaries-General, and currently serves as an SDG Advocate under Secretary-General
António Guterres. You may follow him on Twitter @JeffDSachs.
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Xi Jinping responding to criticism at Tinanmen during the CPC's centenary ceremony.
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o make matters worse, throughout the period of the pandemic,
the United States has engaged in heated
criticism of China. Former President
Donald Trump accused China of
countless offenses and the new Biden
Administration has continued Trump’s
harsh rhetoric vis-à-vis China. This has
stymied cooperation on vital steps to
end the pandemic, such as a global plan
for sending vaccines to the developing
nations in the second half of 2021.
One of the areas of greatest contention
between the United States and China
has involved the origin of the pandemic.
Many American politicians—especially

from the right wing—have accused
China of causing the pandemic as the
result of some kind of research-related
incident that they believe started the
pandemic. Yet these American criticisms
are misplaced. If by some chance the
virus did arise in the course of scientific
research, it is likely that the research in
question actually involved a joint program involving American and Chinese
scientists working together. Rather than
pointing fingers at each other, the United
States and China should be cooperating
with each other, not only to determine
the origin of the pandemic, but in the
steps urgently needed to end the pandemic and to recover from it.
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T

he two hypotheses also direct
Possible Origins
our attention to two different
here are two main hypotheses
sets of concerns and policy measures,
regarding the possible origin of
SARS-CoV-2, the virus that causes
both of which require our attention.
COVID-19. The first hypothesis is that
Diseases that emerge from the transSARS-CoV-2 arose as a natural occurmission of viruses from wildlife to
rence when the virus passed from an
humans (so-called natural zoonoses)
infected animal to a human in a natural call for precautionary measures in
setting, a farm, or a food
human interactions
If
there
is
one
lesson
market. The ultimate
with animal reservoirs
from the coronavirus
source of the virus is
of potentially deadly
very likely to have been a
pathogens—for example
pandemic, it is
horseshoe bat. A natural
in land-clearing, farmthat our very
spillover might have ining, consumption of
survival depends on
volved the transmission
bushmeat, and rearing
cooperation among the and trade of livestock.
of the virus directly from
major world powers.
a bat to a human, or
Natural zoonotic events
indirectly from a bat to an intermedihave caused many deadly epidemic
ate host (such as a wild animal or farm
diseases in recent decades, including
animal) and from there to a human.
HIV/AIDS, Ebola, SARS, and MERS.

T

The second hypothesis is an infection
related to research work that was underway on SARS-like viruses (that is,
viruses related to the virus that caused
the SARS epidemic in 2002-2004).
SARS-like viruses have been under
intensive study since the original SARS
epidemic. The Wuhan Institute of
Virology is one of the leading centers
for the study of such viruses, and the
possibility arises that the virus might
have emerged in the course of research
at the Wuhan Institute of Virology.
If we are to prevent future outbreaks,
determining the source of the current
one must be a high priority.
Summer 2021, No.19

Emerging infectious diseases can
also arise in the course of research on
viruses and other pathogens. History
records cases of scientists and laboratory workers being infected by pathogens they were studying. In the case
of SARS-CoV-2, a research-related
infection could have occurred in many
ways. A researcher might have become
infected while collecting samples of
viruses and viral particles in natural
habitats of horseshoe bats or other animals that may have harbored the virus.
Or an infection may have occurred in a
laboratory where scientists were working with previously collected viruscontaining samples or virus isolates.

124

fection occurred following targeted
Another, related scenario involves
infection of laboratory personnel with manipulation of the virus to enhance
viruses collected from a natural source its human adaptation.
and subsequently genetically manipulated in the laboratory, including
Since the start of the pandemic, prochanges that might make a bat-origin
ponents of each hypothesis have made
exaggerated, premature,
virus more likely to
If
by
some
chance
the
infect humans.
and unjustified claims
virus did arise in the
for their preferred hycourse
of
scientific
oth hypotheses—
pothesis. Early in the epresearch, it is likely
natural zoonosis
idemic, several scientists
declared that there was
and research-related
that the research in
infection—are viable at
overwhelming evidence
question actually
that SARS-CoV-2 origithis stage of the investiinvolved a joint
gation. Those who have
nated in wildlife and that
program involving
claimed that a natural
alternative theories of a
American
and
origin is the only viable
research-related release
Chinese
scientists
hypothesis overlook
of the virus amounted
working together.
the extensive research
to “conspiracy theories.”
activity that was underway in the
Other early observers, followed by
field and in laboratories on SARS-like several American politicians including
viruses, including in Wuhan, China,
President Donald Trump, U.S. Secretary
where the first outbreak was identiof State Mike Pompeo, and members of
fied, and in the United States. Those
the U.S. Congress, claimed that there
who claim that a research-related
was enormous evidence of a laborainfection is the only viable hypothtory release of the virus, pointing to the
esis overlook the frequency of natural research activities underway in laborazoonotic transmissions of viruses,
tories in Wuhan.
such as the SARS outbreak, and the
many ways that a natural event could
Current State of the Debate
have occurred with SARS-CoV-2
ome scientists noted early on that
somewhere in China and then been
both hypotheses were plausible.
brought to Wuhan by an infected
The subsequent research to date into the
origin of COVID-19 has so far proved to
individual or an animal brought to
market. Much confusion has resulted
be inconclusive, not only keeping both
from conflating a research-origin
major hypotheses alive, but also underhypothesis with a particular version
mining strident claims by some repreof this hypothesis, in which the insentatives of the two main camps.
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Originally, there was some hope that
the SARS-CoV-2 genome itself would
quickly reveal the origin of the virus,
either by finding a nearly identical virus
in nature (such as in a horseshoe bat or
in an intermediate host such as a pangolin) or by proving definitively that the
virus had undergone genetic manipulation in a laboratory setting.

view that SARS-CoV-2 arose from a
natural zoonotic event hoped that the
animal harboring SARS-CoV-2 might
be quickly identified—for example, on
farms or in wet markets—or that the
virus would be found directly in horseshoe bats. This hope, too, has so far
failed to materialize, though of course
it may still happen. Such discoveries
often occur many years after an initial
outbreak. Still, scientists
The SARS-CoV-2
are yet to identify a bat
genome is consistent
reservoir or intermediate mammalian host that
with either a natural
may have served as the
occurrence or a
natural reservoir of the
research-related
virus.

Those hopes for a clear
and quick resolution of
the debate have so far
not materialized. The
SARS-CoV-2 genome
is consistent with either
a natural occurrence or
occurrence.
a research-related occurrence. This is clearly the case if a
onetheless, there are some very
researcher was infected while collecting
important and concerning facts
virus samples in the field, because the
that have arisen during the first year
virus would have arisen directly from
and a half of the epidemic that bear
nature, but the origin would still be
heavily on the origin of the epidemic.
research-related. To add to the complex- The general public and the policy comity, the field researcher might have had a munity have become increasingly aware
mild or asymptomatic case, so that even of the intensive research on SARS-like
the researcher and his or her colleagues
viruses that was underway in the Unitwere unaware of the infection from the
ed States, China, and elsewhere—both
field, and that it was now being transmit- in collecting viral samples from the field
ted directly to other human beings.
and in studying their infectivity and
pathogenicity (ability to cause disease)
On the other hand, the SARS-CoV-2
in the laboratory.
genome displays no conclusive “genomic fingerprint” of artificial manipulaWe have learned that much of this
tion, such as a clear recombination of
work can be classified as “gain of funcgenetic material that would have been
tion” (GoF) research. This generic term
impossible in a natural setting.
involves modifying viruses to acquire
For their part, proponents of the
new biological functions, and particular

attention has been focused on so-called
funded projects involving the creation,
GoF Research of Concern (GOFROC)— transfer, or use of enhanced PPPs.”
a category that includes research that
may enhance the human transmissibility
We have also learned that the NIH
and/or pathogenicity of potential panfunded American and Chinese sciendemic pathogens. Experiments at the
tists to work collaboratively on collectWuhan Institute of Viroling samples of SARS-like
Rather
than
pointing
viruses in the field, and
ogy involving the modifingers at each other,
fication of bat-origin
bringing them back to
the United States
coronaviruses to express
the Wuhan Institute of
proteins that are likely to
Virology for advanced
and China should
enhance entry into hugenetic analysis. Within
be cooperating with
the research work that
man cells are viewed by
each other, not only to took place there, studies
many scientists as falling
determine the origin
have included the creasquarely into the category
of the pandemic, but
of GOFROC.
tion of chimeric genetic
recombinants of SARSin the steps urgently
any biosafety
like viruses to study
needed to end the
experts have long
their capacity to infect
pandemic and to
argued that such work—
human cells and to cause
recover from it.
used to reveal target
disease. We have also
hosts more quickly, improve prediction
learned that some of the viral clone
of outbreaks, and develop vaccines and
work done at the Wuhan Institute of
therapeutic drugs—requires much greater Virology took place in Biosafety Level 2
oversight, control, and scrutiny, including (BSL2) facilities, which many scientists
a transparent account to the public of the consider to offer inadequate protection
research activities. In the United States,
against a laboratory release of viruses,
the latest National Institutes of Health
even if the NIH seems to approve such
work in BSL2 facilities.
(NIH) guidelines—dated January 9th,
2017 and entitled Recommended Policy
Guidance for Departmental DevelopThe Need for U.S.-China
ment of Review Mechanisms for Potential
Cooperation
Pandemic Pathogen Care and Oversight
either American nor Chinese au(P2CO)—include the proviso that, “to the
thorities have yet been sufficientmaximum extent possible, agencies’ enly forthcoming to date to enable rehanced PPP [potential pandemic pathosearchers to advance our understanding
of the origin of SARS-CoV-2. In midgen] review mechanisms should provide
May 2021, the NIH declared that it did
transparency to the public regarding
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not support GoF research that could
collection in natural settings of potenhave led to the COVID-19 pandemic,
tially dangerous SARS-like viruses and
saying that it had never “approved any
then infection experiments on these
grant that would have supported ‘gainviruses, such as a November 2017 peerof-function’ research on coronaviruses
reviewed article that appeared in the
that would have increased their transjournal PLOS Pathogens entitled “Dismissibility or lethality
covery of A Rich Gene
Neither
American
for humans.”
Pool of Bat SARS-related
nor Chinese
Coronaviruses Provides
authorities
have
Unfortunately, the
New Insights into the
NIH has not yet revealed
Origin of SARS Coronayet been sufficiently
the actual research that
virus.”
forthcoming to date
it has financed and
to enable researchers
supported. It is in fact
A recent NIH grant to
to advance our
common knowledge in
co-fund work at the Wuunderstanding of the
the American scientific
han Institute of Virology
origin
of
SARS-CoV-2.
community that the NIH
describes “Aim 1” and
has indeed supported genetic recombi- “Aim 3” of the research project as folnant research on SARS-like viruses that lows (excerpted from the Abstract):
many scientists describe as GOFROC.
The peer-reviewed scientific literature
“Aim 1. Characterize the diversity
reports the results of such NIH-supand distribution of high spilloverported recombinant genetic research on risk SARSr-CoVs in bats in southern
SARS-like viruses. But the process for
China. We will use phylogeographic
reviewing the biosafety of possible GO- and viral discovery curve analyses to
FROC studies is opaque, revealing to
target additional bat sample collection
the public neither the names nor quali- and molecular CoV screening to fill
in gaps in our previous sampling and
fications of the individuals involved in
the review process, nor the substance of fully characterize natural SARSr-CoV
the discussions, nor even the investiga- diversity in southern China. We will
sequence receptor binding domains
tors or projects being reviewed.
(spike proteins) to identify viruses with
the highest potential for spillover which
ore specifically, it is clear that
we will include in our experimental
the NIH co-funded research at
investigations (Aim 3).”
the Wuhan Institute of Virology that
deserves scrutiny under the hypothesis
of a laboratory-related release of the
“Aim 3. In vitro and in vivo characterization of SARSr-CoV spillover risk,
virus. This research has involved the

coupled with spatial and phylogenetic
Top researchers on Wuhan Institute
analyses to identify the regions and viof Virology projects have stated catruses of public health concern. We will
egorically that they were not dealing
use S protein sequence data, infectious
with viruses that are close to SARSclone technology, in vitro and in vivo
CoV-2. All laboratory notebooks and
infection experiments and analysis of
other relevant information should be
receptor binding to test
opened by the Chinese
The
question
about
the hypothesis that %
and American scientists
origins is not about
divergence thresholds in
working on this project
one
government
or
S protein sequences prefor detailed scrutiny by
another; it is even
independent experts.
dict spillover potential.”
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(Aim 2 involves surveillance of high-risk
populations that have
contact with bats.)

I

less a geopolitical
issue or a matter
of blaming China
and exonerating the
United States.

t is also clear that NIH-supported
Chinese and American scientists
have much more to share about the
nature of this work. This includes records of trips to horseshoe bats’ natural
habitats and other settings to collect
specimens of SARS-like viruses; safety
precautions taken or not taken during such visits; and the repository of
viral samples, live viruses, genomic
sequences, and other relevant genetic
information. It also includes the laboratory records of experiments on SARSlike viruses, including the record of
chimeric viruses produced, tested, and
cultured in the laboratory; the safety
precautions taken or not taken during
such research; other laboratory-related
data; and a full accounting of potential
infections among Wuhan Institute of
Virology workers.

Rigorous
Investigation, Not
Finger-pointing
he question about
origins is not
about one government or another; it is
even less a geopolitical issue or a matter of blaming China and exonerating
the United States. If there was indeed
a laboratory-related release of SARSCov-2, it may well have occurred in
a project funded by the United States
government, using methods developed
and championed by American scientists, and as part of an American-led
and American-financed program to collect and analyze potentially dangerous
viruses, including in China.

T

To learn as much as possible regarding the origin of SARS-CoV-2, an international and independent investigation
to examine the alternative hypotheses is
urgently needed, and the American and
Chinese governments should cooperate fully and transparently with such
Jeffrey D. Sachs
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an inquiry. In the meantime, scientists,
politicians, pundits, and those weighing
in on social media should acknowledge
the uncertainties that currently prevail.

time, the Commission will tap experts
in biosafety to help assess the relevant
hypotheses on the origins of SARSCoV-2 and to recommend ways and
means to prevent and contain future
outbreaks, whether resulting from
naturally occurring zoonotic events or
research-related activities.

oversight, and biosafety of any projects that actively seek dangerous
pathogens in nature and return them
to laboratories, recognizing the multiple risks involved. Similarly, the
They should also acknowledge that
tools of genomic manipulation have
the tragedy of the panadvanced so rapidly
China’s
economic
and
demic has already shed
that the potential to
technological rise has
light on how to prevent
create new deadly
created a dangerous
future outbreaks and
pathogens in the labopandemics. Because
ratory and accidentally
psychological reaction
natural zoonotic events
or even deliberately
in American politics,
are inevitable, we must
release them is a very
according to which
serious concern. The
establish much better
China
is
viewed
as
an
global surveillance and
world currently lacks
unrelenting threat to
warning systems, and
adequate international
the United States rather and national safeguards
of course early response
systems when outbreaks
and transparency on
than as a potential
occur. We need credible
such dangerous work,
partner in global
communications chanand the risks are comproblem-solving.
nels to prevent rapid
pounded by the secreglobal transmission of newly emergent
tive bioweapons research programs
several governments sponsor that
zoonotic diseases, and to create institutional mechanisms that enable the
help to fund this work.
speediest search for potential treatments, diagnostic tests, vaccines, and
The Lancet COVID-19 Commission,
other tools and best practices to contain which I chair, will carefully scrutinize
these issues in advance of its final
an outbreak. In short, we must be better prepared to share relevant scientific
report in mid-2022, with the overand technological know-how in a more riding aim of recommending policies
honest, transparent, and credible manto prevent and contain future disease
ner than has been true during the curoutbreaks. The Commission’s technical
work will be conducted by independrent pandemic.
ent experts who were not themselves
ut there is also a risk of future
involved directly in the U.S.-China
research-related outbreaks of
research under scrutiny. The scientists
pandemic diseases. Governments
who were involved should explain fully
need to upgrade the transparency,
the nature of their work. In the mean-
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Overriding Need for Great
Power Cooperation
hina’s economic and technological rise has created a dangerous
psychological reaction in American
politics, according to which China is
viewed as an unrelenting threat to the
United States rather than as a potential
partner in global problem-solving. The
result is rising acrimony between Beijing and Washington. Yet the acrimony
is a dead-end, leading to an inability

C

of the two countries to work together
even on challenges of direct and urgent
shared concern, such as ending the
pandemic.
There are two practical hopes for
restoring economic relations and
diplomacy between the United States
and China. The first is for American
and Chinese leaders to recognize their
overwhelming mutual interest in cooperating. The second is for the rest of the
world to insist on such cooperation.
Either way, the benefits of greater cooperation would be very far reaching, not
only speeding the end of the pandemic,
but also arriving at shared solutions to
climate change and global economic
recovery and much else coming over the
horizon in the time ahead.
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China and Digital
Payments
So What If China is Innovating?

T

HE convergence of a shifting international power balance and the
digitalization of the world economy will have tremendous implications for
two of the world’s great powers—China
and the United States—as they grapple
with evolving, modernized systems. With
its “Digital Currency Electronic Payment”
(DCEP) program in its early trial stages
and growing presence on every continent
through its Belt and Road Initiative (BRI)
and Digital Silk Road Initiatives (DSR),
China has showed significant interest
in taking over as a world leader in the
coming years. The rolling impact of new
technologies that revolutionize the global
economy from automated supply chains
to digital currency lead us to believe that
the United States has a lot of work to do
to adapt to the coming tide.
Though many stand on both sides of the
aisle when it comes to determining the

potential for a Chinese rise to international
prominence, it is certainly difficult to
argue the opposite point—that they are not
relevant as a global power in today’s world.
China has laid substantial infrastructure
across the globe in physical form (aiding
the development of emerging economies
and interconnecting global trade systems)
and in social and political forms (developing long term relationships with global
leaders and giving aid on the occasion of
world crises). However, those who take the
stance of China as a rising global power
hypothesize various timeframes for when
its true challenge to American prominence
will occur.
Though some argue for a rapid change
in global influence and a call to arms
from the American side, it is incredibly
hard to imagine some significant change
occurring on the scale of less than five
years. China has played the long game
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in its development, showing patience in
seeking global partnerships, negotiating
trade, building military presence, and
developing technical prowess to become
a modernized economy—why would that
change now? In reality, China is in no
rush to push the United States out of its
global spotlight, even though it certainly
seems to have high aspirations.
Infrastructure, Influence,
and Finance
here have been numerous monographs written on the various
ways in which China has grown its
influence in the world. However, it is
critical to keep one thing in mind that

T

determines all behaviors of an economic-focused entity: money.
The financial system based around
the United States that helped it rise to
dominance after World War II has been
envied by the world’s other aspiring
powers. It is fairly easy to see that the
international system, incentivized by
strong international trade and exchange
of currencies, has been of tremendous
benefit to the United States. As this
system has gone through various ebbs
and flows, it has shown some of its volatility, which numerous countries from
Russia to China to Iran blame on its
U.S.-centricity. This has led the call for
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a global financial system that no longer a large scale changing of the international
relies so heavily on the U.S. dollar as its preference for the U.S. dollar.
preferred currency for foreign exchange
reserves or cross border trade. America
s noted by former U.S. Treasury
has gained much of its economic prowSenior Official Brian O’Toole,
ess and international trust from its
“for the digital yuan to truly compete,
long standing as the
China needs to take a
China
has
played
world’s global partner in
more hands off approach
the long game in its
these everyday financial
with its banking sector,
processes. However, a
development, showing especially with regard to
long-term shifting of the
foreign banks working
patience in seeking
preferred international
in China, and loosen its
global partnerships,
currency could erode
capital controls. The atnegotiating trade,
this strength over time.
traction of the U.S. dollar
building military
is how simple it is to use
presence, and
he importance
and how deep the market
developing technical
of being relevant
is. That isn’t true in China
and Beijing doesn’t get
in the modern global
prowess to become
economy as an economic
there without those big
a modernized
power cannot be overeconomy—why would money supply questions
stated. As China builds
being answered.” This
that change now?
out its physical infrapoint is echoed by Atlanstructure across the world, it is keeping tic Council Geoeconomics Center Senior
an even gaze on the push for a less cen- Fellow JP Schnapper-Casteras, who said
tralized global financial system. With
that “on the European front, one questhe development of its DCEP program, tion is when major retailers or consumer
Beijing is showing its ability to adapt to chains start accepting DCEP—either
rapidly occurring changes in technolthrough AliPay / WeChat or through
ogy, as well as a desire to lead.
another app or bonus/trial program.” He
explained that these factors should also be
With these things in mind, it is imporin consideration with whether DCEP is
tant to focus our approach to the “China
bought, sold, or promoted on exchanges
problem” on how it can influence the fiwhere other stablecoins are listed.
nancial system across international groups
of which it is a member. While Beijing can
There are certainly roadblocks ahead
certainly affect the way exchange occurs
for the internationalization of the digiin its bilateral partnerships, its true longtal yuan, however they are by no means
term goals will only be achieved through
insurmountable over time.

payments to partner firms, cross-bank
Six Areas to Watch
settlements, and payroll distribution.
lowly but surely, China is makIt is critical to watch how this number
ing inroads in its push for a more
decentralized global financial sysgrows over the next year leading up to
tem, an important element of which
the Winter Olympics, and what other
is Beijing’s introduction of its DCEP
strategic pilot or partnerships programs
program. There are six geoeconomic
are developed for its use.
areas to watch in deterWith the development
mining Chinese success
econd, BRI digital
of
its
DCEP
in internationalizing its
yuan payments. As
program, Beijing is
digital yuan. Each will
China further develops
be addressed in turn.
its BRI, we can anticishowing its ability
pate that it could begin
to adapt to rapidly
First, the rise in the
to call for cross border
occurring changes in
Chinese use of the digital
technology, as well as exchanges and debt
yuan. Tens of millions of
payments to occur by
a
desire
to
lead.
people in China are curway of its DCEP sysrently using the digital yuan thanks in
tem. To quote Lipsky again: “longer
part to initial giveaways by the People’s
term, the true test of internationalBank of China. The Director of the Atizing is whether the yuan is used to
lantic Council’s Geoeconomics Center,
settle bilateral debt between China
Josh Lipsky, sees a rapid upscaling in
and borrower countries. Serious
the use of the digital yuan, and attribprogress in this project will be if the
utes it to China’s push to “reach over 1
People’s Bank of China continues to
billion digital yuan in circulation within make arrangements with other central
10 months, for the opening ceremonies banks for digital currency exchange.”
of the Beijing Winter Olympics.”
With the ease of all BRI partners being on the same platform and utilizAs of late April 2021, Beijing had ining the same currency, this shift could
jected $23 million worth of digital yuan feel very natural and be to the benefit
(150 million RMB) into the Chinese
of those countries wishing to avoid
economy. This gradual introduction
the U.S. dollar. For reference to the
of the digital currency is accompanied
expanding relevance of these relationby its new acceptance as a form of
ships, one should keep in mind that
payment by well-known retailers like
around 140 countries have already
JD.com. This retail giant has already
signed memoranda of understanding
begun using the digital yuan for things
with China in the context of the Belt
like B2C payments on its website, B2B
and Road Initiative.
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The thought is that if China can
hree, OPEC turning to the digiconvince current trade partners and
tal yuan. As it gains increasing
emerging market economies to utilize
influence in trade groups such as OPEC
its digital yuan, Beijing can reduce the through its partnerships with Iran and
number of transactions that occur in
Venezuela (among others), we could
U.S. dollars. According to one recent
see China’s oil imports start to be
account, through DCEP
purchased utilizing the
The
thought
is
that
if
China can “harness the
digital yuan. In 2021, we
China can convince
market share and techsee a direct linkage becurrent
trade
partners
nological innovation of
tween oil prices and the
and emerging
private financial firms”
value of the U.S. dollar.
and “gain better access
Researchers at Mansmarket economies
to information about
field Energy write that
to utilize its digital
massive inflation could
the financial activiyuan, Beijing can
ties of [...] consumers.”
be the result of a move
reduce the number
Over time, this technolaway from the U.S. dolof
transactions
that
ogy may facilitate the
lar in foreign currency
occur
in
U.S.
dollars.
escalation of China in
reserves, which would
the global financial regime. If other
ultimately force the United States to cut
countries sign on to China’s first mover government spending and finally get a
innovation, we will also see the “Com- grip on the ever-growing trade deficit.
munist Party of China exercise greater
control over private transactions, as
Though America has long had the
well as wield punitive power over Chi- privilege of spending and borrowing
nese citizens in tandem with the social without the fear of default, the long-term
implications of a shift away from the use
credit system.” Although this will not
of the U.S. dollar in the oil market would
be the sole factor in determining the
future of a U.S.-led global economy, it
play a central role in the reconsideration
of domestic economic decisions. The use
highlights China’s anticipatory focus
of a digital yuan in a traditionally U.S.
on the future and the actions already
dollar-denominated commodity market
being taken to dismantle the current
would bypass the need for an intermedisystem. According to an April 2021
analysis by the Geoeconomics Center
ary, which also has significant impacts on
at the Atlantic Council, “China has
the U.S. sanctions program. Since the U.S.
(already) begun cross-border testing
has frequently turned to financial sanca bank-to-bank version of the digital
tions as a way to reign in the behavior of
yuan with the UAE, Thailand, and
adversaries China, Iran, and Russia, this
Hong Kong.”
is a particularly attractive concept for

adversaries of the United States. This
While EU member states are also
analysis is buttressed by the fact that
looking for other partners to expand
China and Iran just signed a 25-year
the EU’s own economic markets and
comprehensive cooperation agreement
infrastructure, there are not many
that details an extended promise of oil
formidable trade partners that offer
for infrastructure development. With
as comprehensive a development plan
this type of agreement
as China. The United
Massive
inflation
in place between two
States has certainly been
could be the result of
American adversaries,
a long-time economic
a
move
away
from
the
the development of the
partner of the United
U.S. dollar in foreign
digital yuan looks parKingdom and the EU;
ticularly threatening.
however, Washington’s
currency reserves,
which would ultimately relatively slow process
our, Europe turning
for passing legislation
force the United States
to the digital yuan.
and its newfound taste
to cut government
As China speeds up its
for imposing sanctions
spending
and
finally
digital yuan developon other economic
get
a
grip
on
the
everment program and
partners, at times has
growing trade deficit.
begins to see success at a
made it a thorn in the
domestic level, the EU may call on it for side of even friendly trade nations. On
help in developing their own programs. the other hand, China is able to achieve
Since BRI is designed to be extended all rapid acceptance in negotiations and
the way into the European Union, this
development as a result of its authoriidea does not seem so far off. In a mod- tarian government structure with few
ernized world, interconnected technical of the pesky democratic oversight
systems for trade and finance will be
processes that America has to manage.
deemed critical to development. As we China’s value as an economic partner
have seen in different areas of the globe to EU member states was made clear
from southeast Asia to Africa, emergby the December 2020 Comprehening economies view the importance of
sive Agreement on Investment (CAI)
infrastructure development as essential and the entrance of two-thirds of EU
to their success as a country—so essen- member states into the China-led Asian
tial in fact, that they are willing to open Infrastructure Investment Bank.
their doors to immediate Chinese investment and a potential future default
With this kind of economic and
on their debts which has occurred in
financial relationship growing, along
Sri Lanka, Zambia, Laos, and Tajikistan with the value that the EU places on a
(to name a few).
continued relationship with China, it
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seems the stage is set for a wider-scale
trade occurring through the digital
shift to the use of the digital yuan. If
yuan will naturally push many largethe Chinese have a steel grip on infraterm projects into motion. Though we
structure development and financial
will likely not see these changes occurinvestment in the region, they could
ring rapidly across the international
simply coerce European countries into
financial system, as with everything
using the digital yuan
they do, the Chinese are
Washington’s
relatively
willing to be patient for
for paying their own
slow process for
debts. On top of this,
influence and economic
passing
legislation
and
it is important to note
gains. Notably, in midits newfound taste for
January 2021 SWIFT
that every debt contract
China has signed since
and the People’s Bank
imposing sanctions
of China established
2014 “has incorporated
on other economic
a sweeping confidentiala joint venture with
partners, at times has
ity clause that compels
its clearing center
made it a thorn in the
the borrowing country
and digital currency
side
of
even
friendly
research institute.
to keep confidential its
trade
nations.
This is a significant
terms or even the loan’s
sign of progress toward the strategic
existence” and “obligate the borrower
geopolitical aims of China.
to exclude the Chinese debt from any
multilateral restructuring process”—as
ixth, the wave of momentum strikBrahma Chellaney put it in a recent essay he wrote for The Hill. Both of these
ing U.S. dollar denominated forfeatures could have significant implieign reserves. I have written elsewhere
cations for undermining the public
that the long-term impact of adopttrust in countries with close economic
ing Central Bank Digital Currencies
relationships to China and forcing them (CBDCs) could be a wave of foreign
to remain dependent on China in times central banks retreating from the use of
of financial stress.
the U.S. dollar as the preferred reserve
currency. According to a statistic found
ive, SWIFT expanding its relation- in an April 2021 Wall Street Journal
ship with the digital yuan. The
article that cited the International
gradual integration and greater use of
Monetary Fund (IMF), “the U.S. dolthe digital yuan would inherently also
lar’s share of global reserves has demean the beginning of deeper assimila- creased to its lowest level since 1995.
tion into the Society for Worldwide In- The currency now stands at 59 percent
of global reserves as of December
terbank Financial Telecommunication
(SWIFT) system. Enhanced multilateral 2020.” To further highlight this trend,
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Russian officials issued a statement in
early April 2021 that disclosed how a
complete launch of that country’s own
digital ruble could be targeted for 2023.
Unsurprisingly—one account informs
us—the Russian “CBDC will also have
a two-tiered system, akin to China’s
digital yuan, wherein the central bank
distributes the CBDC to third-party
firms like commercial banks that then
distribute the CBDC to users.” This is a
great example of the cascading benefits
a first mover (China) has in this space,
as other countries tack themselves on
to its existing infrastructure.
This type of long-term thinking has
proved beneficial for the rising global
power in the past, requiring substantial creativity and adaptability from the
policymaking perspective of the U.S.
Treasury Department. At the heart
of this geoeconomic battle between
the U.S. and China is the question of
whether the creation of a digital U.S.
dollar will move the needle in competition with China, or whether it will
simply put the U.S. at the dawn of a
new race in digital currency wars. In
the current environment, it seems
that America is not going to gain any
ground by sitting back and observing China’s progress toward a viable CBDC. Instead, it is critical that
American policymakers begin taking
significant steps to develop a digital
U.S. dollar that will allow it to compete
in future digital currency arenas.

Again to quote Lipsky: “China will
take notice when the U.S. starts actually deploying a digital U.S. dollar—
and asking other countries to accept
payments that way. Until then, China
knows it have a major head start.”
True Impacts
n the near future, we will not see
an unseating of the United States
from the center of the financial system.
Being at the crux of the global economy
for so many years, the United States
has entrenched its position. However,
as the digital yuan is developed and
the international community modernizes its infrastructure, it could present
substantial opportunities for growth. In
turn, this will provide an alternative to
U.S. dollar-based transactions, which
will likely transition to a more diversified use of these two currencies in the
broad scheme of international trade/
cross border transactions.

I

While some may be tempted to push
off the increasing influence of China in
the global economy and shrug off the
idea of eroding U.S. influence on the
international financial system, we must
also think about the adaptation and development of norms for emerging technology. As we well know, authoritarian
regimes have vastly different terms of
agreement for using their technological innovations. A China increasing its
global influence means a China more
integrated into international decision-
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making bodies for standards and regubanks (both public and private) to
deploy it, and integrated Alibaba digital
lations when it comes to technology.
markets into its use. Moreover, accordCurrently, the digital yuan is already
ing to a November 2020 speech by the
being used in three cities in China, five
Governor of the People’s Bank of China,
years after its initial phases of development. As stated earlier, money is essen- Yi Gang, more than RMB 2 billion
tial to the decisionmak(nearly $300 million)
A
China
increasing
ing of every economic
had been spent using
its global influence
body and will always
digital yuan in 4 million
means
a
China
hold vast potential for
separate transactions in
more integrated
extending influence.
China. Though initial reThe digital yuan is on its
search and development
into international
way to being a critical
decisionmaking bodies efforts on the digital
yuan had begun as early
technology of influence
for standards and
as 2014 and taken years
abroad.
regulations when it
to get off the ground, the
comes
to
technology.
here are four esactual implementation
effort seems to have been planned well
sential questions to consider at
the moment. First, how fast can DCEP
in advance. The scaling of the digital
yuan has been rapid and its use has
scale? In mid-September 2020, the
Deputy Governor for the People’s Bank only been accelerated by the Chinese
of China, Fan Yifei, stated that “in
central government, which has required
accordance with the renminbi’s legal re- its utilization for the payment of cerpayment provisions, digital renminbi is tain government employees, like those
used to pay all public and private debts
in the transportation industry. As we
within the territory of our country,
know from broader studies of authoriand no unit or individual may refuse
tarian governments and analyzing the
to accept it if the conditions for accept- efforts of Beijing over the last 70 years,
ance are met.” In this statement, he was implementing a process through a cenessentially saying that digital renminbi
tralized power structure can be rapid;
will have to be accepted as a means of
and it almost always holds the general
payment in the years to come, signaling support of the citizenry.
the strategic views of this project.
econd, can China leverage the DCEP
Since its initial rollout and first pilot
system over countries that are in
programs in late 2019, China has done
debt to it? As discussed above, China’s
things like file at least 120 patent appli- approach to supplying infrastructure
cations for its CBDC, incorporate seven development, foreign investment, and
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bodies grows? Whenever a critical inflection point like the present one presents
itself to the powers of the world, timing
becomes vital. Though it is absolutely
necessary to ensure a financial technology is designed correctly to avoid
potential vulnerabilities for hackers to
exploit and to ensure reliability in its use,
first movers in the technology field have
proven the importance
The digital yuan is
of speed in releasing new
Though the coronavion
its
way
to
being
a
rus pandemic has made
products. In the particucritical
technology
of
countries rethink their
lar case of CBDCs—a
influence abroad.
own supply chains and
“blue-water” innovation
reliance on individual countries for esthat was untapped until the beginning of
sential products and services, countries 2020—there exists a tremendous opporaround the world still have a distinct
tunity for countries to exert influence on
need for the development services Chi- ethics, values, and standards of operation
na provides. Over time, we have seen
for the new method of digital banking
numerous examples of this, as countries transactions. China has already made
overlook the long-term implications
substantial strides to get its DCEP pilot
of a debt agreement to get immediate
program out the door, while the United
infrastructure development and modStates has been relatively slow to make a
ernized technology. Thus, China has the similar commitment.
unique ability to utilize what the U.S.
previously held as its own economic
To truly understand the impacts
weapon: a strong financial system that
that China can have on the privacy
promises economic development in a
standards and ethical considerations
of a new, widely accepted digital paystructured, enduring relationship. This
poses large problems and severe shifts
ment system, one only needs to think
to a system that has remained centered
about two things: its current desire
around the United States since the Mar- for constant domestic surveillance
and transparency, and its ability to
shall Plan and Bretton Woods Agreeexport advanced technologies in this
ments of the post-World War II era.
field to emerging economies. In Afhird, what are the true implications rica, China has already begun to confor Western countries as China’s
duct deals with countries that are implementing its enhanced surveillance
influence in international regulatory

debt has been accompanied by an update of its policy in dealing with other
economies. From what has been publicly
released about debt agreements and BRI
memoranda of understanding, we can
see that China is increasingly structuring
economic relationships to make partner
countries reliant on it—especially in
times of economic stress.

T
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technologies, often built (according
The American Response
to reports) directly into telecommuhis brings me to the fourth esnications infrastructure like 4G and
sential question to consider at the
moment, namely: what can the United
5G cables. In fact, Huawei and other
States do to adapt for the coming tide? I
Chinese firms are responsible for
over 70 percent of this infrastructure laid out much of my answer in a March
2021 essay I co-wrote for
development on the
The
international
The National Interest and
African continent and
implementation of
will summarize the findhave long-term relaing contained therein in
tionships with many of
a Chinese financial
what follows.
the governments there.
technology like

T

The societal and economic model that China
offers is the ability to
develop rapidly while
retaining hold on “bakedin” authoritarian restrictions. The inclusion of a
digital financial payments
system will only serve to
further solidify the grip
of authoritarian governments on their respective
domestic populations.

the digital yuan
will result in a
significantly different
system of regulations
and standards for
tracking, privacy, and
surveillance than one
structured around
Western values of
freedom, liberty, and
enhanced privacy.

Essentially, there are
five key considerations
that can be outlined for
a U.S. response to the
Chinese digital yuan.
First, set the course. The
Office of Management
and Budget as well as the
National Security Council should each issue a
guidance on why maintaining an advantage on
digital currencies is a
national security priority. Although it
was overlooked in the interim guidance
issued in February 2021, this can still
be done by outlining the purposes of
the digital U.S. dollar and exploring the
potential risks of a digital yuan in the
next full National Security Strategy, due
later this year.

Now, necessary with the innovation of
any new technology is the need for legal
requirements and standards—in this
case, for governing the use of a digital
currency. The international implementation of a Chinese financial technology
like the digital yuan will result in a significantly different system of regulations
While the Chinese government is
and standards for tracking, privacy, and
surveillance than one structured around hoping to scrape data from domestic
Western values of freedom, liberty, and transactions, perform domestic surveillance on its citizens, and maintain
enhanced privacy.
Summer 2021, No.19
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expanding control over internal institutions, the structure of a digital U.S.
dollar system will be fundamentally
different. In contrast to the Digital
Yuan, it should be targeted at increasing financial inclusion, speed of service,
and global competitiveness for democratic regimes in the financial technology sphere.

S

econd, consider stakeholders.
After setting the objectives and
guidance for the project, the designated interagency process will need to
seek federal government and key private sector stakeholder consultation
on privacy and civil liberties. As with
any discussion about the implementation of a new technology in a democratic country, the enduring topics of
privacy and civil liberties will be at
the heart of the effort.
Partnerships between NGOs and the
designated task force will be central in
these debates to ensure a democratic
procedure of developing standards for
digital U.S. dollar use. In addition to
privacy concerns, there will also need
to be substantial cooperation between
stakeholders that understand the intricacies of Anti-Money Laundering and
Combating the Financing of Terrorism
(AML/CFT). This work can be done
with select groups in the U.S. Department of Treasury, the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF), and other AML/
CFT groups.

T

hird, partner with other lending
democratic states. After developing the basic theoretical and technical
framework for the digital U.S. dollar,
Washington should use its traditional
leadership role in innovation to partner
with other democratic states to provide
a substantial alternative to what China
is offering. This work should be highlighted by a twenty-first-century Digital
Bretton Woods convening.
Working group conversations between Chairman Jerome Powell, Christine Lagarde, and Janet Yellen—some
which are already happening at the staff
level—will help advance interwoven
strategies for developing the digital U.S.
dollar alongside the digital euro. Washington officials should also collaborate
with our long-time transatlantic partners in the United Kingdom to develop
a similar framework for the digital UK
pound. The newly reenergized Quad—
the United States, Japan, Australia, and
India—will welcome an alternative to
the growing regional influence of the
digital yuan.

F

ourth, educate the public. While a
CBDC is similar to digital transactions today, many American citizens will be initially skeptical of using
money issued directly from the Federal
Reserve. By juxtaposing the differences
in the U.S. system that will emphasize
privacy and ease of use (think stimulus
checks direct to your phone two hours
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after a bill is signed) stakeholders can
gain the trust of the general public.
This can be done through a series of
partnerships with private actors that
publicly vouch for the new technology, as well as an open-source training program that is required for U.S.
citizens with an account. Since every
U.S. citizen will have access to a digital
U.S. dollar account, the training can be
implemented and run as soon as it is
opened for the first time.

F

ifth, set a rollout deadline for before the end of 2022. As with any
project, there needs to be a timeline.
Success in competition relies on adding pressure, goals, and guidelines for
success. Americans have always thrived
when competing in the technical space
and this time will be no different.

To have a significant answer for the
digital yuan at the 2022 Olympics, the
United States needs to launch its program now. Having a viable system—and
a counter to China—by the end of 2022
is a real possibility if public-private sector cooperation starts today.
Pay Attention
n important takeaway here is: pay
attention to the slowly but surely
approach. China’s rise may be slow, but
it is not without careful consideration
and planning. This is made evident
through its development of initiatives
like the BRI and the DSR. The United
States would be wise to weigh the
long-term challenges associated with a
shifting of global financial power and
develop ways to remain the world’s the
preferred partner in the international
economy.
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Serbian Cultural
Identity
Milo Lompar

A

S the world recovers from the
COVID-19 pandemic, questions concerning the future of
national cultural identities risk being
subsumed by what is understood in
some circles to be more pressing matters. Without getting into the thorny
issue of rank-ordering, as Nietzsche
would put it, relegating such questions
to the margins of contemporary public
discourse not only does a great disservice to the future of all nations but
in fact may also pose a grave danger to
those that, for one reason or another,
are not fully masters of their own destiny. And such nations are in the majority: throughout history, the great powers
have been few in number. This essay is
intended to help us come to grips with
such questions through the prism of a
particular example—that of the cultural
identity of the Serbian nation—at what
may very well turn out to be an inflection point in more ways than one.

A

s in the history of any other
nation, for the Serbs there are
a certain number of nodal points in
the past that have shaped its national
identity under different influences
and circumstances. In his book Topographie des Fremden (1997), German
phenomenologist Bernhard Waldenfels
explains why: “in the lives of individuals, as in the lives of entire nations and
cultures, there are certain events ‘that
are not forgotten’ because they establish a symbolic order, imprint meaning, revive history, demand answers,
generate obligations.” When we compare how German newspapers wrote
about the Serbs in 1914-1918 and how
they did in 1990-1995, we can observe
a striking similarity in terms of both
typology and content. The characteristics of Serbian culture, of the Serbian
nation, and of Serbian behavior were
presented in virtually the same way,
whether in caricatures or satirical

Milo Lompar is a Professor in the Department of Serbian Literature at the Faculty of Philology
of the University of Belgrade. This essay is based on a lecture delivered in November 2019 at
Israel’s Ono Academic College on the occasion of the launch of its Studies of Serbian Language,
Culture, and History of Serbian Jewry program.
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and analytical texts. The airplane has
changed greatly from 1918 to 2000; so
has the automobile. But symbolic and
cultural conceptions in people’s minds
last much longer.

t is all this that creates the world
of culture in the broadest sense,
because it provides a roadmap for interpersonal communication and the basis
for understanding the widest possible
variety of things. It is a decisive factor
Unlike technologiin shaping both national
The
cultural
existence
cal changes, symbolic
identity in particular
of the Serbian nation,
and cultural concepand human identity
at
this
moment,
is
tions do not undergo
in general—obviously,
a decisive factor in
rapid change. Even the
national identity does
uncontrolled circulanot represent human
thinking about and
tion of information in
identity as a whole. The
determining our
the virtual world—or
human personality is
overall national
even technological and
much broader than any
survival, understood
cybernetic changes that
identification—national
as
constituting
our
have marginalized aror religious. However—
collective
survival.
tistic and spiritual life—
also obviously—national
cannot rapidly or easily change the
identity is a component of the totality
invisible action of cultural factors. For of human identity. To truncate one’s nait was such changes that created today’s tionality means to truncate something
world in which—to quote the Norfrom one’s personality.
wegian historian of ideas Trond Berg
Eriksen—“symbolic transactions form
This refers to coercive acts. However,
an important part of social, political
if an individual acting alone chooses his
and cultural life.” For these same sym- pattern of existence—including choosbolic transactions belong to inherited
ing his national identity—such a choice
or altered cultural contents. Culture
is associated with individual freedom,
is not only the fruit of an individual’s
and not with the nation. But we often
spiritual experience—great spirfind ourselves amidst collective moveitual achievements in poetry, art, and
ments on which social and cultural
architecture. In these fields Serbian
engineering has a decisive impact. Thus,
culture has achieved significant results, we face a question that concerns itself
some of which are in fact global rewith understanding Serbia’s cultural
sults. However, there is also something and national existence as two wholes—
called “cultural policy” and something as categories of their own. This question
called the “cultural contribution to col- is older than the question of a legal or
lective self-understanding.”
state framework (or other frameworks
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Photo: Wikimedia commons.

currents in art, language, and literature
of the Serbian nation that lasted for centuries thereafter.

Fresco detail of Saint Sava in the King's church at Studenica monastery.
of existence, for that matter); yet at
the same time it is not separate from
that question. However, the cultural
existence of the Serbian nation, at this
moment, is a decisive factor in thinking about and determining our overall
national survival, understood as constituting our collective survival.
Saint Sava
f we were to list the dominant moments of Serbian cultural existence,
then we would have to start from what
constitutes its founding moment: the enlightening, educating tradition founded

I
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by Saint Sava. The distinctive mark left
by Saint Sava’s personality on the historical existence of the Serbian nation undoubtedly represents the starting point
in the education and shaping of our
nation’s collective self-understanding.
The youngest son of Grand Župan Stefan
Nemanja—the founder of the Nemanjić
dynasty that ruled the medieval Serbian state for over two centuries—Sava
became a monk on Mount Athos at a
young age. Later, he went on to found
and organize the autocephalous Serbian
Archbishopric (1219), make a pilgrimage
to the Holy Land, and shape the decisive
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We can also see that his personality
achieved a status of great predominance in our medieval historical existence by the fact that it embodied two
foundational traditions: the sacral and
the secular. The medieval tradition of
sacral expression made Saint Sava into
a representative of the Serbian nation’s
high art and culture. It is also important
to note that he was the founder of the
monastic and ascetic tradition of our
nation’s spiritual expression, which left
a clear mark on Serbian frescoes and
monasteries. This spiritualism can be
found in what has been called the “biblical historicism” of later thinkers. They
fulfilled the historical existence of the
nation with Christian (Old Testament)
pathos and eschatological perspective.

E

ven during his lifetime, popular
or folkloric tradition took over
important elements of the description
of Saint Sava’s character, which produced a rather unique amalgamation.
Thus, in the legendary account of the
relationship between Saint Sava and the
wolf—as historian Vladimir Ćorović has
written—we see a merger between the
paradigmatic figure of the wolf, which
represents pre-Christian antiquity, and
the paradigmatic figure of the saint,
which represents the Christian tradition.
This means that in the Serbian collective

self-understanding, the personality of
Saint Sava was chosen as the integrative personality of Serbian culture, as it
enabled the merger of different cultural
traditions.
But Serbian culture at its onset emerged
as a culture of contact—if one can put
it this way—because the Nemanjić state
included both Orthodox and Catholic
regions. When we examine the decorative façades and architecture of the
Studenica and Dečani monasteries, for
example, we find many traces of the
artistry of master craftsmen from Kotor
and southern Apulia. There is, therefore,
evidence of Latinity in our medieval
artistic tradition. To this, however, one
must add that fresco painting was always
a Byzantine tradition and that it was,
and remains, the popular bearer of the
Orthodox message.
Kosovo
he second defining moment of
our collective existence is certainly the Kosovo tradition. It revolves
around the consequences of the Battle
of Kosovo in 1389. This battle, which
took place on the Kosovo field near
Priština, embodied the historical conflict between the Ottoman imperial
army and Serbian medieval armies under the command of Prince Lazar. This
militarily indecisive battle—the only
one in Ottoman history that resulted
in the battlefield death of a sultan—exhausted the forces of both the Serbian
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The Studenica monastery, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
medieval state and its autochthonous
nobility. Thus, the consequences of
this battle were easily understood—in
both oral and written testimonials—as
precipitating the end of independent
Serbian statehood to the Ottoman Empire in 1459.
The Kosovo tradition represents a historical verticality of both the spiritual
and historical destiny of the Serbian
nation, for it instilled the feeling that
“established our fourteenth-century
national tragedy as the predominant
spiritual substance of the nation in the
centuries that followed,” in the words
of historian Anica Savić-Rebac. In its
Summer 2021, No.19

sublime and representative forms—
both in the works of medieval writers
and Serbian epic poetry, as well as in
the writings of great talents like the
classic poet of Serbian culture, Montenegro’s Prince-Bishop Petar II Petrović
Njegoš—this literary tradition shaped
a “specifically Serbian feeling of autotragedy,” as Savić-Rebac has put it. It
characteristically appears in the two
representative forms of medieval culture.

W

e find medieval texts about
Kosovo as a particular feeling
of the world that has both a vertical and
a horizontal dimension. The horizontal
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The Visoki Dečani monastery, a UNESCO World Heritage Site in Danger.
one determines a person in time; the
vertical dimension determines a person
in spirit. The tradition of Kosovo—
sealed with Lazar’s covenant—evolved
in both directions. Lazar’s choice, as
something that embodies the Kosovo
covenant, is about opting for the eternal, heavenly kingdom over holding
onto an earthly one. This choice, which
oral tradition tells us was made prior
to the battle, points to something often
overlooked with respect to the Kosovo
covenant: Lazar did not avoid fighting the Ottomans. After choosing the
heavenly kingdom, he went into battle,
nonetheless. This shows that the Kosovo covenant does not imply a passive

acceptance of the inevitable. Rather, it
demonstrates the existence of an active
or dynamic agent: Lazar is characterized by an inner stratification representing a Christian moment of freedom that
justifies his confidence in the promise
of the Kingdom of Heaven: “we die with
Christ to live forever,” the epic tradition
tells us he exclaimed to his soldiers as
they took communion before taking to
the battlefield.
Migrations
he third important element of
Serbian cultural identity is related
to the historical destiny of the Serbian
nation at the turn of the epochs, that is,
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Monument to the Heroes of the Battle of Kosovo by Aleksandar Deroko.
during the transition from the medieval period to early modern times. It
prompted migrations from south to
north and from east to west. In the
Balkans, migrations were neither rare
nor limited to the Serbs. Jovan Cvijić,
a Serbian anthropogeographer writing
in the early twentieth century, termed
these “metanastasic movements.” These
migrations, he said, represented a historical process lasting centuries—one
that culminated for us in the Great
Migration of the Serbs under Patriarch
Arsenije III Čarnojević. In 1690, fearing Ottoman vengeance, he left his seat
in Peć, located in the heart of Metohija,
and led a mass exodus of Serbs into the
Summer 2021, No.19

Habsburg Empire at the invitation of
Holy Roman Emperor Leopold I.
The situation in the new land was not
easy for the Orthodox Serbs. They were
subjected to great and constant pressure
from an aggressive form of Catholicism. The Primate of Hungary and a
leading Counter-Reformation figure in
Central Europe, Cardinal Leopold Karl
von Kollonitsch, wrote to the Habsburg
emperor that the Serbs should not be
allowed to remain Orthodox—not only
for religious (Catholic) reasons but
also because it was in the interest of the
empire. This historical assessment has
ominously accompanied the destiny
152

"Migration of the Serbs" by Paja Jovanović.
of the Serbian nation through to most
recent times. The cardinal’s assessment
represented a dual historical condemnation: a new wave of migration took
parts of the Serbian nation to the territory of the Russian empire.

T

he greatest Serbian historical
novel—Miloš Crnjanski’s Migrations (1929)—artistically depicted
this dimension of national existence.
Crnjanski made it universal by tying it
to antiquity(Odyssean journey), Christianity (chosenness),and modernity:
a national experience interpreted as a
constant of humanity, both in its tragic
and ironical contexts. All the more

reason for interpreting the title of Crnjanski’s novel Migrations as bearing the
name of our collective national destiny.
Overlapping of Experiences
ll this has enabled the shaping of
different models of Serbian culture, which has significantly determined
the character of Serbian culture in toto,
because the cultural form of the existence of the Serbian nation itself began
to change and complement itself. An
artistic contact between Byzantine (Orthodox) and Central European (Catholic) traditions took place. At the same
time, within this historical development,
elements of Islamic tradition also

A
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penetrated Serbian culture. Therefore,
experiences that appeared in Serbian
we have a crossover in the conception of
culture has significantly determined its
Serbian culture, which has only incharacter. Did this represent a break
creased over time. If we consider Vuk
with the Kosovo tradition or the Saint
Karadžić’s Serbian Dictionary as the rep- Sava tradition?
resentative work of this decisive reformer of the Serbian lanne of the most
National
identity
beautiful buildguage—his work enjoyed
changes in time
the support of Goethe,
ings in Trieste—a city
without succumbing
that perhaps represents
the Brothers Grimm, and
entirely to time. It
leading philologists of his
the westernmost point
endures the coercive
time—then we discover
of our collective mithat around 20 percent
gration—is Spiridon
power of history,
of the entries contained
symbolically reshaping Gopčević’s famous
in its first edition (1818)
palazzo, completed in
it and transforming
were Turkish loanwords,
1850. With its waveit into the contents
many of which were
shaped façade, the buildof collective selfactually derived from
ing seems to emulate the
understanding.
Persian. This means that
movement of the sea,
Islamic culture left its mark during its
located in its vicinity.
centuries-long presence.
How did it appear there?
This three-component cultural existence—introduced by migrations to the
A small colony of Serbian merchants
north and the west—left its traces on
settled in Trieste in the eighteenth
both historical and artistic monuments. century, when the city came under
These traces marked national identity
Austrian rule and became a privileged
as a dynamic category—not a static
seaport. The colony in question became
very influential and gained considerone. National identity changes in time
without succumbing entirely to time. It
able wealth through its trading venendures the coercive power of history,
tures. One of their most prominent
symbolically reshaping it and transdescendants was Spiridon Gopčević,
forming it into the contents of collective who belonged to the third generation of
Serbs living in Trieste. It was this highly
self-understanding.
educated man—a prosperous ship
The overlapping of experiences is
owner and merchant who also correa characteristic component of every
sponded with political figures as varied
culture. Indeed, the overlapping of
as Giuseppe Garibaldi and William

O
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Gladstone—who built this incredible
building in the heart of a very Catholic
city. According to one Italian historian’s
account, “the presence of numerous
statues and medallions on the building
façade is really unique and unusual,
as if it is some kind of manifesto. They
depict the tragic Serbian epic about the
Battle of Kosovo, which had a decisive
impact on the history of the Serbian
nation.” The battle itself was characteristically embodied in stone: “The statue
group depicts four main protagonists
of the battle: Prince Lazar and Princess
Milica are on the left and Duke Miloš
Obilić and the ‘Kosovo Maiden’ on the
right side of the entrance,” the same account informs us.

I

n an entirely different environment
compared to the one his ancestors
had left—an environment with whose
demands he himself had to comply—
Spiridon Gopčević did not want to
renounce the tradition that had shaped
both his personal and his collective,
symbolic self-understanding: the tradition of Kosovo. At a moment when his
personal existence had been reduced to
its most basic formulas, he reached for
a collective, national identity point that
represented the tradition of Kosovo.
That moment is of utmost importance. It demonstrates how right Vuk
had been in his explanation of why our
oral epics contained with so few preKosovo narratives: the change brought

about by the entry into national consciousness of the Kosovo disaster
had such a tremendous impact that it
overlaid and blocked out memories of
previous events.
The Nation-state
he fourth component of the
cultural pattern of the Serbian
nation is tied to the secular experience
of the new century. This had an impact
on those Serbs living, since the Middle
Ages, north of the Sava and Danube,
and west of the Drina, all the way to the
eastern coast of the Adriatic Sea—as
evidenced by untold numbers of toponyms, monuments, and monasteries.

T

However, when these Serbs appeared before the astonished eyes
of the world of Central Europe—at
Leopold I’s invitation, and having
been granted unique privileges due
to their specificity—they were recognized not only as a nation seeking
refuge from the Ottoman invaders
in 1690, but also as a self-conscious
and self-aware nation. This is when
the Serbian nation stepped onto the
modern historical stage, encountering the Baroque world that had come
to them first along the winding road
of Russo-Slavic influence but that had
really come into its own in the Catholic surroundings of Central Europe in
which they found themselves. These
Serbs came into contact with the ideas
of the Enlightenment, which took on
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Dositej Obradović, Vuk Karadžić, and Petar II Petrović Njegoš
the characteristics of both bourgeois
Enlightenment (Zaharije Orfelin) and
religious Enlightenment (Jovan Rajić),
thanks to the development of urban
social classes made up of craftsmen
and tradesmen, enriched by various
cultural institutions, the establishment of a new military nobility, and
encompassing elements of both petite
and haute bourgeoisies.

T

he idea of a nation-state—which
emerged for the Serbs in parallel to the European development of
this concept in the early nineteenth
century, and to which the most important impetus was given by the
French Revolution—was fully adjusted to contemporary rhythms: it
represents the fourth component of
the Serbian cultural pattern. Heavily
relying on the rise of secularism in
the 18th and 19th centuries throughout
Summer 2021, No.19

the Old Continent, this component
had a distinctly secular character. It
was personified by Dositej Obradović,
who brought the spirit of the Enlightenment into our cultural horizon.
Having abandoned a monastic life,
Dositej went on to follow a roadmap
to the Protestant universities of Halle
and Leipzig, lived in Vienna and
Trieste, visited Paris and London, and
wrote a refined version of the vernacular. He criticized the church and its
institutions in the manner of Voltaire,
penned a literary autobiography in
the spirit of the Enlightenment, and
as a model modern citizen took part
in the first-ever uprising that any nation living under the Ottoman yoke in
Southeast Europe had ever launched
(and successfully executed). That is
when the Serbian peasantry came
to lay the foundation of the modern
Serbian nation-state.
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The establishment of the Serbian nation-state spearheaded a movement that
did not imply the annulment of either
the tradition of Saint Sava or Kosovo.
Vuk and Njegoš laid the cultural foundations for an education in the national
culture: the Kosovo tradition was always
given a privileged place in their works.
This is what Serbian statesmen also felt:
regardless of whether they were conservatives of national liberals, Russophiles
or Westerners, they all shared a political
view that most often rose above political
particularism and was oriented towards
that which leads to the whole.
They understood that in the new
(secular) era, Saint Sava’s sacral function could not be introduced into
secular state institutions. So they emphasized the enlightening aspect of
Saint Sava’s personality and brought it
into the newly-emerging school system. This represents an extraordinary
example of how a central moment of an
identity can be adjusted to the dictates
of time so that it is not lost to time but
rather preserved in time. This shows
that Serbian cultural existence had
the ability to assimilate and amalgamate different traditions. Here it should
be noted that a discontinuity with the
Saint Sava tradition was only achieved
by the communist dictatorship in the
years following their seizure of power
in 1945. During this period, Saint Sava
was erased from the public form of our
collective existence.

I

n 1918, Serbia was the only South
Slavic state that was on the side of
the victors. At the same time, it had a
very clearly formulated national idea:
the unification of the Serbian nation.
We also had a very strongly formulated
idea of the state, personified by two
independent states: Serbia and Montenegro. And we also had a strongly
confirmed military idea, having demonstrated the victorious character of the
Serbian Army in both Balkan Wars and
World War I. What was necessary—and
to a certain extent was lacking—was a
cultural idea. By this I mean the idea of
a unique cultural framework that would
bring together different traditions of
Serbian national and cultural existence:
Byzantine-Orthodox, Central European,
and secular models. At the same time, it
was necessary to culturally connect very
diverse regional consciousnesses within
one Serbian national existence.
Before the establishment of Yugoslavia, a Central European (AustroGerman) cultural model existed to the
north of the Sava and the Danube. A
French cultural model, centered on
Belgrade, was dominant in southern
intellectual circles and was characterized by the established norms of the
Serbian cultural and literary language
and style, as well as by the newly-endowed University of Belgrade.
Why were both spiritually connected
to the French cultural model?
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Because the Catholic-Germanic
he reason lies in the fact that the
threat, embodied by the Habsburg
creation of the Yugoslav cultural
empire, was a life-threatening one.
pattern in 1918 began at a time when
Hence a model was sought that
the Serbian cultural pattern had not
would lessen this threat, not heighten yet been crystallized, consolidated, and
it. And also because
entrenched. Our most
The
creation
of
the
the prevailing opinprominent historian and
Yugoslav
cultural
ion around the turn of
legal scholar Slobodan
the twentieth century
Jovanović later wrote
pattern in 1918
was that the demobegan at a time when something about this
cratic principle was the
arrested development
the
Serbian
cultural
principle of the future.
in his old age, living in
pattern
had
not
yet
exile in post-World War
Thus, the democratic
II London. He said that
ideal largely condibeen crystallized,
with the establishment
tioned the adoption
consolidated, and
of Yugoslavia, the Serbs
of the French cultural
entrenched.
carried out their “namodel in our public
consciousness in the period before
tional demobilization.” This assessment
is of great importance because it shows
the onset of World War I.
that the movement towards the formaYugoslavia
tion of national identity had not been
he existence of different cultural
completed.
models can undoubtedly help us
understand the cause of a certain degree
n parallel with such a movement,
of rivalry with respect to opting for one
the Russian influence in our counor another tradition; it can even help
try underwent an important change. In
explain the polycentric development of the twentieth century, there were two
Serbian culture. But it cannot be a disaspects to this problem. Namely, in the
tinctive fact when it comes to our actual interwar period, the Kingdom of Serbs,
cultural and national existence. Hence
Croats, and Slovenes had a distinctly
it follows that no polycentricity can be
anti-Soviet stance. This was due to at
translated into a nationally distinctive
least three reasons: adherence to the
fact, because such a cultural pattern
monarchist principle; the immigration
needs to match our different traditions
of a large number of White Russians
and neutralize different regional and
and their high reputation and influence,
particular aspirations.
especially in Serbia; and the Comintern’s policies, which had adopted the
So why did this not happen?
view of Austro-Marxists with respect to

T
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much larger populations than Yugoslavia. Due to intense Western (American)
indoctrination, which took place within
the larger framework of Cold War
propaganda efforts, a tense and negative attitude towards the communist
In that anti-Soviet stance, however,
there were no elements of Russophobia. tradition was semantically transferred to
Soviet Russia’s presence
It consisted, rather, of
With respect to the
and influence.
the state’s caution and
degree
of
Russian
anxiety over the posinfluence, we can
sibility that the Westith respect to
ern powers might not
the degree of
observe certain
look favorably upon
Russian influence, we
movements in
a hypothetical rapspecified periods over can observe certain
prochement with Somovements in specified
the centuries.
viet Russia. Namely, as
periods over the centuearly as 1914, Prince Regent Alexander ries. In the eighteenth century, the RusKaradjordjević guaranteed that Serbia
sian cultural presence was very strong:
did not intend to become a Russian
through the use of a more or less comprovince, as evidenced from a memomon liturgical language, an emphasis
randum written by R.W. Seton-Watson
on various forms of pan-Slavism (or
(irrespective of the fact that our state
Slavic solidarity), Baroque-style paintdid not share a border with Russia).
ing and architecture, and the use of sacerdotal vessels and vials in churches and
After communist Yugoslavia’s break
monasteries. Our eighteenth-century
with the Cominform in 1948, there
political leaders were most often church
followed a very subtle and elaborate
dignitaries, and they were also oriented
accumulation of American and Western towards Russian traditions. A striking
influences that went on for decades.
example of this last is a 1705 letter writAt the same time, an a priori distrustten by Patriarch Arsenije III Čarnojević
ful attitude toward any Soviet presence
to Count Feodor Golovin, the first
was developed. Thus, for example, were Chancellor of the Russian Empire; or
the petitions signed by prominent Serbs
citizens of Yugoslavia awarded the
largest number of Fulbright fellowships sent to Peter the Great to help secure
during the Cold War era (even ahead of the release Count Djordje Branković—
West Germany)—a fact we can find in
the author of the first political manithe writings of historian John Lampe.
festo among the Serbs—who was placed
So not France, not Italy: countries with under house arrest in the Hapsburg
the ‘perils of Greater Serbian hegemony’
and thus embraced the position that
Yugoslavia was an artificial creation that
had to be destroyed.

W
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lands. There exists, therefore, a parallel- ic, and secularist ideas it professed. This
ism in our cultural and political orienta- was not without reason: the Western
tion in the eighteenth century.
world seemed attractive to those endowed with critical means to make, say,
In the nineteenth century, the politipolitical assessments. The trouble was
cal orientation that followed Russian
that—as Slobodan Jovanović admitted
interests was important, because that
later in his life—such people looked at
era was Russia’s great century in terms
the Western world without any critical
of historical momentum. Consider an
distance, almost idolatrously. Throughepisode that took place during a critiout the twentieth century, our cultural
cal gathering of Serbian notables at the
and intellectual establishment was
Vraćevšnica monastery in 1810 during
deeply filled with Western (American)
the First Serbian Uprising. On this ocinfluences, whereas the Russian culcasion, Dositej, our greatest Westernizer tural influence was in retreat—although
in the cultural field, suggested that we
some Russian political influence was
align with Russia and not Austria, befelt in certain periods.
cause he realistically assessed the assisThus, we can observe that over a petance to the war effort provided to Karadjordje’s Serbia by both St. Petersburg
riod of three centuries a gradual change
and Vienna. Here we observe a certain
in the content of our cultural frameduality: our cultural background was
work brought about a significant change
becoming increasingly Westernized,
in the content of our politics.
while our political orientation, albeit
meandering, remained in a relationship Victory and Collapse
of obligation towards Russia. This took
hese facts had a far-reaching
place gradually: most of our intellecimpact: they appeared before our
tuals studied in Vienna and Paris, so
eyes from the moment Yugoslavia colthat they were even divided into Vienlapsed in 1991. We should not, however,
nese and Parisian camps, as it were. A
confuse the coming to power of Yugosmaller number of them also studied in slav communists in 1945 with the supBerlin, Jena, and St. Petersburg.
port on which the Titoist regime rested.
As a direct consequence of the Soviet
At the end of the nineteenth century
Union’s military victory in World War
we had a cultural foundation that was
II, communist regimes seized power in
essentially Western: most of our inmany East-Central European countries;
tellectuals looked in the direction of
but it was only the Yugoslav communist
the West, influenced most notably by
regime that managed to break successFrance due to the republican, democrat- fully with the Soviet Union after only a
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few years. This did not prevent it from
remaining both totalitarian and dictatorial, however.

1945. In short, the respective actions of
new regimes ruling over the two nations (the Serbian in 1945 and the Russian in 1918) transformed each from a
victor into a defeated victim.

Present-day Russia’s attempt to preserve the symbolic significance of the
Red Army’s victory in
On the other hand, the
History
does
not
World War II meant that
Serbian triumph of 1918
unfold only linearly
Moscow continues to
is comparable to the
give preference—in the
Soviet one of 1945: each
with time; in the
context of furthering
achieved a great victory
context of the culture
the culture of rememafter an almost unimof
remembrance,
brance—to the coming of
aginable sacrifice. In the
one comes also to
the communists to power
case of the former, the
in our country and
result produced the inrecognize the circular
contributes to the downtegration of the Serbian
movement of events
playing of the precise
state into a broader Yuand
processes.
historical consciousness
goslav one that extended
of the other antifascist movement led by into Central Europe; in the case of the
General Draža Mihailović’s Chetniks.
latter, it moved both the de jure and
de facto borders of Soviet Union westGuided by its interests and being
ward—also into Central Europe. Both
imperially insensitive, contemporary
entered into broader constellations of
Russian politics refuses to understand
relations and territories—and both saw
that, in the history of the Serbian natheir power and influence increase.
tion, the year 1945 is comparable to the
year 1918 in the history of the Russian
And in both cases, the disastrous
consequences of all this became evident
nation: their communist revolution
resulted in the loss of monarchy, introonly decades later: in the years immeduced an internal reign of terror, prodiately following the fall of the Berlin
duced violent acts of denationalization, Wall. This is when both Yugoslavia and
stripped it of territories recognized in
Soviet Union vanished. And then—as
the aftermaths of previous wars, signifi- if they both experienced some sort of
awakening or the overcoming of an
cantly reduced the depth of its cultural
heritage, and both materially and morepochal interregnum—the traditions,
ally devasted its Orthodox Church.
history, and politics of Serbia and RusSomething similar could be said of the
sia met once again in real time. Still
Serbian nation’s situation starting in
here it must be noted that because of
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the inherited predestine propaganda
the past century, the Serbian nation
of the Soviet view of things, contemsuffered a genocide. In its centuriesporary Russian politics does not wish
old historical movement between two
to observe the epochal inversion of the
worlds (Orthodox and Catholic) and
positions of the Serbian and Russian
two empires (Ottoman and Habsburg),
nations in the twentieth
there is nothing in the
In
the
past
century,
the
century. History does
history of the Serbian
Serbian
nation
suffered
not unfold only linearly
nation that can be coma genocide. In its
with time; in the context
pared to the events symof the culture of remembolized by an invocation
centuries-old historical
brance, one comes also
of the name Jasenovac.
movement between
to recognize the circular
Although the murder
two worlds (Orthodox
movement of events and
of untold numbers of
and Catholic) and two
processes.
innocent Serbs took
empires (Ottoman and
place at various sites
Habsburg), there is
Jasenovac
located throughout the
n the Yugoslav expenothing in the history of territories controlled by
rience itself we can
the evil regime known
the Serbian nation that
recognize two moments.
as the Independent State
can be compared to the
There is the inter-war
of Croatia, its symbolic
events symbolized by
Yugoslav experience
nucleus is the Jasenovac
an
invocation
of
the
which, according to forconcentration camp.
name
Jasenovac.
eign cultural historians
like Andrew Wachtel, aspired in many
his is a fact that demands the
ways toward integration—a form of
greatest possible attention. One
multiculturalism. And then there is the cannot move beyond it—at least withpost-World War II Yugoslav experience, out grave consequence—with one’s eyes
which developed national cultural con- closed. The Armenian nation, which
cepts that in the 1980s took on a form
suffered a genocide in World War I,
that precipitated the cultural disintegra- and the Jewish nation, which suffered a
tion of Yugoslavia.
genocide in World War II, are those we
need most to emulate, within the scope
It is important to understand that
of a deeper collective understanding of
the manner in which the communists
historical destiny.
ruled has prevented sufficient light to
be shed on one historical event that
When we consider the great artistic
played out in the twentieth century in
achievements of writers like Crnjanski and Ivo Andrić, or of painters like
both cultural and symbolic terms. In
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Petar Lubarda and Sava Šumanović, our
twentieth century experience is rightfully characterized as being in ascendance.
But in the processes of shaping Serbian
cultural identity it was a time of decline
and reversal.

is shaped. The absence of a Serbian
cultural pattern has, over time, hyperatrophied our polycentricity, reducing
our cultural roadmap to what amounts
to disintegrative movements.

W

hat then does the Serbian culThe question that goes to the very
tural pattern mean? In a way
heart of the matter is this: in the process it means the establishment of a public
of creating a singular
consciousness about the
In the process of
Serbian cultural policy,
whole. And it means
creating
a
singular
how can we conserve
the establishment of a
the unquestionable
Serbian cultural policy, genuine content to our
polycentricity of Serbian
national conscioushow can we conserve
culture?
ness itself, regardless of
the unquestionable
whether it captures the
polycentricity
of
The history of the
past or describes the
Serbian
culture?
Serbian nation points
present. A consciousto its polycentricity in different hisness of the Serbian nation as a whole—
as a public consciousness—implies a
torical periods. In some periods, when
the Serbian state did not exist, certain
type of behavior that includes a positive view of polycentricity. Polycentriccities—like Vienna (Austria), Trieste
(Italy), Novi Sad (Serbia),or Mostar
ity as a natural existence of a culture
and a nation in various contacts is one
(Bosnia and Herzegovina)—played the
role of cultural centers for the Serbian
thing; its political instrumentalizanation, as did Cetinje (Montenegro) in
tion is quite another. These two facts
must always be kept in mind, because
the past. This polycentricity unquestionably still exists because Serbian cul- it would be neither reasonable nor
ture is culture of contact. However, this possible to expect polycentricity to be
sort of experience of polycentricity can nullified. From the choice of cultural
have both positive and negative aspects. pattern will depend which tendency
It depends on how a cultural pattern
shall prevail in the time ahead.
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The Balkans and Europe
Photo: Gerald R. Ford Presidential Librar y & Museum

Both Are Sitting for
the European Exams
Miodrag Lekić

Ignoranti, quem portum petat, nullus suus ventus est.
– Seneca

T

HE Balkans, especially the
region’s western part, have been
sitting for a series of European
exams for quite a long time. It has not
been easy. Advances have been made,
but exams have also been failed—still,
it remains possible to retake an exam.
Although the awarding of diplomas is
not yet in sight, the candidates have neither given up their studies yet, nor do
they express a desire to enroll in other
universities. At least they have not done
so publicly.
But Europe is also taking its own
series of European exams. Sure, those
exams are of a different type, although
the course of study, in its broadest
sense, remains the same: Europe. The
European Union has arranged to deliver a lectio magistralis next spring. The

topic will be the future of Europe. The
concluding Conference on the Future of
Europe is tentatively scheduled to kickoff on May 9th, 2022—on Europe Day,
which marks the anniversary of the
Schuman Declaration, pronounced in
1950 by French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman in the Salon de l’Horloge
of the Quai d’Orsay.
“Who Do I Call?”
his debate is already open: it has
already begun and consists of
several levels of participation.

T

Everything has been conceived as a
great exercise in democracy. All proposals concerning the most important issues
for the European Union, including ideas
regarding its qualitatively new functioning, will in the end be discussed in the

Miodrag Lekić is Founder and President of DEMOS, a liberal-conservative political party in
Montenegro and member of the Parliament of Montenegro where he chairs the Committee on
International Relations and Emigrants. He formerly served as Foreign Minister of Montenegro,
Lecturer in Political Science at LUISS Guido Carli University, and his country’s ambassador to Italy.
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Kissinger's famous question ("Who do I call if I want to call Europe?")
is still more relevant than many would like to admit
Conference plenary. This body is to be
comprised thusly—here we can quote
from the official notification:
108 representatives of the European
Parliament, 54 from the European
Council (two per member state), and
3 from the European Commission.
108 citizens will participate to discuss
citizens’ ideas stemming from the
Citizens’ Panels and the Multilingual
Digital Platform: 80 representatives
from the European Citizens’ Panels,
of which at least one-third will be
younger than 25, and 27 from national Citizens’ Panels or Conference
events (one per member state), as
well as the President of the European

Youth Forum. Some 18 representatives from both the Committee of the
Regions and the European Economic
and Social Committee, and another
eight from both social partners and
civil society will also take part, while
the High Representative of the Union
for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
will be invited when the international
role of the EU is discussed. Representatives of key stakeholders may also be
invited. The Conference Plenary will
be gender balanced.

It is evident that everything has been
very ambitiously conceived with respect
to the method of work and the expected
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achievements of this great intra-EU debate. Many topics are envisaged. Even the
most sensitive ones, such as the functioning of the European Union (especially its
financial and social policies), its foreign
and defense policies, and the matter of
EU enlargement.

The Balkans and Europe

of its most important exams, which we
can call the efficiency of its institutional
decisionmaking mechanisms.

member of the European Parliament
and its Rapporteur for Serbia and
Montenegro—come from countries
that have not recognized Kosovo’s
independence. Naturally, these facts do
not diminish their respective personal
competencies.

EU remains relevant—foremost economically, but also geopolitically.

On the other hand, Europe is also
viewed, not without reason, as one of
America’s power centers—after all, it
continues to host the
Bearing in mind the
headquarters of NATO.

Despite the proclamation of the existence of the European Union’s foreign
policy, and the desirable
Henry Kissinger’s
model of greater autonofamous question is still
my and efficiency relatThe sensitive issue of
more relevant than
reviewing the already
ing to that segment of
the EU’s politics, Henry
adopted treaties and
many would like to
agreements, including
admit: “Who do I call if Kissinger’s famous question is still more relevant
the latest one—the TreaI want to call Europe?” than many would like to
ty of Lisbon (2009)—will
not be omitted from the debate. Its
admit: “Who do I call if I want to call
inclusion, however, has already sparked Europe?”
disagreement, because some member
states do not agree with the idea of
We know that such a telephone numchanging the EU’s fundamental treaties. ber still does not exist. As of now, in
order to receive complete information
But this is the European Union, based
on democracy and the right to be difabout foreign policy, one can obtain
ferent: unity in diversity or diversity in
the number of the central telephone
unity; the European Union, with its not exchange in Brussels, and one’s call will
infrequent crises but also with an ability automatically be transferred to 27 other
to overcome them with intelligent solu- telephone numbers.
tions.
Examining Achievements
his time, the exercise is about
n light of all this, the EU’s real
taking stock of the experiences
achievements in the Balkans can be
that together represent the road that has examined. For example, there remains
been traveled so far. This even includes
the indicative fact that five EU memunexpected experiences such as, for ex- ber states do not recognize Kosovo’s
ample, the situation that a larger Euroindependence. We can point to an even
pean Union, with more member states, more concrete fact, namely that the
sometimes creates the impression of a
two persons most directly in charge
weaker Europe. This refers to the freof the EU’s foreign policy towards the
quent blocking of decisions. And in this Balkans—the EU’s foreign policy chief
Josep Borrell and Vladimir Bilčik, a
context as well, the EU also faces one

EU’s exceptional
earing in mind the
strengths as well as
EU’s exceptional
t remains to be
the limits that hinder
strengths as well as the
seen how much the
limits that hinder the reannounced (or hoped
the realization of
alization of its potential,
for) changes to the EU
its potential, some
some believe that today’s
will result in new mobelieve that today’s
European construction
European construction dalities—somewhere
resembles Italy in the
between autonomy and
resembles
Italy
in
the
Renaissance period. The
a traditional union.
Renaissance
period.
Italian construction of
The Conference on the
that period was abundant in resources,
Future of Europe could demonstrate the
knowledge, economic potential, culture, EU’s strength through the adoption of a
and talent; and it was made up of state- potentially new vision and concrete solulets that were divided by their particular tions for its more efficient functioning.
interests, often dependent on foreign
influences, and had various types of
For now, it seems that the proclaimed
protectorate status.
goals of the Conference consist in
building “strategic autonomy” and a
However that may be, Europe remains “strategic compass.” One might say that
a great geopolitical, economic, and cul- these two ideas also resemble slogans.
tural stage of the contemporary world.
Perhaps. But new slogans can potenIt remains a great subject of internatially lead to a new politics and new
tional relations, endowed with knowlpolicies. We shall soon see.
edge, courage, and ability to write new
pages both with regards to its developImaginary and Real Balkans
ment and the role it seeks to play in the
he fate of the Balkans largely
world through a reexamination of its
depends on the fate of Europe—
historical path. The Old Continent does more precisely, the fate of the European
not want to be relegated to a museum of Union. That is why the year of the great
history, culture, and art. That is why the debate about the future of the EU and
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H

its strategic innovations is being followed in the Balkans with great interest.

ere we come upon complex, even
contradictory, concepts about
the Balkans. There is no full agreement
about even the geographical boundaries
There is no doubt that the EU’s “strategic compass” will reach the Balkans.
of the Balkans, let alone their cultural
Everything coincides with the new enboundaries. Some countries located
largement methodology
more towards the west
Everything
that the Western Balkan
are trying to “flee” from
coincides with the
countries need to adopt
the Balkans.
new
enlargement
in taking further steps
methodology that
toward EU integration.
The Balkans are usually seen as a region
the Western Balkan
peopled by various ethseparate analysis
countries need to
of the Balkans—
adopt in taking further nic groups and distincbearing in mind the intive nations professing
steps toward
ertia of latent prejudices
different religions. It is a
EU
integration.
about the region that,
region said to be chardue to its specific past, allegedly lags
acterized by fragmentation, the historibehind other parts of Europe in both
cal dominance of foreign empires and
local resistance to them, nationalism,
cultural and political terms—contains
certain contradictions.
a historical perspective in which the
“past has not passed” or at least passes
with difficulty, and so on. All this takes
The Balkan region is one that is
characterized by various specificities
place in different historical cycles—that
and particularisms. One of these is the
is, in phases of authentic coexistence of
indisputable fact that the region is the
different nations or in phases of mutual
cradle of European civilization. This
intolerance and internecine conflicts.
primarily refers to the ancient Greek
And everything happens in specific inculture, especially its typology of enternational contexts that stimulate one
lightenment.
or another of these two directionalities.

A

A Balkanite named Aristotle is the
father of various scientific disciplines
and the founder of what was called
European and is now called Western
rationalism. Namely, first Europe became culturally Hellenized and then the
world became Europeanized.
Summer 2021, No.19

If one can say that Bulgarian sociologist Maria Todorova has given particularly relevant and precious considerations about the historical complexity
of the Balkans in her book Imagining
the Balkans (1997), one must also add
that American political scientist Samuel
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Huntington has pointed to the spiritual components of the overall Balkan
complexity in his bestseller, The Clash
of Civilizations (1996). Here we can
reproduce an important thread of his
analysis:
Differences in material interest can be
negotiated and often settled by compromise in a way cultural issues cannot. [...]
[W]hat might seem to be a straightforward territorial question between Albanian Muslims and Orthodox Serbs concerning Kosovo or between Jews and
Arabs concerning Jerusalem [cannot]
be easily settled, since each place has
deep historical, cultural, and emotional
meaning to both peoples.

F

rom a geopolitical perspective,
which is often defined by the current status relationship of the Balkans
with the European Union, there are
three groups of Balkan countries.
First, Greece became an EU member
state in 1981. Even its accession to the
European Community did not pass
without controversies and polemics
among its European partners. Namely,
alluding to the great cultural and historical debt of Europe and the rest of
the world to Greek civilization during
the debate about whether Greece had
met the criteria for accession to the
EU, French President Valéry Giscard
d’Estaing told his European colleagues,
in one formulation, that “one does not

leave Plato waiting at the door of Europe” and, in another, that “one does
not permit Plato to play in the second
division.”
Second, Romania and Bulgaria joined
the European Union in 2007, while Croatia became an EU member state in 2013.
Third, there remained those countries that—notwithstanding differences
in the speed towards which they have
moved in their respective EU accession
processes—were shaken the most (and
most directly) by the geopolitical earthquake caused by the wild and ruleless
disintegration of Yugoslavia. Albania
also joined this group of countries on
the road to EU accession, carrying the
heavy burden of its previous historical
cycle of totalitarian rule.
Hence, this third group includes
Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, and Kosovo (not recognized as an
independent state by all, both in the region and amongst EU member states).
Together, they are regarded by Brussels
as more or less associated partners.
Here it can be added that on the
basis of having so far opened the most
chapters in the accession negotiations,
Montenegro is the regional leader in the
EU integration process; but it has also
encountered serious delays over the
past years.
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hen looking at a political map of
the Western Balkans, its territory
resembles an island—one that is entirely
surrounded by EU member states on
both land and sea.
It must be pointed out
that the total population
of those belonging to the
aforementioned third
category corresponds
roughly to the number of
people presently living in,
say, Romania. This fact can
be helpful in perceiving
both the substance and
the dynamics of the EU
integration process of the
Western Balkan countries.

The Balkans are like a
fleet of very unstable
ships sailing on a rough
sea. And the port of
Brussels is currently
undergoing some
repairs, which does not
particularly encourage
their captains to adjust
either their respective
speeds or the stability
of the vessels.

Metaphorically speaking, one could say
they are like a fleet of very unstable ships
sailing on a rough sea. And the port of
Brussels is currently undergoing some
repairs, which does not particularly
encourage their captains to adjust either
their respective speeds or the stability of
the vessels.

C

ertainly, all the countries of the
Western Balkans aspire to become
member states of the European Union.
Truth be told, this shared aspiration is
much stronger than the ability of each
of the region’s countries to carry out the
reforms needed to adopt EU standards.
This refers specifically to reforms in the
areas of judiciary, human rights, media
Summer 2021, No.19

freedom, and the fight against crime and
corruption. Not coincidentally, these criteria have been defined as constituting the
EU’s top priorities or conditions for the
countries of the Western Balkans to meet
before joining the Union.
It must be noted,
however, that the aforementioned criteria were
at the bottom of the list
of those to be met in the
first, historical, phase of
the development of European integration. This was
the case for one simple
reason. Both the founding states of what has
become the EU and the
countries that were part
of the initial waves of enlargement had, by
and large, already met these criteria before
the onset of their respective negotiations
to accede. The topics of the negotiations
dealt with quite different issues.

A

t this moment it is rather important
to convincingly reject the hypothesis that is pessimistically or cynically
used to explain the serious delays in the
enlargement of the European Union. This
is a “double bluff” theory. This alleged
bluff is twofold and is expressed, on the
one hand, by the aspirant Western Balkans
countries, and, on the other hand, by the
EU institutions. It consists of the following: behind the official proclamations by
both sides regarding the region’s future
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membership perspectives lies distrust and
insincerity—at the end of the day, we’re all
bluffing together. This is characterized by
the view held by one side that the aspiring
Balkan countries do not intend to carry
out the necessary reforms and by the other
that Brussels does not intend to further
enlarge the European Union.
Even if we should consider this “theory” more
as a joke, we should still
note that for all practical
purposes the integration process is standing
still. In the lexicon of the
Brussels institutions this
is called “enlargement
fatigue.”

No Geopolitical Vacuum
t is not hard to conclude that the status quo framing present-day relations
between the Western Balkans and the
European Union could result in a stoppage of the latter’s geopolitical dynamic
in the region. Evidently, such a situation
encourages the entry of other players into
the same region.

I

For all practical
purposes the
integration process
is standing still.
In the lexicon
of the Brussels
institutions this is
called “enlargement
fatigue.”

In other words, the European Union has
been worn out from the cumulative efforts
of past enlargement processes, which then
is translated to mean that further enlargements must cease, or at least be postponed.
This is also said to be due to the allegedly
negative inclination of EU citizens towards
further enlargement processes.

One of the elementary lessons of history is
that geopolitics abhors
a vacuum. The empty
space is quickly filled
with one-time traditional, ever latently friendly
countries or new alliances. It is, after all, perfectly legitimate to enter into alliances
on the basis of demonstrably reciprocal
interests and preferences, and to do so
without endangering third parties.

T

On the other hand, we can note that
the Western Balkans are worn out from
the lengthy wait at the door of Europe, as
Giscard would have said.

he three non-EU countries that
gravitate most towards the Western Balkans, each in its own way, are
China, Russia, and Turkey. Naturally,
American influence in the region is also
present, frequently in the form of bilateral cooperation, through NATO, and
sometimes in the role of a traditional
partner of the EU and its member states.

As a consequence, we can observe a
scene characterized by a double weariness—a double fatigue. And no Plato is
coming to anyone’s rescue.

But each of these powers maintains
interest-based relations with the Balkan
countries, developing various forms of
cooperation.
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has recently come from Slovenia in the
At the moment, the international playform of “non-paper,” has considerably
ers present today in the Balkans do not
stirred the spirits in the Balkans and
display—at least not visibly—traces of the
probably in Brussels, as well.
historically harmful tradition exercised
by certain external influences that treated
One thing is for sure: what the Westthe region as an experimental laboratory,
ern Balkans needs is not
which ultimately led to
We
live
in
a
rapidly
“non-papers” but rather
new destabilizations. In a
changing world, and
“real papers,” which
way, there remains a notthis
includes
global
presupposes the drawso-new aspiration towards
changes in the balance
ing up of real strategies.
the measurement of power
of power. It is unlikely
Otherwise, we will face
and influence that is, after
the risk of reverting to
all, manifested overall in
that the Balkans, as a
some form of “geopointernational relations.
traditionally turbulent
litical Darwinism.” In
region, can become
e live in a rapidly
the Balkan way; having
an isolated island of
changing world,
recourse to our own
stability in the event
and this includes global
resourceful devices; with
that international
changes in the balance of
the possible return to the
relations
move
towards
power. It is unlikely that
negative tradition of the
a new or recycled form Balkans.; the one from
the Balkans, as a traditionof cold war.
ally turbulent region, can
which originated the
become an isolated island of stability in
“Balkan powder keg” syntagm.
the event that international relations move
towards a new or recycled form of cold
A Time of Short Telegrams
war—without, that is, serious strategies
e live in the time of Twitter, with
and capabilities to overcome mounting
its 280-character maximum
crises, but with the actors’ capabilities to
symbolizing the reduction of complicat“produce” and “manage” crises.
ed and complex questions into a certain
small number of sentences.
The absence of clearly formulated
international strategies coupled with the
Analogously, “short telegrams” (to
growing frustration with the status quo
remain on a metaphorical plane) canin the Balkans resulted, inevitably, in the not replace “long telegrams”—that is to
appearance of new planners: conceivers
say, serious analyses. And there were
of new borders and boundaries in the
telegrams of both sorts in the past; and
style of the “final solution” masterminds some exerted a not insignificant degree
of yesteryear. One such “solution,” which of influence on the course of history.

W
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Let us recall one such famous telegram:
the “Long Telegram,” the contents of
which was transformed into a grand strategy of global proportions.

I

symbolic plane, the “Long Telegram”
demonstrated a serious and thorough
knowledge of material facts. It also put
forward a sound analysis of the Soviet
political and economic system’s causal
relationships, its military capabilities,
and even the psychological components
of its “national idea.”

n the middle of the last century—
more precisely, in 1946—U.S. diplomat George Kennan,
What the Western
Chargé d’Affaires at his
Balkans needs is not
country’s embassy in
Thanks to the perfor“non-papers” but
Moscow, sent to Washingmance of such a complex
ton an exhaustive report
analysis, Kennan arrather “real papers,”
on the characteristics of
rived at certain concluwhich presupposes
Soviet society. An intesions, from foreseeing
the drawing up of real
the outcomes of various
gral part of his analysis
strategies. Otherwise,
was a proposal for how
processes to defining the
we will face the risk
real strategies that would
the United States and its
of
reverting
to
some
defeat the rival Soviet
Western allies should
form of “geopolitical
regime in the long run.
“contain” the Soviet toDarwinism.
”
talitarian system, so as to
In fact, this was a method
ultimately defeat their rival.
that had been pioneered much earlier
by one of the pioneers of both sociology
and positivism, Auguste Comte, accordThe report largely became the official
ing to the following formula: “savoir,
strategy of the United States in a decadeslong rivalry between two great powprévoir, pouvoir,” which means, in esers—America and the Soviet Union—that sence, “to know, so as to predict, so as to
dominated the bipolar world. The outcome be able to act.”
of the Cold War was such that history confirmed that Kennan’s core insight and the
hat is why there is a thesis that
resulting American strategy were correct.
hidden behind the causes of instaThe telegram had helped to formulate what bility is, precisely, the lack of compresome subsequently came to call a “policy of hensive analyses and strategies in the
criteria.”
world of today—a contemporary world
that fails to constitute itself as a funcennan’s report from Moscow has
tional system, preferably according to
come to be known in the histhe principles of multilateralism, liberal
democracy, criteria of justice, and the
tory of diplomacy under the name,
“The Long Telegram.” On an actual and norms of international law.
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All things considered, we live in a
time of short telegrams—by which
we mean, to extend the metaphor, the
(non-)solidity of analyses and the political and diplomatic initiatives constructed on such an unsolid basis.

will be Europeanized or Europe will be
Balkanized” has remained.

Two facts are certain. First, all Balkan
countries have a common position, notwithstanding their many disagreements.
Probably the only strong
If geopolitical games
consensus in the Balkans
require the use of
today is that the European
classical means such
Union is an absolute priority. Second, the Europeas the “stick and
an Union has repeatedly
carrot” approach,
expressed that its goal is
it is probably
to complete the process of
necessary today to
European integration.

After all, it may not be
a coincidence that Twitter is today a modern
and dominant form of
political and even diplomatic public communication. The point here
is that complex—someadd “courage” to the
times even extremely
formulation, as well.
complex—situations are
These are two identical,
reduced to a certain number of charac- ultimate goals that objectively open up
ters. The result? An illusion that the job realistic possibilities. There remains the
has been done; but in reality, all that has matter of politics being the art of the posbeen done is to delay its completion.
sible—the art of seeking the modalities of
integration.
A large, unfinished, and delayed job
also refers to the Balkans or, more preIf geopolitical games require the use
cisely, the Western Balkans.
of classical means such as the “stick and
carrot” approach, it is probably necessary
Sticks, Carrots, Courage
today to add “courage” to the formulation,
et us now come back to the subject
as well.
of the place of the Western Balkans
in Europe. It is necessary to abandon
A sincere and courageous partnership
stereotypes and come to terms with realis an imperative for both sides to achieve
ity. The well-known “stick and carrot”
success—a genuinely plausible form of
approach, sometimes understood mecha- success.
nistically, could not compensate for the
lack of a well-conceived strategy.
Courage will probably also help
in producing the appearance of the
On the other hand, the constantly
favorable wind about which Seneca
repeated warning that “either the Balkans wrote so long ago.
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Sustainable Growth in
the Western Balkans?
The Need for A New Industrial Policy
Sabina Silajdžić, Jasmina Selimović, and Eldin Mehić

L

IKE every other region on the
planet, the Western Balkans—our
frame of reference here is Bosnia
and Herzegovina, North Macedonia,
Montenegro, and Serbia—have suffered
greatly during the COVID-19 pandemic. As policymakers begin to shift their
focus on the day after, so to speak, they
would be well-served to bear in mind
the assessment that the region has a
great potential to embark on the course
of sustainable economic growth by
transiting to renewable energy production and improving energy efficiency of
its industries.
The exploitation of this potential,
however, is hindered by a number of
issues that go well beyond renewable
energy policy perspectives: they require
the pursuit of economically viable and
environmentally sustainable policy
initiatives to successfully transform the

region’s manufacturing industries. The
latter process is, however, tapped by the
phenomena of what we can call “earlydeindustrialization.” The problem of
systemic market failures and persistent
structural weaknesses of the economy
pose a major threat to the successful
green transformation of the economies
of the Western Balkans countries.
Persistent low levels of technology
penetration, as well as labor- and resource-intensive patterns of the region’s
industrial competitiveness point to the
growing wedge between the European
Union and the countries of the Western Balkans. This wedge is technological and will not be reduced, much less
reversed, unless strong policy initiatives are undertaken in this regard. The
Western Balkans’ manufacturing sector
is still in a stage of infancy in terms of
technology content and the value added
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School of Economics and Business at the University of Sarajevo. Jasmina Selimović is Deputy Head
and Associate Professor in the Department of Finance of the School of Economics and Business at
the University of Sarajevo. Eldin Mehić is Deputy Head and Associate Professor in the Department
of Economic Theory and Policy of the School of Economics and Business at the University of Sarajevo.
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of its products, in addition to having a
remarkably slow pace of productivity
growth.

ing comparative advantage in technologically more sophisticated and less
energy intensive industries.

I

I

n light of these circumstances and
n view of this, the region’s transiin view of the growing empirical
tion to a green economy should be
based on strategic policy
evidence pointing to
The
region
has
a
great
the fact that the region
frameworks that intepotential to embark
grate manufacturing, enhas become a “polluon the course of
tion haven” of Europe,
vironmental, and energy
sustainable economic sectors’ transition goals.
an integrated policy
approach is needed to
A regional sustainable
growth by transiting
foster both a dynamic
industrial policy initiato renewable energy
tive for the countries of
and sustainable diversiproduction and
the Western Balkans
fication of the industrial
improving energy
and export base of the
may provide a useful
efficiency
of
its
conceptual framework
region’s manufacturing
industries.
to design and develop
sector. The process of
effective policy measures for the region.
technology upgrading and increased
energy efficiency of industries is hinIt may thus provide resources necesdered by an underdeveloped market
sary for the successful implementation
and industry structure along with a
of various policy initiatives, including
hands-off approach by Western Balkans financial and technical capacity for
governments to the region’s industry
technology adoption and industrial
transformation.
upgrading in line with the European
Green Deal—a strategy aiming to transThe unresolved issues of technology
form the EU into a modern, resourcebackwardness and resource intensity
efficient and competitive economy with
of prevailing industries present a mulno net green-gases emissions by 2050;
tifaceted policy challenge. The related
decouple economic growth from reproblems of coordination failures and
source use; and “leave no person and no
underinvestment in new technologies
place behind.”
require policy actions and concenCurrently, the region lacks such policy
trated efforts not only to correct for
these market failures, but to go beyond
initiatives. On the top of this, its indusa market failure approach in terms of
trial and innovation policies seemingly
industrial upgrading. An integrated
fail to address important aspects of
policy approach should focus on build- industrial restructuring, including those
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associated with the accumulation of
imitative capabilities for green technology adoption, compliance with more
rigorous environmental regulation and
standards, and vast barriers to technology acquisition.
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Balkans acquire the knowledge and
capabilities needed to move up the
technology ladder and improve environmental management performance.
Special emphasis is given to financing
green initiatives.

W

hile a number of
Farce or reality?
An integrated policy
regional energy
n the Western Balapproach
should
sector initiatives has
kans, the concept of
focus on building
been launched, an intesustainable development
grated approach to green
comparative advantage mostly focuses on enviindustry transformaronmental policy conin technologically
tion has not been at the
more sophisticated and cerns. Significant policy
forefront of recent policy
efforts have been put
less energy intensive
discussions. In this essay
in place to protect the
industries.
we discuss the rationale
environment and comfor a region-wide sustainable industrial ply with EU environmental standards.
policy initiative, discuss possible policy National strategies and new laws have
solutions, and propose a policy change
been enacted and new environmental
that may favor the green transition of
institutions have been built or strengthindustries.
ened—with significant efforts invested
in effectively implementing environIn sections to follow, we first review
mental policies and monitoring prothe concept of sustainable development gress thereof. In addition, most of the
by focusing on recent policy initiatives
countries of the Western Balkans have
in the region. We then discuss and posit induced financial incentives to private
the necessary industrial policy change
enterprises to enhance enforcement.
from the theoretical and environmental
perspective, and in the specific context
Despite these policy efforts, producof the Western Balkans’ transition. We
tion and consumption patterns are
also offer support to the hypothesis that fairly unfavorable, and progressing
integrated and substantial policy efforts negatively in recent years. Energy effiare needed for the successful transforciency remains at remarkably low levels
mation of the region’s industries. Our
compared to the EU average. Many of
last section explores important policy
the countries of the Western Balkans
dimensions that may help manufacturare struggling with the effective impleing companies based in the Western
mentation of environmental policies.
Summer 2021, No.19
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Limited funding and limited coordination among local, regional, and central
level authorities have proven difficult.
The collection of data also seems particularly worrying, in terms of monitoring progress and improving policy
measures.

problematic given the prevailing circumstances in the region.

Although there has been a slight
increase in employment rates across the
Western Balkans in recent years (at least,
in pre-pandemic times),
A regional sustainable structural and youth
industrial policy
hese policy stances
unemployment remain
initiative
for
the
aside, broader
persistently high. Aspiracountries of the
socio-economic develtions for emigration, inopment initiatives to
cluding youth and labor
Western Balkans
advance the Sustainable
emigration, clearly demmay provide a useful
Development Goals
conceptual framework onstrate that economic
(SDGs) have not been
weaknesses are persistent
to design and develop
integrated into policy
and structural in nature.
effective
policy
frameworks. While most
These trends will conmeasures
for
strategic documents tartinue unless strong policy
the region.
get employment growth
measures are taken to
and poverty reduction, these goals have reverse them. So far, few policymaknot been accompanied with appropriate ers understand the importance of the
policy measures. Targeting wider socio- holistic approach to development that is
economic indicators requires systematic inherent to the SDGs.
policy efforts to increase employment
opportunities via private sector growth
ustainable growth agendas in the
and industrial restructuring.
region, such as they are, reflect
a sectoral rather than an integrated
approach. Aside from a focus on enviRecent research on the determinants
of income inequality among the counronmental protection, efforts have been
tries of the Western Balkans suggests
made to take steps towards the energy
that slow economic growth—particular- transition. Thus, the transition to green
ly in the private sector—has hampered
growth is predominantly perceived as a
transition to green energy.
a more equal distribution of income in
the region, while redistributive policies
have not been effective in minimizPolicy efforts are concentrated on
ing social costs of transition. A limited
diversifying the energy production mix,
focus on social issues, including poverty and compliance with EU environmental
regulation is made with no or limited
reduction and income inequality, seem
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reference to the needs or priorities of
the manufacturing industry. The region’s regulatory reforms are, however,
in line with the EU integration processes of the various countries and seemingly present the sole dimension encompassing green industry initiatives.

Particularly worrying in this respect are
the recent political commitments made
by the countries of the Western Balkans
to reduce CO2 emissions and increase
CO2 taxes by 2030. This was done as
part of efforts to comply with EU sustainability initiatives.

However, the imposiImposing stricter enSuch
a
tion of stricter regulavironmental regulations
misconceptualization without assessing the
tions, including rigid
of sustainable
environmental standimpact of these policy
ards, is passive in nature.
changes on industries’
development policies
Policy planning is not
competitiveness could
may result in the
accompanied with an
further erosion of the lead to hopeless policy
assessment of industries’
outcomes. This propomanufacturing
sector
needs and possibilisition seems of no
as
well
as
hampering
particularly important
ties. Support measures
growth.
for the successful green
relevance to the region’s
transition of industries have been most- policymakers. But it presents a major
ly left out, including missing regional
concern for the region’s manufacturing
initiatives to support clean technology
enterprises, especially given the domitransfer and industrial restructuring.
nance of resource- and energy-intensive
This fact is highly relevant, since such
industries, in terms of both output and
a misconceptualization of sustainable
exports.
development policies may result in the
further erosion of the manufacturing
This concern is further supported by
sector as well as hampering growth.
empirical evidence highlighting the
adverse effect of environmental taxes
he focus of the policy agenda on
on the competitiveness of manufacturdecarbonization and the reducing industries in transition economies
tion of fossil fuel dependence is of outlike those of the Western Balkans. The
most importance. However, a hands-off results of a panel analysis applied to a
sample of dirty industries reveal that
approach to manufacturing industries’
transition and sustainability issues may CO2 taxes adversely affect the export
deprive the region of opportunities to
performance of each industry group.
successfully catch-up by means of tech- The same results further suggest major
nology upgrading and diversification.
shifts in production as well as changing

a strong and integrated approach. This
in turn requires the close cooperation
of industry and environment sectors in
developing and implementing effective
policy measures that would enable the
mposing new rules of the game
green transformation of industry. These
without plausible
policy efforts have been
Imposing
new
rules
predictability to what
less in evidence across
of the game without
these new rules will
the region.
plausible predictability
bring about seems highly
irresponsible, both from
Reform and
to what these new
the perspective of susCatching Up
rules will bring
tainable development
ver the last two
about seems highly
and good governance.
decades, the
irresponsible,
both
Discouraging or ruling
countries of the Westfrom the perspective
out dirty industries by
ern Balkans have made
imposing higher CO2
significant progress in
of sustainable
taxes and integrating
development and good terms of transition reforms, including macroother (full) costs of envigovernance.
ronmental degradation
economic reforms and
into policy frameworks seems desirable. trade liberalization. However, the convergence of these economies has taken
However, it may lead to enormously
place at a very slow pace. The steady
high economic and social costs in the
growth rates in the early years of transispecific context of the countries of the
Western Balkans. These costs need
tion were mainly driven by trade openbe carefully considered and weighted
ness and a surge in FDI following the
liberalization of the financial sector and
against possible policy odds. Breaking away from this one-dimensional
massive privatization programs. The
growth process has been characterized
approach to sustainable growth is of
outmost importance. In line with this,
by very limited private sector growth
we will discuss both the rationale and
and slow convergence in terms of total
possible policy options to ensure broad- factor productivity growth. This has left
based and holistic approach to sustain- the countries of the Western Balkans
vulnerable to exogenous shocks. The
ability in the Western Balkans.
economic recovery following the 2009
Changing production patterns and in- financial crisis started only in 2016,
creasing the energy efficiency of indus- indicating that the economies of the
tries in the Western Balkans requires
Western Balkans are heavily dependent
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on external market forces and foreign
capital inflows. It thus comes as no surprise that the region has been hard hit
by the COVID-19 crisis, which leaves
the prospects for growth recovery bleak.

export base, disrupted supply-chains,
underdeveloped forward and backward
linkages, and market failures. These
types of market imperfections lead to
diseconomies of scale, low productivity rates, and persistent technological
The region’s catchingbackwardness. On top
The
economic
recovery
up process has been
of this, companies based
following the 2009
predominantly hampered
in the region face sefinancial
crisis
started
by limited progress in
vere problems related to
only in 2016, indicating both market and capiterms of industrial restructuring and growth.
tal access; this hinders
that the economies of
Trade liberalization and
the further expansion
the Western Balkans
privatization policies
of production and the
are heavily dependent
have seemingly not been
diversification of prodon external market
effective in utilizing cauct mix, which leads
forces
and
foreign
pacities and the effective
to underinvestment in
capital
inflows.
allocation of resources.
(new) technology.
While FDI has been found to significantly contribute to economic and producarket forces alone are not suftivity growth of the region’s economies,
ficient to spur reindustrializaFDI inflows remained at very low levels
tion and the dynamic catching-up of
the Western Balkans. Industry level
in the aftermath of the 2009 crisis. The
limited progress made by the countries
analyses on trade patterns and technoof the region in catching up to the EU
logical composition of industries based
average (a recent World Bank study indi- in the Western Balkans clearly reveal
cates that, at this slow pace of economic
that these countries have a comparagrowth, Western Balkan countries need
tive advantage within a static economic
about 25 years on average to converge
framework in which labor costs and
to average EU standards.), coupled with
resource abundance play a key role.
weak growth recovery patterns, seem to
Trade specialization in low-technology
point to the structural weakness of the
and low value-added product groups of
region’s economies.
more capital- and technology-intensive
industries seems persistent over the
This is associated not only with
course of a given transition.
underdeveloped institutions, but foreThis wedge is both structural and
most with underdeveloped markets
technological in nature. Underdeveloped
reflected in a limited production and

green growth and transformation of
markets like those in the Western Balthe manufacturing sector bleak. The
kans, lead to underutilization of capacities amid complexities, risks, and indipolicy initiatives favoring sustainable
visibilities associated with the process of industries are then reviewed with
technological change. The cumulative
a focus on EU policy practices and
and dynamic process of learning and
their relevance for the region.
acquiring technologiUnderdeveloped
cal capabilities is rifted
What Went
markets like those
with imperfections and
Wrong?
in
the
Western
indivisibilities that dehe findings of
Balkans, lead to
mand systematic support
a 2014 study by
through government
the LSE’s Will Bartlett,
underutilization
policies.
a leading economic
of capacities amid
scholar of the Western
complexities, risks,
here is no doubt
Balkans, illustrates the
and indivisibilities
that industrial
importance of a vertiassociated
with
cal approach to the
policy has a key role
the
process
of
industrial restructuring
to play in building and
technological change.
of the countries of the
promoting competitiveness. What is important to understand, Western Balkans. His paper explains
however, is that industrial policy design both why and how horizontal industrial policies have left the countries
and policy mix need be understood in
the right theoretical and regional- (and of the Western Balkans vulnerable to
exogenous shocks, and he calls for a
country-) specific context.
revision of their respective industrial
In view of this, in what follows,
policies.
first, we briefly elaborate on the naThese policy failures stem from a too
ture and character of industrial polmarket friendly approach designed to
icy in the countries of the Western
spur private sector growth and inBalkans and point to policy failures.
We also discuss the policy factors
novation, a consequence of which is
that pertain to non-utilized capacithe absence of active industrial policy
ties and the limited growth performeasures to support industry commance of the region. Second, we depetitiveness and growth. The scope and
velop arguments that support green
design of such policies mostly include
industry initiatives in the Western
general support to SMEs, business startBalkans. Such initiatives have not
ups, and business infrastructure and
been initiated, leaving prospects for
innovation initiatives.
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These policy dimensions are imporsectors is hampered by underdeveloped
institutional infrastructure and the erotant, but they are insufficient to promote technological upgrading within
sion of the national systems of innovaand across industries. Thus, policy
tion (NSI) across the Western Balkans
measures are horizontal in nature and
over the course of the transitions of the
executed via competitive calls, which
region’s countries.
leads to limited policy effectiveness
and impact. A 2018 analysis of the
The systematic withdrawal of the state
industrial and innovation policy mix of was, in fact, a main characteristic of reBosnia and Herzegovina
gional policy approaches
There is no doubt
conducted by one of
to the transition. Recent
that
industrial
the authors of this essay
efforts to rebuild NSI
policy
has
a
key
role
concluded that policy
present in some counto play in building
measures are not welltries of the Western Baland
promoting
matched with company
kans, such as in Serbia
competitiveness.
needs and priorities:
and North Macedonia,
minimal support was extended for
including the setting up of innovation
much-needed capital investments necfunds and scaling up support to innovaessary for underpinning the scaling-up tion, have been encouraging although
of production activities as well as for
unfortunately insufficient.
product and technology diversification.
ssentially, a horizontal type of inOther relevant studies have revealed
dustrial policy has been imposed
that critical sources of manufacturing
on the Western Balkans through the
sector growth have to do with enhancconditionality principles embodied in
ing imitative capabilities to foster
the various Stabilisation and Associatechnology acquisition and successful
tion Agreements signed between the
adoption existing technologies. This
EU and each of the states under considtype of support measures tends to be
eration. These policy measures are fairly
fairly limited in size and scope in the re- incompatible with the nature of market
gion. Furthermore, the policy mix tends failures and are ill-suited to correct for
to focus on support for R&D, which is
the type of market failures prevalent
in the specific context of the region’s
mostly irrelevant from the company
perspective in view of limited research
industrial structure.
capabilities and innovation potential
of local manufacturing enterprises.
A strategic industrial policy would
Moreover, the development and growth need to be broad-based; it should also
exercise selectivity principles in the face
of technologically more sophisticated

of underdeveloped industrial strucThe premise of the EU’s sustainable
industrial policy is that competitiveness
tures and supply chains, with the aim
and growth can go hand in hand with
of deliberately creating market distortions and fostering dynamic growth of
environmental concerns: its strategic
particular sectors along the technology focus integrates the principles of a lowladder. Furthermore, industrial policy
carbon, knowledge-based, and resource
should incorporate
efficient economy. EsA
horizontal
type
sentially, the EU sees its
measures of direct govof industrial policy
ernment support, given
sustainable industrial
has been imposed
the infant stage of many
policy as a key resource
manufacturing indusbase for ensuring its
on the Western
tries, characterized by
competitive advantage
Balkans through
low productivity levels.
along the lines of the
the conditionality
green industrial revoluprinciples
embodied
Moreover, ensuring
tion. Both the scope and
in the various SAAs.
resources for sustainable
mix of this policy enindustrial transition is
These measures are ill- compass measures to eneven more demanding
suited to correct for the force the needed fundaamid necessary policy
type of market failures mental innovations and
coordination among
structural developments
prevalent in the region. of the industrial sector
different sectors as well
as knowledge and skills requirements.
by means of direct and indirect support
Recent sustainable industrial policy
to R&D, networking and collaboration,
experiences indicate that both policy
and procurement and tax policies.
concepts and their scope play fundamental roles in steering this transition.
The basic rationale for the wideranging policy mix and the concentrae know that contemporary EU
tion of significant financial resources
industrial policies and practices by the EU rests on the premise that
place sustainability issues at their heart.
environmental and sustainability issues
We also know that, as a consequence,
may pose a challenge to the comparathese have evolved from vertical to
tive advantage of its industrial use.
horizontal, and then from horizontal
Going beyond competitiveness to into broad-based, integrative industrial
tegrate pollution, resource use, and efpolicies that focus on the convergence
ficiency into policy frameworks seems
between economic efficiency and comnecessary from the point of view the
market imperfections thesis. The need
petitiveness, on the one hand, and environmental quality, on the other.
to set up proper framework conditions,
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including incentive structures via rigid
environmental regulation, may not be
sufficient to spur fundamental innovations amid complexities, risks, and indivisibilities accompanying the process
of technological change.

The principal concern
How knowledge and
Designing, financof the economies of
ing, and implementing
technology could be
the Western Balkans
support measures for
generated and transcountries is whether
ferred into productive
technology transfer
adherence to green
sources of the green
and the adoption of
cleaner technologies
economy remains a
industry initiatives
challenge. Thus there
imposes limitations to is a complex and mulare limitations to these
tifaceted process that
economic growth and
concepts, and they need
goes beyond companyhinders the successful
be addressed. As of
level capabilities. It is
restructuring of
now, fostering innovathus accompanied by
their respective
tion collaboration and
number of issues exindustrial bases.
commercialization are
ternal to a company,
at the center stage of this new policy
relating to technological interdependinitiatives among the more developed
encies and complementarities that
EU member states. This is why less
require coordinated investments and
developed EU economies face different joint company efforts. The results of
a qualitative study conducted a Unipolicy challenges that need to be further discussed.
versity of Sarajevo graduate student,
Aida Hadžić-Hurem, of 110 manuotwithstanding these matters,
facturing enterprises from the dirty
the principal concern of the
industries in Bosnia and Herzegovina
economies of the Western Balkans
depict problems and barriers faced
countries is whether adherence to
by companies in terms of improving
green industry initiatives imposes
environmental management perforlimitations to economic growth and
mance. These barriers range from
hinders the successful restructuring
access to capital and skilled workers,
of their respective industrial bases. In
to unresolved technology acquisition
view of this, industrial policy concepts issues associated with technological
for Western Balkans economies should complementarities and interdependfocus on and integrate policy measures encies across firms and industries.

Addressing these problems requires
Strengthening the energy production
systematic government support. In
mix is important so as to be able to
light of this, and in view of well-docprogressively phase out fossil fuels, but
umented difficulties accompanying
that is only one side of the coin.
the transfer and adoption of cleaner
technology across various types of
Increasing energy efficiency requires
industries, we posit that the Western
two things that have so far been lacking: a holistic policy framework and
Balkans countries seemingly lack the
immense efforts to lessrequisite institutional
Introducing
capabilities and resourcen energy intensity in
higher CO2 taxes,
es needed to develop
the manufacturing secirrespective of how
and implement such
tor. A plausible increase
in energy efficiency
knowledge and rethese increases would
source-intensive policy
needs to be based on
impact companies’
measures.
increasing production
and industries’
value-added along the
competitiveness, does
his important
lines of cleaner technolnot
seem
to
be
a
issue can be adogy adoption. Introducviable policy option.
dressed only with the
ing higher CO2 taxes,
support of what is called the “internairrespective of how these increases
tional community” and particularly
would impact companies’ and industhe European Union, and would need
tries’ competitiveness, does not seem
to be a viable policy option. Scholarly
to include funding and technical assistance. Acquiring capabilities on
studies tend to show that environmenthe government side would of course
tal taxes undermine the competitivebe a prerequisite for effective policy
ness of firms in the specific context
adoption and implementation. And
of less advanced emerging market
yet, regional policy initiatives and the
economies, particularly those affecting
international support to launch such
trade and production patterns of dirty
initiatives has been lacking.
industries—which happen to be those
in which the countries of the Western
Instead, the focus of the EU in terms Balkans specialize. We posit that the
of green growth agenda for the reprocess of technological upgrading of
industries demands systematic governgion, has been primarily related to
energy transition and requiring politi- ment support to technology transfer
cal commitment by Western Balkan
and the adoption of cleaner technolgovernments to phase out CO2ogy. In the next section we discuss
based production, including energy.
possible policy solutions.
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to foster clean technology transfer, as
opposed to fundamental innovation.
Thus, environmental technology issues
need to be integrated into the industrial policy design of Western Balkans
economies.
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industries within (and across) the reSustainable Policy Options
gion may enhance synergies, economies
here are at least eight indusof scale, and technological upgrading.
trial policy levers that could be
pulled so as to foster a more dynamic
Third, fostering international collabocatching-up process for the countries of
ration. Collaboration with multinathe Western Balkans. In particular, to
tional corporations has been found to
help manufacturing industries transbe an important deterform their production
There are at least
minant of productivity
processes by adopting
cleaner technologies as
eight industrial policy growth among transition economy enterwell as by fostering more
levers that could be
prises. In view of this
efficient use of resources,
pulled so as to foster
and growing empirical
including energy efa more dynamic
evidence suggesting that
ficiency. Each will be
catching-up
process
formal cooperation with
briefly addressed in turn.
for the countries of the foreign enterprises—
e.g., OEM, subcontractFirst, mapping the
Western Balkans.
ing, licensing, strategic
potentials. Industrial
mapping within (and across) the region alliances—is an important source
of technology transfer, knowledge
is of outmost importance for developspillovers, and synergies to encourage
ing effective policy measures to source
potential competitive advantages. Com- formal cooperation between Western
Balkans-based companies and foreign
prehending technological complemenenterprises. Policy measures should
tarities and interdependencies within
encompass strategic approach to crossand across industries seems crucial for
border collaboration, including diplothe dynamics and success of industrial
matic outreach, to attract the interest
restructuring and diversification.
of multinationals in developing formal
partnerships and linkages with compaSecond, building inter-firm linkages
nies from the region.
and collaborative networks. Identifying
existing and potential backwards and
Fourth, technology acquisition and
forwards linkages across companies
adoption. The manufacturing sector
and industries is crucial for developof the Western Balkans is dominated
ing effective policy measures targeting
by “supplier-based industries,” to use
cooperation and collaboration among
a term pioneered by the late Keith
companies. In this respect, identifying
technological and innovation collabora- Pavitt. Their technological upgrading
tion potentials between manufacturing rests on process rather than product

innovation. Process related innovation
Sixth, support for innovation (imitarequires, however, more complex and
tion). Support for innovation needs to be
sophisticated forms of learning and
based on a proper matching of demand
technology transfer, such as reverse
and supply for new technology. The mix
engineering, recruitment of experts
of standard policy instruments—e.g.,
and engineers from rival firms, and di- R&D support schemes—that are prevarect learning from superior technology lent in developed countries needs to be
firm. This is why policy
revised and adapted to
We believe that the
measures need to be
match the needs of the
process
of
technological
carefully designed and
region’s companies so
upgrading of industries that they may acquire
based on detailed casedemands systematic
studies to assess policy
imitative capabilities and
effects on technological
adopt existing technologovernment support
upgrading and higher
gies,
rather than innovafor both technology
value-added of industion per se.
transfer and the
trial development.
adoption of cleaner
Seventh, rebuilding
technology.
Fifth, the adequate
the region’s science and
provision of capital. A lack of sufficient
technology base. In view of the proaccess to capital presents an important
gressive erosion of NSI—as discussed
barrier to business growth and technol- earlier in this essay—the question of
ogy acquisition across all industries in
how to rebuild the region’s science
the region. Policy measures need be
and technology base need be carefully
based on providing sufficient and subaddressed. Building institutional infrasidized financial resources in line with
structure from scratch does not seem a
best practices. The scaling-up of funds
viable policy option. Rather, the policy
and improving procedures associated
direction should give careful considwith capital provision throughout the
eration to optimizing present science
region seems particularly important.
and knowledge resources in combinaAt present, most capital provisions are
tion with thinking seriously about the
implemented via credit lines executed
potential for their revival along the lines
by commercial banks. This, however, is of supporting industry-specific research
an insufficient means to finance SME
centers and institutions, rather than
technology acquisition and undertake
broad-based science and knowledge
more risky investments. Considering
infrastructure.
alternative means of capital provision
may therefore be necessary to ensure
And eighth, integrating environmenwider policy reach.
tal concerns. As noted earlier, the sort
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of policy framework under discussion
finance are sustainable investment
should facilitate the green transforma- and banking. Business investment and
tion of industries. This includes meas- lending decisions are based on risk asures ranging from dealing with pollusessment and environmental screening
tion (both air waste and land waste)
in order to meet sustainability standto increasing energy and resource
ards. In that process, many obstacles
can be expected, and government
efficiency. It thus not only relates to
traditional technology
support to promote and
The financing of
foster green projects is
acquisition industrial
sustainable
industry
policy measures but also
well substantiated.
transformation
encompasses a much
For example, Western
wider array of policy
and infrastructure
Balkans companies can
instruments for clean
projects requires
expect to face both a
technology transfer.
new approaches
lack capabilities and
for mobilizing and
experience in green
Green Finance
intermediating longhe financial seclanding in the process
term
finance
in
of seeking to secure a
tor will have to
the region.
green loan. As a conplay a central supporting role in the green transformation
sequence, there is a short supply
to come. The financing of sustainof green bankable projects as well
able industry transformation and
as high transaction costs and long
infrastructure projects requires new
turnover period in the region. Havapproaches for mobilizing and intering said that, it is important to unmediating long-term finance in the
derline that both green banking and
region. As of now, these policy initia- sustainable investment is still a niche
tives have been missing.
market in the Western Balkans. The
provision of an adequate regulatory
The need for greening the financial
requirement is an inevitable preconsystem and improving financial govdition in the context of developing a
ernance is evident. Ulrich Volz of the
financial market supportive of green
University of London’s School of Oriinvestments. Another important
ental and African Studies defines green consideration is that, by and large,
insurance companies based in the
finance as a comprehensive system
comprising “all forms of investment or Western Balkans do not offer services
lending that consider environmental
that cover non-life insurance risks,
effect and enhance environmental sus- particularly those related to environtainability.” Important aspects of green mental and climate risks.

T
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unds for those green investments
will need to come from both
private and public sectors, sourced
both domestically and internationally.
This will require the introduction of
new concepts and new financial instruments, which should of course be
adapted to local circumstances in order
to be applied properly. EU support in
this respect seems essential. Financial
institutions and instruments such as
green banks, green bonds, and climate
risk insurance, including risk mitigation
instruments, should have appropriate
regulatory frameworks introduced in
a coordinated manner. What is clear
is that there needs to be a systematic
approach to all this, which is not current the case in any Western Balkans
country.
Worrying
Implications
n this essay we have reviewed recent
policy initiatives with respect to
the sustainable development and the
green growth paths of the countries of
the Western Balkans. We posited that
the current sectoral approach to green
growth prevalent in the region is not a
viable policy option, since it predominantly focuses on green energy transition and environmental protection—
with industrial development seemingly
being shut-out from the policy agenda.

I

We argued that with such an approach,
the economies of the region will continue to be held back from vertically
integrating themselves into EU-based
value-added chains of production of
more technologically advanced sectors,
and that this is likely to have an adverse
effect on both costs and resource-based
competitiveness following the EUrequired compliance with more rigid
environmental regulations across the
region. The socio-economic impact
of such regulatory and policy changes
needs be taken into account prior to its
(passive) adoption.
We believe that the process of technological upgrading of industries demands systematic government support
for both technology transfer and the
adoption of cleaner technology. Industrial capacity has been diminished over
the course of the transition and horizontal types of industrial policy have
not been adequate to foster dynamic
industrial restructuring and the technological upgrading of industries. The
implications of the current one-dimensional approach to sustainability issues
among the countries of the Western
Balkans seem worrying—particularly
in the face of EU member states’ hightechnology growth agenda and the
limited contribution of the Western
Balkans countries to these sectors.
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Stuck in the EU’s
Eternal Waiting Room
The Western Balkans, Organized
Crime, and Corruption

T

HE politicians of some EU member states have argued that the
countries of the Western Balkans
should not be allowed into the EU until
they have made comprehensive reforms
to more effectively tackle organized
crime and corruption. But condemning them to an indefinite period in the
waiting room is only going to make the
situation worse.

in the region—indoors and out—and
trafficked east and west; 18 tons of the
drug were seized in the Western Balkans in 2019, which is probably only
the tip of the iceberg. Albania has traditionally been the largest producer of
cannabis, but cultivation is increasing
in other countries in the region including Bosnia and Herzegovina, North
Macedonia, and Serbia.

Location is Everything
or organized crime, like real
estate, location is everything.
Unfortunately for the Western Balkans,
the region is located along key trafficking routes, particularly for the smuggling of drugs, weapons, and migrants.

Furthermore, over the past decade
criminal groups from the Western
Balkans have become key players in
the cocaine market, facilitating the
delivery of major shipments between
Latin America and Western Europe.
Balkan criminal groups are also trafficking major shipments of cocaine
through Greece, various Black Sea
ports, as well as the Adriatic coast.
Most of these drugs are headed for
EU markets.

F

It is estimated that close to €1 billion worth of heroin flows through
Southeast Europe every year. Significant amounts of cannabis are produced

Walter Kemp is Director of the Observatory of Illicit Economies in South Eastern Europe at
the Global Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime.
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Presidents Aleksandar Vučić of Serbia and Milo Djukanović of Montenegro.

A

lthough EU politicians like to say
that the ‘Balkan route’ for smuggling of migrants was closed in 2016,
even fences, FRONTEX, pushbacks
and COVID-19 have not stopped tens
of thousands of desperate refugees and
migrants from moving through the
region. A recent report published by the
Global Initiative against Transnational
Organized Crime conservatively estimates that in 2020 alone, the value of
the market for the smuggling of migrants in the Western Balkans was €50
million. Therefore, “closing” the Balkan
route may have solved a problem for the
countries of central and western Europe
(all of which are EU member states),

but it created new ones for the Balkans
and increased profits for smugglers.
The region is also a crossroads for the
smuggling of other goods, including
stolen cars, counterfeit products, weapons, and tobacco. This results in a loss
of millions of euros of potential tax revenue, and can increase risks to consumers—for example through counterfeit
medicines or faulty products. In some
cases, goods are moving through free
trade or export processing zones. There
are just over 40 in the region, mostly
in North Macedonia and Serbia. While
such zones can increase trade, they
are often characterized by less vigilant
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customs--something that makes them
helpful hubs for illicit trafficking.
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In some cases, criminal groups are the
providers. In other cases, corrupt politicians as well as police or border officials
enable illicit activities to take place in
exchange for a payment.

Corruption not only
helps criminals to cross
borders, but it also enaborders, but it also
bles thieves to rule. DomStabilocracies
enables thieves to rule. inant parties are able to
and Organized
buy loyalty with public
Dominant parties are
Corruption
money and through
able to buy loyalty
t would be unfair to
the control of public
with public money and
label the entire Westinstitutions. Elites use
through the control
ern Balkans as a zone of
patronage networks to
of
public
institutions.
organized crime. Rather,
dispense favors, provide
Elites
use
patronage
the main criminal activiprotection, and profit
ties are concentrated in
from procurement and
networks to dispense
hotspots characterized by
privatization processes.
favors, provide
socio-economic vulnerThe same report that was
protection, and profit
ability that are close to key
referenced above also
from
procurement
and
infrastructure—like ports,
provides an estimate that
privatization processes. the cost of corruption to
airports, border crossings
or highway junctions—and where there is the region costs hundreds of millions of
euros every year. This is grand theft of
weak governance. It is uncanny how the
same locations pop up again and again in the public purse.
police or press reports about organized
crime. In such hotspots, criminals can
s pointed out by former senior
recruit from a pool of unemployed young
UN official and Serbian diplomen, there are sufficient logistics for mov- mat Uglješa Zvekić and University of
ing goods and money, and risks are low
Zagreb Law School professor Sunčana
thanks to weak public institutions and
Roksandić, the region also suffers from
“organized corruption”—a symbiosis
compliant police and politicians.
of organized crime, criminal methods,
These hotspots of organized crime in
and high-level corruption, which crethe Western Balkans could only funcates a crooked ecosystem that enriches
tion with some degree of protection.
and protects those with access to power.

corded in five of the six Western Balkan
jurisdictions. A more subtle approach
is for ruling parties to establish nongovernmental organizations, channel
public funds to them in the name of
Money generated by organized
supporting civil society, and thereby
crime, corruption, or tax evasion is
reward their friends while ensuring
being laundered into the licit economy. support from what appears to be the
The UNODC estimates that, globally,
civil sector. In many cases, funding to
between 2 and 5 percent of GDP is
these so-called government-organized
laundered. For the six
non-governmental orThe
result
sometimes
countries of the Western
ganizations (GONGOs)
looks
like
the
leaders
Balkans, this is equivais granted without public
of the EU member
lent to between €1.8 and
consultation.
€4.6 billion annually.
states saying to their
Most of this money is
he countries of the
counterparts in the
being laundered through
region are slipping
Western Balkans: “we’ll
the banking system, real
down democracy and
pretend to let you in if
estate and construction,
anti-corruption indices.
you
pretend
to
reform.
”
gambling, luxury assets,
Yet Western governand cash-based businesses.
ments have turned a blind eye to many
of the failings of the system or the
Checks and balances are weak since
crimes of individuals for fear of instabilpublic officials, like police and magity or “losing” the region. They have put
istrates, suffer from low salaries and
up with “stabilocracies”—or what Flopolitical interference. There are very
rian Bieber in a recent issue of Horizons
few high-level corruption or serious
described as “stabilitocracies.” Whichevorganized crime cases, and criminal
er term is preferred, the definition is the
proceedings tend to drag on, or get put same: governments that claim to secure
into a drawer. Even when convicted,
stability, pretend to espouse EU integramany criminals are awarded light sen- tion, and rely on informal, clientelist
tences and sometimes do not even lose structures, control of the media, and the
their jobs—let alone their assets.
regular production of crises to hang on
to power. With so many years in the EU
Moreover, the media and civil sociwaiting room, such regimes have beety are muzzled by lack of resources,
come good at talking the talk of Europelawfare, or even attacks. In 2020, more
an commitments and values, or reaching
than 120 attacks on journalists were re- out to other potential partners to keep
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This criminal activity deepens instability, undermines governance and
development, and generates millions of
euros of illicit proceeds
Corruption not only
which are a lubricant for
helps criminals to cross
corruption.

I
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options open. The result sometimes
looks like the leaders of the EU member
states saying to their counterparts in the
Western Balkans: “we’ll pretend to let
you in if you pretend to reform.”

will answer “to leave.” They are seeking jobs today rather than waiting for
long-promised reforms or EU accession
tomorrow.

In some countries, the figures are
Voting With Their Feet
dramatic. According to recent World
ixed signals
Bank data, around 47
Unemployment and
from Brussels
percent of the citizens
frustration
with
and blockages by some
of Bosnia and Herzegocorruption have caused vina, 45 percent of the
EU member states have
many people to vote
caused frustration. The
citizens of Montenegro,
most recent hurdle was
and 41 percent of the
with their feet and go
created by Bulgaria’s
West. Ask young people citizens of Albanian
refusal to agree to a nelive abroad. This is a
in the region what
gotiating framework for
major brain-drain of
they want to do in the
opening accession talks
the best and brightest.
future
and
many
will
with North Macedonia
One consequence is that
answer “to leave.”
(and Albania).
just below 10 percent of
GDP is sent annually to the Western
Nevertheless, polling data indicates
Balkans in the form of remittances.
that the vast majority of people in the
Furthermore, populations are declinWestern Balkans are still in favor of
ing. Most dramatically, the population
EU accession, even if one-fifth think
of Bosnia and Herzegovina has fallen
that the day will never come. Even in
by more than 11 percent since 2011.
Serbia, the region’s biggest sceptic, 64
percent of the population want to join
While many people are leaving, new
the EU—according to a recent public
actors are entering the region. This inopinion poll.
cludes migrants and foreign investors.

M

N

evertheless, patience is running
out for many citizens—both with
Brussels and with their own governments. Unemployment and frustration
with corruption have caused many people to vote with their feet and go West.
Ask young people in the region what
they want to do in the future and many
Summer 2021, No.19
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espite the “closure” of the Balkan
route, thousands of migrants are
still moving through the region. Tighter
border management along heavily travelled routes has diverted flows towards
Albania and via Bosnia and Herzegovina, but the main bottlenecks remain.
Most migrants are trying to enter the
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region from Greece via North Macedo- example, since 2012 Serbia has received
nia, and most are trying to exit from the €8 billion worth of investments and
Una-Sana Canton of Bosnia and Herze- funding from China. But such sums are
govina into Croatia or from Serbia into creating financial and political risks. In
Hungary or via Romania. Few want to
Montenegro, large infrastructure investstay in the region; they are trying to en- ments such as road construction have
ter the European Union.
raised the country’s debt
Another
argument
is
They too are stuck in the
to 80 percent of GDP,
that “stabilocrats” need mainly because of loans
waiting room—at the
to change their ways.
expense of the countries
from China. Through
But why would they?
of the Western Balkans.
the Belt and Road
Those who profit are the
The waiting room suits Initiative, China is quite
smugglers—both from
literally paving the road
them fine. Since they
the region and abroad—
to the European Union.
present themselves
and Balkan politicians
Such mega-projects
as guarantors of
who have yet another iscreate opportunities,
stability in a process of
sue on which to play the
but they also increase
transition, they have no
‘stability’ card. To reduce
opportunities for corincentive for bringing
populism at home, poliruption and dangers of
that process to an end.
dependence.
ticians in EU member
states have raised the risk of it in their
Self-interested Engagement
Balkan backyard.
eeping the Western Balkans in the
eternal waiting room may seem
While some foreigners are perceived
as a problem, others are welcomed with convenient for some Western European
open arms. Foreign direct investment
politicians, but it is not helping the
people of the region—and it risks exacin the Western Balkans is becoming
more diverse. While the EU (taken as a erbating the very problems that the EU
whole) remains the biggest trade partaccession process was supposed to fix.
ner, China, Turkey, Russia, and some
Gulf Cooperation Council states are
Critics would say that the types of
becoming increasingly active. Although crime and corruption outlined above
their carrots may be smaller than those are some of the main reasons why
offered by Brussels, so too are their
the countries of the Western Balkans
sticks: there are less strings attached
should not become members of the
to investments. This is pumping badly
EU. They would say, in effect, we have
needed resources into key sectors such
enough problems already and do not
as infrastructure development. For
need any new ones.

K
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ut this is short-sighted. Failing to
tackle organized crime and corruption in the Western Balkans hurts
the interests and security of the European Union. For example, the argument
is sometimes made that EU accession
would let Balkan criminals into the
Union. But they are already there, some
of them with EU citizenship. Many of
the most powerful and well-organized
criminal groups from the Western Balkans are active in EU member states—
particularly in the trafficking of cocaine
through port cities in Italy, Spain, the
Netherlands, and Belgium—as well
as in the United Kingdom. Drugs and
weapons from the region already supply
criminal markets located throughout
the EU.
Another argument is that “stabilocrats” need to change their ways and
then the states they rule will be let into
the club. But why would they? The waiting room suits them fine. Since they
present themselves as guarantors of
stability in a process of transition, they
have no incentive for bringing that process to an end. Having their countries
join the EU would impose rules that
threaten their vested interests and end
a geopolitical game that enables them
to jeopardize liberal democracy for the
sake of stability. Indeed, “stabilocrats”
practice a form of extortion against the
EU and their own people by creating
a threat against which only they can
provide protection.
Summer 2021, No.19
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herefore, concerned EU countries
should engage in the region, not
neglect it. They should make it clear
what is expected, monitor implementation, and both acknowledge progress or
be frank in criticism. Raising the bar, on
the one hand, or using wooly diplomatic language, on the other hand, simply
does not help.
Take the example of fighting corruption. As part of the Berlin Process—which aims to promote regional
cooperation in the Western Balkans
and aid its EU accession process—anticorruption pledges were made at the
London Summit in 2018. Western Balkan politicians in power pledged to take
concrete measures to prevent and fight
corruption across a wide range of topics,
from public procurement and whistle
blowing to beneficial ownership and asset recovery. These Western Balkan politicians made a high-level commitment
that was encouraged and acknowledged
by EU member states, and a review
mechanism was created by civil society
to track implementation. Unfortunately,
less than three years later, most countries have lost interest in the process,
there is little follow-up, and even the
future of the Berlin Process is unclear.
But as a business model, such an approach—involving clear and measurable
targets harmonized to existing commitments, peer pressure from EU member
states, and the active involvement of
civil society—should be applied.
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ighting organized crime is an area
from more effective financial intelwhere the EU and the Western
ligence, to sharing information and
Balkans should have a shared interest to
enhancing skills to reduce money launwork together. At the moment, coopera- dering (including through cryptocurtion is usually bilateral between Western rencies). If criminals are motivated by
Balkan capitals and external partners
money, what hurts the most is to go after
like the United States, the
their assets. Focusing
In
terms
of
EU, international organimore on the confiscation,
governance, some
zations, and concerned
seizure, and re-use of asparts of central
European states. But the
sets would send a strong
transnational nature of
signal that crime does
Europe are starting
the threat requires greatnot pay.
to resemble the
er cooperation among
Western Balkans.
the regional jurisdictions
Western Balkan politiInstead
of
the
East
as well as with those in
cians in power will have
imitating the West,
EU member states where
to work together to deal
criminal groups from
with such issues, but
illiberal tendencies
the Western Balkans
they cannot do it alone.
are spreading into
are active. In particular,
And the EU needs to
the heart of the
working through Eushow that it is still a club
European Union.
ropol and Eurojust would
worth waiting to join.
strengthen networks and capacity and
enable joint operations.
uring the COVID-19 crisis,
both the EU and its member
If criminals operate seamlessly across states were slow to help their neighborders, police and prosecutors must
bors in the Western Balkans. Vacdo the same. Regional cooperation can
cines came faster from Russia and
enhance capacity to deal with transnaChina than the European Union, yet
tional networks, cybercrime and cyber- EU neighbors were quick to close
enabled crime, and more effectively
their borders to the Western Balkans.
track and seize illicit financial flows.
Never mind the missed opportunity
Tackling the smuggling of drugs, mito demonstrate soft power and goodgrants, and guns is a shared responsibil- neighborly relations instead of ‘vacciity—not just a ‘Balkan problem.’
nationalism’; the EU and its member
states should have recognized the selfuch more must also be done to
interest in slowing the spread of the
address the financial and ecopandemic in their inter-linked and
nomic aspects of crime and corruption,
interdependent neighborhood.
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The same logic applies to other transnational threats and challenges. Helping the Western Balkans to prevent and
fight crime and corruption will enhance
security and democracy in the region
and reduce the export of criminality to
the European Union. It will also empower a new generation of politicians,
young people, and civil society in the
region who are trying to strengthen
integrity, accountability, the rule of law,
and social antibodies in their respective
nations.
In the past 20 years, many EU member states have operated on the assumption that given enough time, money,
and mentoring, the Western Balkans
would eventually come to resemble ‘the
West.’ But the opposite has happened.
In terms of governance, some parts of
central Europe are starting to resemble
the Western Balkans. Instead of the East
imitating the West, illiberal tendencies are spreading into the heart of the
European Union. There are few consequences for current EU member states
breaking the EU acquis communautaire
and contravening its values. Yet EU
candidate countries are told to sit and
wait, and to be on their best behavior.
They can be part of the Eurovision Song
Contest or the European football championships, but the rest of the time they
remain a white spot on the EU map—
surrounded by EU member states
including Slovenia, Croatia, Hungary,

Summer 2021, No.19

Romania, Bulgaria, and Greece on land,
and Italy across the Adriatic.

W

rangling over migration, Brexit,
budgets, and values is creating
fissures within the EU that remind some
observers of the break-up of the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. While such
comparisons may seem unfair, there is
nothing inevitable about the long-term
survival of the EU: it is a project that
needs constant attention and innovation. Debates about EU accession retain
the Union’s power of attraction, but they
should also stimulate discussion about
what kind of club countries are joining.
Closer cooperation—and ultimately integration—between the Western Balkan
states and the EU could help both of the
latter along the road to recovery.
When discussing the future of the Western Balkans and the impact of corruption
and organized crime, EU leaders should
consider the harm of neglecting the
region against the benefits of engagement.
Coddling stabilocracies while leaving
the people of the Western Balkans in the
waiting room risks killing the European
dream and perpetuating geopolitical,
socio-economic, and criminal instability
in the region: this has an impact on the
whole of Europe. Therefore, preventing
and fighting crime and corruption should
be a high priority for both the EU and the
Western Balkans rather than an excuse
for stalling enlargement.
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America’s New
Censors
Alan M. Dershowitz
McCarthyite censors were a throwback
to the past—a last gasp of repression
from a dying political order.

The new censors are our future leaders. They are quickly gaining influence
over the social media, the newsrooms
of print and TV, the academy, and
other institutions that control the flow
of information that impacts all aspects
First, today’s censorship comes, for
of American political life. These centhe most part, from so-called progres- sorial zealots will soon be the CEOs,
sives, who are far more influential and editors-in-chief, deans, and government
credible than the reactionaries who
officials who run our nation. They are
destined to have even more influence
promoted and implemented McCarthyism. The current efforts to censor over what we can read, see, and hear.
politically incorrect and “untruthIf today’s attitudes toward freedom of
ful” views are led by young people,
speech by many millennials become
academics, high tech innovators, and
tomorrow’s rules, our nation will lose
writers—yes, writers! These self-right- much of its freedom of thought, expreseous and self-appointed Solons of
sion, and dissent. Those of us who cherwhat is and is not permissible speech
ish these freedoms must become more
proactive in their defense.
represent our future, whereas the

Alan M. Dershowitz is Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law Emeritus at Harvard Law School and
one of America’s most renowned lawyers and constitutional law scholars. He has written thousands
of scholarly and popular articles and is the author of 47 books. This essay consists of excerpts from
his latest one, The Case Against the New Censorship: Protecting Free Speech from Big Tech,
Progressives, and Universities (2021).You may follow him on https://dersh.substack.com.
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REEDOM of speech in America
is facing the greatest threats since
the Alien and Sedition acts of
1798, which unconstitutionally punished “false, scandalous, or malicious
writing” against the United States.
Today’s threats are even greater than
during McCarthyism. This is true for
three important reasons.

Alan M. Dershowitz

S

econd, these new progressive censors base their opposition to untrammeled freedom of expression on
policies supported by many Americans,
especially centrist liberals: anti-racism,
anti-sexism, anti-homophobia, anti-hate
speech, anti-Holocaust denial, anti-climate denial, and anti-falsehoods. Moreover, these arguments are being offered by
people we admire and love. I call them
the “good” censors. To paraphrase Pogo:
“We have seen the enemy of free speech,
and he and she are us!” It is much more
difficult to combat us than they.
Third, the current regime of censorship is more dangerous because for the

most part it is not prohibited by the
First Amendment: it is promulgated
and enforced by private parties who
have their own First Amendment rights,
rather than by government agents who
are bound by the Constitution to “make
no law [...] abridging the freedom of
speech.” When the government suppresses speech—as it did during McCarthyism by means of a Congressional
Committee and other state actors—such
suppressions can be challenged in the
courts, as they were during the 1950s.
To be sure, some of the McCarthyite
suppression came from private media
companies, such as Hollywood studios
and television networks (blacklists and
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“Red Channels”). They, too, were more
difficult to challenge than governmental
censorship and suppression.

S

and other provocative statements
that many regarded as dog whistles.
Although some of what he said was
reported out of context and without
uring both McCarthyism and the the qualifications he actually added,
current attack on free speech,
his words led many—including the
the chilling of speech by
American Civil LiberDuring
both
self-censorship silenced
ties Union—to demand
McCarthyism and
limitations on his free
many voices, fearful of
the current attack
recriminations. This,
speech rights. Once
too, is a growing danger
limitations are acon free speech, the
cepted and imposed
that is more difficult to
chilling of speech by
combat than overt govself-censorship silenced on anyone’s freedom of
ernmental censorship.
expression, a dangerous
many voices, fearful
precedent is established
of recriminations. Nor
Nor are these new
for extending these
are
these
new
threats
threats to freedom of
limitations to unpopular
to
freedom
of
speech
speech merely transient
speech by other leaders
reactions to current
and ordinary citizens.
merely transient
We are already seeing
crises, as McCarthyism
reactions to current
proved to be. Today’s
crises, as McCarthyism that happen with efprogressive repression
forts to punish members
proved
to
be.
represents changing atof Congress, lawyers,
titudes among future leaders that may professors, and ordinary citizens for
speeches and statements that were
well have enduring consequences beyond the current divisiveness resultdeemed supportive of Trump.
ing from the Trump presidency.
Trump was seen by many on the left,
and even some in the center right, as a
The Trump Factor
uniquely dangerous and evil president,
onald Trump himself bears
whose actions justified extraordinary
some of the responsibility
for stimulating the recent censorial
measures, even measures that comproover-reaction. Trump pushed the
mised constitutional rights and values.
First Amendment to its limits—some
The “noble” end of silencing and defeatbelieve beyond its limits—with his
ing Trump justified any ignoble means,
speech before the attack on the Capiincluding denying him and his supporttol Building, his remarks following
ers and enablers the right of free speech,
the Charlottesville demonstration,
especially on social media.

ome supporters of unconstitucriticize all aspects of our system of
governance, including our Constitutional means seek to justify their
tion and our democratic institutions,
censorship and other repressive measures by distorting the Constitution and as many radicals have done throughout
history.
turning it into a partisan weapon that
would have made Thomas Jefferson and
The new progressive censors must
James Madison cringe. Others simply
understand this history if it is not to
ignore the Constitution and civil liberbe turned against them in the future.
ties in what they honestly believe is a
higher calling—namely, to rid us now
Precedents established today against
the right to free speech will lie about
of Trump and prevent him from running again at any cost,
like loaded weapons to
Donald
Trump
and without regard to
be deployed against the
himself bears some of
left tomorrow. Indeed,
long-term dangers to
the
responsibility
for
repression in the United
our liberty.
stimulating the recent
States has been directed
censorial over-reaction. at the left more often
For some of Trump’s
than against the right. Past may become
liberal opponents, this short-term approach posed a conflict with their com- prologue when it comes to repression.
mitment to civil liberties for everyone,
even those whom they despise and fear.
n the late 1940s and early 1950s, it
was the fear of Communism that
Far too few resolved that conflict in
favor of our basic liberties. Those of us
fueled the censorship of the McCarthyite right. Over the past four years, it was
who did were accused of being Trump
enablers, thus deterring many others
the fear of Trumpism—and of Trump
from incurring that opprobrium. It behimself—that escalated and energized
came dangerous to careers, friendships, a nascent left-wing movement toward
censorship and cancelation of many
and civil discourse to come down on
the side of constitutional rights and civil on the right and even in the center.
liberties when those rights and liberties Too few civil libertarians have risen to
happen to support Trump.
the challenge of defending the rights
of Americans accused of supporting
Comparisons to McCarthyism Trump. In some civil liberties circles, it
rue civil libertarians—even those is more acceptable to defend the rights
who despised Communism—
of Neo-Nazis to march through Jewish
neighborhoods and hold anti-Semitic
opposed the McCarthyite reprisals,
arguing that American lawyers, and
signs than it is to defend Trump’s freedom of speech.
ordinary citizens, must remain free to
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I came of age during the era of Mcno Communists, except for the ocCarthyism, but I never understood until casional oddball who would hand out
now how decent people—friends and
leaflets in the neighborhood. To me
relatives I admired—could support sup- Communism was a hollow threat—a
pression of free speech and due process straw man—that was being used as an
and other denials of basic liberties.
excuse for repression. I simply could
Some of my professors at
not identify with anyone
The
essence
of
Brooklyn College supwho would suppress the
democracy is assuring rights of individuals acported McCarthyism.
rights even to those
These included such
cused of Communism or
who would deny
distinguished scholars as
communist affiliation.
Professor Eugene Scalia,
them to you. The U.S.
father of Justice Scalia,
ow that I see
Constitution is not a
as well as several profesgood and desuicide pact, but nor
sors who had emigrated
cent people demanding
is it a license to deny
to America from Huncensorship and denial
liberty
in
response
to
gry, Czechoslovakia, and
of due process for those
any
perceived
threat
other countries under
who collaborated with
to safety.
the thrall of CommuTrump, I have a better
nism.
understanding of what I grew up with.
These modern day McCarthyites of the
In all other respects, these were
left were genuinely afraid of Trump and
decent, sensitive, and liberty-loving
what he stood for. They really believed,
people who had one significant flaw:
as did some of the McCarthyites I
their support for repressive McCarthyknew during the 1950s, that giving free
ism. Their experience with Communist speech rights to those who they feared
oppression gave them a blind spot with would bring about catastrophe. For
them, both then and now, the noble end
regard to the rights of those suspected
of Communist affiliation. I simply could of preventing the victory of Communot understand it, because I viewed Mc- nism or Trumpism justified any means,
Carthyism as totally and unequivocally including even the most ignoble and
evil—just as I viewed Communism. I
repressive.
could not understand how good people
could support such a bad policy. I hated
I recall being asked by some supCommunism, but I didn’t personally
porters of McCarthyism as a student at
fear it. It never occurred to me that
Brooklyn College how I could defend
Communists could ever get a foothold
the rights of Communists, who, if they
came to power, would deny me my
in the United States. I personally knew
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rights of free speech. I was asked similar
questions by friends who saw my support for Trump’s constitutional rights as
enabling a president who would deny
those basic rights to others. The similarities are striking and frightening. The
essence of democracy is assuring rights
even to those who would deny them to
you. The U.S. Constitution is not a suicide pact, but nor is it a license to deny
liberty in response to any perceived
threat to safety.
As Benjamin Franklin cautioned:
“Those who would give up essential liberty to purchase a little temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety.”
We must sometimes compromise safety
in the short-term to protect liberty in
the long term. In extreme situations,
we may even have to compromise some
liberties in order to protect ourselves.
But freedom of speech—freedom to
criticize governments and other institutions—should never be among them.
The Brandenburg Principle
s an American constitutional
lawyer who has litigated some of
the most important First Amendment
cases in the last half century—including
the Pentagon Papers and Wikileaks—I
am relatively confident that the Supreme Court would find Trump’s ill-advised and justly condemnable January
6th, 2021, speech to be fully protected
under the “Brandenburg principle,”
derived from the U.S. Supreme Court

A

decision in Brandenburg v. Ohio (1969),
which distinguishes between advocacy
and incitement to violence.
Trump’s words were provocative, but
they included a plea for his listeners to
protest “peacefully and patriotically.”
Compared to the speech made by Clarence Brandenburg—a neo-Nazi Klansman surrounded by armed men with
crosses—Trump’s speech was pabulum.
It was typical of rousing speeches made
by radicals, union leaders, suffragettes,
and some Democratic politicians in our
nation’s capital and elsewhere. It was far
less incendiary than the speeches made
by anti-war activists during the Democratic national convention of 1968 (the
Chicago Seven).
Admittedly, it is certainly possible
that Trump’s exercise of his freedom of
speech may have had an impact, even if
unintended, on some who subsequently
engaged in violence. It is also possible that some left-wing agitators may
have inspired violence among some of
their followers. That is a price we pay
for freedom of speech, and we should
acknowledge its cost and argue that it is
worth it.

F

reedom of speech should be
protected not because the marketplace of ideas assures that the good will
drive out the bad, but despite the reality
that the bad will sometimes prevail. The
same is true of free elections, which
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are the truest marketplace of political
Americans, Jews, homosexuals, fundachoice. Hitler received the most votes in mentalist Christians, atheists, vegetarthe German free election of 1932, and
ians, anti-fur proponents, and other
politically correct and incorrect groups.
other terrible candidates have beaten
I call this “-ism equity.” Both alternafar better candidates in free elections.
But ending free elections is not the
tives—pervasive censorship and -ism
answer to bad results.
equity—produce less
Freedom
of
speech
Free speech should also
freedom of expression.
should be protected
be permitted despite its
not because the
occasional bad results,
Social Media
because the alternative
Censorship
marketplace of ideas
is more dangerous. Any
he social media
assures that the good
system of censorship
are facing precisely
will drive out the bad,
must either be pervasive
this dilemma now. In
but despite the reality
or selective. There can
addition to demands for
that the bad will
never be just “a little”
equal treatment, any insometimes
prevail.
censorship.
stitution that edits selecThe same is true of free tively on the basis of the
The choice is between
alleged falsity of the cenelections, which are
what I call “the taxicab
the truest marketplace sored material faces the
theory of free speech”
following conundrum:
of political choice.
and a “system of censorif Facebook, Twitter,
ship.” Just as a taxicab must accept all
and YouTube take down content which
law-abiding passengers who can pay
they deem to be untrue, then at least
the fare, without discriminating on the
some viewers may come to believe that
basis of where they were going or why
content that is not taken down must
they are going there, so, too, a governhave passed the test of truthfulness. That
ment or a university should not pick
is surely misleading at best, since the
and choose between what speeches,
vast majority of untrue content is not
books, or magazines may be offensive.
taken down. So, when social media get
Once it gets into the business of picking into the business of selectively censorand choosing among viewpoints, then it ing some untruths, it is they who may
must create a fair and equitable system
be promoting false belief in the alleged
of censorship based on articulated prin- truth of the untruths they do not cenciples. If it decides that items offensive
sor. It is a no-win situation.
to some women can be banned, then it
will have difficulty rejecting the claims
An analogy from governmental
of offensiveness made by Africanregulation of speech may be instructive.

T
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There are but two pure models of the
role of the state in relation to offensive
speech. Under the first—whose paradigm was the former Soviet Union—the
state must literally approve everything
that is officially published (hence the
term samizdat—illegally self-published
without approval of the state). Everything that is published thus reflects
affirmative government policy. Everything turned down for publication is
against governmental policy. There are
no neutral publications that are neither
approved nor disapproved by the state
but merely tolerated. There are no gray
zones. No Soviet high official was ever
heard to say to an author, “I disagree
with what you are saying, but I will
defend your right to say it.”
The second pure model is one that no
nation in history has ever achieved. But
ours comes closest to it, at least at times.
The model is one of complete content
neutrality. The state neither approves
nor disapproves of what is published in
the newspapers, magazines, TV, or the
internet. Indeed, it does not even learn
what is being published until after it has
hit the streets or the internet (hence the
importance of the prohibition against
prior restraint). When an offensive item
is published, the government can—and
should—disclaim all responsibility for
its content. The content, simply put, is
none of the government’s business: the
government has neither approved it nor
disapproved it.

O

nce the government gets into
the business of disapproving of
content on grounds of offensiveness, it
has lost its claim to neutrality, and the
trouble begins.
Assume that a group of militant feminists argues to a local government that
a particular pornographic film—say,
”Deep Throat“ (1972)—is so offensive
to women that it should be banned.
Officials view the film, agree with the
feminists, and ban it from their city. The
next week, a group of blacks argues that
the film ”The Birth of a Nation“ (1915)
is at least as offensive to blacks as ”Deep
Throat“ is to women; a group of Jews
will argue that the Nazi films of Leni
Riefenstahl are at least as offensive as
”Birth of a Nation“ and ”Deep Throat“;
a group of gays will make the same
claim about the film ”Cruising“ (1980).
If there is one thing that is clear about
offensiveness, it is that there is no objective basis for comparison. If obscenity is
in the eye of the beholder—or, as Justice
William O. Douglas once quipped, “in
the crotch of the beholder”—then offensiveness lies deep in the history and psyche of those who feel it. Can anyone—
especially a government—make any
comparative assessment of the offensiveness felt by a concentration camp survivor seeing a swastika, a descendant of a
slave seeing a burning cross, a woman
who has been raped seeing the horrible
portrayal of sexual brutalization? If the
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government is to ban one, it must ban all.
If it is to refuse to ban any, it must refuse
to ban all.

but will encourage the publication of
material deemed offensive to disfavored
groups. Therein lies the difference—and
a critical difference it is.

Let me tell you a story from my own
experience. I once represented Soviet
hat does all this have to do with
dissidents at a Helsinki Human Rights
social media? Social media is
conference. During a
not government, but it,
The social media will
meeting with Soviet
too, must have a policy
continue
to
live
in
a
officials, I complained
in relation to offensive
twilight zone—a gray
about the recent publicamaterial. And although
tion of certain blatantly
there are considerable
area—of censorship.
anti-Semitic material.
differences between
Is it possible to live
The official responded—
government and social
within that gray area
quite expectedly—by
media, the latter can
and still maintain a
telling me that worse
learn a great deal from
considerable
amount
of
material was published
the mistakes of governfreedom
and
integrity?
in the United States. I
ments.
agreed and took out copies of some
horrible anti-Semitic material pubThe major social media began with
lished here and showed them to him.
a model of neutrality, but have now
I also showed him some of the copies
largely abandoned, or at least comproof the material published in the Soviet
mised, that model. They have censored
Union. I asked him to look at both and
content on grounds of offensiveness or
tell me the difference. He understood
untruthfulness. They cannot now claim
immediately: The Soviet material bore
that they never succumb to pressure
a stamp signifying that it had been
from offended groups. The best they
approved by Glavlit, the official censor- can do is point to certain instances
ship agency of the Soviet Union. The
where they have resisted pressures. But
American material had been approved
they must then acknowledge that they
by no one except the National Socialist
have also succumbed and compromised
White People’s party—whose stamp it
on other occasions.
bore. The Soviet material was awful; the
American material was worse. But the
The social media can point out that
Soviet material carried the imprimatur
they are less monolithic than governof its government—a government that
ments, that their content is neither
will not allow the publication of mateapproved nor disapproved by a single
rial deemed offensive by favored groups centralized authority. Approval and dis-
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approval decisions are made by groups
of individual and algorithms coded by
individuals.

Economic Censorship
ut these two poles do not provide
answers to the really hard questions, such as: To what extent is it appropriate—put aside legal – for a group
that feels strongly about certain speech
to express their objections through concerted economic pressures? Economic
pressures surely cannot be ignored in
any discussion of free speech. For if,
to paraphrase George Bernard Shaw,
assassination is the ultimate form of
censorship, then bankruptcy is surely
a penultimate form of censorship in a
profit-motivated society. The website
Gawker was put out of business by a
lawsuit financed by a wealthy critic.

B

But nor can it be said, in fairness, that
the social media have come close to the
Soviet model of total approval or disapproval. There are gray areas where potential censors have said, “We disagree
with your decision, but we will defend
your right to stand by it.”

T

he social media will continue to
live in a twilight zone—a gray
area—of censorship. Is it possible to live
within that gray area and still maintain
a considerable amount of freedom and
integrity? I believe the answer is a qualified yes—if the right steps are taken in
advance.
The two starting points —really
poles—in any intelligent discussion
of censorship based on offensiveness or untruth are, one, the government should not engage in content
censorship based on offensiveness or
untruth; and two, private individuals and groups are absolutely entitled
to express objections to speech that
they find offensive or false. Indeed,
the open marketplace of ideas presupposes vigorous response—and objection—to offensive or false speech. As
William Safire once juxtaposed these
two points, “Every American has the
right to complain about the trash on
TV—except Uncle Sam.”

Most people answer the economic
question differently, depending on
which side of the dispute they happen to fall on. I know many feminists
who were adamantly opposed to the
McCarthyite Hollywood blacklist, but
who strongly favor boycotting general
bookstores that include allegedly sexist
material (such as Penthouse, Playboy,
and Hustler) among their fare.
Are there really any principled distinctions? Would they justify, as an
exercise of free speech, an organized
boycott by “pro-lifers” against a smalltown bookstore that sold books advocating abortion or birth control? Would
the African American or Jew who boycotts a general bookstore selling Nazi
and Klan material justify the boycott
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of a store selling evolutionary or antiable content, the propriety of a general
gun-control tracts? What would be left
product boycott becomes more quesfor the bookstore to sell if every group
tionable. A boycott against a sponsor
because of the nature of that sponsor’s
that objected to particular books boyown advertisements is easier to justify
cotted the store? We used to be able to
say that the store would be selling only
than a boycott of a sponsor because of
the content of what is
books like Mary PopTrump’s
speech
that
sponsored. A boycott of
pins or Harry Potter, but
encouraged listeners
a specific video is more
even those books have
to
march
on
the
justifiable than a boycott
recently been subject to
Capital “peacefully
of an entire platform.
censorial efforts.

I

and patriotically”
was constitutionally
protected, but
reasonable people
may conclude that it
was morally wrong.

s it possible to
articulate general
rules—rules of civility,
rules of morality, rules
of law, rules of constitutionality—that do not
depend on whose ox is being gored or
which group is being insulted? I have
never seen it done.

What about organized boycotts of advertisers who sponsor content deemed
deeply offensive to certain groups? Can
we devise neutral rules for when such
boycotts for legitimate and when they’re
illegitimate? Again, we can begin at the
extremes. Surely it is more appropriate
to boycott an advertiser who plays an
active role in determining content than
one who plays no role. If, for example,
a sponsor was to say, “I’ll advertise on
this platform only if it puts down gays,
or Blacks, or Jews,” then the propriety
of an economic boycott becomes more
obvious. But if the sponsor merely declines to remove his ad from objectionSummer 2021, No.19

W

e must persuade
the American
public that although most
boycotts are constitutionally protected, some of
them are morally wrong.
There is, of course, no inconsistency between an expression of speech being both
constitutionally protected and morally
wrong. Hooting down a speaker, hurling
racial epithets, and marching through
Skokie with Nazi symbols are all examples
of constitutionally protected but morally
wrong speech. More recently, Trump’s
speech that encouraged listeners to march
on the Capital “peacefully and patriotically” was constitutionally protected, but
reasonable people may conclude that it
was morally wrong.
It is morally wrong to exercise your
freedom of speech—and freedom of purchase—to restrict the freedom of others
to speak and learn what they choose.
It is morally wrong—and inconsistent
with the premises underlying the First
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Amendment—to try to shut down a stall
in the marketplace of ideas because that
stall is selling ideas that are objectionable
to you. Set up your own stall and sell better ideas. That is what some new social
media are doing by creating platforms
that do not censor political speech based
on content. I applaud that.
Dangerous Speech
powerful case for freedom of
speech must acknowledge that
speech can be dangerous, that it can
cause harmful acts, that the marketplace of ideas is not guarantee of safety.
There are no guarantees, except that the
costs of imposing a regime of censorship outweigh the costs of tolerating
dangerous speech and its consequences.
Thomas Jefferson famously made a
“marketplace of ideas” argument that
would have been strengthened if he had
said that we have less to fear from the
expression of ideas than we do from
their suppression, rather than categorically stating that we have nothing to
fear, so long as “others are left free to
demonstrate their errors.”

A

Freedom of speech, especially on unregulated social media, can be dangerous and harmful, in part because many
people believe Jefferson’s wrong-headed
assumption that the marketplace of
ideas is a guarantee of safety.
In an ideal world of rational thinkers,
Jefferson may well be right. He lived in

a world closer to that ideal than we do
today. I’m afraid the world we live in
today—a world dominated by shouting talk show hosts, nonsensical tweets,
conspiratorial websites, cynical image
makers, crass opportunists, political
pollsters, and leaders who govern by
following the polls—is a far cry from
the New England town meetings, the
Virginia salons, or the Greek amphitheaters where democracy took root.
And even in Athens, the ideas expressed by Socrates were greeted not by
immediate acceptance but by hemlock.
The marketplace of ideas—limited as it
may have been in ancient Greece—did
not protect Socrates, although his good
ideas, or at least those that survived,
have been accepted by the marketplace
of history.
Consider, however, how many good
ideas died along with their authors—
in the Crusades, the Inquisition, the
slave trade, as well as in genocides that
have occurred since Jefferson wrote,
including the Holocaust, the Stalinist
purges in the Soviet Union, genocides
in Africa, Cambodia, and Armenia, the
Chinese “cultural revolution,” and other
mass slaughters.

S

everal years ago, during a speech to
hundreds of lawyers in Hamburg,
I asked the audience how many of them
were victims of the Holocaust. A dozen
hands were raised. I then asked how
many had lost friends or relatives to
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cancer, heart attacks, and other illnesses. Every hand went up. I then asked
rhetorically, “How can you be sure that
the cures for those illnesses did not go
up in the smoke of Auschwitz?”

In his ringing defense of free speech,
Mill disputes Jefferson’s argument that
“the marketplace of ideas” will inevitably produce truth: “The dictum that
truth always triumphs over persecution, is one of those pleasant falsehoods
which men repeat after
Truth is not a piece
one another till they pass
of matter or a unit
into commonplaces, but
of energy that will
which all experience resurvive pummeling
futes. History teems with
and emerge unscathed instances of truth put
down by persecution.”
in one form or

The ideas that survived
the skewed marketplace
may well constitute but a
fraction of those devised
by the minds of creative
men and women over
time. The marketplace of
ideas is the best option
another at one time
ill offers this
for a democracy not
or another. It is a
observation in
because it always profragile and ethereal
duces the best ideas, but
refutation of the empiriaspiration, easily
because like democracy
cal claim that “truth may
buried, difficult to
itself, the alternatives are
justifiably be persecuted
retrieve,
and
capable
far worse. What Winbecause persecution
of being lost forever.
ston Churchill famously
cannot possibly do it any
said of democracy—“the worst form of
harm.” Persecution can, in fact, destroy
government, except for all those other
truths, not only in the short run, but
forms that have been tried”—might also forever, as we have seen with the earlier
be said about the marketplace of ideas.
examples I have cited.
The parallel should not be surprising,
since without freedom of speech, deTruth is not a piece of matter or a unit
mocracy cannot survive.
of energy that will survive pummeling
and emerge unscathed in one form or
Mill’s Argument for
another at one time or another. It is a
Freedom of Speech
fragile and ethereal aspiration, easily
he great nineteenth century libburied, difficult to retrieve, and capable
of being lost forever. That is why every
ertarian philosopher John Stuart
time an idea is censored, a person with
Mill also made the case for the open
marketplace of ideas, while at the same an idea killed, or a culture destroyed,
time rejecting Jefferson’s naïve view that we risk permanent injury to the corpus
we have nothing to fear from freedom
of human knowledge. And that is why
it is always better to err on the side of
of speech.

M

T
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more speech, more expression, more
advocacy—even when the benefits seem
distant and the costs immediate. American jurisprudence and Mill’s philosophy
reach the same conclusion about the
benefits of unfettered exchange, though
by somewhat different routes.

With regard to what is commonly
meant by intemperate discussion,
namely invective, sarcasm, personality, and the like the denunciation of
these weapons would deserve more
sympathy if it were ever proposed to
interdict them equally to both sides;
but “it is only desired to restrain the
employment of them against the
prevailing opinion: against the unprevailing they may not only be used
without general disapproval, but will
be likely to obtain for him who uses
them the praise of honest zeal and
righteous indignation.

M

ill argued persuasively even
for the freedom to err—the
right to be wrong. He offered a utilitarian justification for encouraging false
arguments against the received wisdom,
because “teachers and learners go to
sleep at their post, as soon as there is no
enemy in the field.”
One of Mill’s most compelling arguments has particular applications to
the debate over social media censorship, speech codes, identity politics,
and political correctness – especially on
contemporary college and university
campuses. Mill understood more than
a century ago what many proponents
of speech codes seem to ignore today:
namely, that censorship is almost never
content-neutral. Codes that purport to
ban “offensive” or “untruthful” words
are inevitably invoked selectively against
politically incorrect words. Censorship
is a weapon wielded by those in power
against those who are not. On college
and university campuses, those in power—or those who can influence those
in power—may be very different from
those in power in the outside world, but
Mill’s point remains persuasive:

M

ill would argue, of course, that
even if we could create what
I have called “a symmetrical circle of
civility” or “-ism equity”—namely, the
identical rules of discourse for all, regardless of the content of their views—
it would still be wrong to restrict speech
based on factors such as offensiveness,
incivility, rudeness, or falsity.
The hard question for Mill—indeed,
for any utilitarian advocate of free
speech – is what should happen when
freedom of speech clashes with Mill’s
other important principle: The authorization of state compulsion “to prevent
harm to others.” Here Mill is not at his
best as a thinker:
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when the circumstances in which they
are expressed are such as to constitute
their expression a positive instigation
to some mischievous act. An opinion
that corn-dealers are starvers of the
poor or that private property is robbery, ought to be unmolested when
simply circulated through the press,
but may justly incur punishment when
delivered orally to an excited mob assembled before the house of a corndealer, or when handed about among
the same mob in the form of a placard.
Acts, of whatever kind, which, without
justifiable cause, do harm to others,
may be, and in the more important
cases absolutely required to be, controlled by the unfavorable sentiments,
and, when needful, by the active interference of mankind. The liberty of the
individual must be thus far limited; he
must not make himself a nuisance to
other people.

Mill’s last sentence—that a speaker
may not “make himself a nuisance to
other people”—contains the seeds of
a system of pervasive censorship. Mill
probably intended the concept nuisance to be construed in the narrowest
possible way, say, by reference to his
prior example of inciting an excited
mob. But it is surely capable of being
applied to almost any manner of offensive speech, ranging from religious
proselytization, to hate speech, to
pornography, to the dog whistles of a
controversial president.
Summer 2021, No.19
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M

ill’s narrow, utilitarian argument
for some censorship is, in my
view, shortsighted. A larger view would
prefer—as the First Amendment to
the United States Constitution prefers
and as Mill himself seems to prefer
elsewhere—the benefits of relatively
unabridged speech over the “inconvenience” of tolerating nuisances, even
deeply offensive nuisances. One need
not agree with the ditty we all learned
on the streets—“Sticks and stone may
break my bones, but names will never
harm me”—to accept the important
distinction between the state regulation
of “sticks and stones,” on the one hand,
and of “names” on the other forms of
speech, on the other.
Justice Louis Brandies provided wiser
counsel than Mill when he argued, in a
case involving socialists who trespassed
on private property as part of a protest
against capitalism, that a free and open
society should tolerate a certain degree
of nuisance as a price worth paying for
free and untrammeled expression. We
should have different rules for regulating
non-expressive actions that pose dangers
to others and for censoring expressive
speech that poses comparable dangers. A
single utilitarian calculus simply will not
do in a society that values freedom of
expression more highly than freedom of
action. Our society is committed to the
proposition that freedom of expression is
the best guarantor of freedom of action.
Our First Amendment expresses a far
216

different calculus for regulating speech
than for regulating non-expressive
conduct, and that is as it should be. Your
right to swing your fist should end at the
tip of my nose, but your right to express
your ideas should not necessarily end at
the lobes of my ears.

supported by many who claim the
mantle of civil liberties, including the
American Civil liberties Union. Because
today’s attack on free speech is being
urged by progressives—by our friends,
children, colleagues and others we respect and admire—many
Our society is
civil libertarians are
committed to the
The marketplace
conflicted and remain
proposition
that
of ideas is a raucous
silent, or prioritize polifreedom of expression
bazaar, in which a bit
tics over principles, the
is
the
best
guarantor
of discomfort or nuiliberal agenda over civil
of
freedom
of
action.
sance is a small price
liberties.
to pay for the benefits of preserving
freedom of expression from the voraome of these new censors act as if
cious and not easily satisfied appetite
they have just invented the wheel.
of the censor.
They shout “eureka” as they proclaim
that they have just made a remarkable
Benevolent Censorship
discovery: namely, that hate speech,
by the Good Guys
malicious lies, attacks on democracy
n example of what can happen
and other forms of expression are really
when the marketplace of ideas is dangerous and can cause considerable
replaced by the stamp of the censor oc- harm. There is, of course, nothing new
curred during McCarthyism. But back about this insight.
then brave civil libertarians stood up
against the obvious danger to liberty
Mill said it a century and a half ago.
represented by Senator Joseph McCaHonest civil libertarians have long
rthy. Back then, the issue was widely
acknowledged it. We are seeing it happening in real time today. What is new
seen as one of evil versus good. McCarthyism was evil. McCarthy himself is the conclusion some of these current
was evil. Those standing against him— censors have drawn from the old inlike the great lawyer Joseph Welch,
sight: namely, that selective censorship
who rhetorically asked him: “At long
is the answer. This, too, is as old as the
last, have you left no sense of decenSedition Act of 1798, which one of the
cy?” – were the good guys.
new censors actually cites as a model
response to the “crisis of misinformaThat is not the case with the current tion and its potential to undermine
attack on free speech that is being
trust in elected officials.
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them that they are violating the spirit
Non-governmental
of the First Amendment while hiding
Censorship
ecause the current attacks against behind its legitimate protections.
freedom of speech are coming in
large part from powerful non-governThere are some judicial and legislamental institutions—such as social and tive initiatives that can be helpful in
other media, universities, publishers,
protecting freedom of speech on social
lawyers, bar associations, and other
media. There are also private efforts by
private “influencers”
non-government actors
Censorship
is
a
and shapers of public
to address the problems
weapon wielded by
opinion —they cannot
faced by internet platthose
in
power
against
be fought exclusively
forms that are underthose
who
are
not.
in the courts of law or
standably concerned
in legislative assemblies. They must be
about becoming facilitators of hate
fought primarily in the courts of pubspeech, dangerous falsehoods, and violic opinion. Private parties who would
lence. Recently, Facebook announced
deny freedom of speech to others have
that in an effort to create objective,
their own freedom of speech, which
neutral and consistent standards, it
includes the right to advocate and even would appoint a panel of experts from
impose censorship, as long as they don’t around the world to assess its criteria
employ state action— governmental as- for allowing or censoring speech on
sistance— in doing so.
its platform. The panel includes winners of prestigious awards, former
That is why the selective censorship
judges, law professors, literary figures,
currently being imposed by Facebook,
and others with valued reputations.
Twitter, YouTube, and other giant social This bevy of platonic guardians would
and print media is so difficult to comdecide whether something could be
bat. The last thing principled supportposted, whether it should be accompaers of free speech want to see is govnied with a cautionary label, or whethernmental control over private media
er it should be totally banned.
companies. We want these companies
to remain free to exercise their First
t’s an interesting idea, and a potenAmendment rights and decide what to
tially constructive component of
publish and not publish. We just don’t
any approach to addressing the accusalike the way they are exercising their
tions that Facebook and other social
First Amendment rights to selectively
media are biased against conservatives
censor others. We must oppose them in and in favor of liberals and progressives.
the marketplace of ideas and persuade
But it is a double-edged sword.

The positive edge is that it places the
a potential prescription for Big Brother,
decisionmaking in the hands of a more Big Sister, or at the very least small siblings who may grow into big censors.
diverse, politically balanced, and presumably objective group of wise men
This is not to say that we should
and women, who will assure that any
censorship is based on neutral standdiscourage innovative private, as well as
ards of general applicapublic, efforts to ameThe
important
bility across the political
liorate the problems of
question is not so much today’s media censorand ideological specwhether one supports
trum—“-ism equity.”
ship. It is to say that we
freedom of speech in
should be cautious about
The negative edge
approving short-term
the abstract—most
of the sword is that it
solutions that pose long
Americans do. The
legitimates a regime of
question is whether one term dangers.
private censorship, even
prioritizes free speech
if benign, by social media
The Spirit of
over
other
values
when
Liberty
platforms. Because it will
they
come
in
conflict,
likely reduce the likelin the end, the spirit
as they often do.
hood of overtly partisan
of liberty—as Justice
censorship, this process makes subtler
Learned Hand wisely observed – “lies
forms of nuanced censorship seem acin the hearts of men and women.” And
ceptable. Moreover, it sets a dangerous
when “It dies there, no constitution, no
precedent. Today’s guardians may be
law, no court” can do much to save it.
neutral—though at least one of them
During the past several years, the spirit
who I know is a zealous anti-Trump par- of liberty has been weakened by a growtisan. But in the future, these guardians
ing acceptance of censorship, especially
may shift right or left. Or they may have among young people on the left. It must
hidden biases based on identity politics
not be allowed to die, or be killed by
and other forms of political correctness.
men and women “of zeal, well meaning,
Once the concept of a board of censors
but without understanding.”
is approved and widely accepted, it can
become a model for other social meThe important question is not so
much whether one supports freedom
dia, as well as for a wide array of other
of speech in the abstract—most Ameriinstitutions. The very idea of platonic
guardians telling us what is “truth,” what cans do. The question is whether one
is “falsehood,” what we can be trusted to prioritizes free speech over other values
read without commentary, and what is
when they come in conflict, as they
too dangerous for us to be exposed to, is often do. The American Civil Liberties
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Union used to prioritize free speech,
Jew. Then they came for me, and there
but in recent years, they have placed a
was no one left to speak for me.”
higher value on other progressive causes, such as a woman’s right to choose,
The great iconoclast H.L. Mencken
racial, gender, and sexual-orientation
put it more pithily: “The trouble about
equality, immigration, the environfighting for human freedom is that you
ment and other progressive values, and have to spend much of your life deespecially opposition
fending sons of bitches:
The struggle for free
to Trump (which has
for oppressive laws are
speech
never
stays
won.
increased their contribualways aimed at them
tions dramatically). They
It must be fought every originally, and oppresfail to understand that
sion must be stopped in
day and against every
if freedom of speech is
enemy—right, left, and the beginning if it is to
compromised in the inbe stopped at all.”
center—in
the
court
of
terest of promoting these
public opinion.
other values, those valWe must defend the
ues will suffer as well. The open market- rights of others if we want others to
place of ideas is an essential prerequisite defend our rights—and even if others
to advocating the progressive agenda
refuse to defend our rights. Because
their rights are our rights!
(as well as the regressive agenda).

W

e must struggle to protect
our freedoms by persuading
our fellow Americans that censorship against anyone inevitably leads
to censorship against everyone. Free
speech for me but not for thee is the
first step down the road to free speech
for neither me nor thee. We must heed
the classic message of the anti-Nazi
Lutheran Minister Martin Niemöller:
“First they came for the socialists, and
I did not speak out—because I was
not a socialist. Then they came for the
trade unionists, and I did not speak
out—because I was not a trade unionist. Then they came for the Jews, and I
did not speak out because I was not a
Summer 2021, No.19

The struggle for free speech never
stays won. It must be fought every
day and against every enemy—right,
left, and center—in the court of public
opinion.

E

ver since the rejection of the
Sedition Act by President Thomas
Jefferson, Americans have shown rhetorical support for freedom of speech
pursuant to the First Amendment. Not
all Americans have always practiced
what they preach with regard to freedom
of speech. Over the generations, many
have found justifications—excuses—for
accepting free speech for me but not for
thee. But until the last decade, there have
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W

been few attacks on the very concept of
e must be prepared to respond
free speech itself. Now some on the hard
to the new arguments of the
left seek to justify—indeed to proclaim— new censors—the “good” censors—with
our own new and better answers, rooted
the virtue of selective censorship in the
interest of higher values, such as antiin old and enduring verities. We must
enter the marketplace and engage.
racism, anti-sexism, and other progressive agendas. The voices
The marketplace of
of these censors must not
Just as every generation
ideas is the best option has its own music, fashion,
be silenced. They, too,
for a democracy not
must be heard.
and tastes, so, too, does
because it always
every generation have its
Those of us who deown priorities based on
produces the best
fend free speech must
ideas, but because like its experiences. But the
enduring value of freedom
not censor the censors.
democracy itself,
of expression—without
We must not accept
the alternatives are
which there will be no
their approach to closfar
worse.
ing down the marketfreedom to choose music
or fashion—should not be a matter of genplace of ideas. Nor should we become
disagreeable about our disagreements.
erational taste or preference. To paraphrase
Lillian Hellman’s response to McCarthyThey make an important point when
they protest against racism, hate, and
ism: We must not and should not cut our
untruth. We make an even more imcollective “conscience to fit this year’s”—or
portant point when we defend freedom this generation’s—“fashions.” Ecclesiastes
of speech against their short-sighted
observed that “to everything there is a
zealousness. We must respond to their
season,” but he also reminded us that some
well-intentioned but dangerous views
enduring values transcend generations and
on their merits and demerits. We must
“abideth forever.” Freedom of expression
persuade open-minded people of the
must be among those enduring values.
virtues of free speech and of the vices
of selective censorship. We must defeat
In the end, our modest goal is to
their ideas in the open marketplace. We persuade the naysayers that freedom
must convince doubters that the road
of speech, like democracy itself, is the
to censorship hell is paved with good
least worst alternative in a world filled
intentions. We must lead them down a
with risks and dangers on all sides. We
better road—a road with its own pitmust accept the burden of proving to a
skeptical world that free speech is the
falls, dangers, and harmful outcomes,
but a road that is far better than the
lifeblood of democracy—that, without
it, democracy cannot survive.
roadblocks of censorship.
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The Future of
Democracy in Africa
COVID-19 and Geopolitics
Hassan Khannenje

T

HE COVID-19 pandemic has hit
Africa the worst in the realms of
trade, economic growth, employment, public revenue collection, security,
and, critically, democratic governance.
According to the World Bank, for the
first time in 25 years, Africa slid into
an economic contraction of up to 5.1
percent in 2020 alone. The resourcerich economies of Nigeria, Angola, and
Cameroon in sub-Saharan Africa, for
instance, were even worst hit due to attendant shocks in the international oil
market. Africa’s exports, which depend
over 80 percent on global markets—especially in the worst-hit economies in
North America, Western Europe, and
Asia—have plummeted. This has further compounded increasing income
inequalities and unemployment on the
continent, thereby pushing millions of
people in the region deeper into poverty.
Fundamentally, the coronavirus pandemic has proven to be a boon for authoritarianism in Africa, as democratic

governance wilts under the weight of
governments’ embrace and abuse of
emergency powers to muzzle democratic institutions and processes, undertake
a convenient clamp down on civil liberties, and aggressively impose limitations
on political space for their citizens.
The duality of contracting economies
and increased authoritarianism have
reversed the positive economic trajectory of Africa’s growth decade as well as
sullied the democratic dividends of the
post-Cold War period.
Pandemic Chaos,
Africa’s Fate
he apparent lack of global leadership in the current pandemic is,
of course, partly a result of America’s
initial COVID-19 denialism and the
isolationist approach favored by Donald
Trump, but is also due to the failure to
mobilize robust and coordinated international response in the wake of nationalism and protectionism as well as the

T
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utter unpreparedness of many countries
to deal with the scale and scope of the
pandemic.

Vaccine geopolitics in the form of
vaccine nationalism and geopolitical
competition among contending world
powers like the United States, the EU,
This lack of leadership has exposed
China, and Russia—each all keen on
the tragedy of inequalities in the deshaping the war against COVID-19
veloping world. Connarrative—have further
The
COVID-19
sequently, as many
impeded vaccine access
pandemic has hit
countries in western and
and distribution, thereby
Africa the worst in
central Europe, North
denying the world a uniAmerica, and parts of
fied
global approach to
the realms of trade,
the Asia-Pacific region
managing the pandemic.
economic growth,
begin to enter the recovAll this helps explain the
employment, public
ery phase, Africa is still
widespread African perrevenue collection,
wallowing in the miasma
ception of vaccine apartsecurity, and, critically, heid by the global north
of economic, social, and
democratic governance. against the global south.
political ruins without
either the privilege afforded by the social safety-nets of the rich countries or
n the other hand, the economies
a local capacity to produce vaccines or
of Africa are crumbling under
facilities needed to adequately care for
the weight of massive foreign debt,
the sick and the vulnerable.
partly exacerbated by increased public
expenditure and a revenue slump as a
n the one hand, Africa lags beresult of the onset and consequences of
hind in mass testing and vaccina- the pandemic. Africa is thus staring at a
tion primarily due to a dearth in repotential debt crisis. In November 2020
gional capacities and also because of the for instance, Zambia—one of Africa’s
most heavily indebted countries—dedisruption of global supply chains. As
of late June 2021, only about two doses
faulted on servicing its eurobond debt
of vaccines have been administered per whilst others such as Namibia, Angola,
100 people, compared with an average
Kenya, Ethiopia, South Africa, and
of 68 doses per 100 people in high-inNigeria were badly exposed to fiscal
pressures, making the necessity of debt
come countries. Less than 1 percent of
restructuring an emerging urgency.
Africa’s total population has been fully
vaccinated. Tanzania, Burundi, and
Eritrea have yet to receive any vaccines;
Africa’s recovery, together with that of
others have barely started their vaccina- the rest of the developing world, is thus
tion campaigns.
worsened by a conspicuous absence
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T

of global political leadership on vacelections in Tanzania, Chad, Congo,
cine access and the economic and fiscal Djibouti, Benin, Uganda, and elsewhere
have been marred by gross systematic
stabilization of middle-income and
interference by the respective state aplow-income economies. The increased
mass vaccination and economic stimu- paratuses, with allegations of electoral
lus packages that are allowing for the
fraud and blatant violations of human
reopening of the econorights.
Africa’s
recovery
mies of United States,
is worsened by a
the European Union,
In Tanzania, the opconspicuous
absence
China, Japan, and so on,
position was virtually
of global political
are limited to the world’s
wiped out of parliament
rich and powerful
with the then President
leadership on vaccine
countries. Much of the
John Pombe Magufuli
access and the
developing world is thus
winning reelection with
economic and fiscal
still in the containment
stabilization of middle- over 85 percent of the
phase of the pandemic
votes. Months later, the
income
and
lowwhile developed counpresident would die
income
economies.
tries are already in the
from what the opposiearly phase of recovery.
tion claimed were complications related
to COVID-19 despite his denialist
Cumulatively therefore, the nationstance against the virus. Similarly, Presialistic vaccine patency protection
dent Idris Déby of Chad won his sixth
exercised by developed countries and
term in April 2021 while postponing
the absence of a unified global crisis
(for a fifth time) parliamentary elecmanagement approach is entrenching
tions. Following Déby’s sudden death
multidimensional inequalities on the
on the battlefield with rebels in April
continent in ways that guarantees a
2021, a transitional military council led
slower recovery, at best, and economic
by his son Mahmat Déby suspended
stagnation, at worst.
the country’s constitution and assumed
power for what it claims to be transiEmerging Authoritarianism
tional period of 18 months.
n a bid to consolidate power, a
number of governments in Africa
Again, COVID-19 distractions meant
have exploited the international distrac- that such unconstitutional moves by the
tion caused by the pandemic and the
military attracted only ‘muted’ and mild
emergency powers afforded by the need reactions both from regional organizato contain the pandemic to advance pa- tions such as the African Union as well
tently illiberal measures. For instance,
as the international community.

thiopia presents perhaps the
he presidents of Burundi, Guinworst-case example of the impact
ea, Somalia, and Uganda have
of COVID-19 on democracy in the
equally exploited COVID-19 restricregion after the decision to postpone
tions and public safety protocols to
elections by the Ethiopian government muzzle the opposition and consolidate
in June 2020 sparked off an armed
power. Notably, the Ugandan governconflict in the country’s
ment banned in-person
In
a
bid
to
consolidate
gatherings and rallies,
Tigray region. Tigray’s
power, a number
ruling party, the Tigand also required presiof
governments
in
ray People’s Liberation
dential candidates to use
Africa have exploited
Front (TPLF), went
mainstream and social
ahead and held regional
media (whose access was
the international
elections against the fedregularly limited). In
distraction caused by
eral government’s direcfact, President Musevthe pandemic and the
tive, setting in motion
eni’s government, which
emergency powers
a series of events that
afforded by the need to has strong influence over
culminated in the armed
the Ugandan media,
contain the pandemic
conflict that drew in Eriregularly blacked-out
to advance patently
trean forces as proxies
the opposition from the
illiberal
measures.
of the Ethiopian governmainstream media and
ment and created an internationally
cracked down on the leading opposideplored humanitarian crisis.
tion figure, musician turned politician
Robert Kyagulanyi’s campaign activiWhile Addis Ababa’s actions in Tigray
ties. Commonly known as Bobi Wine,
have attracted widespread international
his in-person gatherings and political
condemnation and destroyed the peace- rallies were curtailed, with officials citmaker and reformer image of prime
ing the risks posed by super-spreader
minister and Nobel Peace Prize winevents.
ner Abiy Ahmed, it has fundamentally
altered the democratic trajectory of the
In the lead up to election, the Burunsecond-most populous country on the
dian government, for its part, exploited
continent. With over 110 million people, a 14-day quarantine requirement to
Ethiopia’s potential and imagined future lock out regional and international
may never be realized in the near term.
election observation missions, while
(In the end, elections took place in June
Guinea’s president, Alpha Condé,
2021. Boycotted by the opposition (some declared an indefinite ban on political
of whom were detained), the electoral
protests in the wake of his controversial
process was marred by irregularities.)
re-election.
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Elsewhere, Somalia is hanging delicately on the brink of collapse after 30
years of trying to form a viable government and decades of stabilization
efforts. This follows sustained protests
and violent confrontation between
opposition and pro-government forces
in the country’s capital Mogadishu
in April 2021, even as the incumbent
president, Mohammed Ahmed Mohammed “Farmaajo,” imposed a ban
on street protests under the pretext of
enforcing COVID-19 safety protocols,
following repeated election delays and
a parliamentary extension of his term.
While parliament has since rescinded
the decision on Farmaajo’s term extension, political tensions remain high,
emanating from the stalemate over elections and fragmentation of the country’s military and police forces.

and seriously undermined efforts at responding to traditional security threats.
This came about as a result of at least
two factors: first, diminished regional
cooperation on security; second, resource and policy divestment from
conflict prevention, counter terrorism,
and counter-insurgency into the fight
against the coronavirus pandemic and
its attendant economic and social disruptions.

A

Elusive Security
hile security remains a complex
concept and an ideal to be pursued by many nations, physical security
is critical to the basic functioning of
any nation that is not a failed state. This
has been at the core of Africa’s agenda
and the African Union’s “Silencing the
Guns” initiative had set the year 2020
as the deadline for achieving the end to
violent conflicts, prevention of genocide, gender-based violence, civil wars,
and all wars in the region.

frica is thus currently engulfed in
a wave of twin strands of violent
conflicts: terrorism and militant insurgency. We can see this in one wave
from North Africa in Libya down into
the Sahel where Mali, Niger, Burkina
Faso and Chad are trapped in flare-ups
of insurgency and militant Islamist attacks. In the Horn of Africa, Somalia,
Ethiopia, Sudan, and Central African
Republic (as shown by the rebel siege
over the capital, Bangui) are similarly
faced with multiple violent conflicts and
insurgencies. The region’s security is
further punctuated by Jihadist spread of
groups such as Al Shabaab in Somalia,
Jama’at Nasr al-Islam wal Muslimin, the
Group to Support Islam and Muslims
(JNIM) and the Islamic State in the
Greater Sahel (ISGS) in the Sahel, and
Boko Haram and Islamic State West
Africa Province (ISWAP) in the Lake
Chad Basin region.

However, the COVID-19 pandemic
has shifted regional governments’ focus

A second wave stretches from Somalia, through Kenya and Tanzania,
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to Mozambique and the Democratic
Africa and to some extent in the Great
Republic of Congo (DRC) in which the Lakes region, with Somalia, Ethiopia,
Somalia-based al Shabaab continues to
Sudan, and CAR serving as epicenters.
carry out terror attacks in Kenya and
n Somalia, the country’s transition
Somalia, while Ahlu Sunna Wa Jama
has been hijacked by the geopo(ASWJ, also known as Al Shabaab,
litical “Gulf Cold War”
and having no conThe
pandemic
has
contestations of Midnection to Somalia) in
further opened the
Mozambique’s Cabo
dle Eastern powers that
geopolitical
space
in
have supported competDelgado region has
Africa to a multiplicity ing parties, with Tukey
killed thousands and
displaced over 700,000
and Qatar viewed as
of actors pursuing
people amid ineffective
varying and competing supporting the federal
and counterproductive
interests, oftentimes at government in Mogamilitary response by
the expense of regional dishu while the UAE
Maputo as well as deand Saudi Arabia are
security
and
stability.
lays in regional military
seen to be sympathetic
response through the Southern African to the periphery and political opposiDevelopment Community (SADC). On tion, contributing to the recent electoral
the other hand, eastern DRC, while still stalemate and threatening a return the
an active hotspot for insurgency groups country to the warlordism of the 1990s.
and ethnic conflict, has also fallen vicMeanwhile, the country’s international
partners, led by the United States, the
tim to Islamist attacks from the Ugandan Allied Democratic Forces (ADF),
EU, the UN, Norway, UK, Germany, and
which have escalated since 2019.
Canada have sustained pressure on the
incumbent Somali administration to
A New Frontier
facilitate democratic elections and enlready a new frontier of global
sure a smooth and peaceful transition. It
geopolitics, the pandemic has
remains to be seen whether the incumfurther opened the geopolitical space in bent government of President Farmaajo
Africa to a multiplicity of actors pursu- will follow through with recent coming varying and competing interests,
mitments to hold elections based on the
oftentimes at the expense of regional
September 2020 agreement.
security and stability. For instance, outside the military basing by major pown Sudan, the transitional governers in Djibouti, geopolitical rivalry and
ment under civilian-military powcompetition among emerging powers
er sharing arrangement formed in
have remained intense in the Horn of
2019, has come under heavy geopoliti-
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cal strains with the military wing overreaching its powers and mandate. The
Middle Eastern powers (UAE and Saudi
Arabia) and Russia have significantly
increased strategic support to the military faction of the Sudanese government, against Western powers’ push for
democratic reforms, peace consolidation and transition to civilian rule. The
civilian-military tensions remain the
greatest threat to Sudan’s transition and
to the peace agreements with various
rebel groups in the country.
In Central African Republic, Russia and France have been jostling for
influence in a country besieged by
over 14 rebel groups and held loosely
together by a fragile transition and an
ever-unraveling peace agreement. Such
pervasive competing external influence at a time of weakened institutional
development and contracting economies occasioned by the COVID-19
pandemic has exacerbated instabilities
across Africa, further dampening the
prospects for peace, security, and stability on the continent.
The Path to Recovery
or Africa, the path is murky and
recovery will require a combination of measures beyond containing
the public health crisis and rebuilding
economies. The massive health and
economic vulnerabilities exposed by
the pandemic, while not limited to Africa, have been worse on the continent,

F
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owing to chronically limited capacities
in healthcare, near complete medical
technological dependency on outsiders, and the virtual absence of any
social safety nets for its people.
Hence a number of key measures
should be considered which, inter
alia, must include mass vaccination,
economic support and restructuring,
enhanced intra-continental trade, the
restoration of democratic institutionalism, the establishment of local health
infrastructure capacities and resilience
systems, and the embrace of both effective multilateralism and meaningful
regional coordination and integration.
Each of the measures are discussed in
more detail below.

F

irst, mass vaccination. Ensuring sufficient COVID-19 vaccine
roll-out in Africa is important for the
continent’s recovery. The African Union
and the World Health Organization,
through its COVID-19 Vaccines Global
Access (COVAX) facility, are promising to provide vaccines to cover up to
30 percent of the continent’s population
by end of 2021, with about 600 million
doses to be distributed by end of July
2021. However, even if these happen as
projected, this is still short of the projected 60 percent coverage necessary to
build resilience against the pandemic
in Africa. Global solidarity and support
from the international community is
critical in ensuring a just and equitable

228

distribution of COVID-19 vaccines to
low- and middle-income countries in
Africa. One way of achieving this is the
need for the relaxation of intellectual
property rights to boost vaccine production locally.

sistance as well as internal structural
reforms to recover from the double
effect of mounting foreign debt pressure and pandemic-related increased
public expenditures and revenue
loss. For instance, Mozambique was
already struggling to
According
to
a
recent
So far, the U.S. has
repay its $14 billion exstudy conducted by the ternal debt even before
signaled strong support
African Union, Africa
the pandemic struck.
for the application of
is set to loose over
Trade Related Aspects
With COVID-19, the
of Intellectual Property
country’s debt-to-GDP
$500 billion because
ratio ballooned from
Rights (TRIPS) waivof COVID-19, with
ers at the World Trade
100 percent in 2018 to
most countries forced
Organization (WTO)
130 percent in 2020,
to borrow heavily to
to allow for the transfer
exacerbating its growsurvive
the
pandemic.
of the vaccine’s intellecing debt crisis.
tual property and related technology to
other countries to boost the production
According to a recent study conof safe and effective vaccines. This is a
ducted by the African Union, Africa is
positive show of goodwill—although it
set to loose over $500 billion because
must be further demonstrated by signof COVID-19, with most countries
ing an actual TRIPS waiver, if in fact
forced to borrow heavily to survive
a just and equitable recovery is to be
the pandemic. To address the contimade possible for developing countries. nent’s debt crisis, multilateral efforts
Other vaccine producing countries such to cancel, restructure, and/or suspend
as UK, China, and Russia should also
debt servicing should be intensified
by the International Monetary Fund,
support the TRIPS waiver idea. This
must be accompanied by an end to vac- the World Bank, and the Paris Club of
cine geopolitical rivalry in Africa—par- Nations. The COVID-19 Debt Service
ticularly ongoing Western pressures on Suspension Initiative adopted by the
Chinese and Russian vaccines. Africa
G20 and the World Bank in April 2020
was commendable. It failed to reduce
has become a casualty of vaccine geothe net value of the debt, however,
politics, pure and simple.
and so another instrument or a set of
econd, economic support and restructural programs should be adopted
to help Africa stabilize its debt-ridden
structuring. Many African countries will need economic and fiscal as- economies.
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Lastly, efforts at respective bilateral
levels should be pursued—especially by
the heavily indebted countries to bilateral lenders such as China—to restructure debts either through rescheduling
or review of terms.

stabilizing governance and the rule of
law. The region’s development partners
should thus begin to robustly engage
regional governments on practical
steps regarding how to reverse the wave
of authoritarian state
Complete recovery will capture. Programs to
be impossible without
hird, enhanced
enhance the capacity of
rebuilding of Africa’s
intra-continental
democratic institutions
trade. Economic recovdemocratic institutions, to perform their core
ery in Africa will to a
functions and re-estabstrengthening its
large extent depend on
lish checks and balances,
democratic processes,
address corruption,
how African countries
and stabilizing
deepen intra-regional
and strengthen the civil
governance and the
societies on the contitrade and economic
rule of law.
cooperation. Expeditnent should be pursued
ing the implementation of the African
through development cooperation.
Continental Free Trade Area will be a
good starting point for a “developmenFurthermore, robust interventions in
tal regionalism” approach to integration the governance sector, security partin the post COVID-19 environment.
nerships, and security cooperation
will remove pockets of jihadism and
This will enable the building and
extremist ideology that is antithetical
to liberal democracy. Such measures
strengthening of continental-wide
and intra-continental value chains,
hold the promise of transforming existpromoting fair trade and strengthening violent extremist conflicts in parts
ing economic governance systems for
of the continent to manageable levels.
sustainable growth. Overreliance on
However, a consensus between regional
international markets has dangerously
actors and international partners under
exposed African economies to external the auspices of the UN Security Counshocks, making them hostage to the
cil is needed to strengthen sanctions
demand needs of the global north.
regimes on spoilers to peace agreements
and violators of human rights in various
ourth, restoring democratic institu- conflict theatres in Africa.
tions. Complete recovery will be
impossible without rebuilding of AfThe 2012 African Charter on Democrica’s democratic institutions, strength- racy, Elections, and Governance and
ening its democratic processes, and
the 1999 Algiers Declaration on Un-
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constitutional Changes of Government
are the continent’s main instruments to
advance the consolidation of democracy, constitutionalism, good governance,
human rights protection, and the right
to development. The African Union
Commission and the African Union Assembly of Heads of State and Government should develop new mechanisms
of safeguarding democratic rule and
human rights in the region by looking
at democracy as an indispensable aspect
of national and regional development.
With democratic consolidation, conflict
prevention and management as well as
positive peace will not merely be aspirational ideals of a renewed Africa, but
also will be critical milestones that will
form a basis for the African renaissance.

F

ifth, building resilient health systems. Amidst the negative effects
of the COVID-19 pandemic on Africa,
the silver lining lies in the realization of
the long-term need to invest in resilient
systems to shore up Africa’s preparedness in future pandemics and crises.
These include stronger public health
infrastructure, infectious diseases
research, and surveillance and control
systems. While most African governments and regional bodies such as the
African Union have traditionally anticipated military threats and perhaps
violent conflicts, and by extension food
insecurity, public health crises should
demand equal attention in Africa. The
post-COVID-19 era should thus be

marked by regional and international
efforts to build infectious diseases
research infrastructure and technical
capacity, as well as transfer of vaccine
technologies to establish resilient systems to prevent and sustainably manage
future pandemics.
African governments, through partnership with Africa’s development
partners such as the United States, the
European Union, and China, should expand the capacity of the Africa Center
for Disease Control and mobilize funding for research and development to
strengthen Africa’s capabilities against
public health crises. The United States,
for instance, has prioritized combating infectious diseases domestically
and abroad as one of its foreign policy
objectives, and President Joe Biden has
pledged to re-embark on global leadership against infectious diseases. America is already an important partner in
Africa’s fight against Ebola, HIV/AIDS,
Malaria, Tuberculosis, and other noninfectious but malignant diseases.
Decentralization of infectious diseases
research as well as development infrastructure and capacities will further
help the global community—especially
the global south—to develop regional
surveillance and early response mechanisms of stopping future pandemics,
at the initial outbreak stage or locking
down pandemics to regions of origin
for effective management.
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W

ixth, embracing multilateral solugeopolitical rivalry, and competition
tions. The COVID-19 pandemic
in Africa, but also to develop regional
was exacerbated by the lack of a clear
resilience against trade, health, and
and robust multilateral response as well economic shocks, African governments
as by the lack of consensus and leaderwill need to intensify efforts towards
ship. This overall lack of coordination
regional integration.
was especially the result
Through the $3 trillion
of extant Sino-American
Through the $3 trillion
Africa Continental
trade wars, American
Africa Continental Free
Free Trade Area,
isolationism under
Trade Area, the world’s
the world’s largest
Trump, and the attenlargest free trade area,
dant rise in nationalism
the continent stands
free trade area, the
in global capitals.
to boost regional trade
continent stands to
beyond current levels by
boost regional trade
The only global
exploiting the potentibeyond current levels
mechanism of leaderalities of the economies
by
exploiting
the
ship in this pandemic
of scale. Efforts towards
potentialities
of
the
has remained the World
economic integration
economies of scale.
Health Organization,
should further assist
which came under heavy criticism,
the region to build stronger industrial,
funding cuts, and credibility charges
labor, and technical capacities to boost
from the United States. African mulits growth and development prospects.
tilateral efforts suffered from a lack of
technical capacity, clarity of approach,
Lastly, regional political integration—
and dependency on developments in
but not necessarily vertical integrathe developed world.
tion—will help the region to advance
common foreign policy objectives and
Going forward, the international com- increase its political bargaining power
munity should develop a mechanism of
internationally. This will help to limit
prioritizing multilateral approaches to
malign foreign influence on individual
global and regional crises management
states from competing external powers.
to prevent and mitigate crises as well
as quicken a recovery that is devoid of
Democracy and Growth
global geopolitical struggles.
n the final analysis, while the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
eventh, deepening regional intehas exposed the general state of ungration. To limit the destabilizing
preparedness for much of the world, it
impact of uncertain external markets,
has revealed vulnerabilities created by

hile the initiative by the World
extreme inequalities in access to healthBank to allocate about $12 bilcare between the global north and the
lion to assist 100 developing countries
global south—especially countries in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America. Owing to boost their testing, treatment, and
vaccination programs is laudable (since
to chronic lack of testing and treatment facilities, we may never know the
it helps to build the basis for reopenactual number of deaths
ing African economies),
Owing
to
chronic
robust debt restructuras a result of COVID-19
lack of testing and
in Africa. Worse still,
ing and economic and
treatment facilities,
financial assistance will
limitations on vaccine
access and mutations
further help African
we may never know
in COVID-19 variants
economies to record
the actual number of
positive growth indices
means that we cannot
deaths as a result of
project when the contifor long-term politiCOVID-19
in
Africa.
nent can start its full recal and social stability
covery. Democratic reversal, insurgent
in the region. Similarly, efforts should
conflicts, and increasing terrorist and
be made to support the development
extremist threats fundamentally affect
of local infectious disease infrastructhe prospects of the immediate recovery ture, loosening of vaccine patency
restrictions, strengthening governing
by the continent.
institutions, reversing the slide toward
The pandemic has further demonauthoritarianism in various parts of the
continent, and containing insurgencies
strated how intricate interdependencies and globalized security issues can
and terrorist groups.
worsen in the context of sharp inequality, major geopolitical fall-outs, and a
Such efforts will not only be central
lack of concerted North-South efforts
to returning Africa back to a trajecto globalize infectious diseases research tory of growth; they are also critical
infrastructure. Despite Africa being
for saving the democratic gains necstuck in its second and third waves of
essary for the continent’s long-term
the pandemic, its economies are estiprosperity and stability. While not
mated to bounce back with a modest
sufficient in guaranteeing Africa’s
growth rate of between 2.3 percent and recovery, increased democratization
is nonetheless the only viable insur3.4 percent for 2021, according to the
World Bank. However, without vaccines ance policy against authoritarian and
and in the wake of apparent instabiliilliberal pitfalls that have strangled
Africa’s potentialities for much of its
ties, even these modest projections remain merely optimistic probabilities.
independence period.
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